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Abstract

Riad, T. 1992. Structures in Germanic Prosody. A diachronic study with special reference to the 
Nordic languages. Department of Scandinavian languages, S-106 91 Stockholm. 378pp.

This study provides a reconstruction of the development of the Germanic stress and 
syllabification system (as reflected in Gothic and Proto-Nordic) up to the completion of the 
quantity shift in Late Old Swedish. By means of current prosodic theory it is established that a 
domain of two moras word-initially is present at all stages of development, in Gothic, Old 
English and Proto-Nordic as well as in Modem Swedish. It is argued that this domain is the 
linguistic instantiation of word minimality, referred to as the bimoraie condition. The bimoraic 
condition is interpreted over different prosodic categories - the prosodic word, the foot and 
finally the main-stress syllable - at different language stages. This development reflects the 
transition from a quantity system permitting light and overlong syllables to a system where the 
main-stress syllable is obligatorily heavy.

Various prosodically conditioned changes and processes take place in the early Germanic 
dialects. New explanations are proposed for several of them in terms of prosodic theory. The 
vowel/glide alternation (Sievers’s law) in Gothic is derived from regular syllabification of the 
archiphonemes III and /UY. Syncope in Proto-Nordic (corresponding to high vowel deletion in 
Old English) is analyzed as mora-deletion in metrically weak positions. Vowel shortening and 
nasal loss are also analyzed as mora-deletion following destressing under stress clash. The long
standing problem of delayed syncope (in Proto-Nordic) or absence of syncope (in Old English) 
in light stems is explained as a minimal word effect. The deletion rule in the so called second 
syncope period in Proto-Nordic is a case of vowel deletion (not mora-deletion). The patterning 
known as vowel balance is analyzed as the result of interaction between the general trend of 
reduction and the development of a particular balance prosody. In balance prosody one main- 
stress position (a unipositional foot) dominates two light syllables. This prosody is directly 
reflected as level stress on the surface. Rules that relate directly to the metrical configuration 
of balance are vowel strengthening (läsa > läså ’to read’), and vowel levelling (låså > låså). 
The latter rule is rendered as parametrized projection of features onto the stress unit, and the 
vowel patterns of vowel levelling are thereby given a principled description. Finally, the quantity 
shift in Old Swedish is discussed in detail. Balance - argued to be a Scandinavian innovation - 
is shown to be directly linked to the quantity shift. The loss of balance necessarily leads to the 
implementation of the quantity shift. Moreover, it is argued that the particular Central 
Scandinavian lengthening pattern involving both vowel and consonant lengthening (in roughly 
complementary contexts) is due to the (former) presence of balance. Finally, the theory predicts 
that the Modem Swedish quantity system emerging after the quantity shift depends on distinctive 
consonant quantity, rather than distinctive vowel quantity.
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marked with ’ + ’ are here considered incorrect, as will be clear 
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is used freely for clarity, and makes no claim for orthography, 

â, b The accent marks mark main-stress and secondary stress when
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MS-retr. main-stress retraction
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q quantity distinction
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Nw Norwegian
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Da Danish
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p.c. personal communication
ch. chapter
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DR Danmarks runeindskrifter (cf. Jacobsen, Lis & Erik Moltke

1941-42)





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Directions of research

The results presented in this study stem from research in two main directions. First, 
I have sought to identify and understand the grammatical system for syllabification 
and stress assignment in the early Germanic dialects, and its development in the 
history of the Nordic language group. The aim here has been to develop 
reconstructions of prosodic structure at different language stages, in the light of 
current prosodic theory. The utility of such reconstructions is that they may advance 
our understanding of the characteristic, prosodically conditioned changes in 
Germanic dialects. The account begins at a period in time when the early Germanic 
dialects can confidently be said to have an essentially shared prosodic system, that 
is in 4th century Gothic, and ends with the completion of the so-called quantity shift 
in 16th century Swedish. During this period, several changes in the prosodic system 
take place, as we can infer from the linguistic data available to us from various 
language stages.

Second, I have studied several well-known topics in Germanic and Nordic 
historical linguistics from a prosodic point of view. Four central topics form the core 
of the book: vowel/glide alternation in Gothic (Sievers’s Law), syncope and vowel 
shortening in Proto-Nordic, balance phenomena in Old Swedish, and the 
normalization of stressed syllables in Old Swedish (the quantity shift). It is clear that 
prosodic factors have roles to play in each of them, and therefore it is natural that 
the recent insights current generative phonology offers into the prosodic domain of 
grammar should be applied to these processes.1 Solutions in terms of prosodic 
structure will be proposed for several problematic issues associated with these topics.

In order to understand the diachronic changes in a prosodic system, how they take 
place and what they consist of, one must establish the relation between language 
stages. Now, in the study of the diachrony of the Germanic prosodic system, one 
particularly intriguing issue soon arises. How can it be that trends at a general level 
seem to continue over very long periods of time? And how does it happen that these 
trends are present in all the early Germanic dialects? Consider two such important 
trends in Germanic. First we have the reduction in all syllables except the main- 
stressed one. This reduction remains a Germanic characteristic from the time of the



retraction of main-stress to the initial syllable, and up to at least the quantity shift. 
Second, there appears, throughout this time, to be a corresponding trend towards 
elimination of light syllables in stressed position. It is not obvious that such trends 
should go on and on for such a long while. This study tries to approach the question 
of how a language can seem to be moving in one direction for ages, without 
claiming that the language is in itself an intelligent object. For these trends, the 
present study focusses on the role of the stem-initial domain of two moras, which 
will be seen to play a role in many discussions in all the chapters of this book. We 
will try to show how this bimoraic domain is inherited from one language stage to 
another, with an occasional change in grammatical employment. This type of case, 
where a structurally stable grammatical factor is inherited from one language stage 
to another over a long period of time, is bound to endow developments with a 
certain degree of coherence, in particular if several changes take place that are 
sensitive to this domain.

Coherence, of course, is what we aim at throughout. A diachronically coherent 
analysis, that is, an analysis where several factors and changes are seen to be related 
in formal and intuitive ways, will improve our understanding of the linguistic 
developments in question.2 We may thus get a better idea of why the changes in 
Nordic language history take place in the order that they do. For instance, why does 
the phenomenon of Old Swedish balance (level stress) occur before the quantity 
shift? And why does Proto-Nordic and Old English syncope leave exactly the set of 
bisyllabic words with a light initial syllable alone until all other word types have 
been affected?

The historical linguist has a natural interest in identifying the cause of a change. 
However, causes for language change are elusive things, matters that tend to move 
away as one approaches them. If and when one succeeds in grasping a factor that 
causes a change, thereby providing the answer for one question, a host of new 
questions present themselves. In our analysis of balance we would say that the 
presence of balance prosody (level stress) is one important factor causing vowel 
assimilation (vowel levelling). Now, we may be content to make this observation, 
but one immediately wonders what balance prosody is and where it came from, or 
what the role of balance is in the quantity shift. These, of course, are more general 
questions. As it turns out, causes can be found at different levels. Some changes are 
directly traceable to relatively hard and fast factors, while other changes appear to 
be the result of more subtle, long-term developments. Among changes of the latter 
type, we typically find reinterpretations of the prosodic system. Insofar as the 
development in the Germanic prosodic system is coherent, we must aim at relating



rules and synchronie systems to its long-term development, while at the same time 
retain sufficient concreteness to account for the phenomena at hand in the particular 
language stage.

This is where the theory and the study of long-term diachrony should meet. By 
reconstructing the central aspects of a prosodic system at several stages of a 
development known to be rather coherent, we stand a chance of approaching the 
causes for several changes in the history of Germanic. Naturally, limitations with 
regard to data will at times have to be filled in by predictions of the theory. And of 
course, the theory as such is subject to testing and amending. Nevertheless, it seems 
quite a fruitful path to tread at this point, when most of the available data has been 
worked through several times, under various research paradigms.

1.2 Aspects of prosodic theory

In this section, we will present some of the basic concepts of prosodic theory. I will 
pay particularly close attention to those aspects of the theory that are of direct 
relevance to the subsequent discussions. Thus, the representations of stress and 
syllabification will be presented in some detail (here or subsequently), while less 
central aspects (e.g. autosegmental theory, history of metrical theory) will be 
bypassed in silence. The general intention is to stay as close to the central topics of 
the study as possible, without presupposing knowledge of matters that we do not 
discuss.3

1.2.1 The prosodic hierarchy

We begin with a presentation of the constituents which make up the prosodic 
structure up to the word-level. The prosodic constituents enter into the so-called 
prosodic hierarchy, which contains the following (McCarthy & Prince 1989):4

(1) Prosodic hierarchy5

Prosodic word Wd
Foot F
Syllable o
Mora ß



Each higher level is comprised of units from the level directly below, such that the 
phonological word is constituted by feet, feet by syllables and syllables by moras.6 
We shall examine these categories one by one, in the subsequent sub-sections.

Moras will dominate segments, which will be represented by 'C and V when we 
focus on a pattern (e.g. CVCV, CwQ. The capital/lowercase letter is here used for 
graphic clarity only. Otherwise, segments will be represented by the letters of the 
words in a semi-phonetic way. Long segments are indicated by doubled symbols, 
e.g. took ’roof (orthographic <tak>), takk ’thanks’ (orthographic <tack>). 
Where needed, a syllable boundary will be represented by a dot, e.g. doot.ter 
’daughter’.

Apart from building a structure representing stress and providing the categories 
required for representing other prosodic phenomena, like tone and accent, the 
prosodic constituents also provide domains for phonological rules (Nespor & Vogel 
1986). Furthermore, prosodic constituents function as morphological building blocks 
in processes like reduplication and so-called root and pattern morphology (McCarthy 
& Prince 1986, 1990).

1.2.2 The mora (/x)

The mora is a weight unit. Prince (1976, cited in Prince 1983:52) provides the 
following definition:

(2) ’'Following essentially the line of Trubetzkoy, let us portray the 
[light/heavy] contrast as being between syllables which contain one, and 
syllables which contain two moras. What then is a mora? We offer the 
following account:

(39) Assuming that long vowels are sequences,
a. The first vowel of a syllable is a mora;
b. The segment immediately following the first vowel, if it is in 

the same syllable as that vowel, may be a mora, subject to 
language-specific constraints.M

The language-specific constraints referred to involve the quality of the post-vocalic 
segment. In some languages any segment in post-vocalic position will be moraic, 
e.g. Latin, Cairene Arabic and English. In other languages, only sonorant segments



can be moraic, e.g. in Lithuanian and Danish. In yet other languages only vowels 
are moraic and hence a long vowel or a diphthong is required for a syllable to be 
heavy, e.g. Lardil. For a discussion of the typology of moraicity, cf. Zee 
(1988:ch.2). Whichever way the division is made among segments, the prosodic 
dichotomy between one and two moras implements the weight distinction between 
light and heavy syllables.7

In Germanic, we shall see that the conditions on what may be a moraic segment 
differ between the main-stressed syllable and other syllables. While in the main- 
stressed syllable any segment following the first vowel could be moraic, only 
sonorant segments can be moraic in other syllables. This situation is interesting, 
though not unique (cf. Hewitt 1990), and we shall return to it several times.

The role of the mora is important in stress systems which are sensitive to weight 
distinctions between syllables, like Germanic. In this type of stress system, so-called 
quantity sensitive systems, heavy syllables tend to attract stress, and unstressed 
syllables tend to be light. This sensitivity to quantity may also be observable in the 
poetic meter of a language. In Latin verse, for instance, two light syllables (=2 
moras) equate to one heavy syllable (=2 moras), so-called resolution (Allen 
1973:60f. 166ff.). This equation is, of course, inherent in moraic theory, where the 
weight unit of the mora is seen as a primitive in syllable structure, to which we 
turn next.

1.2.3 The syllable (a)

The syllable in metrical theory is a prosodic unit. The phonological string of 
segments is parsed into hierarchically structured syllables, according to universal 
principles and language-specific conditions.8 There are several reasons for assuming 
the syllable as a theoretical unit, as discussed in Selkirk (1982:337ff.). For instance, 
phonotactic generalizations concerning the sequencing of segments of various types 
are most generally (and therefore best) stated by referring to the syllable, rather than 
to the word or the morpheme. Also, it can be argued that the prosodic phenomena 
of stress and tone are assigned to syllables or moras rather than to e.g. vocalic 
segments. Furthermore, numerous rules within segmental phonology apply in 
relation to the domain of a syllable. By now, the status of the syllable as a 
grammatical unit is no longer controversial.



1.2.3.1 The onset principle

It has been widely and repeatedly observed that syllables tend always to have an 
onset preceding the syllable peak, as long as there is a segment available for this 
role. This generalization is known as the onset principle, and is implemented in 
various ways in linguistic analyses. For example, in Itô (1986:5), the onset principle 
is made to follow from the statement of the universal core syllable condition.

(3) Universal core syllable condition

IF C V
\ /

THEN a

Hence, any sequence Cv must form a syllable, where the consonant is onset. Notice 
that (3) does not exclude the possibility of an onsetless syllable, i.e. a syllable 
beginning in a vowel. The onset principle is a statement to be implemented over a 
string of real segments. In the theory employed here (as in Itô 1986), syllabification 
proceeds by the mapping of syllable templates to the phonological string, where the 
template contains an onset position (cf. 2.2.3). In other theories the onset principle 
may be implemented by an obligatory rule, assigning an onset to a syllable nucleus.

The onset principle is sometimes augmented with a preposed ’maximal’, saying 
that of a sequence of inter-vocalic consonants, as many as possible should be 
analyzed as the onset for the second syllable. The status of this principle, which we 
will call onset maximization, is significantly lower and subject to various (language- 
specific) constraints relating to sonority sequencing, morphology and stress 
conditions. Possibly the maximization of onsets seen in e.g. Germanic languages is 
derivable from other conditions (see further 2.1.3).

1.2.3.2 Sonority sequencing

The variation in sonority between segment types can be described by means of 
sonority scales.9 A rudimentary and near-universal (or unmarked) sonority scale for 
the major segment classes is given in (4).



(4) vowels +
liquids
nasals
fricatives
stops

More specific scales can be formulated for particular languages, giving room for 
some variation (cf. Kristoffersen 1991b: 12ff., for an extensive discussion). As we 
shall see, Gothic provides evidence for a fine, and slightly unexpected, ordering 
between the two phonemes alternating between vocalic realization and realization as 
glides in the language, namely i/j and u/w (cf. 2.2.2).

Now, on the basis of sonority scales, the principled, phonotactic organization of 
segments within the syllable can be expressed. This is the so-called sonority 
sequencing generalization (Selkirk 1984:116).

(5) In any syllable, there is a segment constituting a sonority peak which is 
preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments with progressively 
decreasing sonority values.

The sequencing of segments within the syllable obeys sonority such that the most 
sonorous segment is in the peak of the syllable. It is usually the case that the very 
peak of the syllable, the first mora, coincides with the most sonorous segment of the 
string. We will refer to this as the sonority principle, in the discussion of Gothic 
syllabification.

Concerning increasing sonority at the beginning of the syllable, and decreasing 
sonority at the end, the mere fact that two sounds differ in sonority does not 
necessarily mean that they can form a well-formed sequence within a syllable. 
Elaborations of the sonority scale of a particular language, e.g. in terms of assigning 
values to the positions on it, can provide the means for expressing the conditions on 
sequencing in a restrictive fashion (cf. Steriade 1982:91ff. cf. Clements 1988 for 
discussion).

1.2.3.3 Notation

The formalism used here derives from so-called moraic theory (Hyman 1985, 
McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1988). The syllable node dominates moras, which are 
in turn linked to those segments which contribute weight to the syllable.10 Some



segments are linked directly to the syllable node. These segments typically constitute 
the onset of the syllable and do not contribute any weight. Consider the Gothic form 
in (6).

w u 1 f i 1 a ’little wolf (personal name)’

This representation highlights quantity as a central property of syllabic structure. 
Beyond the distinction of light and heavy syllables as monomoraic and bimoraic, 
respectively, the structure is sparse.11

Long segments
Long vowels are represented as a single segment linked to two moras, as in (7a). 
Geminate consonants in medial position are represented by a single melody linked 
with a mora in one syllable and with the syllable node in another, that is as onset, 
cf. (7b). The examples below are Gothic.

(7) a. a b. a a c. a

/fy /îYï /nh
s w i n 'pig' m a n a 'man' skats 'money' 
[swi:n] [mania] [skats] or [skatis]

The interpretation of the final consonant in (7c) as long or short is not determined 
by the formalism, since consonants cannot be linked to more than one mora. As we 
shall see, the interpretation is due to general properties of the quantity system. Both 
interpretations occur among Germanic dialects (chapter 6).

1.2.4 The foot (F)

The foot level represents stress structure. By the assignment of feet, the syllables of 
a word are parsed into prominent and non-prominent positions. Typical feet contain 
one strong position and one weak position, the assignment of which in ideal (or



neutral) contexts gives rise to a pattern of alternating stressed and unstressed 
positions, reflecting a basic rhythmical principle of alternation.

The upsurge of research on stress and syllabification in the eighties - following 
the initiation of metrical phonology in the seventies (Liberman & Prince 1977) - has 
resulted in the identification of various parameters of variation and a restricted set 
of possibilities for assigning stress structure (cf. Hayes 1981, 1985, 1987, 1991, 
McCarthy & Prince 1986, Halle & Vergnaud 1987). Below we give (descriptively) 
a set of binary parameters that have been suggested in the literature. These 
parameters restrict the number of possible stress systems in natural language, while 
at the same time permitting the attested variation in the languages of the world.

(8) Parameters of stress

1. Size of feet. Feet may be either bounded, i.e. occupy two metrical 
positions in the canonical form, or unbounded, ranging over an 
unspecified number of metrical positions.

2. Direction of assignment. When feet are constructed over a string of 
syllables, the direction of assignment must be specified. The two values 
of this parameter are left-to-right and right-to-left.

3. Location of head. The head of the foot is where the strong position, the 
stress, occurs. Heads must always occur at the edge of the foot, the 
parameter permitting two values: the right edge or the left edge of the 
foot.

4. Quantity sensitivity. In the assignment of stress, languages may or may 
not be sensitive to whether or not syllables are heavy. Thus, in quantity- 
sensitive languages, heavy syllables will always attract stress, whereas 
light syllables will be stressed according to the common alternating 
pattern (if they occur many in a sequence), or by default. Unstressed 
syllables will be light. In quantity-insensitive stress systems, syllabic 
weight is of no consequence to the location of stress. Algorithmic 
assignment will place the stresses in the alternating fashion.

This set of parameters has proved to be too powerful in relation to the stress systems 
attested. Combinations of parametric values create stress systems that are either not 
attested, or only very seldom attested (Hayes 1987). This has led to refinements of 
the typology of stress system. First, the status of unbounded feet as primitive has 
been annulled (McCarthy & Prince 1986:9 and reference), removing parameter 1 
above. Second, parameters 3 and 4 above have been replaced with a set of basic foot



templates. Thus, the inventory of basic feet is provided in the form of theoretical 
primitives, instead of parameter-derivable constructs. Three basic foot-types are 
(independently) suggested in McCarthy & Prince (1986) and Hayes (1987): the 
syllabic trochee, the moraic/quantitative trochee, and the iamb.

The rendering below is adapted from McCarthy & Prince (1986) and Hayes 
(1991:ch.4). The weight of syllables is indicated by subscripted moras. Feet are 
represented by so-called bracketed grids, where the brackets indicate the boundary 
of the foot, the ’x’ indicates the prominent (strong) position, and the V indicates the 
non-prominent (weak) position.

(9) Basic foot inventory 

Syllabic trochee

Moraic trochee

Iamb

Form
(x .)
a a

(x .) (X)
Form oß oß or om

(• x) (x)
Form Oß O fi fi or am

The moraic trochee and the iamb are employed in stress systems which recognize 
the distinction between heavy and light syllables, i.e. quantity-sensitive systems. 
Feet in these stress systems are therefore [oß amJ, [oß oiJ or [a^J. In systems 
insensitive to syllabic weight, the syllabic trochee is employed, reflecting the fact 
that these system are overwhelmingly trochaic (cf. Hayes 1985). McCarthy & Prince 
(1986:9) refer to this as the trochaic default, meaning that where elements are equal 
(by quantity-insensitive interpretation or by actual fact), rhythm is trochaic.

Now, the feet in (9) are not sufficient to exhaustively parse any given string of 
syllables. Some light syllables in quantity-sensitive systems and some syllables in 
quantity-insensitive systems will be left over. In recent stress theories, these syllables 
are often left unfooted, thereby allowing for strict observation of the binarity of 
feet (Kager 1989, Hayes 1991). In other theories, exhaustive parsing of the string 
is required (cf. e.g. the exhaustivity condition in Halle & Vergnaud 1987:15). The 
present work has little or nothing to add to this issue, as long as it is clear that the 
left-over light syllables equal the weak positions of feet. I have chosen to parse the 
string exhaustively such that stray syllables are assigned stressless feet in the manner 
of Hayes (1987). If nothing else, this may serve the purpose of typographical clarity 
and also, it simplifies the reference to metrically weak positions in the writing of 
rules. We therefore add the following statement to the typology of (9).



(10) Assign a stressless foot (.) to a stray syllable.

(10) is merely a convention here. No evidence (such as treating weak positions in 
stressless feet differently than weak positions within stressed feet) has been found 
that depends on this distinction alone.

1.2.4.1 Notation

The representation of stress used in this study is known as the bracketed grid 
notation.12 This notation is a conflation of two competing previous representations, 
the metrical tree and the metrical grid, exemplified below. Apalachicola is a place- 
name.

(11) a. Tree Wd b. Grid

w w s
F F F x
A As A XXX
swswsw xxxxxx
Apalachicola Apalachicola

The tree structure in (11a) is a hierarchically organized constituent structure. The 
s/w labelling expresses relative prominence between positions within a category. 
These labels have only a relative interpretation and no absolute values.

The metrical grid in (1 lb) is a more direct representation of rhythm. Layers of x’s 
mark the rhythmic relations between positions. The bare grid does not express 
constituency like tree-structure does, but rhythmic phenomena like stress clash and 
stress lapse are better represented and defined in grid notation.

The two representations were considered as competitors for a while (Prince 
1983:19f.), but subsequent research has accepted both as necessary representations 
(e.g. Hayes 1984:59ff.). In the bracketed grid notation, the basic alternation between 
prominent and non-prominent positions is indicated with x’s and dots, while the 
brackets indicate the boundaries of feet. In order to mark main-stress in a convenient 
way, we use uppercase ’X’, which should indicate that this position has a mark at 
the word-level.



(12) (x • ) (x . ) (X .) 
Apa lachi cola

As we will argue in chapter 3, the basic foot of Germanic is the morale trochee. 
Representations of a few Proto-Nordic words are given below as illustration.

(13) a. (X) (.)
o o

c. (X) (x .) 
a a a

(Mi inn mil \
gastiz 'guest1 *dagaz 'day' *her5ijaz 'shepherd'

1.2.4.2 Extrametricality

Scholars have observed that the set of stress systems in natural language is 
significantly reduced in number if a notion of extrametricality, or extraprosodicity 
is added to the theory. By extrametricality, a prosodic unit (er, ß, or a segment) may 
be discounted or made invisible for the algorithm of syllabification or the assignment 
of stress. The abovementioned constraint on stress systems as bounded relies on this 
notion. Hayes (1981, 1991) observes that the stress systems of the world can be 
characterized simply as bounded (having binary feet) or unbounded, given 
extrametricality. Thus, potential stress systems using e.g. trisyllabic or 
quadrosyllabic feet are ruled out, clearly a desirable fact from the theoretical view
point.

For illustration, consider Latin stress (example reficio ’to enliven; to do something 
new; to reconstruct; to make complete, etc., lp.sg.’). Latin stress regularly falls on 
the antepenultimate syllable, if the last three syllables are light (réficit ’3p.sg’), 
otherwise on the penult (reféctus ’past part.’, reféecit ’perf.3p.sg.’, ménsa 
’table’).13 In (14a), the final syllable is extrametrical and moras have been assigned. 
In (14b) stress is assigned by placing moraic trochees from the right (adapted from 
Hayes 1981:66ff.). ’<x>’ = extrametrical element. 14

(14) a. ß ßß
re.fee.<tus>

ß ßß
re.fee.<cit>

ß ß
re.fi.<cit>

b. (X) 
ß ßßre.fec.<tus>

(X) 
ß ßßre.fee.<cit>

(X .) 
ß ßre.fi.<cit>



If the final syllable is ignored, i.e. made extrametrical, the binary foot can reach the 
third syllable from the end (in réficit) by simple assignment right-to-left.

In Late Old Swedish, extrametricality of final consonants is introduced (6.5.1.2). 
Under such conditions, CvC syllables come to be considered heavy in non-final 
position, but light in final position.

1.2.5 The prosodic word (Wd)

The prosodic (or phonological) word contains the word-stress. The prosodic word 
is either equal to or smaller than a syntactic word (Nespor & Vogel 1986:110). For 
instance, compounds may be made up of two prosodic words, rather than one. In 
this thesis, the discussion of the prosodic word is limited to one particular aspect, 
namely the minimal shape of the prosodic word.14 This category is known as the 
minimal word (cf. Prince 1980, McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990, Wilkinson 1988, 
for recent discussions).

1.2.5.1 Minimal word

The minimal word of a language represents the minimal size that a major-category 
(or content) word may have. As major-category words must be stressable, the 
minimal word will be coextensive with a minimal (unmarked) foot of the language. 
This follows from the prosodic hierarchy. In quantity-sensitive stress systems, the 
minimal stressed unmarked foot is two moras, which is clear from the strong 
tendency to avoid monomoraic feet. The same could be said to hold of quantity- 
insensitive systems, if in such systems syllables are considered monomoraic 
(McCarthy & Prince 1990:231). In such systems monosyllabic feet are avoided. The 
content of word minimality, which is generally limited to content words, would be 
the fact that content words must be stressable, hence contain a foot.

The grammar of a language may employ the minimal word in various ways, and 
we shall have a brief look at Lardil and Germanic.

Lardil
In Lardil15 (Wilkinson 1988), where the minimal word is two moras, there is a rule 
seeing to it that monomoraic stems get augmented so as to comply with the minimal



word requirement. Only vowels can be moraic, and hence a minimal word must 
contain a long vowel or two short vowels (Wilkinson 1988:327). This gives rise to 
the alternation of nominal case forms in (15) and (16). The stems in (15) are 
polysyllabic or monosyllabic with a long vowel. Endings vary depending on whether 
or not a stem ends in a vowel. The diacritics mark distinctions among the coronal 
consonants (cf. Wilkinson 1988).

(15) ’dugong’ ’inside’ ’ti-tree’ ’spear’

Underlying /kentapal/ /wite/ /pee?/ /maan/
Uninflected kentapal wite peer maan
Non-future kentapalin witen peefin maanin
Future kentapalur witer peerur maankur

When the stem is monomoraic, a noun receives an augmentative vowel a in the 
uninflected form (16a), as do uninflected verbs (16b).

(16) a. ’thigh’ ’shade’ b. ’to bite’ ’to hit’

Underlying /tef/ /wik/ fa# /net/
A

Uninflected terö wikû peta neta
A

Nonfuture tefin wikin
Future terur wikur petur neturA *

Thus, in monomoraic stems augmentation takes place to meet the minimal word 
requirement, if no other suffix is available. This is marked by italics in (16).

Further evidence for the operation of the minimal word requirement occurs in the 
process of truncation, which takes place in stems of more than two syllables. Final 
vowels and sometimes consonants are deleted.16

(17) ’flame’ ’husband* ’blue-tongued lizard’

Underlying /yalulu/ /yukafpa/ /yaakuwa/
Uninflected yalul yukar yaaku
Accusative yalulun yukarpan yaakuwan
Future yalulur yukafpar yaakuwar



Bisyllabic stems, however, are left alone. If vowel deletion were to apply to 
bisyllabic stems like wite ’inside’, a monomoraic stem +wit would result, violating 
the minimal word condition (and predicting augmentation).

Germanic
In Germanic, too, the notion of word minimality is relevant. The minimal word will 
be seen to play an important role in the analysis of Proto-Nordic syncope, in 
particular. Below, we give one piece of evidence for the minimal word in Germanic.

At an early stage of Germanic, word-final IE -m turned into -n (Krahe 1969:124). 
This -n was kept in certain positions, otherwise lost. If a secondary suffix attached, 
the -n remained, as in Gothic pan-a < IE *tom ’that’, in-a < *im ’he (acc)’. The 
interesting fact in this context is that the -n was also kept if it followed a short vowel 
in a monosyllabic word. In monosyllables with a long vowel, however, it was lost, 
just like in longer words.

(18) a. Go hwan, OE hwon ’when’ < IE *quom, Latin cum 
Go ban, OE ban, bon ’then’ = Latin turn

b. Go boo ’this’ < IE *taam
PN homa ’horn (acc.)’ < Gmc *homan < IE *kmom

This could be interpreted as a minimal word effect, similar to the Lardil case 
mentioned above. The bimoraicity of the cases in (18a) is preserved, while nasal loss 
applies generally elsewhere. We note that word minimality applies in these words, 
although they should hardly be classified as content words.

Word minimality is one aspect of what we shall call the bimoraic condition, which 
we turn to now.

1.2.6 The bimoraic condition

Scholars have often observed that the first two moras in Germanic words have 
special status. For instance, the rule of high vowel deletion in Early Old English 
(corresponding to Proto-Nordic syncope) appears to be sensitive to the domain of the 
two initial moras. Thus, following an initial heavy (=bimoraic) syllable, deletion 
takes place, as in early OE *laaru > laar ’learning’, whereas following an initial



light (=monomoraic) syllable, deletion does not apply as freely, cf. OE scipu ’ship’. 
This patterning is generally attributed to the initial bimoraie domain (Prokosch 
1939:134). Metrical analyses of high vowel deletion (and Proto-Nordic syncope) 
have in various ways tried to derive the bimoraie domain from the main-stress foot 
(Keyser & O’Neil 1985, Dresher & Lahiri 1986, 1991, Lahiri & Van der Hulst 
1988, Riad 1988). Furthermore, other rules have been connected to the bimoraie 
domain, in particular the vowel/glide alternation known as Sievers’s law (Dresher 
& Lahiri 1986, 1991, Lahiri & Van der Hulst 1988).

It is intuitively clear that an initial prosodic domain is of relevance to the analysis 
of high vowel deletion and Sievers’s law. The fact that this domain should be stated 
in terms of Germanic main-stress is also clear. However, there are various analytical 
complications and empirical problems, which we shall return to in the discussions 
of the particular topics in each chapter.

In the subsequent discussions of topics in Germanic prosodic history, we shall 
emphasize the bimoraie condition as a central feature of Germanic prosody. This 
condition is essentially a property of Germanic main-stress, and the foot that carries 
main-stress. As we shall analyze it, the bimoraie condition will be observed in two 
related roles.

On the one hand it is obligatorily implemented (or instantiated) in the actual 
assignment of prosodic structure in content words. This is done simply by virtue of 
the assignment of the main-stress foot, though the assignment as such is subject to 
change over time. In the early Germanic dialects, we argue, main-stress is assigned 
prior to syllabification, by the mapping of a bimoraie foot and syllable template to 
the phonological string.

(19) Main-stress foot and syllable template

(X)
a

This is the first prosodic structure to be assigned and, at this stage of the derivation, 
each content word will contain a bimoraie foot and syllable in stem-initial position. 
We may say that the bimoraie condition is thereby satisfied.

The other role of the bimoraie condition is more condition-like. This role is 
activated when the word meets rules and other conditions. In the early Germanic 
dialects, for instance, the bimoraie condition functions as a minimal word condition 
(cf. 1.2.5.1 above). That is, it ensures that derived words retain a minimum of two



moras. As we shall see in chapters 2 and 3, it is not necessarily the case that the 
bimoraic domain remains within the initial syllable, or even within the initial foot. 
The syllable algorithm and the foot algorithm may break up the main-stress 
structure. However, it is never the case that the overall weight of a word falls short 
of the bimoraic measure.

Over time, the bimoraic condition is subject to reinterpretations. In the early 
stages of the Germanic dialects mentioned above, the bimoraic condition holds for 
the word. Later on, it will hold for the main-stress foot and in the end it holds for 
the main-stressed syllable, in most Nordic dialects. These reinterpretations will be 
amply discussed and defended below. The crucial point is that the domain of two 
moras, at a somewhat abstract level, is retained by inheritance in the grammar 
throughout, although it can move down the prosodic hierarchy. By virtue of being 
a property of main-stress, and by virtue of the fact that main-stress is such a salient 
feature of the Germanic dialects, the bimoraic condition remains a central notion in 
the stress and syllabification system. Many rules and structural changes in Germanic 
dialects relate to main-stress, and will in our analysis be seen to crucially refer to the 
bimoraic condition. The inalterable centrality of the bimoraic condition in Germanic 
prosody, we will claim, is the most important factor that provides coherence for the 
prosodically conditioned developments in the Germanic dialects, up to the quantity 
shift.

This completes our brief exposition of some aspects of metrical theory that will 
be encountered in this book. Particularly relevant issues will be further discussed in 
relation to the particular problems analyzed.

1.3 Periodicity

The periodicity that we shall use for Nordic developments is based on prosodic 
development only, for the purposes of our exposition.17 Periodicity as such is not 
a topic here, but merely a way of dividing time for descriptive purposes. The 
periodicities for English and Danish are taken from the references given, with a few 
minor changes.
1. We use the term Early (preliterary) Old English instead of Primitive Old English 
(Campbell 1959).
2. We shall use the term Proto-Nordic according to the periodicity in (20), rather 
than that in (22). Danish will not be considered as a separate language until after the



end of the first millenium. The term Proto-Nordic, of course, refers to the stage 
before the separation of the Nordic languages.

(20) Nordic

Early Proto-Nordic 
Proto-Nordic 
Early Old Swedish 
Late Old Swedish

200 - 600
600 -1000 Syncope period 600-900
1000-1300
1300-1600

(21) English (Campbell 1959:§1, Jordan/Matthes 1934:§1)

Early (preliterary)
Old English 450 - 700 (Preliterary OE)

Old English 700-1100
Middle English 1100-1500

(22) Danish (Skautrup 1944:V)

Proto-Nordic 200 - 800
Old Danish 800-1100
Older Middle Danish 1100-1350 
Younger Middle Danish 1350-1500

(23) Gothic

Wulfila 311-382/83
Codex Argenteus (Silver Bible manuscript), 6th century

It is seen that the English and Danish periodicities are staggered with respect to 
Swedish. For instance, the quantity shift will be said to take place in Middle English 
and Middle Danish, but in Late Old Swedish, respectively. Similarly, syncope in 
Proto-Nordic corresponds to syncope (low/high vowel deletion) in Early Old 
English.



Notes for chapter 1

1. Two important prosody-related topics that have been omitted from this work are 
the ontogenesis of accent 2 (in Swedish and Norwegian) and the nature of /-umlaut.

2. See Dresher & Lahiri (1991) for a discussion of metrical coherence.

3. For a general introduction to prosodic (non-linear) phonology, cf. Van der Hulst 
& Smith (1982), Van der Hulst (1984:ch.l), Goldsmith (1990), Hayes (1991:ch.2- 
4), Kristoffersen (1991b:ch. 1,2,5). Hogg & MeCully (1987) and Goldsmith (1990) 
are introductory books of coursebook character.

4. Prosodic structure above the word-level is discussed in e.g. Nespor & Vogel 
(1986).

5. In morphologies employing prosodic constituents as building blocks, further 
categories like core syllable (aj, heavy syllable (cr^J, and light syllable (aM) are 
identified (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990). In addition, the minimal version of 
categories like the phonological word and the foot often enjoys special status in 
languages. We discuss the minimal word below (section 2.5.1), as it is of relevance 
in Germanic.

6. General motivation for prosodic units as constituents independent of syntax and 
morphology may be found in e.g. Nespor & Vogel (1986:ch.2).

7. The utility of moraic representations of syllables as compared to other 
representations is evident from processes like compensatory lengthening (Hayes 
1989, and references given there) and templatic morphology in Arabic (McCarthy 
& Prince 1989:section 4).

8. Influential discussions of the syllable as a unit are e.g. Pike & Pike (1947), 
Kurylowicz (1948), Haugen (1956), Fudge (1969), Vennemann (1972), Hooper 
(1972), Fujimura & Lovins (1978), Selkirk (1982). Recent general accounts are 
given in Nespor & Vogel (1986:ch.3) and Kristoffersen (1991b).

9. Ladefoged (1975:219) defines sonority thus: "The sonority of a sound is its 
loudness relative to that of other sounds with the same length, stress, and pitch. "

10. The representation below is not uniquely chosen in McCarthy & Prince (1986), 
but is given as one of three natural options. 11

11. The formalism used does not recognize labelled categories like onset, nucleus, 
coda and rime as categories in their own right.



12. The notation appears to have originated with Hammond (1984).

13. The acute and grave accent marks are here and elsewhere used to indicate main- 
stress and secondary stress, respectively, to enhance clarity and readability (e.g. 
kâ.tiJdoz ’kettles’).

14. For a general discussion of the prosodic word, cf. Nespor & Vogel (1986:ch.4).

15. Lardil is spoken on Momington Island in the Gulf of Carpenteria, Australia 
(Wilkinson 1988:325fn.).

16. The precise operation of deletion need not concern us here (cf. Wilkinson 1988).

17. The standard periodicity for Nordic is given below (Wessén 1969:3).

Proto-Nordic 
Runic Swedish 
Older Old Swedish 
Younger Old Swedish

before 800 
800 -1225 
1225-1375 
1375-1526



Chapter 2

Sievers’s law and Germanic syllabification

2.0 Introduction

Sievers’s law1 is the term used to denote the assumed regular alternation between 
vowels and glides in Indo-European. Evidence bearing on the alternation is drawn 
mainly from Vedic in the original works of Sievers (1878) and Edgerton (1934, 
1943). In Gothic the vowel/glide alternation is much more limited, though it was 
observations in Gothic which led Sievers to his generalization (1878:125ff.). Recent 
discussions of Sievers’s law have circled around the alternation between [-Ü-] and 
[-ji-] in Gothic.

If one chooses to express Sievers’s law by means of a rule converting either 
alternant form into the other, two possibilities arise. Sievers’s law could be 
characterized as the gliding of a vowel (Sievers 1878, Beade 1972), or the 
vocalization of a glide (Edgerton2 1943, Papademetre & Lahiri 1982, Dresher & 
Lahiri 1986, 1991, Lahiri & Van der Hulst 1988), in certain contexts. Assuming, 
for now, underlying glides, the process of Sievers’s law could be exemplified as in 
(1). Underlying forms are to the left, surface forms in the middle, and graphic forms 
(according to standard rewriting with roman letters) and translations to the right.

/sookjis/ > sookiis < sôkeis > ’you seek’
/mikiljis/ > mikiliis < mildleis > ’you glorify’
/sipoonjis/ > sipooniis < sipôneis > ’you are a 

disciple’
/glitmunjis/ > glitmuniis <glitmuneis> ’you glitter’

/nasjis/ > nasjis < nasjis > ’you save’
/stoojis/ > stoojis < stôjis > ’you judge’

We see that in (la) the glide becomes vocalized, while in (lb) it does not. Tradition 
holds that in order for the vocalization to take place, the preceding context must be 
either a heavy syllable or a sequence of two light syllables. Let us call this the 
quantitative requirement. Germanicists have often observed that there is a 
quantitative equality between one heavy syllable and two light ones in verse (so-



called resolution) and in phonological processes. This has led to the statement of the 
quantitative requirement, in various forms. However, this requirement is not fully 
correct as stated, since it is satisfied not only by one heavy syllable, as in soo.kiis, 
or two light syllables, as in mi.kUiis, but also by a light and a heavy syllable, as in 
si.poo.niis and a heavy and a light syllable, as in glit.mu.niis. The quantitative 
requirement should perhaps be restated in a negative fashion, as "not directly after 
a light root syllable", a less than enlightening generalization. Thus, while it appears 
clear that quantity plays a role in Sievers’s law, its exact role remains to be 
specified.

Another requirement concerning the process of Sievers’s law, explicitly stated in 
Vennemann (1971), is one we may call the phonotactic requirement. The 
phonotactic requirement is that, in order for Sievers’s law to apply, the glide must 
not be an onset, or, differently put, the glide must be preceded by a tautosyllabic 
consonant. Hence, stoo.jis in (lb) retains the glide, although it has a heavy initial 
syllable. Concerning nasjis in (lb), there is disagreement among scholars as to which 
syllable s belongs to. Either way, only one of the requirements will be satisfied, and 
therefore vocalization should not be expected in this word, anyway. We shall assume 
the syllabification nas.jisy for reasons laid out below.

Note that the formulations of the requirements above are so far merely descriptive. 
However, any analysis of Sievers’s law must express these generalizations one way 
or another, as they are both necessarily satisfied for Sievers’s law to apply. Previous 
metrical analyses have always focussed on the quantitative requirement, interpreting 
the alternation as rather directly dependent on the initial, main-stress foot (Dresher 
& Lahiri 1986, 1991, Lahiri & van der Hulst 1988). The present analysis will show 
that the dependence on the initial foot is there, but that syllabification too is involved 
in a subtle interaction of principles, an interaction which gives rise to Sievers’s law, 
among other things.

2.0.1 Outline of analysis

In the present analysis, Sievers’s law is a direct consequence of Gothic (and 
Germanic) syllabification. Instead of assuming underlying glides or vowels in the 
relevant positions, we shall assume that the source for surface i and j is an 
archiphoneme III. Similarly, the archiphoneme /U/ will result in surface u or w. In 
addition, there exist cases of underlying glides, partly because Sievers’s law in



Gothic is a limited version of a process that was much more productive in Proto- 
Germanic.3 Underlying vocalic i occurs as well, but only as a geminate.

Thus, the analysis of Sievers’s law reduces to the characterization of 
syllabification in Gothic and Germanic. Given archiphonemes, Sievers’s law 
synchronically becomes a question of derivation, where /I/, whenever it ends up as 
onset, is realized as a j and whenever it is not part of the onset, is realized as a 
vowel. A number of issues arise with regard to syllabification in general and to the 
extent and limits of the application of Sievers’s law in Gothic. We now turn to them.

2.1 Preliminaries

2.1.1 Vowels: phonemic, phonetic and transcribed

It may be useful to briefly review a few facts about the relation between the Gothic 
orthographic system and the vowel system. Many scholarly disputes have occurred 
over just what the sound values of the Gothic vowel graphemes are (cf. e.g. Moulton 
1948, Marchand 1958, Voyles 1968, Vennemann 1971, Beade 1972, D’Alquen 
1974). The present discussion will not directly address this issue and hence the 
display in Table 1 is not the result of an independent investigation, but is based on 
the work of Vennemann (1971) and Braune/Ebbinghaus (1961).

The leftmost column indicates phonemic vowels and systematic phonetic 
allophones. The vowels [e], [o], [ää], [on] are derived from the respective 
phonemes on the line above, in accordance with the analysis in Vennemann (1971). 
Vennemann analyzes the diphthongs as monophthongs, but we here follow 
Braune/Ebbinghaus (1961) in assuming the presence of diphthongs in Gothic.4 I 
assume that the diphthongs are not (necessarily) phonemic, since syllabification treats 
them as sequences of short segments, rather than as atomic units. For instance, 
diphthongs invariably split when the principles of syllabification demand it, e.g. 
when a syllable risks ending up without onset (cf. below section 2.3.1.4).

The subsequent analysis of Gothic syllabification involves two archiphonemes, 
which is the reason why ill and /U/ are written with capital letters.



Table 1. Representational conventions

Short vowels Transliteration Transcriptions used here
of Gothic letter semiphonetic graphemic

/a/ a a <a>
/I/ i i <i>

[e] ai e <af>
/U/ u u < u >

[o] au 0 <au>

Long vowels Transliteration Transcriptions used here
of Gothic letter semiphonetic graphemic

/aa/ a aa <â>
/ee/ e ee <ê>

[ää] ai ee <ai>
nu ei ii <ei>
loot o 00 < ô >

[33] au 00 <au>
/uu/ u uu <û>

Diphthongs Transliteration Transcriptions used here
of Gothic letter semiphonetic graphemic

[ai] ai ai <ai>
[au] au au <au>
[iu] iu iu <iu>

In the case of <ai> and <au>, the transcription used gives rise to ambiguity. 
The cases where these sequences are monophthongal positional variants of the 
phonemes /ee/ and fool are rather clearly circumscribed and easily detectable 
because of the morphophonological alternation with forms displaying the alternative 
writings <ê> and <ô>, e.g. <saian> [sää.an] ’to sow’ vs. <sêj)s> [seej>s] 
’sowing; seed’, and <staua> [stoo.a] ’judge’ vs. <stôjan> [stoo.jan] ’to judge’.

In addition to the phones and phonemes given above there are a few more sounds 
that occur in Greek loanwords only. For instance, for Greek ypsilon, Wulfila uses 
< w >, which is otherwise used for a consonantal sound.



2.1.2 Moraic segments

The syllabic weight distinction in Germanic (and nearly universally) is that between 
heavy and light. In metrical theory, this is expressed as the distinction between two 
moras and one mora.5 A segment which is linked with a mora in the representation 
we call a moraic segment, and given the two-way distinction mentioned a syllable 
may contain one or two moraic segments. If there are three segments in the rime of 
a syllable (i.e. counting from the vowel), only two of them will contribute to the 
weight of the syllable.

Now an interesting property of Germanic is that not all segments can contribute 
to the weight of all syllables. That is, not all segments can be moraic everywhere. 
Two distinctions lie behind this situation. The first is based on the inherent sonority 
of segments, in that sonorant segments can be moraic in any syllable, while 
obstruents cannot. The rudimentary sonority scale below illustrates the division 
between moraic and non-moraic segments in the early Germanic dialects.

(2) Sonority scale

vowels +
glides
liquids

[+son] nasals moraic

[-son] fricatives non-moraic
stops 
sibilant

The second distinction relates to the positional difference between the main-stressed 
syllable and other syllables. The sonority distinction is annulled in the main-stressed 
syllable, such that any segment can be moraic in the main-stress syllable.

These distinctions emerge when we compare properties of the main-stressed 
(initial) syllable with properties of the final syllable of words that are bisyllabic or 
longer. Unfortunately, the status of medial syllables is not completely clear, since 
no conclusive evidence for how segments are weighed in this position has been 
found. As mentioned above, however, we shall assume that the relevant distinction 
is based on the presence/absence of main-stress.

The evidence for this difference in the measurement of weight is found in the 
behaviour of syncope in Germanic. Syncope deletes only vowels in weak positions, 
i.e. in light syllables. In final syllables, syncope distinguishes between e.g. Germanic



-iz, -az and -an. In Proto-Nordic the forms gastiz 'guest’ and *valjan ’to choose’ are 
contemporary. The ending of gastiz is the target of syncope, which deletes the vowel 
but ignores the final -z (Proto-Nordic palatalized -R), showing that the final -z does 
not contribute to the weight of the syllable. In *valjan, as we should expect, syncope 
does not apply, since the ending is a bimoraic, heavy syllable, containing the two 
sonorant segments a and n. At a later stage, the final nasal is lost (cf. 3.2.3.4): Old 
Icelandic has gestr and velja, respectively.

Concerning moraicity in the initial syllable, weight is easy to test since Proto- 
Nordic syncope applies twice, first to syllables following heavy syllables in 
bisyllabic forms, and subsequently to syllables following light syllables in bisyllabic 
forms. There is a temporal gap of about 150 years between the two applications. 
Syncope in gastiz occurs at the earlier point in time, indicating that the initial 
syllable is indeed heavy, although the short vowel is followed by a non-sonorant 
segment.

The asymmetry with respect to syllabification between the main-stressed syllable 
and the other syllables of a Germanic word is reflected in different procedures of 
stress assignment. Main-stress is assigned to the initial syllable of the stem according 
to a lexical generalization, whereas lesser prominences are assigned by a foot 
algorithm applying at a later stage of the derivation. That is, we attribute the special 
properties of the main-stress syllable specifically to the presence of main-stress. The 
theory of stress assignment in Germanic is developed in chapter 3.

Let us now return to the Gothic words in (1), supplied with weight structures, as 
in (3).

(3) a. ßß ßß 
soo.kiis

ß ß ßß 
mi.ki.liis

ß ßß ßß ßß ß ßß
si.poo.niis glit.mu.niis

b. ßß ß 
nas.jis

ßß ß
stoo.jis

The surface forms of the words in (3a) all have a long vowel in the final syllable, 
which hence becomes bimoraic. The final s in (3b) cannot become moraic, because 
it is non-sonorant. In (3a) furthermore, the s falls outside of the scope of the two 
available moraic positions. The first syllable of nas.jis is heavy, because of the 
nature of main-stress (cf. above and section 2.1.3).

If we reconsider the requirements for Sievers’s law, looking at the surface forms 
only, we arrive at the following. If nas.jis is assigned a bimoraic initial syllable as 
in (3b) - the syllabification to be proposed and defended here - then the quantitative 
requirement is satisfied in all words displaying the alternation of Sievers’s law. This



step removes all content of the generalization as such, making it virtually impossible 
to test the quantitative requirement for Sievers’s law, since all potential input words 
to Sievers’s law will satisfy the quantitative requirement. No contrastive pairs are 
available. This is so, since in words with monomoraic initial syllables directly 
followed by jis, i.e. the type of words that should bring out the quantitative contrast, 
both the quantitative and the phonotactic requirements make the same prediction as 
to syllabification, namely Cv.jis. Words of this structure do not occur in Gothic.

The recognition of the phonotactic generalization by Vennemann (1971) marks 
definite progress in the analytical history of Sievers’s law. Vennemann says, "We 
can then say that /ji/ is preserved only where it begins a syllable, but is changed to 
[ii] if preceded by a tautosyllabic consonant. Let us assume that this is the ’idea’ of 
Rule 13a, i.e. its phonological explanation,..." (1971:: 106).6 However, rather than 
actually being the phonological explanation, the phonotactic requirement indicates 
where the phonological explanation resides, namely in the general operation of 
syllabification. If the output of our account for Gothic syllabification is the attested 
distributional pattern of yï-sequences and //-sequences, then the phonotactic 
requirement is automatically reduced to a mere observation, just like the quantitative 
requirement.

As a first step toward our characterization of Sievers’s law, we must now motivate 
the syllabification of nasjis as nas.jis, and show how this is the result of regular 
syllabification.7

2.1.3 The bimoraic condition, Prokosch’s law and the onset principle

The motivation for the syllabification nas.jis comes in part from the often observed 
generalization that stressed syllables in Germanic languages ’prefer’ to be bimoraic. 
This is sometimes referred to as Prokosch’s law or the Stressed syllable law 
(Prokosch 1939:140, Murray & Vennemann 1983:526, Vennemann 1988:30). We 
shall refer to it with two terms, emphasizing two different aspects of the bimoraicity. 
We use bimoraic condition, the more transparent term, to denote the fact that 
Germanic content words must contain at least two moras, that is a canonical main- 
stress foot (cf. the discussion of word minimality in 1.2.5.1). We use the term 
Prokosch’s law to refer to the tendency for the bimoraic domain to be instantiated 
within the stem-initial syllable. Note for instance that the bimoraic condition is met 
in a bisyllabic word made up of two light, monomoraic syllables, just as it is met in 
a monosyllabic word with one heavy, bimoraic syllable. The term Prokosch’s law,



however, denotes the latter case only. Prokosch’s law is met only if the main-stress 
syllable is heavy. Thus, we may consider Prokosch’s law to be a subprinciple of the 
bimoraic condition.

To illustrate, consider a case where there is a choice of three syllabifications, 
+na.sjis, +na.siis and nas.jis. The last one will be chosen, since it is the only one 
where Prokosch’s law is met. The validity of Prokosch’s law for Germanic 
syllabification will be discussed and supported throughout this chapter.

Indeed, I will argue that Prokosch’s law is satisfied whenever possible. The reason 
why it is not possible to always satisfy it is that there is another principle of 
syllabification at play in Germanic (and probably universally), a principle which is 
in occasional conflict with Prokosch’s law. This is the well-known (maximal) onset 
principle (Selkirk 1982:359, Van der Hulst 1984:69, Itô 1986:5f., 164ff.). This 
principle is generally assumed to involve two clauses, which clearly have different 
status. First it says that a syllable should have an onset, this being the universal part 
of the principle. Secondly, it says that the onset should be maximal, under 
phonotactic and other constraints (e.g. Prokosch’s law in Germanic) in the particular 
language. The first clause plays a central role in Gothic syllabification. As will 
emerge below, core syllabification of Germanic will involve Prokosch’s law and the 
first clause of the onset principle. In the following, we shall use the term the onset 
principle to denote the universal property of onsets (cf. the universal core syllable 
condition in Itô 1986, cited in 1.2.3.1).

The second clause is really only relevant for segment strings that satisfy 
Prokosch’s law and the first clause of the maximal onset principle anyway, e.g. 
vCCCv or vvCCv. The middlemost segment in such strings will be syllabified at the 
end of syllabification, as a stray segment, and will follow the dictates of 
phonotactics, e.g. sonority relations. We shall refer to this part of the principle as 
onset maximization, which expresses its lower status. Onset maximization, to the 
extent that it actually occurs, can probably be derived from the sonority scale (cf. 
below) and morphological information. We suggest, then, that this is not a principle 
in itself.

The conflict between the onset principle and Prokosch’s law arises in words of the 
structure CVCV, i.e. light stems.8 In such words, syllabification will yield to the 
onset principle, creating Cv. Cv rather than violate the onset principle and satisfy 
Prokosch’s law, +CvC.v. However, if both principles can be satisfied, 
syllabification will endeavour to do so. Hence, we get nas.jis. The syllabification 
+na.sjis (Dresher & Lahiri 1986, Lahiri & Van der Hulst 1988), is ill-formed, as



only the onset principle is heeded in a form where Prokosch’s law, too, could be 
satisfied.

The above discussion should make it clear that we do not wish to merely call 
Prokosch’s law a preference law. Rather, one should use stronger words, as long as 
it is understood that there is another principle, the onset principle, that overrides 
Prokosch’s law in cases of conflict.

(4) Prokosch’s law
Make the main-stressed syllable bimoraic

This formulation of Prokosch’s law heightens its theoretical status.
An immediate, albeit not overly strong external argument for Prokosch’s law is 

the syllabifications in manuscripts.9 I think one of the more reliable conclusions to 
draw from such investigations (Hechtenberg Collitz 1906, Lutz 1986) is that 
Prokosch’s law does indeed operate in Germanic. Monomorphemic words containing 
two intervocalic consonants (following a short stressed vowel) almost invariably split 
between the consonants (Lutz 1986:197ff. has figures around 99 %, for Old English), 
irrespective of sonority relations. The consonant clusters split even if the consonants 
make up canonically well-formed onsets, in terms of relative sonority. Thus, 
Prokosch’s law appears to be satisfied in these cases. As soon as there are three 
intervocalic consonants, sonority relations within the cluster clearly affect the way 
orthographic syllabification takes place (Lutz 1986:204ff.), however, almost never 
(1%) such that Prokosch’s law is not satisfied. If we accept Dresher & Lahiri’s 
(1986,1991) and Lahiri & Van der Hulst’s (1988) syllabification of nasjis as na.sjis, 
such a result is surprising. Why should nasjis split differently from mat.jan ’to eat’? 
Our view is that these two words should be syllabified the same way.

The analysis of Gothic syllabification below will, hopefully, further clarify and 
motivate the existence and nature of Prokosch’s law and its source, the bimoraic 
condition. Taking a brief look at Prokosch’s law a thousand years forward in time, 
we see that it has become obligatory in all contexts in certain Germanic dialects, 
e.g. Late Old Swedish, as the result of the quantity shift or the standardization of 
quantity in stressed syllables (cf. chapter 6).



2.1.4 The Gothic archiphonemes III and /U/

I have argued elsewhere (Riad 1988b) for the presence of two archiphonemes HI and 
/U/ in Gothic, represented in orthography by <i,j> and <u,w>, respectively. 
Most of the instances of the sounds represented by graphemes <i,j,u,w> are 
derived from these archiphonemes, in particular the alternations associated with 
Sievers’s law. However, the fact that Sievers’s law is not fully alive in (recorded) 
Gothic tells us that the archiphonemes are no longer in full use. We therefore admit 
a few underlying forms containing the phonemes /j/ and /w/, while we posit the 
archiphonemes III and /U/ to derive most of the surface forms. The fact that the 
archiphonemes in Gothic have lost some of the status that they had in Germanic is 
thereby reflected in the lexicon. In the end the archiphonemes are abandoned 
altogether in the Germanic languages.

The hypothesis that the archiphonemes III and /U/ exist in Gothic amounts to 
expressing that each vowel/glide pair is derived from a common source. The most 
obvious evidence of a common source comes from morphophonemic alternations, 
cf. (5). Hyphens indicate composition.

(5) < weina-triu >
<ana-qiujan>
< taujan >
< maujôs >

’wine tree’ 
’to enliven’ 
’to do’ 
(gen.sg.)

<weina-triwa>
<ga-qiwida>
<tawida>
< mawi >

(dat.sg.)
’he enlivened’ 
’he did’
’gM’

One of our tasks is to locate the cases of underlying glides. Of words containing 
underlying /j/ and /w/, only very few will have to be marked as single exceptions, 
since morphological generalizations cover most cases (Murray & Vennemann 
1983:525, Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961 :§ 108,A2).

The application of syllabification will parse the string of phonemes and 
archiphonemes into syllables. When this is done, phonetic realization rules take over, 
and glides and vowels will fall out as a function of their assigned moraic or non- 
moraic positions within the syllable.

Assuming the archiphonemes III and /U/ gives us the least redundant way of 
deriving the sounds represented by <i,j> and <u,w> in Gothic orthography. 
These archiphonemes allow us to study the operation and interaction of Prokosch’s 
law and the onset principle in the derivation of Gothic words. These principles work 
to create the best possible syllabic structure of an underlying form (cf. Vennemann’s 
1988 preference laws for language change, and Noske 1982, for French).



2.1.5 Syllabification

Two main issues will arise in the syllabification of Gothic. One is how to locate the 
peaks of the syllables to be created. As in many other languages, the search for a 
syllable peak in Gothic amounts to localizing the sonority maximum of a string of 
segments. In simple cases, one can simply look for the vowels. However, in Gothic 
the archiphonemes III and /U/ constitute a difficulty in that, on the one hand, they 
are not specified as vowels or consonants, and on the other hand, they often occur 
in sequence. The basic idea in our analysis of Gothic syllabification is that 
syllabification itself specifies the function of the archiphonemes and thereby their 
status as vowel or consonant.

The second main issue in Gothic syllabification is how to deal with sequences of 
intervocalic consonants. Gothic has fairly complex such consonant clusters, and the 
problem is how to make the syllabification algorithm permit the different clustering 
properties of consonants to influence the syllabification. That is, it is clearly not 
feasible to mechanically state that in any sequence of three consonants, one goes to 
the first syllable and two go to the second (or the other way around).

In recent generative literature, two main ways of syllabification in natural 
language have been suggested, namely syllabification by rule (e.g. Steriade 1982, 
Levin 1985) and syllabification by template mapping (e.g. Itô 1986). In the former 
case, syllable structure is built in a brick by brick fashion by rules that create peaks 
(or nuclei), onsets and so on. In the latter case, templates representing well-formed 
syllables are mapped iteratively onto the string of segments, creating complete 
syllables. We will not review the details of these two approaches, since our own 
analysis will not decisively choose between them.10 We shall make use of both 
template mapping (in core syllabification) and a rule (stray segment adjunction).

Now, in order to shed some indirect light on the Gothic procedure of 
syllabification, let us have a look at another language, namely the Tashlhiyt dialect 
of Berber as spoken in the Imdlawn valley, whose syllable algorithm has interesting 
properties in common with Gothic.11

2.1.5.1 Syllabification in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber

The Gothic problem concerning the localization of the peak in a string of segments 
occurs in a more acute fashion in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber. In this language, any 
segment can form the peak of a syllable, including fricatives and stops.12 Thus, one



could say that, excepting the most sonorous segment a, the phonemes of Imdlawn 
Tashlhiyt Berber are all archiphonemes, like Gothic III and /U/, having syllabic and 
non-syllabic alternants. The following summary of the syllabification of this 
language is based on the analysis in Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985, 1988).13

Two general principles are at work in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber syllabification 
(Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985:109). First, hiatus is always avoided, i.e. the onset 
principle is always satisfied, word-intemally. Second, of two adjacent segments, the 
more sonorous is made syllable nucleus. We may call this the sonority principle (cf. 
(11) below). These principles collide occasionally, and in such cases the onset 
principle overrides the sonority principle. Consider the example in (6) from Dell & 
Elmedlaoui (1985:109f.), where the principles are in conflict. The star denotes the 
syllable nucleus.

(6) /t-lUa-t/ place name

a. Sonority principle predicts
a o

/M\

tlu at

b. Onset principle predicts
a a

/i a
tl wat

(6b) is the correct pronunciation.
Dell & Elmedlaoui (1985) suggest that syllabification in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber 

comes about by means of a set of rules which assign core syllables, i.e. Cv (or v), 
to the phonological string. The core syllable contains one onset position and one 
peak position (the nucleus). The first rule looks for the most sonorous segments, 
namely the instances of a, the second rule looks for the second most sonorous 
segments, the high vocoids, and so on through the Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber 
sonority scale. An example is given below (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1985:11 If.).



(7) /t-!IzrUal-In/ ’those (f.) from Tazrwalt’

a. Core a rule /a/

t-i

a

/i
Izrwal-in

b. Core a rule /I/,/U/

c. Core a rule /r/,/1/

o o o

/l /l/l
t-iizrwal-in

a o a a
AH/IA

t-1izrwal-in

[lti.zr.wa.lin]

The assignment of core syllables by rule could equally be seen as a version of 
template mapping. The string is not fully syllabified in one go, as orthodox template 
mapping would desire, but the obligatory elements of the syllable (onset and nucleus) 
are assigned simultaneously, rather than being assigned one by one as in orthodox 
rule-approaches. After the multiple application of the core syllable rules, leftover 
segments are adjoined by a coda rule to the preceding syllable.

We turn now to the syllabification algorithm for Gothic, which has several 
features in common with the Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber algorithm.

2.2 Gothic syllabification

The syllabification of Gothic can be split into two parts; core syllabification and 
peripheral syllabification, where core syllabification comes about by mapping 
syllable templates and peripheral syllabification is instantiated by a rule. The idea 
behind this division is to reflect the variable status of the principles and mechanisms 
behind syllabification. The onset principle and Prokosch’s law are central to 
syllabification and have the status of obligatory principles. While the best possible 
syllabification satisfies both principles, many words cannot do so, and hence a 
conflict occurs. In such cases, one principle takes precedence over the other in a



regular fashion, the point being that the principles interact only with each other. 
This constitutes core syllabification. Peripheral syllabification takes care of segments 
that are not syllabified by core syllabification. Sonority relations and possibly 
morphological and other factors guide the operation of peripheral syllabification. 
These factors are in no way as obligatory as the principles of core syllabification.

2.2.1 Main-stress

We begin with the assignment of main-stress together with the initial syllable. In this 
analysis, main-stress is conceived of as a set of properties assigned in the lexicon in 
the form of a main-stress foot and syllable template. In what follows, our own 
analysis is given. In section 2.3.1.2, we return to a discussion concerning issues like 
the reasons for assuming the separation of main-stress from other stress assignment, 
and the reasons for assuming that main-stress is involved in syllabification.

Germanic main-stress invariably goes on the initial syllable of the stem. The locus 
of main-stress is thus determined on morphological grounds, which means that there 
is no need to refer to previous prosodic structure in assigning main-stress; all we 
need is a stem morpheme, a content word. I therefore assume that the main-stress 
template links with phonological strings as the first step in the process of assignment 
of prosodic structure. The capital ’X’ denotes main-stress (as opposed to other 
prominent positions, which will be marked by a small ’x’).

(8) Main-stress foot and syllable template

(X)
o

This template contains and expresses the following syllable and stress properties. The 
onset principle is expressed by an obligatory onset position in the syllable. The 
bimoraie condition is expressed by the presence of two moras, which are linked to 
one syllable, which in turn is dominated by the main-stress foot. Thus, the basic 
"preference" of the Germanic main-stress syllable as bimoraie is captured in (8). The 
fact that not all Germanic content words at this time end up with a heavy syllable in 
the main-stress position hereby becomes a consequence of further derivation under 
further conditions. The template in (8) further represents the minimal size of a



Germanic content word. As discussed in 1.2.5.1, the minimal word is coextensive 
with one unmarked foot.

The syllable template contained in (8) is utilized by further syllabification, too. 
We may therefore state the Gothic (and Germanic) syllable template as in (9). In the 
linear notation below, the dot expresses the obligatory onset position, which is 
followed by the two available morns.

(9) Gothic and Germanic core syllable template

Ißßlo

The syllable template specifies those elements that are obligatorily mapped if the 
phonological string can meet the requirements, i.e. if there is no stem-initial 
consonant, then the onset position is not mapped (but perhaps realized as a glottal 
stop or by sandhi with an available final consonant of the preceding word). I take 
the number of available positions outside of the template, to be arbitrary, at least for 
Gothic. This opens up the possibility for a consonant in the middle of a consonant 
cluster to link with either of its neighbouring syllables, according to preference based 
on sonority or other extraphonological factors, like speed of speech or personal 
idiolect. Onset maximization, which appears to be relevant in Germanic languages, 
is thus left to the lower or later rules of peripheral syllabification.

The linking of syllable templates to the phonological'String is guided by sonority. 
The initial mora is always the most sonorous segment of a Gothic syllable and hence 
linking proceeds by looking for sonority maxima. We call this the sonority principle.

(10) Sonority principle
The initial mora of a syllable is mapped onto the first sonority maximum 
encountered in the phonological string.

As for the second mora, it will link with any segment in the main-stress syllable, as 
previously mentioned, due to the fact that it is dominated by the main-stress from 
the outset. This is one aspect of the bimoraic condition. In syllables other than the 
main-stressed one, however, the mapping of syllables is not under the influence of 
main-stress and thus the bimoraic condition. Instead, the placement of moras is now 
wholly guided by sonority, such that the first mora is mapped to a sonority 
maximum and the second mora is mapped to a following sonorant segment, if there 
is one. If there is no available sonorant segment, the second mora is not mapped.



Let us formulate the mapping of the main-stress template and give a few 
examples. The subscripted ’F’ indicates that this is the main-stress syllable template, 
which is dominated by the main-stress foot.

(11) Main-stress syllable mapping
Map [.pp]a,F stem-initially, such that the initial mora coincides with the 
first sonority maximum.

By sonority maximum we understand a moraic (i.e. sonorant) segment which is 
preceded by a less sonorous segment (or a pause), and followed by a segment which 
is equally or less sonorous. Thus, if a syllable template faces a sequence /II/, the 
first IV will be linked to the first mora.

The set of uncomplicated example words that we shall use are given below. The 
ones in (12a) are heavy stems, the ones in (12b) are light stems. One word of each 
pair has a sonorant segment (hence moraic segment) apart from the peak vowel in
the second syllable.

(12) a. llltlls < leitils > ’small’
haublj) <haubi])> ’head’

b. glban <giban> ’to give’
mill]) <mili{)> ’honey’

Mapping the main-stress syllable yields the following result.14 

(13) Main-stress syllable

(X) (X) (X) (X)
o a a a

llltlls haUblp glban mill*)

Before we go on to the syllabification algorithm, we shall be more specific about the 
sonority status of the Gothic phonemes.



2.2.2 The Gothic sonority scale

We said that the syllable template looks for a sonority maximum in order to map the 
first mora. What, then, does the sonority scale for Gothic look like?

(14) Gothic sonority scale

All underlying vowels
11/
/U/
/j/
liquids

/w/
nasals
fricatives
stops

/s/

A few comments should be made.
First, the position of underlying /w/ is not completely clear, as the linguistic 

evidence bearing on its sonority is somewhat ambiguous. There is a set of words 
where w precedes the liquids in the onset, e.g. wlaitoon ’to look around’, wlits 
’face’, wrak ’he persecuted’ and wroohjan ’to accuse’. The quality of w may here 
be fricative. Turning to endings, we find <w> in words like gaidw Tack, loss 
(acc.)’, piwadw ’knighthood (acc.)’, worstw ’work’ and triggws ’faithful’. The 
phonetic quality of these instances of <w> is less clear. Murray & Vennemann 
(1983:517) suggest a fricative character here (and in positions after long vowel, e.g. 
hlaiw ’grave’ and leew ’occasion’, which we discuss in section 2.3.2.2, below). 
Another suggestion occurs in Sturtevant (1957), assuming semivocalic quality due 
to analogical levelling for gaidw (< *gaidu, cf. skadus ’shadow’ < *skadws < 
*skadwas) with the other oblique case forms (gaidwis, gaidwa, etc.), and a phonetic 
explanation for triggws relating to the assumed geminate voiced stop preceding w. 
A third suggestion is that the < w > is, exceptionally, an allograph for phonetic [u] 
in the endings of a small set of Gothic words (Riad 1988b:280f.). In Greek 
loanwords, < w > is regularly used as an allograph for [u] for all instances of Greek 
ypsilon, in stems as in endings.15

The matter cannot be said to be conclusively settled. It is reasonably clear 
however, that the position of /w/ in the sonority scale should reflect a lower degree 
of sonority with respect to the liquids, given the consonant sequencing in onsets



mentioned. As to the occurrences of <w> in word-endings, its very peripherally 
may warrant less strict adherence to sonority sequencing (Clements 1988:6ff.). That 
is, it is conceivable that final w reflects a non-vocalic sound in worstw while at the 
same time not being less sonorous than t. I refrain from making further claims 
concerning the quality of <w>. The actual presence of /w/ in these forms, 
however, will here be analyzed as the result of analogical levelling (cf. section 
2.3.2.2).

The second comment concerns the order of the archiphonemes. The sonority scale 
in (14) attributes to III a higher degree of sonority than /U/, and the evidence for 
this is the following.

1. Regular assignment of syllables to the sequence /IU/ produces the sequence iu, 
as in iupa ’above’, siuks ’ill’, hiufan ’to complain’, giutan ’to mould’ and a great 
number of other words. Regular assignment of syllables to the sequence /UI/ 
produces wi, as in swikunps ’obvious, known’, swiin ’pig’, swiltan ’to die’, twiifls 
’doubt’, winds ’wind’, and many other words. It would therefore seem that vocalic 
realization of III is preferred in each case, which would indicate that III is the more 
sonorous segment of the two. This naturally presupposes the validity of the sonority 
principle ("make the most sonorous segment into nucleus of a syllable").

2. The second piece of evidence is the fact that in the sole falling diphthong in 
Gothic, namely iu, the i rather than the u stands in the position where the peak is 
expected to occur, namely in the first moraic position. There is a strong tendency 
cross-linguistically for diphthongs to place the most sonorous segment in peak 
position (exceptions occur in e.g. Finnish and Estonian). This is of course a subcase 
of the sonority principle, which is well supported in Gothic.16

Finally, a few words concerning the status of /s/. I have put lsi among the 
fricatives, following the sonority scale for English in Ladefoged (1975:220). Isf 
tends to behave in a rather non-conformist way, in that it does not always obey 
sonority sequencing. E.g. while Isl is clearly more sonorous than the stops, it 
precedes a stop followed by a vowel, e.g. skadus ’shadow’. Also, Isl tends to be 
shifted around together with a following stop in reduplication. Hence, it is sleepan 
’to sleep’, se-sleep ’he slept’, but ga-staldan ’to acquire’, ste-stald ’he acquired’. 
Other segments do not display this behaviour.



2.2.3 Syllabification algorithm

Following the assignment of main-stress and the main-stress syllable, syllabification 
proceeds by the application of a syllabification algorithm. The core syllable template 
is iterated across the phonological string, locating sonority peaks and claiming 
onsets. We propose that all syllables are located in one left to right sweep (and not 
in several sweeps as in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber).

ïn Gothic, as in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber, the onset principle generally has 
precedence over sonority.17 Moreover, the onset principle overrides Prokosch’s law, 
in that the segment linked with the second mora of the initial syllable may be 
claimed as onset to the second syllable. Whenever a morn is taken from the initial 
syllable, another mora is supplied in the second syllable. In most such cases, the 
main-stress foot thereby comes to dominate two light (monomoraic) syllables, as 
opposed to one heavy syllable.

A note of caution is in place. The fact that the onset principle overrides 
Prokosch’s law in the case of a conflict does not amount to a violation of the 
bimoraic condition. The bimoraic condition is satisfied initially by the assignment 
of a bimoraic foot and syllable template. Bimoraicity as such is a property of main- 
stress, but is also linked to a syllable in the main-stress foot template. When the 
creation of the second syllable requires the second mora of the first syllable as onset, 
this means that the bimoraic condition is not met in the initial syllable. That is to 
say that Prokosch’s law (which opts for a heavy syllable in main-stress position) is 
not met, the onset principle instead taking over. At the other end of the derivation, 
the bimoraic condition ensures that content words are minimally bimoraic, i.e. 
minimally contain one canonical main-stress foot (cf. chapter 3). At this time in 
Germanic language history, and for a long time to come, it is perfectly acceptable 
to have a light syllable in main-stress position.18 The bimoraic condition at this 
time, then, requires of derived content words that they meet the minimal word 
requirement of two moras. One could say that the bimoraic condition has a global 
interpretation at this point.

We mentioned above that the second mora of the syllable template can link only 
with sonorant segments (except in the main-stressed syllable), just like the first 
mora. However, the placement of the second mora has but small influence on 
syllabification. The location of syllables is determined only by the search for 
sonority maxima and the obligatoriness of syllable onsets. Beyond this, the second 
mora will map to a sonorant segment wherever that is possible. The algorithmic 
mapping of syllable templates is formulated as in (15).



(15) Syllable mapping algorithm

a. Map [.ßß]a left-to-right, such that the first mora of every syllable 
coincides with a sonority maximum, and such that all syllables receive 
onsets.

b. The onset principle has precedence over the sonority principle in non
initial syllables.

It seems unavoidable that the algorithm has to look one segment forwards to locate 
the sonority maximum. This done, however, the onset can be placed blindly. Moras 
that fail to find sonorant segments are not mapped.

The mapping by the syllabification algorithm yields the following result in the 
sample words, the foot-structure being left out for now (cf. chapter 3).

(16) Syllable algorithm

a a a a a a o a
AA
Ißßtßß
liitils haubi]? giban

When a morale segment is claimed as onset for the subsequent syllable it is 
automatically delinked from its previous syllable.

2.2.3.1 Mapping direction

We have proposed that the direction of template mapping is left-to-right. This result 
emerges from several choices relating to the onset principle, the sonority principle 
and Prokosch’s law.

The background presupposition in the present analysis is that syllables are placed 
according to the sonority principle ("link first mora with first sonority maximum"), 
rather than by some other means. Assume for now that this is correct. Two pieces 
of evidence support left-to-right mapping over right-to-left mapping. The first piece 
of evidence is rather circular, in the present context, as it relates to deriving the 
alternation of Sievers’s law, from syllabification. Going left-to-right, the words 
/sookl-Is/ ’you seek’ and /mlklll-Is/ ’you glorify’ will syllabify correctly as soo.kiis 
and mi.kUiis. Going right-to-left, the sequence of /n/ incorrectly comes out as ji:



+sook.jis, +mi.kil.jis, since the sonority principle will pick out the first /I/ going 
from the end of the word.

The second piece of evidence emerges in words like /manUI-an/ ’to prepare’ and 
/hnaIUI-an/ ’to humiliate’, which contain sequences of archiphonemes. Assuming 
left-to-right mapping, these forms correctly turn out as man.wjan and hnai.wjan. If 
the algorithm were to work the other way, we would incorrectly predict +ma.nu.jan 
and +hna.ju.jan, respectively. Notice that even if we place main-stress first, 
problems remain. Main-stress assignment yields +man. Ulan. Assigning one syllable 
from the right yields +man. U.jan. The U is now a sonority maximum and will form 
a syllable peak and require an onset, without being able to respect Prokosch’s law. 
In fact, this case becomes analogous to (hypothesized) +mi.kil.jis, where the 
infringement on Prokosch’s law is expected and attested. The problem, then, is that 
with a right-to-left algorithm, we cannot distinguish between these two words in the 
relevant way, namely that one word (/manUI-an/ > man.wjan) can and should 
satisfy both principles, whereas the other can only satisfy the onset principle 
(/mlklll-Is/ > mi.ki.liis).

Let us now question the enforcement of the onset principle in the syllabification 
algorithm. We have here chosen to map syllables in their core shape, i.e. with one 
single onset position. Assume now that syllables are mapped not in their core shape, 
but with the onset maximized, i.e. assume that onset maximization is an obligatory 
principle. This opens up an alternative way of locating syllables other than via the 
sonority principle, namely by maximizing onsets and placing the syllable peaks at 
the end of a maximized onset. It turns out, however, that we cannot do away with 
the sonority principle, since the predictions are wrong, for either direction of 
mapping. /mlklll-Is/ would syllabify as +mi.kiJjis, the onset maximized in the last 
syllable. The sonority principle is thus needed, favouring left-to-right mapping as 
discussed above.

Maximizing onsets would further challenge Prokosch’s law in words like 
/qIUI-an/ ’to enliven’. These would syllabify as +qlwjan (cf. man.wjan), whereas 
qiu.jan is correct. What this shows is that the distinction between the onset principle 
and onset maximization is indeed a true one. We cannot permit onset maximization 
to overrule Prokosch’s law, whereas we should allow the onset principle, a minimal 
onset requirement, to do so.

Now, if we must make the distinction between ’onset’ and ’maximal onset’, then 
it seems to me less plausible that the syllabification algorithm should aim for 
maximal onsets in the first sweep across the phonological string. The reason is that 
it is unavoidable for the algorithm to look one segment ahead before the actual



mapping of the first mora takes place (except in the case of the pure vowels). That 
is, in order to be sure that a sonority maximum has been located one must look not 
only at the preceding segment, but also at the following segment, to make sure that 
it is an equally or less sonorous segment. Now, if only the obligatory position of the 
onset is to be mapped by the algorithm, then this can be done straight away, since 
the search for sonority maximum automatically provides a suitable onset segment. 
If the onsets are to be maximized by algorithm, however, further looking ahead or 
looking back (depending on direction) has to be done before the full syllable can be 
placed. The actual mapping procedure would have to be made sensitive e.g. to 
information about preferred collocations between consonants beyond basic sonority 
sequencing (cf. sections 2.2.4 and 2.4.2 below). This type of less principled 
business is better executed by a different procedure, reflecting the difference of 
status.

Our conclusion is twofold. First, we choose to relegate onset maximization to 
peripheral syllabification. Second, we contend then that we cannot do either without 
Prokosch’s law or the sonority principle, and that under such circumstances, left- 
to-right must be the correct direction of mapping.

2.2.4 Stray segment adjunction

After the application of core syllabification, i.e. main-stress assignment and 
application of the syllable algorithm, peripheral syllabification completes the job by 
adjoining unsyllabified segments. We propose that a rule of stray segment 
adjunction applies. In the word-initial and word-final positions, segments will 
adjoin to the following and preceding syllables, respectively. Ambiguous situations 
may occur in the positions between syllable peaks, in determining which syllable a 
cluster-internal consonant should be adjoined to. It seems clear that there is no single 
mechanical procedure that determines this, but rather that sonority relations will 
group unsyllabified segments together in obligatory or preferred ways. Support for 
this view is adduced in section 2.4.2 in conjunction with the more general discussion 
of the relevance and evaluation of orthographic evidence.

The basic position taken here is that onset maximization holds as far as sonority 
sequencing permits. As long as rising sonority holds, an onset will be maximized, 
since syllables prefer to have complex onsets to having complex codas (cf. Selkirk 
1984, Clements 1988, and references given there). As argued in section 2.4.2



orthography does not present us with decisive evidence for phonological 
syllabification in all instances.

The application of stray segment adjunction completes the syllabification.

(17) Stray segment adjunction

a a a a a o a o

liitils haubip giban mili]?

We turn now to the implementation of the syllabification procedure laid out above.

2.3 Gothic syllabification: implementation

We begin with a look at regular syllabification in words involving sequences of the 
archiphonemes. The purpose here is, on the one hand, to demonstrate the extent of 
generality in our syllabification algorithm, and, on the other hand, to bring to light 
the (at times) subtle interaction of the syllabification principles. Further, we wish to 
derive the alternations of Sievers’s law not as a rule, but as a function of 
syllabification. Finally, we want to delimit the set of forms that display irregularities 
with respect to syllabification, and thereby locate the set of words that have 
underlying glides instead of archiphonemes. This done, we may examine alternative 
explanations for the presence of the underlying glides.

The forms in Table 2 have been selected in order to highlight the potential 
problems encountered in an analysis of Gothic syllabification. Words that consist of 
unequivocal sequences of consonants and vowels are more straightforward for a 
theory of syllabification than are words containing archiphonemes, which alternate 
between consonantal and vocalic function in the syllable. Therefore, I shall focus on 
the set of words in Table 2, assuming that if we can account for their syllabification, 
then we can account for the rest, as well.

The words in Table 2 are organized pairwise, except for the forms that represent 
the alternation of Sievers’s law. Each surface form is assigned a syllabification. In 
some cases there may be alternative peripheral syllabifications. We shall have to 
revise the list of underlying forms on the left on a couple of points, since some 
instances of underlying glides will be hidden in it. For now, however, we simply 
assume that all instances of surface i, j, u, w derive from archiphonemes. Some 
words occur twice, for convenience. The morphological boundary between stem and



ending is indicated in each form. In many paradigms there are variants where the 
ending is augmented with an /-I-/ or /-U-/ segment before the theme vowel. For 
instance, one speaks of pure û-stems, y'ß-stems and wö-stems. In Table 2, the 
augments have been grouped together with the stem, hence frauja ’lord’ is analyzed 
/fraUI-a/, and so on.

Table 2. Gothic syllabification, sample forms

Underlying

a. trlU- 
skaUn-s

b. manU-Us 
nIJ)I-Is

c. fraUI-a 
saIUal-a

d. sUn-aU 
sUn-IUs

e. sookl-Is 
mlklll-Is 
slpoonl-Is 
glltmUnl-Is 
nasl-ls 
stool-ls

f. maUI-oos 
maUI-

g. qIUI-an 
qIUI-da

h. sooll 
see-an

i. vall-an 
dooml-an

j. sUn-IUs 
J)om-IUs

Surface

triu
skauns

man.wus
nijj.jis

frau.ja
sai.wa.la

su.nau
sun.jus

soo.kiis
mi.ki.liis
si.poo.niis
glit.mu.niis
nas.jis
stoo.jis

mau.joos
ma.wi

qiu.jan
qi.wi.da

soo.il 
see. an

val.jan
doo. mj an/doom. j an 

sun.jus
]x>r.njus/jx)m.jus

Translation

’tree’
’pretty’

’ready’
’male cousin’

Tord’
’soul; life’

’son (dat.sg.)’ 
’sons’

’you seek’
’you glorify’
’you are a disciple’ 
’you glitter’
’you save’
’you judge’

’girl (gen.sg.)’ 
’girl’

’to enliven’
’he enlivened’

’sun’
’to sow’

’to choose’
’to sentence’

’sons’
’thorns’



k. maUI- 
hlalU-

ma.wi
hlaiw

’girl’
’grave’

1. IUpa 
IUk-a

lu.pa
ju.ka

’above’
’yoke (nom.acc.pl.)’

A few generalizations concerning the realization of III and IUI are observable in 
Table 2. First, we note that a single archiphoneme between two consonants is 
realized as a vowel, cf. the initial syllables of nipjis, sunjus and sunau. This, of 
course, is due to the relatively higher sonority of the archiphoneme with respect to 
its neighbouring consonants.

Second, in sequences of (short) a and an archiphoneme between consonants, the 
archiphoneme is realized as a glide if before a (doomjan, saiwala) and as a vowel 
if after a {hlaiw, skauns). Gothic diphthongs always begin with the most sonorous 
vowel, in obedience to the sonority principle. A is the most sonorous vowel and 
therefore an archiphoneme preceding a will form the onset to a.

Archiphonemes following (short) a in the same syllable are realized as vowels, 
since they are moraic. One generalization, then, is that archiphonemes are always 
realized as vowels if they occur in moraic positions. No cases of glides occur in 
moraic positions. The moraic positions constitute the nucleus of the syllable and 
should contain the most sonorous segments in a sequence. It is interesting to note 
that containing maximal sonority is a property not only of the first mora, but also 
of the second mora, to some extent. It is required that the second mora be a sonorant 
segment (outside of the main-stress syllable). On top of this, sonority should 
apparently be maximized, as evidenced by the archiphonemes, which invariably 
become vowels in this position.

As a third generalization we note that hiatus is generally avoided, as expected 
from the presence of the onset principle in the grammar. The variable 
syllabifications of different sequences of III and /U/ make this clear. The occurring 
cases of hiatus, like sooil ’sun’ and seean ’to sow’, are unavoidable ones, as 
discussed in section 2.3.1.4.

A fourth generalization is that there is no instance of j in the position before a 
consonant or word-finally. W, however, does occur in these positions, sometimes 
deriving from an underlying glide /w/, sometimes deriving from /U/.19 This 
asymmetry between the archiphonemes is attributable to their different degrees of 
sonority; cf. section 2.2.2 above.



2.3.1 Regular realization of archiphonemes

We now go through the list in Table 2, item by item. This will give us ample 
opportunity to further exemplify and support the claims made above. The letters to 
the left in each sample below refers to items in the list of Table 2 (or T2, for short).

(18) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray s

o o
A
ißß /A: iiiii

T2a. trlU- — triu

a a
AIßß

skaUn-s — skauns

<7 a o a a
Aißß Ißß iß A Aißßiß\

T2b. manU-Us manwus manwus
nlpl-ls nijpjis ni{)jis

We mentioned above that the archiphonemes are realized as vowels in moraic 
positions. This is a natural expectation, since the moraic positions comprise the 
syllable nucleus, which by definition contains the sonority maximum of a syllable. 
Hence, the realization of /trlU-/ and /skaUn-s/ is triu and skauns and not +triw or 
+skawns.20

The sequences of identical archiphonemes in /manU-Us/ and /niftf-Is/ are realized 
as wu andy7, respectively, because of the onset principle. These words exemplify the 
fact that the best possible syllable structure is assigned, since the first archiphoneme 
of each sequence is chosen as onset rather than the preceding consonant (+ma.nuus, 
+ni.piis), thus satisfying Prokosch’s law as well as the onset principle.

In sequences of archiphonemes between vowels, like in /fraUI-a/ and /saIUal-a/, 
syllabification proceeds as in (19).

(19) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm. adj.

AlHß
T2c. fraUI-a

o o
u

frauja frauja



A
Ißß
saIUal-a saiwala

The vowel a is the most sonorous vowel and attracts the first mora of each syllable. 
The archiphoneme dominated by the second mora is realized as a vowel.

(20) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm

a a a

Aißß
T2d. sUn-aU sunau ——

a a a o o

AIßß A /iIßßlß A Aißßlß:
sUn-IUs sunj us sunj us

/SUn-aU/ is a light stem and the n is required as onset to the second syllable. The 
final /U/ is made a vowel, since it is both a sonorant segment (hence moraic), and 
ends up in the nucleus of the second syllable.

Concerning /sun-IUs/, the III is more sonorous than /U/. Therefore, one might 
expect that III would be made syllable nucleus, i.e. +su.nius. However, in order to 
satisfy the bimoraic condition in the initial syllable (i.e Prokosch’s law), and the 
onset principle in the second syllable, III is made onset and /U/ is made syllable 
nucleus, yielding sunjus.

2.3.1.1 Sievers’s law

Consider the syllabification of the words exemplifying Sievers’s law.

(21) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm. adj.

<7 (TO o o

Aißß A A'.ißßißß:
T2e. sookl-Is sookiis sookiis

o

Aißß
mlklll-Is

lik

mikiliis

ilk

mikiliis



o
AIßß
slpoonl-Is

o a o
/I A Aißtßßlßß
sipooniis

IbÅ:
sipooniis

<7
AIßß

glltmUnl-Is
hih

glitmuniis

o o a
/A ( A\: ißßlßißß'. 
glitmuniis

à
nasl-ls

o a
A/Ißßlß
nasjis

o o
A Aißßlß*
nasjis

à
stool-ls

a a
A/1
ißßlß 

stoojis
Ah
stoojis

Syllabification proceeds without complication in all words. The syllabification 
algorithm creates a long vowel in the second syllable of soo.kiis. The vowel of the 
initial syllable, however, is long underlyingly (similarly in stoojis) and both 
Prokosch’s law and the onset principle are satisfied, in soo.kiis as in stoojis.

In the two light stems mikiliis and sipooniis, the second mora of the main-stress 
syllable is claimed as onset to the second syllable. In the case of mikiliis, this makes 
the main-stress foot dominate the two initial syllables. In the case of sipooniis, the 
second syllable is inherently heavy, the vowel being long, and it will therefore be 
dominated by its own foot, when the foot algorithm applies. This leaves the initial 
syllable light, but nevertheless main-stressed. We will argue that it is only under 
main-stress, and only when there are no other options, that this exceptional situation 
can arise.21 This type of case is further discussed in conjunction with foot structure 
in chapter 3.

One could have expected /glltmUnl-Is/ to have turned out +glit.munjist the 
second syllable including the sonorant n as second mora. However, if this were the 
case, then that would mean that the bimoraicity of the second syllable would 
override the sonority principle, which picks out the first III in the final sequence. 
This is not predicted. It is only the first syllable that strives to be bimoraic. Hence 
/nasl-ls/ becomes nasjis. Otherwise, syllable peaks are located rather mechanically 
by the algorithm and then onsets are claimed. In /glltmUnl-Is/, then, the syllable 
template links with the first III of the sequence /-H-/, as no more sonorous segment 
follows. Subsequently the Inf is claimed as onset, and that is fine, since Ini is not 
part of the initial syllable.



The alternant form of Sievers’s law, ji, occurs regularly only directly after the 
main-stressed syllable. The specific reason for this is Prokosch’s law. This is the 
only context where a quantitative condition alone can cause a sequence ITU to be 
realized as ji {nasjis, nipjis, etc.), shifting the syllable peak one segment ahead. 
Other cases of ji are levelled (analogical), e.g. andbahtjis ’office’ (beside 
andbahtiis), unseeijins ’evil’ (beside unseeliins) (cf. Murray & Vennemann 
1983:525).

2.3.1.2 Why the system works

Let us now pause to consider the status of Sievers’s law in Gothic and the stress and 
syllabification procedure behind it. The vowel/glide alternation of Sievers’s law 
results as a direct consequence of the mapping of syllable templates to the 
phonological string, according to the algorithm proposed. The often mentioned 
preceding context of one heavy syllable or two light syllables (the quantitative 
requirement) does not fully reveal the conditions under which Sievers’s law applies. 
Recall the exceptions to this generalization, e.g. si.poo.niis ’you are a disciple’ and 
glit.mu.niis ’you glitter’, which have preceding contexts of light + heavy syllable 
and heavy + light syllable, respectively. In the present analysis, these forms are not 
problematic, as long as we permit main-stress to dominate one light syllable only, 
under exceptional circumstances (si.poo.niis). The domain of two moras, which is 
what people have had in mind in suggesting the quantitative generalization, is here 
expressed as the main-stress syllable template, which is assigned prior to other 
syllabification. This is probably a typologically rather unusual situation, but the 
reasons to assume it for Germanic are strong, in my view. Moreover, there are 
parallels to be found in other languages, as discussed below.

Our analysis assigns main-stress first and then runs a syllabification algorithm, in 
turn followed by a stress algorithm. A more common procedure is to have the 
syllable algorithm and the stress algorithm assign structure first and then select one 
of the stresses and promote it to main-stress, although it has been suggested for 
Germanic that main-stress should be assigned before other stresses (van der Hulst 
1984, Lahiri & van der Hulst 1988). However, the assumption that main-stress 
assignment precedes syllabification, too, is a more radical proposal. Now, the basic 
motivation for this analysis is that the initial syllable has different properties from 
other syllables. We have mentioned that the stem-initial syllable, as opposed to other 
syllables, can contain any segment in the second mora position. Hence, there is no



sensitivity to segmental content in the initial syllable, other than the identification of 
the sonority maximum. This in itself warrants the separation of the stem-initial 
syllable from other syllables. And a motivation for the separation is also required, 
since it is hardly to be expected that the syllabification procedure in itself is split into 
two steps without any other factor being involved. We suggest that main-stress is the 
other factor. Germanic main-stress is assigned in a quantity-insensitive manner, that 
is, it goes on the stem-initial syllable no matter what, while other,lesser prominences 
are assigned in a quantity-sensitive fashion (i.e. heavy syllables attract stress). The 
domain for main-stress is one bimoraic foot, which is also the measure by which the 
minimal word is derived. Hence, there are good reasons to associate the domain of 
two stem-initial moras with main-stress.

Moreover, the account above and that below show that syllabification is sensitive 
to a stem-initial bimoraic domain, such that wherever possible, two moras are 
secured to the initial syllable. This is not the case for other syllables, however 
(witness glit.mu.niis, not -bglit.mun.jis; section 2.3.1.1 above). Again, it is clear 
that the stem-initial syllable possesses a property - the bimoraic domain - which 
must be accounted for, since otherwise, the presence of this property is a mystery.

Furthermore, it is quite often the case that the stem-initial syllable ends up light. 
In most of these cases, the second syllable is light too (,mi.ki.liis), and the main- 
stress foot comes to dominate both syllables (in this analysis). Sometimes, however, 
an initial light syllable is followed by a heavy syllable (si.poo.niis), and in such 
cases, the main-stress foot comes to dominate one single mora (in this analysis).22 
Our suggestion here is that it is only under main-stress that we can find this type of 
exceptional behaviour, i.e. a monomoraic stressed syllable dominated by its own 
foot. Elsewhere, where a monomoraic syllable is left over by the stress algorithm, 
a weak position is assigned, and not a stress. This is the extreme opposite of 
Prokosch’s law, i.e. a case when the parsing does not stop at splitting the initial foot 
between two syllables, but forces it to make do with one mora only. Importantly, 
the presence of the bimoraic condition from the outset is required to keep the 
number of cases like this at the minimum (cf. the discussion around (22) below).

Taken together, these considerations motivate the presence of the main-stress 
properties in the structure prior to (algorithmic) syllabification, in Germanic.

Chugach Alutiiq
The distinctions based on stress assignment discussed above are partly paralleled in 
Chugach Alutiiq, a dialect of the Yupik branch of the Eskimo language family, and



spoken in western Alaska. In Chugach Alutiiq, the measurement of moras differs 
between the initial syllable and other syllables. While Cw syllables are considered 
heavy (bimoraic) everywhere, and CV syllables are light (monomoraic) everywhere, 
CvC syllables are considered bimoraic in the initial syllable and monomoraic 
elsewhere. Hewitt (1990:25ff.) conceives of this difference as related to stress 
assignment, in that a main-stress foot template is assigned separately, to the initial 
syllable. This template supplies two moras which must be mapped and which are 
therefore insensitive to the ordinary base for weight distinction (vocalic/non-vocalic) 
in the language. That is, a consonant following a short vowel is made moraic in the 
initial syllable under main-stress. Further stress structure is assigned by rule, by the 
grouping of moras supplied by syllabification, into iambic feet.

The stress prosody of Chugach Alutiiq displays asymmetries between the main- 
stress syllable and other syllables, like Germanic, and hence proves that we are not 
supporting an analysis of a unique stress system, but rather one that occurs even in 
languages as unrelated to Germanic as Eskimo.

The elements of the stress system and their functions have been identified under 
the assumption that the source for most vowel/glide alternations are the 
archiphonemes ill and /U/. Let us be clear over the fact that unless we derive the 
relevant vowels and glides in this (the least costly) way, we must first posit 
underlying vowels and glides, and then have both vocalization and gliding rules to 
account for some of the morphophonemic alternations. Consider the nominative and 
genitive of ’girl’, mawi, mauj-oos. Any reasonable analysis would relate these two 
forms, hence provide the means of stating that the sequences wi and uj are variable 
realizations within one and the same stem. The rules that are required to express the 
relation would quite certainly have to refer to syllable structure, and so, deriving 
the sequences from the actual assignment of syllable structure is clearly superior to 
having rules do it. The sections to follow will further strengthen our contention that 
the archiphonemes do not add complexity to the Gothic grammar, nor to its analysis.

An alternative stress system
Let us for a minute also consider an alternative stress system, where main-stress is 
not present from the outset. Assume instead that syllabification applies uniformly 
across all of the phonological string, localizing sonority maxima, claiming onsets 
and aligning moras with sonorant segments. Following this, main-stress is assigned, 
accompanied by the bimoraic condition, in turn followed by the stress algorithm. 
For all words containing a sonorant segment in the second mora position of the



initial syllable, this system would work quite well. In some words where a non- 
sonorant segment occurs in the second mora position of the stem-initial syllable, 
however, problems would arise. Consider /mlklll-Is/ and /nasl-ls/.

(22) Syllabification Main-stress

ähmikiliis 
(X)

a a a a

+nasiis +nasiis

For /mlklll-Is/, the system works out fine. For /nasl-ls/, however, the output is not 
immediately correct. In order to adjust the structure, main-stress must enforce the 
adjunction of s to the initial syllable. Thereafter, syllabification must reapply and 
break up the ii into ji, to produce the correct output nasjis. Apart from the 
cumbersomeness of this procedure, the serious problem arising here is how cases 
like intermediate +na.siis should be distinguished from cases like si.poo.niis. The 
latter form, we have seen, should receive and keep main-stress on the monomoraic 
initial syllable, whereas +na.siis should undergo change (into nasjis). This 
analysis, where main-stress follows syllabification, would require that main-stress 
could see into the morphology of the second syllable. Le. the sequence /-I-I-/ in 
/nasl-ls/ must remain unmerged after syllabification and be distinguishable from 
instances of geminate ii, e.g. si.niigs ’old’ (not +sin Jigs).

We conclude that the analysis we have put forth, where main-stress is assigned 
prior to syllabification, is worth supporting (also) in view of the complications 
avoided.

Ufa,

mikiliis

2.3.1.3 Morphophonemic alternations

The morphophonemic alternations involving the archiphonemes IV and /U/ result 
from syllabification in the following fashion:



(23) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segi
a a o a a
à A A

ißßißß
T2f. maUI-oos mauj oos mauj oos

CT a a
a
ißß

M

maill mawi ——
er a a
AIßß

A A
Ipplfin

T2g. qIUI-an qiuj an —
o a a a
A
ißß

1(1
Ißlßlß

qIUI-da qiwida —

In mam and qiwida, the onset principle overrides Prokosch’s law, whereas in 
maujoos and qiujan both principles can be satisfied.

2.3.1.4 Diphthongs

It may be the case that there are no diphthongs in Gothic (cf. Vennemann 1971). 
Within the set of words including the graphs < au >, < ai > and < iu >, some are 
undoubtedly short monophthongs (here and generally transcribed as <au> and
< a I > ), whereas other words (involving etymological diphthongs) are arguably still 
diphthongs in Gothic. In addition there is a set of words which may have long 
monophthongs, though they are represented by <ai>, <au> and <iu> in 
writing.23

The question of monophthongal vs. diphthongal values for certain instances of
< ai >, < au > and < iu > is not central to the argument here and I have generally 
assumed diphthongs in the dubious cases, since that simplifies the understanding of 
the morphophonemic alternations. If one assumes long monophthongs in these cases, 
then the analysis must have some means of relating these monophthongs with sound 
sequences like aw, aj and iw. That is, the monophthongs must be able to split, and 
make the second half available as onset to a following syllable, if the 
morphophonemic alternations are to be accounted for (as morphophonemic



alternations). The potential monophthongs would not be represented as underlying 
geminates, the way ’true' monophthongs would, but rather be the output of a late 
rule of assimilation, performing the monophthongization.

2.3.1.5 Hiatus and geminates

Gothic diphthongs all end in a high vocoid, III or /U/. The syllabicity of the high 
vocoids is variable as we have seen, such that whenever a following syllable does 
not have another onset, the second half of the diphthong turns into a glide and forms 
the onset, as in (24).

triu ’tree’ tri.wis (gen.sg.)
ku.ni ’kin’ kun.jis (gen.sg.)
aiw ’eon (acc.sg.)’ - a.juk.duu{)S ’eternity (acc.sg.)’
bai ’both’ ba.jooJ)S ’both’
tau.jan ’to do’ ta.wi.da (3p.sg.pret.)
mau.joos (gen.sg.) ma.wi ’girl’

In cases like the above, the phonetic value as monophthong vs. diphthong on the 
part of writings like <ai> and <au>, becomes an orthogonal issue in our 
account, since hiatus is everywhere avoided by the mechanisms of syllabification.

The question is: What happens with true monophthongs when they meet in hiatus, 
in the native vocabulary?24 If two short segments meet, they will form a diphthong 
together, the syllabification algorithm permitting.25 The second segment of such a 
constellation will invariably be a high vowel. If a long, non-high vowel meets 
another vowel, hiatus is a fact and is generally tolerated. Words of this kind are few 
and constitute the instances of true (domestic) hiatuses in the language.

Examples are given in (25) below. In some words, alternative orthographies for 
the [oo]-sound occur in different forms, e.g. (25b). There is also a case of variation 
between diphthong and monophthong between the verb and the related noun, cf. 
(25c). The forms containing hiatus occur to the left.

(25) Hiatus

a. sooil < sauil > ’sun’
booan <bauan> ’to inhabit’



b. stooa <staua> ’judge’ stoojan < stoojan > ’to judge’
stooida <stauida> ’he judged’

c. tooi <taui> ’deed’ toojis < toojis > (gen.sg.)
taujan < taujan > ’to do’
tawida < tawida > ’he did’

d. weean < waian > ’to weep’
seean < saian > ’to sow’

e. e-auk <afauk> ’I increased; redupl.’

The words < waian > ’to weep’ and < saian > ’to sow’ require comment. They are 
reduplicating verbs (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§22, §182), and are generally taken 
to be pronounced with monophthongs, i.e. weean and seean. < Waian > is related 
to <wai-dêdja> ’evildoer’ and <waja-mêijan> ’blaspheme’, the latter form 
indicating a split between <a> and <i>. It has been said that weean ([wääan]) 
reflects a more modem pronunciation than that reflected in < waja-mêrjan>. This 
is thus an asymmetry similar to the one between tooi ’deed’ vs. taujan ’to do’. 
Concerning < saian >, there are spellings like < saijij) > beside < saiij) > ’he sows’, 
with an intrusive j, resolving the hiatus. We take this to indicate a pronunciation 
see.jip, since, if there were a diphthong in the first syllable, then we would expect 
the second segment of the diphthong to form the onset to the second syllable, i.e. 
+sa.jip (cf. wa.ja-meer.jan).

Wulfila used two signs for the short [i]-sound, one dotless and one with two dots 
(Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§1.A1.). The latter occurs when the i is word-initial or 
syllable-initial, i.e. in onsetless syllables. The i of the second syllable of < saiij) > 
is such, i.e. < saii'J) >. Other cases are verbal compounds like < us-ïddja > T went 
out’, <at-ïst> ’heis there’and <ffa-ïtit)> ’hedevours’ (hyphens supplied here), 
and the word < sauiT> ’sun’. Given the correctness of the operation of Prokosch’s 
law and the onset principle in Gothic, this circumstance supports the monophthongal 
pronunciations of < saian > and < waian > (as does etymology).

Returning to (25), the reason why hiatus cannot be avoided in these words has to 
do with the often noted inalterability of geminate segments (Hayes 1986, Levin 
1985:84ff., Vago 1985). True geminates will never undergo epenthesis or be split 
up for other reasons. The autosegmental representation of geminate vowels is 
therefore taken to be as in (26a) and not as in (26b) below.

(26) a. p p b. p p
1/ i I

V V V



(26b) is the representation for surface geminates, such as arise by assimilation or 
morphological compounding. Up to this point we have used the phonemes of a word 
(or ’C* or V*) as shorthand for the feature matrices linked with positions in the 
phonological string. We will continue to do so, but use the more transparent 
representation for vowel geminates indicated in (26) and exemplified below.

(27) moota 1 customs1 

a o

mo ta

simlee 'once' 

o a

w
simle

A geminate vowel thus occupies two morns, and is thereby long.
The representation and syllabification of words containing a hiatus will be as in 

(28).“

Main-stress a 

a

(28)

T
T2h. so II-

rj/
sto Ida

o algorithm 

o a
Al\
m
so il 

o a a

Mr
sto ida

Stray segm. adj ,

a a a

;m

sto ida

By contrast to the inalterable geminates, juxtaposed segments with the same feature 
specifications occur in words involved in Sievers’s law. Compare sookiis ’you seek’ 
and stoojis ’you judge’ of the same weak conjugation.



$
sto I-Is sto jis

/i\
M '1

sto jis

We conclude that for Gothic hiatus is tolerable only under the rare circumstances 
when the syllabification mechanisms cannot act to solve the situation. As mentioned, 
there are indications ofy-epenthesis in words like < saijij) >, but though it may have 
been more general in Gothic pronunciation, evidence in writing is scarce.27

2.3.1.6 Valjan ’to choose’ and doomjan ’to sentence’

Consider the verbs in (T2i), /vall-an/ ’to choose’ and /dooml-an/ ’to sentence’. 
Syllabification proceeds as in (30).

(30) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm. adj.

a a a
à

T2i. vall-an valjan

a a a

k è
do ml-an do mjan

In /vall-an/ Prokosch’s law can be satisfied only if the ill is taken as onset to the 
second syllable. This is also the expected syllabification according to the sonority 
principle, since /a/ is more sonorous than Ilf. In /dooml-an/, Prokosch’s law is 
satisfied by virtue of the geminate vowel. Hence the m is available as onset to the 
second syllable. However, the search for sonority maximum leads the first mora of 
the second syllable to choose the /aI over the /I/. The fmi will then be syllabified 
by stray segment adjunction. We assume that onset maximization is relevant, but 
there is no conclusive evidence for it in this particular case, and for this reason the 
alternative syllabification was given in Table 2.

We turn now to a set of words where the regular procedure of syllabification does 
not derive the correct syllabifications. In order to explain these Gothic surface 
forms, we invoke analogical levelling.

(1/7/w
do mjan



2.3.2 Analogical levelling

Simply stipulating the occurrence of analogical levelling wherever one’s 
generalizations do not hold, is clearly ad hoc. While the theory of Gothic 
syllabification leads us to identify a set of deviant words, we must still account for 
these exceptions and display reasons for assuming analogical levelling. We know 
from earlier work, both descriptive (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961) and theoretical 
(Vennemann 1971, Lahiri & Van der Hulst 1988), that the Gothic data are not 
completely consistent with respect to phonology. Depending on which analysis one 
proposes, the set of exceptions may vary. For this reason it is important to study the 
set of exceptions to see if it is appropriate for explanation (as a set) outside of the 
synchronic (or general) phonology of the language. Morphological and diachronic 
considerations may lead us to uncover generalizations among the exceptions. 
Synchronically, we account for the exceptions by setting up underlying /j/’s and 
/w/’s.28 In this manner we may find reason to assume or reject analogical levelling, 
on the basis of the nature of the exceptions. The important thing is to avoid ending 
up with groups of words that do not make any sense as exceptions or otherwise. 
Coherence, then, is the key word.

To illustrate this point, consider the traditionally mentioned exceptions to Sievers’s 
law in Gothic (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961 :§ 108:A2, Murray & Vennemann 
1983:525). These are most of the neuter nouns of the 70-declension, and nouns and 
adjectives of the «-declension (which end in -ja in the nominative singular). Our 
example here is the «-stem /bandj-a/ ’prisoner’. The expected pattern under Sievers’s 
law is given to the right.

(31) attested expected
nom.sg. bandj-a band]a
gen.sg. bandj-ins +bandiins
dat.sg. bandj-in 4-bandiin

The set of exceptions is morphologically quite clearly limited. Now, we propose that 
analogy has applied in these cases. The main reason for assuming analogical 
levelling is the regular inflection in (so-called) light stems of the same declensions, 
e.g. wilja, wiljins ’will’. There may have been some influence from semantics, as 
the group of nouns ending in -ja in nom.sg. contains many nomina agentis (Kluge 
1911:§12).



In the larger perspective, where Sievers’s law is seen as a process past its prime 
and the usage of the archiphonemes is declining, other reasons for assuming 
analogical levelling become available. The phonetic factor of glide strengthening 
assumed by Murray & Vennemann (1983) may have paved the way for a 
reinterpretation of instances of j as relating to underlying /j/. Pursuing such an 
argument, one could claim that all regular instances of j before a vowel (-ja, -jan, 
-joos, etc.) would have an influence on the, after all, rather slight application of 
Sievers’s law (ii vs. ji) in Gothic. However, we have shown above that, in the 
Wulfilian state of Gothic, the archiphonemes and the syllable algorithm can account 
for the alternations subsumed under Sievers’s law and relate them to other facts in 
the phonology. Therefore, we should not bring in glide strengthening and abandon 
the archiphonemes to account for the small and morphologically well-defined set of 
exceptions to Sievers’s law.

Now, since we derive the Gothic alternations of Sievers’s law from the much 
more general process of syllabification, we may face other exceptions than does the 
analyst dealing with Sievers’s law exclusively.29 We turn now to them.

2.3.2.1 Sunjus ’sons’ and pomjus ’thorns’

Consider the words in (T2j), /sUn-IUs/ and /]x>m-IUs/. If we apply regular 
syllabification to these underlying forms the result is as in (32). 32

(32) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm.adj.
a a a a a

T2j. sUn-IUs sunjus sunjus
a a o a a

Ißß
t>orn-IUs jpornius +l?ornius 

should be: Ipornjus

The syllabification of /J>om-IUs/ comes out as +por.nius, which is incorrect. After 
the initial syllable has been placed, the syllable algorithm picks out III as the most 
sonorous segment and incorporates the following /U/ into the nucleus, creating the



legitimate diphthong iu. The correct syllabification, however, is pom.jus, and we 
take this to indicate that j is underlying.

The sequence iu only occurs in root syllables in Gothic (Braune/Ebbinghaus 
1961: §19).30 We assume that the nom.pl. ending -jus has been levelled analogically 
within the «-stems, in the inflection of nouns and adjectives.31 The heavy stems are 
modelled on the regular light stems. The «-stem inflection was probably uniform 
already in Pre-Gothic, the etymology (according to Streitberg 1900: §177) being as 
indicated below. Sunjus is regular.32

{/-stems, nom.pl. jjomjus ’thorns’ sunjus ’sons’

Proto-Gmc. *{x)r.ni.wis *su.ni.wis
Pre-Goth, syncope: *]x>r.ni.us *su.ni.us
resyllabification: *Jx>r.nius *sun.jus
Pre-Goth, analogy: ]x>r.njus

If Streitberg’s assumption concerning the intermediate trisyllabic stage (*su.ni.us, 
*por.ni.us) is correct, we could guess that the uniformity of the paradigm was 
established as the hiatus was remedied. The correct underlying Gothic form for 
pomjus is thus /]x>m-jUs/. The underlying form for sunjus could be either regular 
/sUnlUs/, or it could be that the underlying /j/ is set up in this form, too, hence 
/sUnjUs/. We will not choose between them.

There are two reasons for assuming the presence of analogy here. First, we are 
dealing with a well-defined morphological class. Second, there is no other pattem 
of regular /«-sequences in Gothic endings.

It is worth noticing that in the genitive plural, su.ni. wee, the /-element is vocalic. 
The nom.pl. and the gen.pl. are the only two cases of this paradigm where an 
/-element is present (cf. nom.sg. sunus, gen.sg. sunaus, etc.). The /j/ then is 
underlying in the nominative plural only, which we take to indicate that it belongs 
to the ending and not to the stem. If it were part of the stem, we would require a 
vocalization rule for the genitive plural, and a deletion rule for the other cases 
(leading to an unnecessarily complex analysis). In the case of /bandj-a/, discussed 
above, the /j/ is underlying throughout the paradigm.



2.3.2.2 Mawi ’girl’ vs. hlaiw ’grave’

The sequences +uj and 4-ui do not occur tautosyllabically in Gothic. The sequences 
ju and iw do, however, and require special attention. Words having these sequences 
are included in Table 2, and are repeated below.

(34) k. maUI- 
hlalU-

ma.wi
hlaiw

1. IUpa 
IUk-a

’above’
’yoke (nom.acc.pl.)’

îu.pa
ju.ka

We begin with the words in (34k). The sequence iw occurs when w is not moraic,
i.e. not part of the syllable nucleus.33 Examples are e.g. hlaiw ’grave’, aiw ’age, 
era (acc.)’ and snaiws ’snow’. In these examples the w directly follows a vowel. In 
other examples, w directly follows a consonant: gaidw Tack, loss (acc.)’, piwadw 
’knighthood (acc.)’, worstw ’work’ and triggws ’faithful’. All these examples belong 
to the same group, the Wß-stems. The wc-stem paradigm also contains (so-called) 
light stems, and these behave differently, e.g. triu ’tree’, kniu ’knee’ and pius 
’domestic slave’. The question thus becomes what the underlying shape is of the 
surface w/u in these forms, a glide or an archiphoneme. We shall suggest that 
underlying /w/ is present - by virtue of analogical levelling - in the forms where it 
follows a consonant (i.e. gaidw, piwadw, worstw and triggws), and that all the other 
forms are regularly derived from underlying /U/ {hlaiw, leew, aiw, snaiws and triu, 
kniu, pius).

Turning first to the regular derivation, /hlalU-/ and /maUI-/ in (34k) constitute 
a near-minimal pair underlyingly. On the surface they rather differ: hlaiw vs. ma.wi. 
The difference in surface form is due to the different sonority of /U/ and HI (cf. 
section 2.2.2). One could expect that /hlalXJ-/ should end up as +hla.ju. However, 
no new syllable is created on final /U/, i.e. after the assignment of the main-stress 
syllable (Mai. U), final /U/ is not selected as sonority maximum for a new syllable. 
We attribute this fact to two factors.

First, /U/ is the last and least sonorous segment in a sequence of three segments. 
The fact that the two first of these segments (ai) have already been syllabified 
apparently does not mean that the search for a new sonority maximum can take place 
undisturbed. The fact that the preceding i (—III) is more sonorous than /U/ is in



itself one factor that prevents /U/ from forming the nucleus of a new syllable. We 
recognize here the operation of the sonority principle.

The second factor is the fact that 1131 is preceded by the main-stress syllable, in 
which Prokosch’s law holds. Whenever possible, Prokosch’s law is always satisfied. 
This means that as long as one can avoid a situation where the onset principle is 
violated, the realization of the main-stressed syllable as bimoraic is preferred. The 
realization hlaiw satisfies this preference, while +hla.ju does not.

The relevance of these two factors is supported in a reverse way by /maUI-/, 
where the final III is more sonorous than the preceding 1131. Because of this and 
because of the fact that III is final, the sonority principle says it must form the 
nucleus of a new syllable.34 That done, the onset principle has to be met in the 
second syllable, and the 1131 ends up realized as a glide, ma.wi.

We conclude that heavy wa-stems like hlaiw, where the w directly follows a 
vowel, are to be regularly derived by the syllabification procedure. We give the 
derivations below.

(35) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm.adj.

o

AIßß

o a

/Vißlß

T2k. maul mawi —

er o

AIßß

hlalU- hlaiw

Light stems like triu are regular, too. The declension of the light wa-stems is a small 
one, containing masculine and neutral nouns. The paradigms differ a little in the 
plural but not in ways that affect the argument here. As examples we use pins 
’domestic slave’ and triu ’tree’.

(36) Light masculine and neuter wa-stems

m. n.
sg. N t>iu-s triu-

G ]riw-is triw-is
D J>iw-a triw-a
A t>iu- triu-



We have already mentioned and exemplified the realization of the archiphonemes in 
moraic positions. In the nominative and accusative singular forms the /U/ appears 
in the second mora-position of the initial syllable, and hence turns out a vowel. In 
the genitive and dative, the vocalic case-endings force the /U/ to form onset to the 
second syllable, in a perfectly regular fashion.

We are now left with a set of heavy wß-stems, worstw, triggws, gaidw and one 
polysyllabic light stem, piwadw. These forms must have underlying /w/, if the 
written < w > reflects a non-vocalic sound.35 We assume that they have undergone 
analogical levelling with the regular cases. The basis for this reinterpretation of their 
underlying structure must be the identity of the morphological class of wß-stems. 
Consider the paradigm below, displaying the pre-syncope (pre-Gothic) and post
syncope (Gothic) forms of regular */snaIU-az/ and */worstU-az/, and regular 
/snaIU-s/ vs. levelled /worstw-/.

(37) Pre-Gothic Gothic

m. n. m. n.
sg. N *snaiw-az *worstw-a snaiw-s worstw-0

G *snaiw-isa *worstw-isa snaiw-is worstw-is
D *snaiw-ee *worstw-ee snaiw-a worstw-a
A *snaiw-a(n) *worstw-a(n) snaiw-0 worstw-0

In the earlier stage there is no vowel/glide alternation in this paradigm (including 
light stems *triwa, *triwisa, *triwee, *triwa(n)). All forms have endings beginning 
with vowels, which means that the /U/ will surface as a glide in all cases. Syncope 
and vowel shortening reduce the endings in Pre-Gothic, leading to a situation where 
the realization of /U/ is no longer clearly w in all instances. In light stems /U/ is 
now realized as a vowel, e.g. triu (< *triwa).36 In heavy stems like snaiws (< 
*snaiwaz), the realization as a glide is still regular (though for slightly different 
reasons). In heavy stems like worstw (< *worstwa), the final /U/ is reanalyzed as 
underlying /w/. The application of syncope is thus seen to delete one syllable in all 
forms, and no new syllable (i.e. -\-wor.stu) is created in worstw, triggws, gaidw, 
piwadw.

There is one form which behaves differently from the rest, namely ajuk-duups 
’eternity' (cf. aiws ’time’). Presumably, the phonotactics of this word, the k in 
particular, stops the IVi from being realized as a w.

This concludes our discussion of the w>ß-stems. The underlying forms of (34k), 
we contend, are as originally indicated in /hlalU-/ and /maUI-/. Also triu derives



from /trIU-/, while worstw and gaidw derive from /worstw-/ and /galdw-/, 
respectively. We turn now to the identification of words containing underlying 1)1.

2.3.2.3 Iupa ’above’ vs.juka ’yoke (nom.acc.pl.)’

The sequence ju, tautosyllabically, is problematic if derived from /IU/, since we 
would expect the more sonorous HJ to be realized as a vowel. We have encountered 
this sequence in the derivation of /sUn-IUs/, which ends up as sun.jus, thus 
accomodating Prokosch’s law in the first syllable. Sun.jus thus represents a case of 
regular derivation from underlying archiphonemes.

We find the sequence ju in word-initial position in a small set of words, e.g. ju 
’now, already’, juggs ’young, new’, juk ’yoke’ (nom.acc.pl. juka) and words 
derived from or compounded with these words. Many other words have the sequence 
iu in the initial syllable, e.g. iupa ’above’, iusiza ’better’, siuks ’sick’, kiusan ’to 
test’, liugn ’lie’, etc. We will argue that in forms like juka, the 1)1 is underlying, 
while forms like iupa contain underlying archiphonemes. The immediate 
theory-internal motivation for this is of course the fact that the sonority principle 
selects underlying III before an /U/ as syllable nucleus. So if we encounter a 
sequence ju word-initially, the theory predicts that /j/ is underlying. There are other, 
external indications to support this.

The relevant etymology of the words juk and juggs differs from that of iupa and 
siuks. The initial segment ofjuk and juggs was (surface) j in Germanic, too, whereas 
the diphthong in iupa and siuks was a diphthong in Germanic, namely eu. The 
consonantal status of Gothic j was hence in all probability inherited as such from 
Germanic, in these words.37

In the diachronic perspective it is worth noting that there was a distinction 
between the semi-vowel i and a spirant j in Indo-European (Streitberg 1900: §72. A., 
Wilmanns 1911:§126). In almost all cases, the two sounds merged. In Greek 
however, the distinction is partially upheld, as the distinction between spiritus asper 
and zeta.38 We cannot establish unequivocal etymological relations for all cases, but 
at least the Greek equivalent of juk ’yoke’ has zeta: zygon. Streitberg (1900: §72. A.) 
refers to Hirt, who suggests that a Germanic trace of the distinction would be cases 
where i partakes in diphthongs with u (e.g. OHG iuwih ’you (acc.pl.)’, Gothic 
iupa), vs. cases where no diphthong is created (e.g. OHG joh, Gothic juk). This 
gives a diachronic understanding to why there is a set of exceptions to the



syllabification algorithm. The fact that the number of words containing ayw-sequence 
is small is a consequence of the early merger between IE i and j.

It is particularly interesting to study the sequence /IU/ in word-initial position, 
with regard to the syllabification principles. If we are right concerning the regularity 
of iupa and iusiza, as opposed to the irregularity of juka and juggs, it is clear that, 
in the initial syllable, locating the sonority peak has precedence over onset 
satisfaction, cf. (38).

(38) Main-stress a o algorithm

a
l\
ßß
IUpa

Stray segra.adj.

The problem of hiatus does not arise word-initially. If onset satisfaction were 
imperative in initial syllables, the way it is word-intemally, we would expect +jupa 
and +jusiza. As a side effect, Prokosch’s law is met.

The parallel situation is found in Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber, a language where 
hiatus is strongly forbidden word-intemally. The language resolves unavoidable 
hiatuses word-intemally by means of epenthetic glides. Word-initially, however, 
onsetless syllables are permitted (Dell & Elmedlaoui 1988:5).

2.3.2.4 Conclusions

The above discussions of the exceptions to the regular behaviour of the 
archiphonemes has shown that the irregularities are not arbitrary. The exceptions 
generally behave uniformly, displaying morphological or other regularities which 
make analogical levelling a plausible fate for them.

One feature that the analogical levellings found have in common is that they 
appear to have exhausted their potential targets (or very nearly so). This is to say, 
all long westerns that are not derived regularly have been levelled with the regular 
ones, and there is only one other form displaying a u ( < /U/) outside of the main- 
stress syllable (<ajuk-duups). Similarly, the nominative plural of «-stems (sunjus, 
pomjus) could have had other forms to compete with them, forms containing the 
sequence iu in endings, e.g. +footius (instead of foot.jus ’feet’), but all we have 
managed to find is a hapax uuhtiugs, whose very isolation indicates it may have been 
miswritten.



2.4 Conclusion

We have now discussed the principles of syllabification at some length. We have 
made several notes of contexts where the principles interact to yield the attested 
output. Let us try to summarize some of our findings in terms of the relations 
between the principles. After this we discuss briefly the bearing of orthographic 
evidence on peripheral syllabification.

2.4.1 The interaction of the principles

There are three principles involved in Gothic (Germanic) syllabification: the sonority 
principle, Prokosch’s law and the onset principle.

The sonority principle is superordinate to the other two principles in the initial 
syllable. The first sonority maximum encountered is invariably made nucleus. The 
sonority principle overrides Prokosch’s law in a specific sense. Sequences like /UI/ 
are never realized as +uj, even where that would lead to the satisfaction of 
Prokosch’s law. I.e. it is swi.kunps ’obvious, known’ obeying sonority, and not 
+suj.kunps satisfying Prokosch’s law. The sonority principle is superordinate to the 
onset principle initially in that the onset principle is satisfied only if the sonority 
principle is also satisfied. Therefore we have iu.pa and not +ju.pa.

In syllables other than the initial syllable, the supremacy of the sonority principle 
over Prokosch’s law is not total. Depending on the circumstances, the sonority 
principle (in templatic liaison with the onset principle) sometimes does and 
sometimes does not take precedence over Prokosch’s law. The former type of case 
is exemplified by sunjus from /sUn-IUs/, where Prokosch’s law will be satisfied in 
the initial syllable at the expense of the sonority principle in the second syllable. The 
other type of case is exemplified by ma.wi from /maUI-/. In /maUI-/, the increasing 
sonority between /U/ and III activates the sonority principle, which enforces the 
creation of a second syllable. Prokosch’s law, temporarily satisfied in the 
intermediate form mau. I, is disregarded by the sonority principle in a particular 
way. Since there is only one segment left in the word, the sonority principle must 
make III the nucleus of a syllable. And once the III is made nucleus, then the onset 
principle must be satisfied, even at the expense of Prokosch’s law, hence ma.wi.

In the second syllable, moreover, we find interaction between the sonority 
principle and the onset principle. In non-initial syllables, the onset principle is more



highly valued than the sonority principle, as can be seen in words like stoo.jis from 
/stool-ls/, where the first III is not made nucleus (according to sonority), but onset.

The interaction of the onset principle and Prokosch’s law has been amply 
exemplified above. The interaction takes place between the first and second 
syllables, where the onset principle is often satisfied in the second syllable at the 
expense of Prokosch’s law in the first syllable. This is the case in all light stems, 
like mi.ki.liis from /mIkHI-Is/. Where the onset principle cannot be satisfied word- 
intemally, hiatus arises {soo.il). Possibly, the onset principle can induce an optional, 
late rule of glide epenthesis, but the evidence is scarce (cf. see.jip).

2.4.2 Peripheral syllabification and orthographic evidence

We have seen that the principles interact in several ways and in different positions. 
However, the behaviour is always consistent, if our analysis is correct. When we 
turn to peripheral syllabification, we may expect to find more variation in clustering 
properties for intervocalic sequences of consonants. This part of syllabification 
should hardly be endowed with the status of principles, as has sometimes been 
suggested. For instance, consider the principle of syllabification assumed in Murray 
& Vennemann (1983:515f.).

(39) "Within a simplex (uncompounded) word, a group of marginal segments 
is divided between two nuclear segments in such a way that all segments 
but the last belong to the first syllable."

This principle would seem to express that the onset principle is correct, but that 
onset maximization does not hold. Rather, it is coda maximization.

There are two points on which we disagree with the syllabification suggested in 
Murray & Vennemann (1983). First, it is the theoretical status of principle given to
(39). The second point concerns the empirical basis for (39), where I think the 
interpretation of the orthographic evidence is taken too far. The argument is given 
below.

Murray & Vennemann base the generalization in (39) on statistics from a study 
on writing conventions concerning dividing words at the line’s end, performed by 
Hermann (1923 [1978]). Data from Hechtenberg Collitz (1906) are also taken into 
account. The statistics basically say that the pattem in (39), i.e. vC.Cv, vCC.CV, 
is observed, apart from when the two rightmost consonants are a stop or p plus a



liquid, in which cases we generally find v. (XV, vC.CCv. The words divided as 
v. CCV are very few and explainable on morphological grounds or as loans. They are 
reasonably assumed to be exceptional (Murray & Vennemann 1983:516) and we 
omit them from further discussion.

In the case of vCCCV, the divisions vCC.CV and vC.CCV both occur in 
orthography, apparently reflecting a sonority-based generalization (a stop or p plus 
a liquid are grouped together). For this reason alone, interpreting one of these word 
divisions as a principled syllabification appears too strong a measure to take, 
although statistics favour it. Theoretically, onset maximization could hold even if the 
cases of vCC. CV outnumber the cases of vC. CCV. It is the sonority relations (mainly) 
that determine which way the middlemost consonant goes (as supported by the same 
statistics). Strong evidence for coda maximization and against onset maximization 
would exist if phonotactically favourable cases were to divide deviantly, i.e. if 
sequences like -str- and -npr- were to divide as +-sf.r- and +-np.r-t which they do 
not. We conclude then that (39) could hardly be a principle of syllabification, but 
rather a restatement of statistical tendencies. The crucial phonological evidence is 
lacking.

Let us have a look at one type of consonant collocation behind the statistics. When 
we look at the data in Hechtenberg Collitz (1906) for clusters of three intervocalic 
consonants we find that in the majority of cases, the last of the consonants isy, and 
that the division of these clusters occurs before j. Clusters of the type Cj do not 
occur word-initially in Gothic. Therefore we may not immediately expect to find 
such clusters word-intemally. However, if we consider the sonority scale for Gothic 
(section 2.2.2 above) we would not expect there to be principled collocational 
restrictions prohibiting e.g. tj-, kj-, dj-, mj-, wj-, etc., since collocations like w/-, 
wr-, hn-, hi- etc. do occur word-initially, witness wlaitoon ’to look around’, wlits 
’face’, wrak ’hepersecuted’, wroohjan ’to accuse’, hnaiwjan ’to humiliate’, hnasqus 
’weak’, hlaiw ’grave’ and hliipra ’tent’. In this perspective, it is not unlikely that 
words like doomjan ’to judge’ and manwjan ’to prepare’ phonologically syllabify as 
doo.mjan and man.wjan rather than as doomjan and manwjan. Assuming that j is 
simply an allophone of /I/, the seeming accidental gap in the distribution of j (non- 
occurrence in word-initial clusters) could be attributed to its allophonic character, 
where the other allophone is a vowel.

The potential reason why words are orthographically divided before j brings us to 
the problem with extracting the mechanisms of syllabification from orthographic 
evidence. We suggest that morphology may influence orthography, such that a 
division is often made before j. The reason is that j so often initiates inflectional and



other endings, -jis, -jiins, -jan, etc. In fact, the cases where we have assumed 
underlying /j/ generally fall under morphological generalizations. Inflectional 
endings, when conspicuous (in some sense), might well induce the same principles 
of division as do compounds, which divide morphologically in the Germanic 
dialects. It is not possible to know whether this division of words is an orthographic 
convention or indeed a phonological matter.39

As mentioned in section 2.1.3, the more reliable evidence for phonological 
syllabification that we may obtain from orthography concerns the central principles. 
For instance, there is almost no variation with respect to how words with two 
intervocalic consonants divide (the first vowel being short), i.e. vC.CV. Also, the 
consistent behaviour of the archiphonemes III and /U/ proves the utility of 
orthography for establishing the principles of Gothic syllabification.

This concludes our analysis of the vowel/glide alternation known as Sievers’s law 
in Gothic. Sievers’s law is eventually lost in the Germanic languages, and the 
archiphonemes abandoned. This has no effect on the basic principles of 
syllabification. The special properties of the main-stress syllable remain evident for 
new generations of language learners, mainly with regard to moraicity. The 
measurement of weight remains different between the main-stress syllable and other 
syllables for a long time. The bimoraic domain instantiated by Prokosch’s law also 
remains grammatically salient, as argued throughout this study.



Notes for chapter 2

1. The analysis of Gothic syllabification presented in this chapter is an expanded and 
improved version of an earlier analysis along the same basic lines (Riad 1988b). A 
condensed version of the present analysis also occurs in Riad (1991).

2. Edgerton mentions that, while his choice of underlying glides as opposed to 
vowels is arbitrary, a choice must be made (1962:352). Our analysis will 
challenge that statement.

3. Edgerton (1934:257ff., 1943:83ff.) expanded Sievers’s original account of the 
vowel/glide alternation to include syllabic/non-syllabic nasals and liquids, in the 
analysis of Vedic (Edgerton’s main concern). At the Germanic language stage, 
however, permanent vowels had developed in the positions where liquids and nasals 
used to be syllabic previously.

4. The main reason for assuming the presence of diphthongs (at some level) is that 
generalizations are lost if there is no way of relating sequences like ai and au to 
sequences like aj and aw (cf. Riad 1988b), and the sequence iu to the sequences ju 
and iw. Ample evidence for this will be presented as we go along. Nevertheless, 
the issue of what the exact phonetic quality of the ambiguous cases is remains open. 
The important thing in the present context is that the relevant sequences are 
transparent and divisible at some level.

5. There are instances of trimoraic syllables but this is a very small class of words, 
characterized by having a long vowel followed by geminate tt. In Germanic, 
trimoraic syllables only occur in the Proto-Nordic dialect, e.g. doottir ’daughter’, 
aatta ’eight’ (cf. 5.1.3.2).

6. In the quotation, the notation of the glide and the vowels has been adapted to the 
present usage.

7. This is important for another reason, as well: other analysts have suggested that 
a syllabification like nas.jis must be abnormal, rather than completely regular (e.g. 
Dresher & Lahiri 1986, 1991:264ff.).

8. We shall use the terms light stem and heavy stem frequently throughout the 
thesis. These terms denote that the root syllable is of either weight, weight being 
determined in the usual way and expressed by moraic structure. A heavy stem, then, 
contains two moras in the root syllable and a light stem contains one mora in the 
same position. Note that the further expansion of the stem is not taken into 
consideration. The terms refer only to the weight of the stem-initial syllable.



9.1 shall return to a fuller discussion of manuscripts and their value as evidence for 
syllabification in section 2.4.2.

10. The reader is referred to Itô (1986) for references bearing on the nature of 
syllabification algorithms.

11. The Imdlawn valley is located 70 km northeast of the city of Taroudant in the 
western Higher Atlas mountains, in Morocco.

12. Dell & Elmedlaoui (1988:1) cite examples like tF.tK.tStt ’you sprained it (fern.)’ 
and bD.dL ’Exchange!’, where capital letters mark syllable peaks.

13. A template-mapping analysis is not available for Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber since 
the set of permissible syllable types in this dialect makes several syllabifications 
available for many words, whereas empirically, each word has a unique 
syllabification. Constraints would therefore have to be stated in order to 
disambiguate the syllabification in several ambiguous cases.

14. Two comments on the notation. First, the notation of underlying geminates (cf. 
liitils) will be elaborated in section 2.3.1.5. Second, at the point where the main- 
stress syllable template is aligned, we will let the archiphonemes remain represented 
by capital III or /U/. Hereby, the underlying form will always be given in the 
examples of derivations to follow. From the point where the syllabification algorithm 
applies, the archiphonemes will be replaced with a small vowel or glide according 
to intrasyllabic function.

15. There is, by the way, a strong graphic similarity between the Greek majuscle for 
ypsilon and the Gothic uncial for < w >, as pointed out to me by my colleague Rune 
Palm.

16. More circumstantially, we could refer to the Proto-Nordic development of this 
diphthong: Gmc éu > PN, Go fu > PN iu > 01 jôo. One example is Gmc breut-
> PN briutan > 01 brjoota ’to break’. When the stress shifts over to the second 

vowel of the diphthong, making it into the peak of the syllable, the first vowel is 
glided and moves out of the nucleus. As a consequence, the second vowel is 
compensatorily lengthened (cf. Hock 1986:89ff.). We would argue that an i could 
not have been retained within the same syllable unless it remained the peak. Thus, 
a form +briûta would be unthinkable in Germanic.

17. This is not the case in the initial syllable, though, in Gothic as well as in 
Imdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber (cf. iupa, section 2.3.2.3).

18. We shall return to the type of situation when it is permitted to have a main- 
stress foot dominate one monomoraic syllable only (sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3.1.2).



19. As we shall see, the occurrences of < w> do not show up just anywhere, but 
in delimitable contexts. The degree of lexicalization is therefore quite low.

20. The name Paulus is spelled < Pawlus > in Gothic. This is, however, an example 
of a transcription from Greek, where ypsilon is always represented by Gothic
< w >.

21. We do not consider ambisyllabic moras (Lahiri & van der Hulst 1988) or 
trimoraic subfeet (Dresher & Lahiri 1991) to be viable alternatives.

22. This is clearly the simplest solution. Proposals of trimoraic feet, ambisyllabic 
moras and the like are more complex. It is important though that the exceptionality 
of these cases should be reflected in the theory. We should permit no theoretical 
exploitation of monomoraic stressed feet.

23. In Greek loanwords <ai> and <au> are used to represent short 
monophthongs: <afwaggêljô> ’gospel’, <BarJ>aulaumaius>, and rarely long 
monophthongs: <Neikaudaimus>, <Antiaukia> beside <Neikaüdêmus>,
< Antiôkja >.

24. In the Greek loanwords, hiatuses occur, e.g. in the personal names of Abiapar, 
Fanueel and Alfaius. However, in several instances, a glide, which is not present in 
the Greek word, is inserted as onset, e.g. in the place name Beepanijin (beside 
Beepaniin), and in the personal name Akaijai, or a Greek iota is turned into a glide 
in Gothic, e.g. ekkleesjoo (<afkklêsjô>) ’church’, ewaggeeljoo (<afwaggêljô>) 
’gospel’.

25. The exceptions to this are perhaps forms involving the enclitic question particle 
u,ja-u, ga-u-laubjats ’to believe; 2p.dual.’ (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§25.A5.).

26. The sequences st and sk in word-initial position should perhaps be syllabified as 
units. Gothic reduplication indicates that this may be the case, e.g. (ga-)stalda T 
acquire’ - ste-stald, skaida T distinguish’ - ske-skaip, but sleepan ’to sleep’ - 
se-sleep (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§178f.). Similarly, Nordic alliterative verse treats 
the sequences sk and st as units. In item (28), then, s of stooida would not be 
syllabified by stray segment adjunction, but by the main-stress syllable template.

27. Gothic will hardly have had obligatory epenthesis, like in Berber, where 
y-epenthesis is general whenever syllable peaks end up adjacent, e.g. /inna-ax/ > 
innayax ’he told us’, /a-aryaz/ > ayaryaz ’man; voc.’ (cf. Guerssel 1986:3). If that 
were the case, one would have expected more writings with <j> and no 
orthographic distinction between < i > and < ï >, as discussed above.

28. We expect that the notion of ’exception’ should be relativizable as ’true’ vs. 
’false’ exceptions, where true exceptions are not explainable under any grammatical



generalization, and false ones are in fact explainable (but perhaps in another 
component of the grammar).

29. It may be worth mentioning that, while it is generally recognized that Sievers’s 
law applies in a limited set of forms in Gothic, previous analysts seldom address the 
exceptions and what motivates their existence.

30. There is one exception, <ûhtiugs> ’timely’, but it occurs only once and could 
possibly be a miswriting for <ûhteigs>, with the same meaning (Feist 
1939: <uhtiugs>, Lehmann 1986: <uhtwo>).

31. Adjectival «-stem inflection exists only in remnants in Gothic.

32. The term ’Pre-Gothic’ simply refers to a stage prior to Gothic, no claims being 
made for Common Germanic.

33. There is a hapax instance of w in nuclear position, namely lasiws ’weak’ 
(Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§42.Al). We disregard this lone form. A related form 
lasiwostai ’weakest (superlative, nom.pl.)’ occurs, too, where the w is expected.

34. As we have seen, the sonority principle can select the less sonorous of two 
adjacent segments, if some other principle is thereby respected. The example of this 
is /sUnlUs/, where in the second syllable /U/, and not /I/, is made nucleus, thereby 
respecting Prokosch’s law in the first syllable.

35. One could analyze these writings as the result of analogical levelling within 
orthography only, while regular phonological rules apply. If so, final <w> here 
represents an [u]-sound (cf. Riad 1988b).

36. There is no way in which final w could be generalized in this paradigm, e.g. 
+piw or +triw. Such forms are not derivable in Gothic, unless we abandon several 
well-founded generalizations.

37. Naturally, there are other instances of Gothic j (< Gmc.y), before other vowels, 
e.g. jeer ’year’, jains ’each’, but since these are predicted to become j anyway, we 
posit underlying III. Thus, in synchronic Gothic phonology, the need for underlying 
1)1 is small.

38. Iam grateful to Alan Prince for calling my attention to this circumstance.

39. To compare with another Germanic dialect, let us turn to Old English and the 
results in Lutz (1986). She studies word divisions in Old English manuscripts, 
inferring phonological regularity from the orthographic evidence. Looking at her 
tables directly after the Gothic data, one is struck by the fact that j is completely 
absent in the Old English material. This is of course due to one or two phonological 
changes (West Germanic gemination followed by syncope) affecting a large set of 
words. Directly, the figures change in such a way that statistics weigh over a little



in favour of onset maximization. The set of cases that divide vCC. Cv as opposed to 
vC. CCv are motivated by collocational restrictions relating to sonority.



Chapter 3

Syncope, vowel shortening and the Germanic stress system

3.0 Introduction

Syncope1 is the term for the weakening and/or loss of vowels in unstressed 
positions (Wessén 1969:10). Syncope occurs in all Germanic dialects and is taken 
to be a reflex of the nature of Germanic stress. Vowel shortening in syllables other 
than that with main-stress is also a recurring phenomenon which is related to the 
nature of stress. The dynamic (as opposed to melodic) character of the Germanic 
stress and its location on the initial syllable apparently made conditions favourable 
for weakenings in unstressed syllables (Meillet 1949:69-78, Prokosch 1939:133, 
Campbell 1959: §331, Krahe/Meid 1969:49).

This chapter presents an analysis of Germanic syncope and vowel shortening, 
based on the metrical structure at the foot-level. One major issue is the 
characterization of the Germanic stress system. In our analysis, the Germanic stress 
system consists of main-stress assignment and the application of a foot-algorithm, 
employing the moraic (or quantitative) trochee (McCarthy & Prince 1986, Hayes 
1987). As discussed in chapter 2, main-stress is assigned prior to syllabification and 
prior to other stress structure.

Foot-structure indicates which syllables are prominent (strong) and which are non- 
prominent (weak). Syncope affects vowels in non-prominent positions, and thus it 
is our task to bring together the hypothesis of the Germanic stress system with the 
empirical facts of syncope. The application of the foot-algorithm will be seen to 
assign weak positions to the syllables containing the vowels that are lost by syncope, 
without imposing unnatural conditions on the foot-algorithm itself. A simple and 
typologically plausible algorithm is thus retained, while we at the same time get an 
instant match between weak positions and the vowels that are affected by syncope.

Long vowels are assigned prominent positions by the proposed stress algorithm 
(cf. 3.1). Vowel shortening will be seen to be the consequence of stress clash 
resolution. Stress clash arises word-intemally in the Germanic languages, following 
the retraction of main-stress to the stem-initial syllable, and as reduction by syncope 
begins to take place.2

Syncope and vowel shortening instantiate the characteristic Germanic reduction of 
quantity. The common grammatical feature of these two processes is that they lead



to the loss of quantity. Quantity being measured in moras, it will be suggested that 
both processes target moras. The syncope rule causes vowel loss by virtue of 
deleting the mora dominating the vowel. The resolution of stress clash, too, will lead 
to the removal of a mora, thereby causing vowel shortening.

East Germanic (Gothic) was affected by syncope and vowel shortening earlier than 
the other dialects. However, compared to West and North Germanic, vowel 
shortening and syncope word-medially was quite restricted, at least at the stage 
reflected in Wulfila’s Bible translation. Reduction of quantity spread to West 
Germanic (Old High German, Old English) and finally reached North Germanic, 
i.e. Proto-Nordic. The processes were not necessarily completed in one language 
before they moved to the next.3 While the Germanic dialects, as far as we can see, 
go through a similar prosodic development, this development is not simultaneous in 
the different dialects. Therefore, the dating of events on the basis of comparative 
evidence is problematic. Instead, the relevant way to study the prosodic diachrony 
of the Germanic languages is to follow the development of each dialect along its own 
trajectory, as far as possible. The comparative method should be used for 
reconstruction, based on the coherence of the development between the dialects, 
rather than for the dating of particular events in one dialect on the basis of evidence 
in another.

The analysis of syncope and vowel shortening in this study is somewhat idealized. 
The purpose of the present analysis is to make clear what the main mechanisms are 
that reduce quantity in the Germanic dialects, the superordinate hypothesis being that 
reduction is prosodically conditioned (in itself hardly a controversial claim). Rules 
will not aim at capturing the minute-by-minute progression of a given change in a 
specific dialect, but rather the general process. The actual implementation of syncope 
and vowel shortening over time will naturally be diversified and in a sense complex, 
as each period of syncope will contain several stages, as new rules (and sub-rules) 
are added and gradually become more general, and as old representations become 
obsolete. Several linguistic and extra-linguistic factors enter into the implementation 
of a change. We focus on the prosodic environment of rules, proposing that that is 
where the ramifications of the reduction phenomena are located.



3.0.1 Quantity and data

The fact that quantity plays a role in syncope is clear, but its exact role is less 
obvious.4 In (1), a set of Proto-Nordic sample forms is given. V = mora, ’.’ = 
syllable boundary, = reconstructed form.

(1) ßß ß
a. *gas.tiz 1 guest'5

b.
ß ß 

su.nuz 'son'

c.
ßß ß ß 

*her.öi.jaz 'shepherd'

d.
ß ß ß 

*ka.ti.laz 'kettle'

e.
ßß ß ßß 

*her.öi.jooz 1 shepherds *

f.
ß ß ßß 

*ka.ti.looz 'kettles'

g*
ßß ß ß ß 

*hau./3u.do.miz 'heads (dat.pl.)'

h.
ß ß ß ß 

*ka./9i.si. jaz 'slave'

A few comments on the notation of reconstructions are in place. The Germanic 
consonant z develops differently in the various dialects. In Gothic, Germanic z 
becomes devoiced, as in gasts ’guest* and dags ’day*. In Old English and Old High 
German this consonant is lost in most cases, e.g. OE giest, dœg.6 In Proto-Nordic, 
Germanic z undergoes rhotacization in two steps. First, z is assumed to develop into 
something like a palatal fricative, usually represented by capital R. Importantly, R 
is not sonorant, hence not moraic (cf. 3.1.5). In the later Nordic dialects (e.g. Old 
Icelandic and Old Swedish) Proto-Nordic R has merged with the ordinary hi 
phoneme, completing the rhotacization (cf. e.g. Peterson 1983). The exact sound 
value of this consonant at different stages is not at issue here, and, for the sake of 
clarity, I have chosen to represent it as z throughout the Proto-Nordic period, and 
as r in the later Nordic dialects (following Antonsen 1975).

In the Nordic tradition, the j of reconstructed forms like *herdijaz and *doomijan 
is not always represented (e.g. in Wessén 1969). However, it is clear that this j



should be there, for two reasons. First, early runic inscriptions from the pre-syncope 
period include the j, e.g. raunijaz ’the tester’ (0vre Stabu, 2nd century) and holtijaz 
’from Holt’ (Gallehus horn, c.400). Second, following syncope of the a in the final 
syllable, the resultant form should contain a long vowel in the (new) final syllable, 
e.g. *rauniiz (< * raunijaz). Otherwise, the wrong prediction is made for the form 
in Old Icelandic, which is reynir, not +reynr as otherwise expected, in view of the 
development of other stems (traditionally called light stems) of the same paradigm, 
cf. PN *nepjaz ’relative’ > *nipiz > 01 nipr. The length of the ii in *rauniiz has 
comparative support in Gothic, where *herdijaz ’shepherd’ shows up as herdiis 
<hafrdeis>. We should therefore represent this j in the reconstructions, as do 
Antonsen (1975) and Krause (1971). It appears generally to be the case for Proto- 
Nordic that j is retained if the following a is deleted (*herdijaz > *herdiiz), but lost 
if the preceding i is deleted, e.g. *doomijan > *d0oman. In Gothic, the j appears 
to have an equally strong position irrespective of which vowel is deleted; cf. herdiis, 
doomjan.

The list in (1) above contains a variety of forms that are subject to syncope. In
(2), the positions that constitute the targets for syncope are indicated by underscores, 
and syllables by square brackets.

[MM]___ *gas.tiz ’guest’
[M]_ su.nuz ’son’

*ge./3u ’gift’
[MM][M]___ *her.öi.jaz ’shepherd’
Cm] [m]___ *ka.ti.laz ’kettle’
[mm]___[mm] *her.0ijooz ’shepherds’

rai.sLdoo T raised’
*doo.nü.jan ’to sentence’

[m]___[mm] ♦ka.tf.looz ’kettles’
*o.ßi.ree ’upper’

[mm]___[m]___ *hau.j0u.do.miz ’heads (dat.pl.)’
[M]___[m]___ *ka.0Lsi.jaz ’slave’

The words in (2) represent the type of forms on which we reconstruct the Proto- 
Nordic stress system. In descriptions of Proto-Nordic syncope, the relevance of the 
left-hand environment is always observed, and the timespan between syncope of the 
heavy stem *gas.tiz > gestr and syncope of the light stem su.nuz > sunr is long 
since established (Wessén 1969:Ilf.). The relevance of the right-hand environment



is however generally overlooked. The importance of the right-hand environment 
emerges in pairs like PN *her.di.jaz > > OI hir.dir ’shepherd’ vs. PN *her.di.jooz 
> > Ol her.dar ’shepherds’. In the singular form the final syllable is syncopated, 
in the plural form the medial syllable is syncopated. The weight of the initial syllable 
being constant, it is obvious that the weight of the final syllable influences the 
operation of syncope. If syncope is to be characterized as deletion in metrically weak 
position, the pattern displayed in (2) should follow from the correct characterization 
of the Proto-Nordic stress system.

We turn now to the two major topics of the chapter. First, the theory of the 
Germanic stress system is presented (section 3.1), together with the facts motivating 
the particular algorithm chosen. Second, the rules of syncope and vowel shortening 
are formulated and applied to the Germanic dialect of Proto-Nordic, which is the 
language of departure throughout.

3.1 The stress system

3.1.1 Main-stress

As discussed in chapter 2, main-stress is assigned in the lexicon, prior to all 
algorithmic syllable and stress assignment. The main-stress syllable template is 
repeated below. ’(X)’ = main-stress foot, ’a’ = syllable.

(3) Main-stress syllable template 

(X)
a

This template is mapped initially onto stems. Consider the syllabification of 
*herdijaz ’shepherd’ and *katilaz ’kettle’.

(4) Main-stress a a algorithm Stray segm. adj.

(X) (X) (X)
a aa a a a a o

IjLIJLl
/T\
herôijaz heröijaz herôijaz



(X) (X .) (X .)
o o o o o a o

katilaz katilaz katilaz

In light stems like * katilaz, syllabification will cause the two moras of the foot to 
end up in two separate syllables, as indicated. The main-stress foot, which is linked 
with the initial syllable template from the outset, simply adapts to this.

Thus as regards main-stress. The next step in stress assignment is the application 
of the foot-algorithm.

3.1.2 Foot-algorithm

Following the assignment of main-stress, further metrical structure is assigned by 
means of a foot-algorithm. We shall assume that the algorithm assigns moraic 
trochees (=quantitative trochees) (Hayes 1987, McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990) in 
harmony with the moraic trochee of the main-stress. This choice will be motivated 
below, where the issue of direction of assignment is also addressed.

We shall use the notation of Hayes (1987), with slight modification. Hayes’s 
theory, like that of McCarthy & Prince (1986), provides an alleged universal 
typology of basic foot templates.7 The basic foot inventory is given in (5).

Basic foot inventory

Syllabic trochee Form
(x .)
a a

Moraic trochee Form
(x .)
°it °ß

(X) 
or o^

Iamb Form
(• x)

Op Ofip
(x) 

or & fil

We add to this the convention of assigning stressless feet to light syllables that are 
left over after the application of the foot algorithm (cf. 1.2.4).

(6) Assign (.) to stray syllables.

However, beyond saying that stressless feet are weak metrical positions, no claims 
are made for this foot type (cf. 1.2.4.1).



The syllabic trochee is typical of quantity-insensitive stress systems, where 
syllables are simply counted as one apiece (arguably as one mora apiece). Germanic, 
however, displays quantity-sensitive features. For instance, it is clear that the 
quantity of the initial syllable plays a role for the realization of archiphonemes in 
Gothic. Also, reduction by syncope is sensitive to the measurement of quantity, as 
is clear from the way it is implemented in Proto-Nordic bisyllables (heavy stems 
before light stems, cf. 3.2.1.5). The very fact that syncope affects light syllables 
only testifies to quantity sensitivity. This leads us to exclude the syllabic trochee as 
the basic foot of Germanic.

The iamb, too, is clearly incorrect for Germanic. Germanic main-stress invariably 
goes on the initial stem-syllable, which in the vast majority of cases is the word- 
initial syllable. This is not an expected feature of an iambic system. Also, main- 
stress is clearly trochaic, since otherwise words like *dagaz ’day’ would have final 
stress. An iambic foot-algorithm could hardly be reconciled with trochaic main- 
stress (cf. the ’uniformity parameter’ proposed by McCarthy & Prince 1986:10).

Assuming that the range of available feet is that given in (5), we are left with one 
candidate, the moraic trochee.

3.1.2.1 Direction of foot-algorithm

We thus make it our hypothesis that the moraic trochee is the basic foot of 
Germanic. The assignment of foot structure will hence rely on the following basic 
algorithm.

(7) Foot-algorithm: moraic trochee

(x .) (x) (.)
Form oß oß or oßß ; otherwise aß

We must now determine the direction in which the foot-algorithm applies. This 
matter, it turns out, is not easily and unambiguously settled. The words to study for 
this purpose should be at least trisyllabic, preferably quadrisyllable. This is related 
to two facts. First, main-stress alone takes care of all stress assignment in 
monosyllables and in bisyllabic light stems with a light second syllable, i.e. CvCv. 
Second, either direction of algorithmic foot-assignment creates exactly the same foot- 
structure in all bisyllabic words. This is illustrated below.8



'day (acc.)'
(8) a. (X) 

ßß*footz 'foot'
b. (X) (.)

ßß ß*gas.tiz 'guest
c. (X)(x)

ß ßß*ge.)9oo 'gift'

(X .)
ß ß *da.ga
(X) (x)
ßß ßß *wor.doo 'words'
(X) (x) 
ß ßß*da.gooz 'days'

The forms in (8e) have a light stem syllable and a heavy ending. Foot structure 
cannot assign two moras of one syllable to different feet. This follows from the 
syllable integrity principle (Prince 1976), which states that a syllable cannot be split 
between two distinct higher level constituents. Therefore, in cases like (8c), the 
main-stressed syllable ends up as a monomoraic foot, since the bimoraic second 
syllable will necessarily constitute a foot alone.9

Thus, in order to find out the direction of foot-assignment, we must have longer 
words. One thing should be noted however. As pointed out in Kager (1989:8ff., 
passim), word stresses are assigned for various reasons in quantity-sensitive 
languages. In the surface foot-structure of a word, some prominences may be due 
to the (heavy) weight of certain syllables (quantity sensitivity), whereas other 
prominences may be due to the rhythmic alternation, e.g. in sequences of light 
syllables. Finally, there is main-stress, which instantiates the culminative and 
delimitative properties of word stress (Kager 1989:8).10 Now, if we wish to 
determine the direction of algorithmic stress assignment, we must look for ’weight 
neutral’ contexts, i.e. sequences of light syllables. Considering the fact that main- 
stress is fixed, even trisyllables are too short, as we shall now see.

In the case of trisyllabic heavy stems, the direction of foot-assignment is without 
consequence.

(9) (X) (x .) (X) (.)(*)
ßß ß ß ßß ß ßß*her.5i.jaz 'shepherd' *her.öi.jooz 'shepherds*

Trisyllables with heavy medial syllables are very rare (Gothic si.poo. niis ’you are 
a disciple’ is one), and do not contribute to the argument made here.

In the case of trisyllabic light stems, a potential difference arises, as long as all 
three syllables are light.11 Consider (10).



(10) Left-to-right: a. (X .)(•)
M M M

*ka.ti.laz 'kettle'

Right-to-left: b. (X .)(•)
M M P

*ka.ti.laz or

c. (X)(x .)
V M M

*ka.ti.laz

If we assign feet right-to-left we may choose between (b) and (c). The difference 
between them amounts to whether or not the main-stress foot boundary is respected 
by algorithmic stress assignment (cf. chapter 5), and does not really relate to the 
question of direction of foot assignment.

We shall reject the foot-structure in (10c), after mentioning the potential 
advantages of such an analysis. If (10c) were correct, then the evidence for the 
direction would be clearer than otherwise, an advantage at the meta-level. Light 
stems like *katilaz would get the same stress structure as heavy stems like *herdijaz, 
which in itself could be expected, as these words seem to behave the same way with 
respect to syncope, deleting the final vowel. One further advantage of (10c) is that 
there would only be one weak position in *katilaz and other analogous words. In a 
sense then, the predictions for syncope become simpler.

We reject (10c) for a specific reason, though. We want to derive the bimoraic 
condition (cf. chapter 1 and below) from the definition of the canonical foot, a 
prosodic category, just like minimal word conditions of other languages (McCarthy 
& Prince 1990:231). We have assumed that the bimoraic condition is satisfied stem- 
initially by main-stress assignment. We should therefore expect to find a canonical 
foot in this position, whenever possible. One problem with (10c) is that it creates a 
monomoraic (hence exceptional) foot stem-initially, in a non-controversial 
environment. We have already observed that we must allow, exceptionally, 
monomoraic main-stressed syllables, in words like *da.gooz and *ge.ßoo (cf. (8c) 
above). However, in these cases, there is no way to avoid the exceptional structure, 
since there are inherently heavy syllables present. This structure is therefore truly 
exceptional and ultimately derives from the inherent conflict between quantity- 
insensitive main-stress assignment and quantity-sensitive algorithmic stress 
assignment. On the one hand there is the fixed main-stress on the stem-initial 
syllable, on the other hand the obligatorily stressed heavy syllables.12 It is natural



to expect that this inherent conflict would be kept at a minimal level. Thus, stressed 
monomoraic feet will be allowed only where no other option is available.

The point, then, is that the foot-structure in (10c) would derive from regular 
algorithmic (rhythmic) stress assignment, which we expect to avoid assigning 
exceptional structures as far as possible. Allowing the foot-algorithm to regularly 
break into the domain of the main-stress foot involves losing the generalization that 
the main-stress domain of two moras is realized whenever possible.

More generally, we could say that given the premises, the system will strive to 
generate the best-formed structure available (Prince 1991). This general guiding 
principle, a servant of coherence, is operative in the syllabification of Gothic. We 
observed (chapter 2) that Prokosch’s law is met whenever possible. I.e. there is a 
tendency, or preference, to make the main-stressed syllable bimoraic. It is only when 
the onset principle runs the risk of being violated, that Prokosch’s law is overruled 
(in the initial syllable).13

This leaves us with (10a) and (b), which are identical and therefore of no use for 
understanding the direction of the foot-algorithm.

We have now seen that, if we accept the argument ruling out (10c), 
monosyllables, bisyllables and trisyllables cannot inform us of the direction of foot- 
assignment. When we look for (non-compound) words longer than three syllables, 
we find that they are very rare in the Germanic dialects. Two cases from the 
Germanic paradigm of *haußuda ’head’ are given in (11).

(11) a. Gmc *hau£udesa (gen.sg.)

Go haubidis
OE heeafdes
01 hçfuôs

b. Gmc *hauj3udomiz (dat.pl.)

Go haubidam
OE heeafdum
OI hçfôum

The Old English and Old Icelandic forms in (1 lb) display deletion of the second and 
the fourth syllables. In (11a), these dialects treat the genitive ending differently. 
After the early deletion of a, the third syllable is treated as light in Old Icelandic,



which reflects the phonological rule (cf. 3.1.5 below). In Old English the genitive 
singular ending -es is treated as heavy. In Gothic, only the fourth syllable has been 
lost. This is partly due to the general limits of medial syncopation in Gothic.14

Let us now have a look at the assignment of feet in the Germanic forms of these 
heavy stems.

(12) a. Left-to-right
(X) (x .)(•)
PP P P P 

*hau.ßu.de.sa
(X) (x .)(.) 
PP P P P 

*hau.0u.do.miz

b. Right-to-left

(X) (.) (x .)
PP P P P 

*hau./?u.de.sa

(X) (OCX O
PP P P P 

*hau.ßu.do.miz

Rhythmically, the structure in (12b) is more well-formed than that in (12a). 
Certainly, if syncopations medially and finally are simultaneous, then the structure 
in (12b) is probably correct. However, if the syncopations are separated in time, 
then (12a) may as well be correct, since following final syncope the new final 
syllable of *hau.ßu.do.miz would be heavy (-dom) and attract stress. This would 
leave the second syllable light in this form.

Now consider quadrisyllabic light stems.

(13) a. Left-to-right
(X .) (x O 
P P P p 

*ka.jSi.si. jaz

> 01 kefsir 'slave'

b. Right-to-left

(X .) (x .)
p p p p 

*ka.0i.si.jaz

The foot-structure ends up the same, irrespective of direction of assignment. If we 
assume (12a) and (13a) we get different patterning in quadrisyllabic heavy stems and 
light stems, which seems unlikely, considering that in both types, it is the second 
and fourth syllables that get syncopated.

This argument shows that right-to-left assignment of feet is more likely to be 
correct for Germanic, than the other way around. However, in view of the fact that 
the evidence for this is provided by quadrisyllables only - a word type that becomes 
more or less obsolete at an early stage - one may wonder how the direction of the 
algorithm was inferred by the language learners.



We have assumed, with current typological theory in this area (Hayes 1987, Halle 
& Vergnaud 1987), that the direction of the algorithm is one parameter that needs 
setting in stress systems employing algorithmic stress assignment. When the evidence 
for the directionality is scarce, or very scarce, one would expect the algorithm to 
apply in a default direction, perhaps in the same direction as the syllabification 
algorithm, hence left-to-right.

It seems clear that the direction of the foot-algorithm will not have any major 
consequences in Germanic phonology. Given the evidence we have seen so far, 
there seems to be some motivation for assuming right-to-left assignment of feet in 
the Germanic pre-syncope period, following the fronting of main-stress to the initial 
syllable, but before the first (non-Proto-Germanic) applications of syncope. We shall 
therefore assume that in the early stage the evidence for this direction is sufficient, 
for speakers to observe it. Later on, when the crucial quadrisyllable cases have been 
lost, we assume that the algorithm applies in the default direction, for Germanic 
presumably left-to-right.

3.1.3 Separation of main-stress and algorithm

Main-stress is placed in a quantity-msensitive manner. That is, a main-stressed 
syllable can be light or heavy, but still remain the foremost prominence of a word. 
This slightly unexpected trait of an otherwise quantity-sensitive language is one 
argument for the separation of main-stress from other stress assignment. A related 
fact is the morphological basis for main-stress assignment. The main-stressed syllable 
is always the root syllable, while other syllables are stressed according to 
phonological generalizations. We have further seen that the main-stressed syllable 
and other syllables differ with respect to the measurement of weight (cf. 2.1.2 and 
section 3.1.5 below).

The proposal here is that main-stress is assigned in the lexicon, prior to 
syllabification, and that the foot-algorithm applies later. A separation between main- 
stress and other stress assignment is often assumed in analyses of stress systems, 
though, generally, a language either picks an algorithmically assigned prominence 
and promotes it to the status of main-stress, or at least assigns main-stress after the 
completion of syllabification. In Van der Hulst’s (1984) analysis of Dutch, it is 
suggested that main-stress is assigned first and that the algorithm applies thereafter, 
placing secondary stresses like ’echoes’ of the main-stress. This procedure is 
employed in Lahiri & Van der Hulst (1988), for Old English and Gothic, and, by



implication, for Germanic in general. The present proposal could be seen as a more 
radical version of Van der Hulst’s original proposal.

3.1.4 The bimoraic condition

The bimoraic condition is a minimal word condition instantiated by the main-stress 
syllable template. That is to say the minimal word is a canonical foot, which is two 
moras. We may formulate this as in (14).

(14) The bimoraic, minimal word condition 
Wd^ = F (where F = O ß])

The main-stress foot is obligatorily aligned stem-initially for content words in the 
lexicon. Subsequent processes, i.e. syllabification and stress assignment, may change 
the structure, though never in such a way that the word comes to contain less than 
two moras.

The bimoraic condition constitutes an unmarked interpretation of the notion of 
’stressability’ at this time. It takes two moras for a word to be stressed.

The interpretation of the bimoraic condition obviously changes at later stages, 
notably in the Scandinavian dialects, in conjunction with the developments leading 
to the quantity shift. In the end, the bimoraic condition becomes a condition on 
stressed syllables (see further chapters 4-6).

3.1.5 Moraicity

The notion of moraicity, i.e. what segments may carry weight, was discussed in
1.2.2 and 2.1.2. We briefly repeat the argument here.

The single weight distinction employed in Germanic (as in most languages having 
one) is that between light and heavy, i.e. between monomoraic and bimoraic 
syllables. If the rime of a syllable contains more than two moraic segments, the extra 
segment(s) will generally not contribute to the weight of that syllable.15

Languages define moraicity in various ways, as observed in chapter I. In some 
languages all segments can be moraic, and hence, light syllables will be defined as 
CV, and heavy syllables as CvX, where X is any segment. In other languages, only 
vowels are moraic, and CV as well as CvC are considered light, whereas Cw is



heavy. In yet other languages, all sonorant segments are moraic. In this latter case, 
vowels, glides, liquids and nasals contribute to syllable weight, whereas fricatives, 
stops and sibilants do not.

Germanic employs two of these variants. In main-stressed syllables any segment 
in the position following the vowel is moraic. This is clear in view of the Proto- 
Nordic implementation of syncope. In bisyllables, syncope of a short vowel 
following a heavy root syllable occurs more than a hundred years earlier than 
syncope of a short vowel following a light root syllable.16 In words like *gastiz 
’guest’, syncope takes place at the earlier point in time, indicating that the initial 
syllable is heavy. Hence the syllabification is *gas.tiz, as is also predicted by the 
proposed syllabification procedure. The s thus measures one mora.

In syllables other than the main-stressed one, only sonorant segments contribute 
to syllable weight. The evidence for this emerges from the set of words targeted by 
the syncope rule, which looks for single moras (i.e. light syllables). Syncope takes 
place in Gmc *gastiz (PN *gastiz), yielding 01 gestr, OE giest, Gothic gasts. The 
final z is thus ignored, as the syllable is considered light and therefore subject to 
syncope. By contrast, in * griipan ’to grasp’, syncope does not apply, as the final 
syllable is considered heavy. We find OI griipa, OE griipan, Gothic griipan, the 
final nasal being subsequently lost in Proto-Nordic (cf. 3.2.3.4).

This difference between the main-stressed syllable and other syllables is, again, 
due to the different ways in which metrical structure is assigned stem-initially and 
elsewhere.17

3.2 Syncope and vowel shortening in Proto-Nordic

Syncope in Proto-Nordic takes place during two periods. For now, for convenience 
and in agreement with tradition, we will refer to these as the first and second 
syncope period, respectively.18 The two periods are separated by a considerable 
amount of time (a hundred years or more). A display of representative forms is 
given in (15). We use accent marks to indicate prominent syllables.

(15) First syncope period

a. *hérÖijboz > heröar ’shepherds’
*kâtilèoz > katlar ’kettles’



*kâ£isïjaz > kefsir ’slave’
*fâtilôoJ)az > fatlal>z ’bound’

b. *héröijaz > hirôir ’shepherd’
*kâtilaz > ketill ’kettle’
*néj)jaz > *nij)iz ’relative’
*käßisijaz > kefsir ’slave’

c. *wülfaz > wulfz ’wolf
*gâstiz > gestz ’guest’

d. *dâgaz > dagr ’day’
*wfraz > verr ’man’

Second syncope period

e. *ni'{)iz > nij)r ’relative’
sftiz > sitr ’sits’
sünu > sun ’son (acc.)’

*gé£u > g'Çf ’gift’

For the moment, we disregard vowel shortening (cf. 3.2.3). During the first syncope 
period, short vowels in medial syllables of trisyllabic words (or longer) with heavy 
final syllables (or a full final foot) are deleted (15a). Also, light final syllables of 
trisyllabic words (or longer) undergo syncope at this time (15b). These syncopations 
take place irrespective of the weight of the initial syllable. In the first period also, 
the vowel of the final syllable of bisyllabic words with heavy stems is deleted (15c). 
The light stems in (15d), which contain an a in the final syllable, are probably 
affected by syncope at this time, too. We disregard them for the moment, returning 
to them in section 3.2.2.4.

During the second syncope period, the vast majority of bisyllabic light stems lose 
the vowel of the second syllable (15e).

We turn now to the runic inscriptions and the evidence they exhibit for the 
implementation of Proto-Nordic syncope in the fashion described above.



3.2.1 Runic evidence for syncope

Ascertaining dates for Proto-Nordic language changes is a notorious problem in 
Scandinavian historical linguistics. Often, chronological arguments for one change 
are based on other related changes, which may be better reflected in e.g. runic 
inscriptions. However, runic inscriptions are usually dated with respect to particular 
language changes and so the dating becomes circular (Palm 1988:215ff.). For this 
reason, the datings below are of variable reliability. For the present purposes, this 
variable reliability should not constitute a great problem, since we are looking for 
general features of the prosodic development and a rough relative order of events. 
I have basically accepted the current datings of the inscriptions. Where scholars 
diverge in conspicuous ways I have indicated several datings.19 The forms in the 
lists below should be read with a cautious eye. The reliability of the attestations are 
a highly relative matter, as mentioned above and briefly discussed below in 3.2.1.6.

The name of the inscription occurs on the left together with dating(s). The 
inscribed form is always indicated to the left, normalized and italicized. It is 
followed by an indication of origin in Proto-Nordic (PN) and/or future development 
in Old Icelandic (01) or Old Swedish (OSw), which represent the post-syncope 
stage. Translations are given on the right. A few orthographic forms are also 
indicated, within angled brackets.

3.2.1.1 The pre-syncope period

We begin with a series of forms from the pre-syncope period.

(16)
0vre Stabu, 2nd century 
raunijaz > OI reynir

Gallehus horn, c.400 
-gastiz > OI gestr 
holtijaz 
tawidoo

’the tester (nom. masc.)’

’guest’ 
’from Holt’ 
T made’

Kalleby, c.400
haitinaz > OI heitinn ’called’



Vetteland c.350, Einang 350-400 (vF, K) 
faihidoo ’I painted’

Ro, C.400 (K) 
faahidoo <fahido> 
satidoo

T painted’
T placed’

Nordhuglo, c.425, c.400-450 (K) 
gudija ’priest’

Ro, c.400 (K) 
hrazaz ’the agile one’

Ellestad, c.550-600 (A) 
raisidoo ’(I) erected’

3.2.1.2 The first syncope period

Medial syncope
First we have some evidence for medial syncope in tri- and quadrisyllables. Pre- 
syncope forms are indicated to the right where relevant.

(17)
Strom, 500’s (G), c.450 (A), c.600 (K)
waatee < *waatijee (01 vææte) ’wet (3p.sg.opt.(K) or 2p.sg.imp.(A))’
halli > OSw hæl ’stone’

Gummarp, c.650-680 (G), c.600-650 (A), c.600 (K) 
satte/sattee <sAte> < *satidee ’he placed’

Rök, c. 830-850 
fatlapz < *fatiloo])az 
hæstz < *haahistaR 
sitiz > OI sitr

’bound’
’horse’
’he sits’



Eggjum, c.650-700 (Ni, G)20 c.700 (K), c.740-790 (vF) 
steinn < *steinz < *stainaz ’stone’

Björketorp, c.650-700 (K) 600-650 (A), c.550-600 (G)
-lausz < *lausaz ’loose; -less’

In the Strom inscription, the previous trisyllable *waatijee has undergone syncope, 
while the bisyllable halli has not. We return to this matter below. In the case of the 
Rök stone, medial (and final) syncope occurs in a light stem participle (*fatiloopaz), 
but there is no syncope in the bisyllabic light stem sitiz. The bisyllabic heavy stem 
-lausz ’loose; -less’, however, has undergone syncope, though on Stentoften (c.600- 
650) we may read -lausaz <LAsAR> ’loose; -less’. The basic conclusion we draw 
from the datings is that medial syncope takes place in the 7th century or earlier.

Final syncope
Bisyllabic heavy stems also syncopate during the first period, as do trisyllables with 
a light final syllable. Capital ’A’ indicates that the oldy-rune has been used instead 
of the ordinary û-rune. In some forms (e.g. <wulAfz>), the ,4 is epenthetic.

(18) Evidence for a
Istaby, 580-620 (G), c.600-650 (A, K)
-wulfz (<wulAfz>) < *-wulfaz ’wolf (nom.)’ (part of name)
-wulfa ( < wulAfA > ) ’wolf (acc.)’

Eggjum, c.650-700 (Ni, G), c.700 (K), c.740-790 (vF) 
s ko rinn < *skorinaz ’cut (past part.)’

Björketorp, c.650-700 (K) 600-650 (A), c.550-600 (G)
-lausz < *lausaz ’loose; -less’

The heavy stem *wulfaz and the trisyllable *skorinaz have undergone syncope. 
However, there are non-syncopated forms from the same time, e.g. wulfa, indicating 
that syncope was not completed. Examples of syncopating or non-syncopating 
bisyllabic light stems are lacking (cf. below 2.2.4).



(19) Evidence for i and u21 
Sölvesborg, c.700 (G)
Aasmund (<asmut>) < *-mundu (name) 
sum > 01 sun ’son (acc.)’

Helnæs, c.800
Gupumund (<kuj)umut>) < *-mundu (name) 
sum > 01 sun ’son (acc.)’

Eggjum, c.650-700 (Ni, G), c.700 (K), c.740-790 (vF) 
soolu > 01 sool ’sun’

Björketorp, c.650-700 (K) 600-650 (A), c.550-600 (G)
bryytz (<bArutz>) < *-tiz ’he breaks’

Stentoften, c.600-650
bryytiz ( < bAriutiJ) > ) ’he breaks’

Rök, c. 830-850
sitiz > OI sitr ’he sits’
sum > OI sun ’son’
garuz > OI gQiT ’equipped’

Sparlösa, c.800 
maguz > OI mçgr 
sunz > OI sunr

’son; child’ 
’son’

Gursten, 800’s (Ni, G)
sunuz > OI sunr ’son’

Oklunda, 900’s (vF), 800’s (Ni), c.800-830 (G) 
sakiz < PN *sakjaz ( > OI sekr) ’guilty’

The general picture emerging from these inscriptions, ranging from c. 600 (possibly 
550) to 900 A.D., is one where syncope has applied in heavy stems but not in light 
stems. Note, however, that Stentoften displays an unsyncopated heavy stem, and 
Sparlösa has one syncopated light stem beside an unsyncopated one.



The evidence for syncope in the final syllable of trisyllabic words is from the same 
period of time.

(20)
Eggjum, c.650-700 (Ni, G), c.700 (K), c.740-790 (vF) 
skorinn < *skorinaz ’cut (past part.)’

Rök, c. 830-850
stilliz < *stellijaz ’he who decides’

The action nominal stilliz is a heavy stem and displays evidence of final syncope. 
The past participle skorinn, a light stem, also displays final syncope.

3.2.1.3 The second syncope period

Runic inscriptions from the Viking age and Old Icelandic texts are full of syncopated 
light stems, the earliest examples (on stones) occurring around 900.

(21)
Tryggevælde, c.900 
sun < sunu 
ver(<uar>) < *wira

Glavendrup, c.900
ver (<uar>) < *wira ’man (acc.)’

Mejlby, c.95022
sun < sunu ’son (acc.)’

’son (acc.)’ 
’man (acc.)’

3.2.1.4 An unfortunate data problem

The earliest examples of light stems with the a syncopated are those given in (21) 
above (cf. Noreen 1923:134). However, the latest m?/i-syncopated light stems are 
some 500 years older, belonging to the pre-syncope period. One such form is hrazaz 
on the RÖ stone (c.400). We thus have a data gap with respect to bisyllabic light



stems of the «-declension. This gap makes it impossible for us to know for certain 
whether there was a delay of syncope in Proto-Nordic or not (cf. Streitberg 
1900:§ 145).

Looking at pre-literary Old English, there is a clear distinction in behaviour 
between «-syncope and //«-syncope, respectively, ^-syncope has applied in full in 
the preliterary period, while //«-syncope has applied only to heavy stems by the 
beginning of the literary period (c.700). Turning to Gothic, we find that «-syncope 
has applied in full (disregarding compositional junctures). The situation concerning 
syncope of the other vowels is less clear, probably reflecting the fact that syncope 
was not completed.23 In the absence of positive evidence to the contrary, we 
tentatively assume a similar situation for Proto-Nordic «-syncope, as for the other 
Germanic dialects, as the comparative evidence would suggest.

Assuming that «-syncope in bisyllabic light stems follows the heavy stems without 
much delay, we must ask why it is that the bisyllabic light stems containing an « do 
not display the same delay as do bisyllabic light stems containing an / or an w. We 
return to this matter in section 3.2.2.4. We now turn to the chronology of syncope.

3.2.1.5 Chronology

Based on the above evidence we may posit the following chronology for Proto- 
Nordic syncope. The dates are of course highly tentative.

(22) Chronology

Pre-syncope period
450 No syncope (fâahidôo, râunijaz, -gâstiz, hrâzaz)

First syncope period
-625 medial syncope in heavy stems: *wâatijèe > waatee
-675 medial syncope in light stems: *sâtidèe > satte
-700 final syncope in trisyllables: *skörinaz > skorinn, *stéllijaz > 

stilliz
625-700 final syncope in heavy stems: wülfaz > wulfz, *mündu > -mund, 

hâlli > hæll
(final syncope of « in light stems: *wfra > ver)



Second syncope period
830- final syncope in light stems: sünu > sun, sitiz > sitr, etc.

One fact of particular relevance for a metrical analysis emerges clearly from the 
runic material, namely that there is evidence for two syncope periods, dividing the 
vocabulary into bisyllabic light stems (probably excluding light û-stems), which are 
affected in the second syncope period, and all other words, which are affected in the 
first period.

We further seem to be able to circumscribe the first syncope period in time to 
roughly the (late) 6th-7th century, and the second to roughly the 9th century. Based 
on the runic evidence, scholars have drawn the conclusion that there was a syncope
less period of at least one hundred years between the two periods (Kock 1888, 
Wessén 1969: Ilf.).

This evidence tells us that we must account for the fact that bisyllabic light stems 
are not affected by syncope at the same time as the other word types. One relevant 
piece of information bearing directly on this matter is the fact that the presence of 
a light root syllable does not delay medial syncope in Proto-Nordic trisyllables.24 
This is clear from cases like satte (< *sâtiddo) vs. sûnuz. Hence, mere reference 
to the class of light stems generally cannot suffice to account for the division into 
two periods. An additional matter to deal with is why, eventually, bisyllabic light 
stems do undergo reduction. What is it that has changed?

3.2.1.6 Discussion

The above suggestions, offered by the evidence in runic inscriptions, seem to be the 
most reliable pieces of information we can get on the actual implementation of 
syncope.

Further insight into the chronology (e.g. a potential internal ordering between 
word types affected in the first period) can be attained only by way of assumption. 
On the one hand, crucial pieces of information are lacking, and on the other hand, 
runic forms interpretable as evidence of an ordering, are highly unreliable, for 
various reasons. We have mentioned the problem associated with dating runic 
inscriptions. We have also mentioned that syncope is sensitive to vowel quality in 
a regular way (a is lost earlier than i and u). In addition to this we lack sufficient 
runic evidence for each vowel quality to clearly establish a reliable chronology. This 
in turn is due to the hitherto poor understanding of what is regional variation and



what is chronological or indeed orthographic variation amongst the runic forms 
attested.

To take a case in point, there is one potential indication that medial syncope is 
earlier than final syncope in heavy stems, i.e. waatee (< *wâatijèe) vs. hâlli 
(Strom). However, this isolated indication does not allow for generalization. To 
begin with, different interpretations of the form <wate> lead to different 
etymologies (Krause 1971:166 *waattjee 3p.sg. opt. pres. vs. Antonsen 1975:54 
*wœœtœœ 2p.sg. imp. pres.). The presence of the medial i in the pre-syncope form 
can thus be called into question. Furthermore, the evidence only involves the vowel 
i. Finally, in the case of the Strom inscription, there is a particularly large variation 
between scholars’s datings. Antonsen (1975) suggests c.450 (assuming no medial i), 
Gronvik (1987) suggests the second half of the 6th century, and Krause (1971) dates 
the inscription to c.600. Of course, datings will be dependent on the suggested 
interpretation of < wate>. It seems unwarranted to base an assumption that medial 
syncope precedes final syncope, on this case alone.25

The predictions made by the prosodic theory allow for certain reference to the 
runic material, though mainly negatively. That is, we may say that the runic material 
does not contradict predictions made by the theory. It is not possible to approach 
matters from the other way around, i.e. to have the runic material describe an inner 
chronology of the first syncope period.

Note that it may be the case that there is not so very much to learn about the 
particulars of the implementation of syncope, that will have a bearing on prosody. 
The prosodic analysis of syncope as such would not be affected in any deep way, 
should new data bearing on the particulars of implementation of syncope become 
available. We should expect syncope, a prosodic, high-level event, to be a very 
general rule at any rate, and this should be reflected in a general formulation of the 
rule. The finer chronology of the implementation of a change like syncope in a 
community (such a chronology being, after all, bound to exist) will require other 
theories and explanations than prosodic ones.

We turn now to the metrical analysis, in which we shall attempt to create a logic 
for the change that reflects the runic evidence.



3.2.2 Syncope in the first period

By syncope, vowels in metrically weak positions are lost. We suggest that the rule 
targets the mora dominating the vowel. As the mora is lost, the vowel goes, too. We 
may express this formally as the general rule schema in (23).26

(23) Syncope

ß -0 

v

This rule states that any weak position is subject to syncope. This is in fact true. 
Ultimately, all positions that were weak in Proto-Nordic either undergo syncope or 
turn into prominent positions (because of syncope in a neighbouring syllable).

The further specification of the syncope rule will be at the segmental level, rather 
than the metrical level. For instance, the quality of the vowel will need specification. 

Syncope of a need not be further specified than this.

(24) Syncope of a

ß •* 0 

v

[-flow]

Syncope of the high vowels will be either completely analogous or more general.27

(25) Syncope of i, u

M -+4>

v
I

[+high]



(26) Syncope generalized

M -*• <P 

v

We make no further environmental specification relating to the metrical structure. 
Whatever limits there are to the application of syncope will be at lower levels. This 
is the strong prediction of the rule format.

We turn now to the implementation of syncope in the first period.

3.2.2.1 Medial syncope

For words with a weak medial syllable, the syncope rule yields the output in (26).

(26) Heavy stems

(X) (.)(*)
ßß ß ßß 
faa.hi.doo
(X) (.) (x)
ßß ß ßß

*her.öi.jooz 
Light stems 

(X . ) (x)
ß ß ßß
sa.ti.doo
(X •) (x)
ß ß ßß 

*ka.ti.looz

(X) (x)
ßß ßß

>sync> * faah.doo
(X) (x)
ßß ßß

>sync> *her.öooz

(X) (x)
ßß ßß

>sync> *sat.doo
(X) (x) 
ßß ßß>sync> *kat.looz

'I painted*

'shepherds *

*1 placed*

'kettles'

The forms on the right are not clearly attested. Runic forms reflecting the post
syncope stage do not inform us of vowel length and scholars diverge in 
reconstructions assumed, mainly because vowel length has often not been considered 
an issue. Some assume that the final vowel is still long (e.g. Antonsen 1975), while 
(most) others reconstruct the output of syncope with a shortened vowel (Wessén 
1969). We shall assume that the immediate (or logical) output of the syncope rule



is as indicated in (26). However, these forms are subject to vowel shortening, more 
or less immediately, as discussed in section 3.2.3.1.28

3.2.2.2 Final syncope

Final syncope applies to all word types that have a weak position word-finally, 
except bisyllabic light stems. The implementation is illustrated in (27).

(27) Bisyllabic heavy stems

(X) (.) 
ßß p

wul.faz >sync>
*gas.tiz >sync>

Trisyllabic heavy stems

(X) (x .) 
ßß ß ß

hai.ti.naz >sync>

(X) (x .) 
ßß ß ß

*her.5i.jaz >sync>

Trisyllabic light stems

(X) (x .) 
ß ß ß

*ka.ti.laz >sync>

(X)(x .)
ß ß ß

gu.5i.ja >sync>

(X)
ßß

wulfz
gestz

(X) (x)
ßß ßß 

*hei.tinz

(X) (x)
ßß ßß 

*her.5iiz

(X) (x)
ß ßß 

*ke.tilz

(X) (x)
ß ßß 

*gu.öii

The bisyllabic heavy stems become monosyllabic, in an uncomplicated way. The 
trisyllabic heavy stem Mi.ti.naz retains the prominent position on the second 
syllable. This syllable is light in the runic form of the word, but as the final syllable 
undergoes syncope, the n, which is previously the onset of the final syllable (*-naz), 
becomes part of the second syllable (by regular syllabification), which is thereby 
made heavy (*-tinz). The same result occurs in light stems like *kâ.ti.laz > *kétîlz, 
although there is only one prominence in the pre-syncope form.



Deletion of a in *her.ÔLjaz and gu.di.ja leads to vocalization of the j (that is 111), 
by regular syllabification, i.e. *her.diiz, *gu.dii (cf. Go herdiis <hafrdeis>). The 
j {III) must be underlying, since otherwise the output would be 4-herdiz, +gudi. 
This cannot be right, since these forms are not affected by syncope in the second 
period (which would yield +herdr, +gud, incorrectly), as otherwise predicted. The 
Old Icelandic forms are hirdir and gudi, by vowel shortening.

3.2.2.3 Comments on mora-deletion

The formulation of the syncope rule in (23) indicates that a mora which is linked 
with a vowel is deleted in a metrically weak position. The mora is the actual target 
of the rule, while the vowel is invariably lost. That way it is guaranteed and 
predicted that quantity should be lost. The environment is supplied in part by the 
higher prosodic structure at foot-level, and in part at the lower level of segments, 
where the quality of the vowel is clearly influential.

We assume that the output of syncope is subject to resyllabification and 
reapplication of the foot-algorithm (refooting). The prosodic hierarchy (cf. 1.2.1), 
which defines the hierarchical relations between the prosodic categories, also 
functions as a principle of well-formedness. It is thereby guaranteed that words are 
made of feet, feet of syllables and syllables of moras (McCarthy & Prince 
1990:231). Similarly, we regard the available foot templates and syllable templates, 
employed in syllabification and stress assignment, as well-formedness conditions on 
the output from phonological rules. Thus, by having (re)syllabification and 
(rebooting apply continuously in the phonology, incomplete or ill-formed structures 
that arise by mere removal of deleted structure are avoided. This excludes the need 
for separately formulated well-formedness conditions in this area, at least at the level 
where syncope applies.29

One effect of resyllabification and refooting is that new moras can be assigned 
where appropriate. Some sonorant consonants which have previously served as 
onsets, thereby resyllabify with a preceding syllable as an effect of syncope. 
Examples of such cases are hai.ti.naz > *hai.tinz and *ka.ti.laz > *ke.tilz in (27) 
above. These words now regularly receive heavy final syllables. There is no clear 
evidence for the fact that the final syllables of these syncopated forms become heavy, 
other than the fact that further syncope does not take place in any of them (recall 
that the second syncope period is still to come). The other option, i.e. to assume 
that the final syllables emerge as light after syncope, is therefore not attractive.



Moreover, the treatment of final closed syllables as light is not general in any way 
at this time.30

Consider medial and final syncope in trisyllables. Step by step derivations are 
indicated in (28). Vowel quality changes indicated are due to umlaut. ’Resyll’ = 
resyllabification, ’refoot’ = refooting, ’VS’ = vowel shortening, ’rhot’ = 
rhotacization, ’assim’ = assimilation.

(28) a. Medial syncope

(X .)(*) 
a a a

(X .)(x)
a a

(X) 
a a

TÏ /Î m ImT*kati lo z >sync> *kat lo z >resyll> *katlo z
(X) (x) 
a a

IM It£M1
>refoot> *katlo z >VS and rhot> 01 katlar

b. Final syncope

(X)(x .) (X)(x .) (X)
ocrer a a a a a

*heröijaz >sync> *heröij z >resyll> *heröiiz
(X) (x)

(T G

>refoot> *heröiiz >VS and rhot> OI hiröir

(X)(x .) 
a oa

(X) (x .) 
g a g

iwii* iwim
haitinaz >sync> *haitin z >resyll> *heitinz



(X) (X)
o o

>refoot> *heitinz >assim> OI heitinn

One interesting fact that follows from the operation of resyllabification and refooting 
is that, subsequent to syncope, a previously light stem often turns into a heavy stem. 
This is the case in *ka.ti.looz > *kat.looz (later: OI kat.lar), where the previous 
onset to the second syllable (f), is resyllabified with the preceding vowel. By 
syncope, then, the number of heavy stems will increase. This result, inherent in the 
structure, constitutes one factor moving the language toward the standardization of 
quantity in stressed syllables (cf. chapter 6).

The rules in (28) would take place among the speakers of the generation that 
acquires the rule of syncope. The form /heröl+Iaz/31 would be underlying and 
*herdiiz would be derived from it synchronically. To begin with, syncope will be an 
optional rule, applying in a minor set of words. Gradually it will expand to more 
forms and environments. At the time a new generation has set up /heröl+Iz/ as 
underlying form, the original form herdijaz could still be present in the language, 
e.g. as a stylistically marked form, derived e.g. by using the (then old-fashioned) 
suffix -az in the masculine nominative.

3.2.2.4 ri-syncope in bisyllabic light stems

As observed above, the runic evidence gives us no indication as to when syncope of 
a in bisyllabic light stems takes place. On comparative grounds, however, we 
assumed that the light stems of the a-declension undergo syncope rather soon after 
the heavy stems. The question we must ask is why this happens with û, but not with 
i and «, where there is a considerable delay.

We shall propose here that the light stems are levelled analogically with the heavy 
fl-stems. As shown below, the number of light a-stems in Proto-Nordic is very 
small. Therefore, we suggest, they could not resist the paradigmatic pressure, and 
maintain a paradigm alone. Hence, a in light stems too is lost by syncope in the first 
period.

By contrast, the number of light stems containing the high vowels i and u is very 
large. Therefore the paradigms could be split between heavy stems and light stems.



We tum now to a brief survey of the light ö-stems, and syncope applying among 
them. Notably, it is only the pure a-stem paradigm that can come in question for 
syncope in light stems. The (augmented) -wa and -yû-stem paradigms contain heavy 
stems only, by virtue of the consonantal onset, e.g. *kun.ja ’family’, *gar.waz 
’ready’ vs. light stem *da.gaz ’day’. Iversen (1973:§59.2.) observes that the light 
ö-stems are very few in Old Icelandic, and lists some examples, given on the left in
(29) below. On the right, the suggested Proto-Nordic or Germanic form given in De 
Vries (1977) is indicated.

(29) Light, masculine a-stem nouns

01 dagr < PN *da.gaz ’day’
01 verr < PN *wi.raz ’man, husband’
OI melr < Gmc *mel.haz ’mound of sand, dune’
01 marr < Gmc *mar.haz ’horse’ (origin unclear)
OI refr ’fox’ (origin unclear, occurs only in 

Scandinavia)
01 selr < Gmc * sei. ha- ’seal’ (etymology unclear)

Of these, only dagr and verr in (29a) seem to have clear origins as light stems. 
Judging from the Germanic forms given by De Vries (1977), several of them may 
originally have been heavy stems, as indicated. Furthermore, refr, man and selr are 
of unclear origin.

In the neuter a-stem paradigm we find a few more light stems. The final nasal has 
been lost already in Proto-Germanic (cf. 3.2.2.5).

(30) Light, neuter a-stem nouns

Olbak < Gmc *ba.ka(n) ’back’
OI fat < Gmc *fa.ta(n) ’cloth’
OI goö < Gmc *gu.J)a(n) ’god’
Oltal < Gmc *ta.la(n) ’number; talk’
OI J>ak < Gmc *J)a.ka(n) ’roof
OI ok < Gmc *ju.ka(n) ’yoke’

A few more words should probably be added to this list, which is the only paradigm 
in which a-syncope applies to bisyllabic light stems (for Proto-Germanic deletion of 
a in light stems, cf. 3.2.2.5). We contend, however, that the number of light stems



affected by a-syncope is very small. For this reason, we suggest that the relatively 
early syncope of a in bisyllabic light stems is motivated by analogy with the 
numerous heavy stems.

We do not suggest that syncope by mora deletion takes place in this set of light 
stems. The notion of analogy in this case involves the modelling of the light stem 
on the result of regular rule application in the heavy stems. Thus, the light stems are 
made monosyllables without the mediation of a rule. What is crucially needed for 
the output forms (the monosyllables) to be legitimate is the fact that syncope has 
already applied among the heavy stems. Regular application of syncope in the heavy 
stems create monosyllables of a new type, namely forms that do not contain sonorant 
segments only in the moraic positions (e.g. gest < gesti ’guest (acc.)’). Thereby, 
the word structure conditions on monosyllables is changed from previously. We 
discuss this matter in section 3.2.4.4 (cf. also the vowel by vowel progression of 
syncope in Gothic, 3.2.4.6).

3.2.2.5 Words containing two weak positions

One question that arises is how syncope applies in words which are assigned two 
weak positions. Which mora(s) should be deleted? Two types of words come into 
question for syncope, namely those that have adjacent weak positions (e.g. *kâ.ti.laz
> OI ketill ’kettle’, gû.di.ja > OI guöi ’priest’) and those that have non-adjacent 
weak positions (e.g. *häu.ßu.dd,miz > 01 hqßum ’head (dat.pl.)’, *fâ.ti.ldo.paz
> PN fatiapz ’bound’, *kä.ßi.si.jaz > OI kefsir ’slave’). A third type of word that 
we shall discuss also contains two weak positions (PGmc *bé.ri.di > > OI berr 
’he carries’), but can more safely than other forms be considered to be subject to the 
older process of Proto-Germanic syncope, in addition to the later syncope, which is 
our main concern here.

Adjacent weak positions
For words like *katilaz and gudija, only one vowel undergoes syncope. Consider 
their metrical structure. The vowels that delete by syncope are underscored.

(31) Adjacent weak positions

(X .)(•) (X) (x) 
ß ßßß ß ß

PN *ka.ti.laz > OI ke.till »kettle'



PN
M ß ß 

gu.öi.ja > 01 gu.öi

(X .
H p

•priest'

(X .)(-)(*) 
p ß ß pp

(X) (x) (.)
ß ßß ß

Pre-OE *a.to.le.roo(m) > OE a.tol.ra
'the terrible ones'

Constellations of two adjacent weak positions will always be like those in (31), that 
is the second syllable is dominated by the weak position of the main-stressed foot 
and the following syllable is dominated by a stressless, degenerate foot. The 
generalization will thus be that syncope targets the second of two consecutive weak 
positions. A possible rationale of this generalization could be a difference in degree 
of weakness between degenerate feet and other weak positions, or perhaps rather 
between the weak position of the main-stress foot and other weak positions. In view 
of the fact that only one position is subject to syncope (or is de facto affected), it is 
not possible to test in these words the relevance of distance to main-stress for the 
operation of syncope.

Separate weak positions
Turning to words with two separated weak positions, e.g. *häu.ßu.dd.miz, 
*fâ.ti.lào.paz and *kä.ßi.si.jaz, it is generally assumed that the vowel of the fourth 
syllable deletes earlier than that of the second syllable (Krahe/Meid 1969: §120, 
Luick 1964:§296). The indications suggesting this ordering, however, are merely 
circumstantial. Gothic provides the would-be evidence of the ordering. In Gothic, 
the medial vowel has not been deleted, while the final vowel has, i.e. hau.bi.dam. 
However, it is not clear that Gothic would ever have deleted the medial i, since this 
language has limited application of syncope in medial position generally (cf. 3.3.1). 
Consider a form like Go sâ.ti.da < sâ.ti.dào T sat’. The long vowel has shortened, 
and no syncope has taken place. Assuming that metrical structure has adjusted to the 
shortening, the chance to syncopate the medial vowel is now gone. It may therefore 
be the case that the retainment of the medial vowel is due to some specifically Gothic 
constraint on syncope, rather than a function of time.32

Luick (1964:§296ff.) states that the reason why these quadrisyllabic forms (and 
other polysyllables with i in the final syllable) are assumed to delete so early is the 
fact that evidence of such forms is lacking in all the earliest sources. This is in 
contrast with shorter words, for which there is some evidence, e.g. among the runic



inscriptions. This is not a proper argument, since the syncopated forms of the long 
words are lacking, too, in the earliest records, from the time before z-umlaut.

Luick’s argument leads him to assume that there is a large time-gap between 
syncope of long forms like *haußudomiz and *wordumiz, and syncope of shorter 
forms like *gastiz ’guest’ and *footiz ’feet’, the /-umlaut occurring in between. 
Notice however, that there is no order of deletion to be understood from these forms 
internally, since it is only the bisyllables that are subject to /-umlaut, the / occurring 
in the syllable following the root syllable. Furthermore, it can hardly be the 
(principled) case that long words are subject to syncope at an earlier stage than short 
words. Several types of short words are assumed to undergo syncope at the earliest 
stage of Proto-Germanic, e.g. *nama > nom ’took’ and IE uoida > Go wait T 
know’. Thus, the distance to main-stress is not in itself sufficient to determine the 
general diachrony of syncope.

A methodological point
Let us pause a moment to consider the type of comparative method we are 
employing. We generally try to analyze early cases of syncope as belonging to the 
pre-histories of the separate dialects, rather than to a Proto-Germanic stage. In our 
view, the data situation for the earliest stages is such that it is often safer to assume 
that events take place in the separate dialects, than otherwise.

Consider syncope in Proto-Nordic. Compared to Gothic and preliterary Old 
English, syncope is clearly retarded (temporally) in Proto-Nordic (disregarding for 
now the limits of syncope in Gothic). For this reason, the earliest runic inscriptions, 
which contain forms from the pre-syncope period, constitute instructive reading. 
These inscriptions may shed some comparative light on pre-syncope forms of other 
dialects, where such forms are lacking.

For instance, the runic evidence leads us to believe that there is no large time- 
gap between syncope of a in wulfaz and i in *gastiz. Nor does it suggest that there 
is a large gap between trisyllabic haitanaz and bisyllabic wulfaz.

The English historical tradition, however, holds that there was a very large such 
gap in the history of Old English (Luick 1964: §296, §350). Scholars discuss high 
vowel deletion without any reference to the deletion of a. In view of the fact that we 
lack Old English sources giving evidence of pre-syncope forms containing a, as well 
as / and w, we may well ask why such gaps should be assumed.

The suggestion here is that we may profit from drawing on the coherence of the 
general development. If such an evolutionary coherence emerges, then the pre



syncope evidence from Proto-Nordic sources will be of use in the reconstruction of 
the pre-syncope stage of Gothic, and of that of Old English.

To illustrate, consider Germanic wulfaz ’wolf, which shows up as Gothic wulfs, 
a form that should be no younger than the 4th century, which is when Wulfila’s 
Bible translation was made. Thus, we say that Gothic ß-syncope took place around 
the 4th century. In Proto-Nordic, a-syncope does not take place until the late 6th or 
7th century, since there is runic evidence of pre-syncope forms (hence no star for 
wulfaz). The strong implication for Old English, then, is that ö-syncope is a rule of 
preliterary Old English and that it should not be considered a Proto-Germanic rule.

The reduction events take place in basically the same order in the different 
dialects, but not at the same absolute times. The shared prosodic system is what 
binds the dialects together, and - in a sense - predetermines the development.

Proto-Germanic syncope
We turn now to some forms whose internal history suggests an ordering of 
syncopations. There are a number of forms that are assumed to undergo syncope at 
the earliest time, and which may provide clues. Luick (1964:§296) lists nominal 
forms like *hûn.tà.ni > *hun.tàn ’hunter (dat.sg.)’, verb forms like *hü.pî.si > 
*hü.pis (> OE hilpst) ’you help’, *hfl.pî.di > *hü.pip(> OE hilpp) ’he helps’, 
*hél.pàn.pi > *hél.pànp (> OE hél.pap) ’you help (pi.)’. Examples of light 
stems will contain two weak positions, *bé.re.si > *bé. ris (> OI berr, OE birst) 
’you carry’, *bé.ri.öi > *bé.rip (OI berr, OE birp) ’he carries’. Other forms can 
be adduced (Krahe/Meid 1969:§118ff., Szemerényi 1980:23Iff., 290f). Some of 
these forms (e.g. *htt.pi.di and *bé.ri.di) undergo syncope twice, losing syllables 
at the word’s end. This more clearly speaks for an earlier syncopation and a later 
one, than does the development of forms like *häu.ßu.dö.miz, where the weak 
positions are separated. Consider the foot structure of *hilpidi and *beridi.

(32) Proto-Germanic syncope

(X) (x .) (X) (.)
ßß ß P ßß ß

*hil.pi.öi >PGmc sync> *hil.pi]p

(X .)(•) (X .)
ß ß ß ß ß

*be.ri.öi >PGmc sync> *be.ri]?

(X)
ßß

>Pre-OE syno hilpj? 

(X)
ßß

>PN sync> berr



These forms suggest that Proto-Germanic syncope has applied, at a time prior to 
Germanic syncope. When we look at the forms assumed to be affected by syncope 
in the Proto-Germanic period, the safest conclusion to draw is that moraic segments 
in absolute finality were affected at the earliest time. The forms in (32) is one 
argument in favour of such an assumption.

Another argument of this sort is the deletion of final nasals, which must also be 
a very early event, since the output of nasal deletion (e.g. PN homa < *homan 
’horn (acc.sg.)’)33 feeds Germanic syncope (PN homa > 01 horn). It would seem 
likely then, that Proto-Germanic syncope (or more accurately: reduction) has a 
slightly different character from Germanic syncope. For Proto-Germanic, there is 
a requirement that the target segments/moras occur in absolute finality.

Other forms that would seem to belong to the same period of syncope, by virtue 
of their internal history or by virtue of the generalization that word-final moraic 
segments are affected, are given below.

(33) Proto-Germanic reduction

a. IE *uoida, *uoide, Gk oi£a, oi5e > Go wait, 01 veit T/he know/s’
b. PGmc *nama > Go nam, PN (un-)nam T (undertook’
c. PGmc *wurdan > Pre-Go, Pre-OE *worda > Go < waürd >, OE word 

’word (n.nom.)’
d. IE *dhogheso, *dhoghoso > > Go dagis (01 dags) ’day (gen.sg.)’
e. IE *dhughEter- > > 01 dootter ’daughter’, *ghebhElaa ’head’ > > Go 

gibla ’gable’

According to traditional assumptions, forms like PGmc *dagaz (IE *dhoghos) ’day’ 
and *kuningaz (Finn, kuningas) ’king’ survive this period of syncope. While 
obviously the final -z of *kuningaz is not moraic, as it is not deleted, it still serves 
as protection for the final moraic segment, the a. The later Germanic application of 
syncope does not make the distinction between open and closed syllable.34

In our analysis of Germanic syncope, furthermore, final nasals are not deleted by 
syncope, but by the rule of mora deletion, in the context of destressing under stress 
clash. Naturally, it is impossible to know exactly what the conditions on Proto- 
Germanic syncope were, but we would assume that stress clash is not present from 
the very outset, in view of the mora-based quantitative system obtaining prior to the 
syncope period.



3.2.2.6 Non-application of syncope

Medial and final syncope applies to a very large set of words, leaving unaffected 
only the category of bisyllabic light stems with an i or an u in the second syllable: 
*ha.tiz ’hatred’, *ha.fi ’I have’, su.nuz ’son’, ma.gu ’son, child (acc.)’, etc. Why 
should this particular type of words be exempted from syncope at this time? Scholars 
have suggested that bisyllabic light stems had a special stress pattem, similar to the 
so-called level stress (Sw. ’jämviktsaccent’; cf. 4.2.4) which occurs in present-day 
Swedish and Norwegian dialects (Älvdalen in Sweden, Nord-Gudbrandsdalen in 
Norway), an opinion expressed in e.g. Hesselman (1948-53:34ff.) and Wessén 
(1969:§1). However, this statement is not supported beyond reference to the 
similarity perceived. Clearly, we cannot derive the presence of a particular stress 
pattem in bisyllabic light stems from the bare fact that bisyllabic light stems do not 
undergo syncope in the first syncope period. Upon closer scrutiny, when the 
behaviour of the light stems is seen in its diachronic context, in Proto-Nordic and 
in present-day dialects, respectively, it is obvious that the similarity is superficial. 
This is discussed in extenso in chapter 4 (sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3). One major 
problem is that syncope (or, as we shall argue, vowel deletion) does eventually apply 
in the bisyllabic light stems. Therefore, what must be explained is why syncope is 
delayed in this particular set of forms, as opposed to all other forms.

In the present analysis, we propose that it is the bimoraic condition that is the 
obstacle to syncope in bisyllabic light stems during the first syncope period. 
Bisyllabic light stems constitute minimal words by virtue of containing one canonical 
bimoraic foot only. Hence, they cannot immediately afford to lose a mora, since 
content words must be and remain stressable. The bimoraic condition can thus be 
seen to provide protection for these minimal forms (cf. chapter 1). At the stage of 
the derivation where the main-stress foot (instantiating the bimoraic condition) is 
assigned, the ’word’ is equivalent to the stem. The derivation of each content word 
must preserve the bimoraicness of the underlying form, once main-stress is assigned 
in the lexicon.

We have already seen the utility of one aspect of the bimoraic condition in Gothic 
syllabification, namely Prokosch’s law. Here, the bimoraic condition can contribute 
to the understanding of the patterning of Proto-Nordic syncope.

There are further indications of the bimoraic condition qua minimal word in early 
Proto-Nordic as well as in preliterary Old English. We find, empirically, that almost 
no content words are less than bimoraic. The exceptions are some of the strong verbs



in the preterite singular form (cf. 2.2.4 above) and some of the analogically 
syncopated tf-stems.

Furthermore, potential evidence for the bimoraic condition is seen in the case of 
compensatory lengthening in stressed variants of monosyllables (which are very 
few). In preliterary Old English the final r (< Gmc *z) of forms like *her, *wer, 
*mer, etc. is dropped and the words occur as hee ’he’, wee ’we’, mee ’me’ in Old 
English, that is with the vowel lengthened.35 This lengthening also concerns 
originally short vowels in final position. Old English examples are nuu ’now’, bii 
’by; at’, duu ’you’ (Sievers/Brunner 1951:§137).

Intra-Germanic considerations like these permit us to endow the bimoraic 
condition with some degree of independence.

Later, after the second syncope period, large numbers of words containing a short 
vowel plus any other segment show up. Forms like Old Icelandic hef T have’, gigf 
’gift’ and nid ’relative (dat.,ace.)’, which were very rare indeed in the early 
Germanic dialects, now become common. Thus, some change would seem to take 
place, since the bisyllabic light stems can now be reduced. It remains to be seen if 
the bimoraic condition is lost or not. We shall turn to the analysis of this matter in 
section 3.2.4.

3.2.3 Reduction of heavy syllables

The reduction of quantity is generally assumed to be dependent on the nature of the 
Germanic main-stress (e.g. Meillet 1949). The exact content of this statement evades 
our grasp, but it is clear that there is a relation between main-stress and reduction. 
It is hardly a coincidence that it is at the later stages of reduction - when a word 
may have undergone one, two or three reductions - that the quantity shift takes 
place. By the quantity shift, many light syllables in the main-stress position lengthen. 
The increase of available distinctions in the main-stress syllable, which comes about 
by virtue of umlaut, breaking etc., is also related to the loss of potential distinctions 
caused by syncope and vowel shortening (cf. Sigurd 1962). It is impossible to know 
if the gradual promotion of the main-stressed syllable is accompanied by gradually 
increasing stress, in any phonetic sense. The lengthening of light stems in the 
quantity shift would make this a likely hypothesis, as presumably a heavy syllable 
is better equipped to carry stress than a light one. We shall assume that the main- 
stress domain comes in the foreground in this gradual manner, reflecting a dynamic 
relationship between main-stress and reduction.36



For vowel shortening, there are interesting implications. In the early Germanic 
stages, the stress system permits adjacent prominent positions, which would occur 
e.g. when the stem-initial syllable was directly followed by a syllable containing a 
long vowel. Later on, such constellations were invariably changed by vowel 
shortening in the second syllable. The hypothesis pursued here is that the main 
environment under which vowel shortening takes place is that of stress clash.

3.2.3.1 Stress clash and vowel shortening

Background
The environment of stress clash is determined on a language-specific basis, to some 
extent. Stresses should be juxtaposed, of course, but the required degree of 
prominence of the stresses varies, as does the level at which the juxtaposition holds. 
In some languages, two adjacent stressed syllables, i.e. adjacent strong positions of 
feet, will constitute a (minimal) clash, the case in Greek. In other languages, e.g. 
Italian, adjacent positions at the word-level will constitute a clash. In English, a 
stress-timed language, minimal clash holds at the word level, too, but unlike Italian, 
an unstressed syllable between two word-level stresses will not suffice to undo the 
stress clash. For extensive discussions of stress clash contexts, see Nespor & Vogel 
(1988, 1989:73, 92, 97f.). Hence, in the English phrases (cited from Nespor & 
Vogel 1989:99), below, clashes are present. Only the clash contexts have been 
marked with grid positions.

(34) Stress clash in English

a. word X X
foot X X
syllable X X

the new local gymnasium

b. phrase X
word X X
foot X X
syllable X X X

They bought an achromatic lens last week

Clashing stresses call for resolution, and resolution may take various shapes. One 
way is to shift one stress away from the other, another to destress one of the 
stresses. A third way is to introduce a sharp pitch-fall (or rise) between the stresses, 
a fourth is to prolong the first stressed syllable. The clash resolution strategies



available depend on e.g. whether the language is stress-timed or syllable-timed. In 
the metrical grid analysis of Nespor & Vogel (1989), the strategies are formally 
reduced to two, namely beat deletion and beat insertion. These strategies also work 
to resolve stress lapses, i.e. situations where stresses occur at too large a distance 
from each other. Languages have different degrees of sensitivity to lapses as well as 
clashes.

The study by Nespor & Vogel (1989) is concerned with clashes and lapses in a 
synchronic perspective, mainly when such arhythmic sequences arise in phrases. We 
shall discuss the matter of stress clash in the diachronic perspective, when clashes 
arise within words.

Why stress clash in Germanic?
In the case of Germanic, stress clash within words did not occur at the earliest 
stages, at least not to the extent that resolution strategies were activated. Given a 
stress system based on the bimoraic foot, it follows that adjacent stressed syllables 
are permitted. Since heavy (bimoraic) syllables occurred in all positions of the word, 
the context of two adjacent heavy syllables was common.

From the time of the retraction of main-stress to the stem-initial syllable, reduction 
begins to occur, testifying to the fact that not all of the sequences of differently 
weighted syllables permitted in the preceding language stage remained fully 
harmonic. One effect was a conflict between main-stress and the foot-algorithm (cf.
3.1.2.1), in words where a light initial syllable is followed by a heavy syllable (e.g. 
*ge.ßoo ’gift’). Another effect, we suggest, is the incipient reaction to word-internal 
stress clash in the language, which reveals that the stress system is no longer 
completely adequate.

The retraction of main-stress to the stem-initial syllable, then, introduces a certain 
tension, or disharmony, into the stress system. On the one hand, it is rather clear 
that the moraic trochee is correct for the description of the Germanic stress system. 
On the other hand, however, the fixed main-stress continually gives rise to problems, 
as it goes against the principle of quantity sensitivity. This is the crucial point. By 
the retraction of main-stress to the stem-initial syllable, Germanic comes to contain 
a conflict deeply embedded in the stress system.

The relation between main-stress retraction and subsequent reduction is clearly 
there (cf. 3.2.3 above), but whether it is the mere retraction of main-stress or the 
dynamic character of the main-stress that causes reduction is hard to know. The 
theory of stress that we use in this study is clearly sensitive to the conflicts in the



Germanic stress system. This is what leads us to propose our somewhat complex 
analysis for the collected properties of this stress system. There is no coherent single 
foot-algorithm that would easily deal with the quantitative facts and at the same time 
respect stem-initial main-stress.

Notably, there appears to be no simple solution to the conflicts of the Germanic 
stress system, one that could immediately reinstall harmony. The space for 
reinterpretation of the structure is apparently too limited. What is required for a 
more harmonic stress system to emerge, then, is changes in the distribution of 
quantity, changes in the measurement of moras and the like, such that main-stress 
assignment and algorithmic stress assignment could be reconciled and ultimately be 
unified. And this long-term development towards a better stress system is in fact 
initiated. Vowel shortening by stress clash resolution takes the system one or two 
steps in the right direction.37

In sum, the hypothesis we adopt to explain why vowel shortening takes place in 
the Germanic dialects is the introduction of a sense of stress clash. As the sense of 
stress clash developed, strategies of clash resolution developed, too.

Time of vowel shortening
We mentioned that there is no unequivocal post-syncope evidence of forms 
equivalent to +kâtlooz, +hérddoz, +fâahdôo and +sâtdôo. Antonsen (1975) 
assumes long final vowels in wâatèe and sâttèe. For words like *hérdîiz, there is 
comparative evidence in Gothic. When these words occur in Old Icelandic and the 
other Nordic dialects, the vowel of the second syllable has invariably shortened. 
Clearly, there is a process of vowel shortening, but the time when it applies is 
difficult to ascertain.

On comparative grounds certain progress can be made. In preliterary Old English, 
where syncope of a is separated in time from syncope of i and u, one can deduce 
that vowel shortening operates between the syncopations, and that it applies again 
after the deletion of high vowels. To a certain extent, output of «-syncope becomes 
input to «-syncope, and for this to happen, vowel shortening must have occurred 
in between. Now, medial «-syncope in certain trisyllables creates forms which 
become input to vowel shortening. Consider the development of soul and heads. 
’VS’ = vowel shortening.

(35) a. (X) (.)(*) (X) (x) (X) (.)
UP p pp pp pp pp p

*sai.wa.loo >a-sync> saaw.loo >VS> saaw.lu



(X)
ßn

>u-sync> saawl

b. (X) (.)(*) (X) (x) (X) (.)
ßß ß ßß ßß ßß ßß ß

*heea.fu.doo >u-sync> heeaf.doo >VS> heeaf.du

If the cause of vowel shortening is the presence of stress clash in the language, it is 
fair to expect that once stress clash has been introduced into the Germanic languages, 
it should stay. If stress clash is one expression for an internal conflict in the stress 
system, we should not expect it to suddenly go away, unless the conflict is solved 
more permanently. In Nordic, the conflict between main-stress and other stress 
assignment is not solved until the bimoraic condition is obligatorily satisfied in the 
main-stressed syllable (the strongest version of Prokoseh’s law), in effect by the 
completion of the quantity shift. Thus, forms that acquire a stress clash, because of 
the application of syncope (e.g. *kâtildoz > *kâtldoz), will be subject to resolution 
more or less directly. Just as the syncope periods span over centuries, the process 
of vowel shortening does so, too. The rule of vowel shortening is thus persistent and 
continually present in the language.

It should be noted that stress clash and vowel shortening exist independently of 
syncope, and we return to such cases in section 3.2.3.3 below.

3.2.3.2 Implementation of vowel shortening

Stress clash resolution occurs in the form of a destressing rule, which is added to the 
grammar. The destressing rule weakens the right-hand strong position to a weak 
position. If the second syllable contains a long vowel, vowel shortening is entailed, 
since, in a mora-based stress system, weak positions (ideally) always dominate 
monomoraic syllables, and never bimoraic syllables (cf. (38) below).38

The synchronic, prosodic destressing rule is given in (36). This rule will apply as 
long as the long vowels are underlyingly long. In time, these vowels will be 
reinterpreted as underlyingly short and there will be no use for the rule, word- 
in temally. The rule is rhythmic and is therefore written as a grid rule, i.e. no 
relation to categories (brackets in this notation) is needed, ’p’ here abbreviates the 
phonetic content of syllables.



(36) Destressing

foot x(x) -* 0
syllable x x

PP

In the subsequent notation, we shall mark destressing by replacing an ’x’ with a V 
and omit brackets, to express the rhythmic nature of the rule. Destressing affects the 
output of medial syncope as in (37).

(37) (X) (x) X .
a a a a

*heröo z >destress> *heröo z

Destressing creates a non-permissible structure, since weak beats may not dominate 
heavy syllables, according to the foot-algorithm (here in the role of well-formedness 
condition). The rhythmic nature of the destressing rule means that it applies late in 
the derivation, at a stage when resyllabification and refooting are no longer 
applicable.39 Thus, a rhythmic well-formedness condition is required, the weak beat 
condition. Analogues to this condition have been suggested in Kager (1989:19) and 
Prince (1991:3f.).

(38) Weak beat condition
*

a
h
M M

Violation of the weak beat condition will trigger vowel shortening, which involves 
the deletion of the second mora.

(39) Mora deletion: vowel shortening

l\
ft Q-Kp

1/



The application of destressing and mora deletion is illustrated below. ’Destress’ = 
destressing, ’/i-del’ = mora deletion, ’VS’ = vowel shortening.

(40) (X) (x) X .
a a

X .
o aa a

*heröo z >destress> *heröo z >n~del, VS> *heröo z 

> OI heröar

The rule of vowel shortening is a subcase of the rule of mora deletion. We shall see 
that loss of a final nasal, a process discussed below, is due to the same rule.

3.2.3.3 Vowel shortening in non-syncope contexts

The context of two adjacent strong positions existed in the Germanic languages 
independently of medial syncope. In fact, at the time when Germanic syncope began 
to operate, stress clash had been present for a while, at least in Proto-Nordic. 
Consider (41).

(41) *wör.döo ’words (nom.acc.pl.)’
*gé./?öo ’gift (nom.sg.)’

These are Germanic forms. The long final vowels shorten prior to syncope, the 
shortened vowels being subject to syncope. The development is given in (42) and
(43) below. Two derivations are given for each form, reflecting two separate 
synchronic stages. In the case of the light stem in (43) in particular, quite a while 
will have elapsed between vowel shortening and the application of syncope (vowel 
deletion, cf. 3.2.4), which does not take place until the second period. We may 
disregard the qualitative changes at the segmental level.

(42) a. (X) (x) X . 
a a

X .
a aa a

*wordo >destress> *wordo >ju-del, VS> *wordu



b. (X)(.) (X)
ao o

ÏÏ)

>reinterpretation> *wordu >sync> OI orö

(43) a. (X) (x) X .
o a

X .
o oo a

m
*ge ßo >destress> *ge0o >/i-del, VS> *geßu

b. (X .) (X)
o o o

å
>reinterpretation> *ge/3u >sync> 01 giçf

The fact that the output of vowel shortening in these bisyllables constitutes input to 
syncope indicates that word-internal stress clash developed prior to the first syncope 
period. By contrast, in trisyllables with heavy final syllables, syncope operates first, 
creating word forms which contain a stress clash, subsequently to be resolved by 
vowel shortening (where relevant). The important point here is that vowel 
shortening, according to this hypothesis, takes place in a specific prosodic context, 
and not as an isolated event. Once introduced, stress clash resolution will be called 
for whenever the structural description for destressing is met.

In these, the earliest cases of stress clash resolution, the second syllable always 
contains a long vowel. Later in Proto-Nordic, inherently heavy syllables made up 
of a short vowel and a sonorant are affected, too.

3.2.3.4 Infinitives and the loss of a final nasal

Having accounted for vowel shortening by virtue of the presence of stress clash, we 
must now answer the inevitable questions relating to stress clash in other contexts, 
where long vowels are not involved. As mentioned directly above, one such context 
occurs in words where the second syllable contains a short vowel and a sonorant 
consonant. Typical such words are infinitives like PN *vâljàn ’to choose’ and 
*wâtjàn ’to protect’, which never become targets for vowel loss by virtue of



syncope. We suggest that in Proto-Nordic at least, clashes are present.40 This is the 
most consistent with our analysis generally, and there is evidence for it.

These forms do not lend themselves to immediate reinterpretation after mora 
deletion, the way destressed long vowels do. This is due to the different situation on 
the segmental level. Long vowels are analyzed as geminate segments and shorten 
automatically as mora deletion takes place, since only one segment (linked to two 
moras) is involved. The application of mora deletion in a syllable like -an, however, 
leaves us with the segmental content of the final nasal to account for.41 Below we 
suggest that in such structures, the nasal links with the preceding mora, whereby it 
coalesces with the preceding vowel. Let us first of all have a look at a similar rule 
in Modem English, one which has inspired the present analysis of the Proto-Nordic 
infinitives.

Modem English sonorant coalescence
Liberman & Prince (1977:299) observe that, in a limited set of cases, non-low 
vowels occasionally coalesce with a following sonorant in metrically weak medial 
positions. Following the application of the rule, reduction of the syllable takes place 
(as predicted). Examples are commNtary {comment), consLtation {consult), 
transfRmation {transform). In Kager’s (1989) theory, sequences of a vowel + 
sonorant are inherently heavy, i.e. assigned a prominence by virtue of their 
segmental make-up. Evidence for this abounds in the English stress system. Now, 
to make these syllables permissible in metrically weak positions, deweighting is 
required. The fact that they are weak is evidenced by their reducibility (Kager 
1989:166). Kager writes the sonorant coalescence rule as follows.

(44) Sonorant Coalescence (exceptional)

*

o => o

C V C C V c

[+son] [+son]

The process involved here is the deletion of a mora (deweighting), followed by 
linking of the melodic content of the sonorant consonant to the remaining mora



(coalescence). Finally, the syllable is destressed, by virtue of a condition reminiscent 
of the weak beat condition. Hence the syllable becomes reducible, as exemplified 
above.42

Proto-Nordic nasal coalescence
Turning now to Proto-Nordic, we can analyze infinitives in a similar way. The 
important differences are the fact that the syllables in question are final and that 
destressing is the cause of the coalescence, rather than the other way around. Below 
we discuss the evidence for reduction and coalescence in Proto-Nordic. Ultimately, 
these endings (and some other similar ones) reduce permanently by the loss of the 
final nasal, most likely in the 7th century. We attribute this development to stress 
clash resolution, in the following way.

Stress clash resolution takes place by virtue of destressing. The weak beat 
condition is then activated and causes the deletion of a mora. The melodic content 
of the final nasal is now linked to the remaining mora, (formally) instantiating 
coalescence, just as in Modem English.

Turning to the surface effect (hence the evidence on the surface) of coalescence 
in Proto-Nordic, we suggest that nasalization of the vowel takes place. The crucial 
type of evidence of coalescence must be overt signs of the presence of the nasal (or 
as in the English case: the sonorant) in the moraic position held by the vowel. 
Nasalization would demonstrate exactly this.43 Nasal ä as such is clearly present 
and well attested in Proto-Nordic and in the Viking age. In early Proto-Nordic, when 
the runic futhark still contained 24 characters, the so called ay-graph (ççss < 
*ansuz) was used for nasalized as well as non-nasal a (Williams 1990:35). Later, 
after the transition to the 16 character futhark (by c.725, according to Nielsen 
1970:30), another graph for a existed, here called the a-graph for simplicity.44 The 
usage of these two runic graphs point at a phonemic distinction between nasal and 
non-nasal vowels. The ay-graph is used for nasal ä, never for oral a (Williams 
1990:36).45 A nasal ä would occur adjacent to a nasal or where a Proto-Nordic 
nasal had been deleted.

Notice that final n must have been dropped at a time when the syllable as such 
was considered light. Otherwise we would expect compensatory lengthening to take 
place, just as in main-stress position when a nasal is lost (cf. *gans > OSw gåås 
’goose’, *fanhan > *faahan > OSw fåå ’to get’). There is no indication of 
compensatory lengthening.



There are interesting indications in the runic inscriptions bearing on the suggested 
nasal coalescence. In the final syllable, where nasals were lost in Proto-Nordic, there 
is a clear tendency to use the tf-graph rather than the ay-graph. Examples are the 
final syllables of the following words, Horn-bora < *Homboran (DR 250), standa 
< *standan ’they stand’ (Krahe/Meid 1969:§69) (Rök). Otherwise the 05-graph is 
consistently used where a Proto-Nordic nasal has been deleted (in stressed position). 
One interprétation of this state of affairs is that destressing of final syllables - in the 
clash context - would press for a permanent loss of the mora originating in the nasal. 
Hence, nasality would disappear sooner. Also, in unstressed position generally, the 
nasal distinction would be more easily lost.

The important thing for us in this context is to demonstrate the fact that there is 
evidence for destressing and reduction in words of the infinitival type, in Proto- 
Nordic. The nasalization of a in this position provides the relevant type of evidence, 
supporting the analysis of reduction as a case of sonorant coalescence. More 
indirectly, we noted the existence of a related rule in Modem English.

Liberman & Prince (1977:299) observe that the collapse of non-low vowels with 
a following sonorant (in the same syllable) is a phonetic phenomenon, hence a low- 
level process. If we assume that continuous resyllabification and refooting is limited 
to the phonological levels of the grammar, then we see here the need for the 
proposed weak beat condition. When the stress clash has been resolved by 
destressing, and mora deletion has taken place, resyllabification and refooting are no 
longer applicable. Instead, the melodic content of the nasal is reassociated to the 
preceding mora. Coalescence is thereby predicted, and nasalization takes place on 
the surface.

The actual loss of n is not predicted in the strong fashion that vowel shortening 
is predicted in clash contexts. However, in the long term some permanent solution 
to the weight problem of the final syllable is expected, and nasal loss clearly offers 
one. Note, however, that the other Germanic dialects do not generally lose the final 
nasal.46

Implementation
Below, the synchronic process of nasal loss is illustrated. First we have the mora 
deletion rule as applicable to final nasals.



(45) Mora deletion
ow
v N

In this instance, as opposed to the case with vowel shortening, the final segment is 
left unassociated with syllabic structure. Coalescence comes about as suggested by 
Kager (1989:166), by associating the nasal segment with the mora of the preceding 
vowel, in Proto-Nordic applicable to nasals only.47

(46) Nasal coalescence
ß
K
v N

These rules apply as illustrated below. We assume two steps, the first of which 
involves the nasal coalescence (nasalization). At a later stage, reinterpretation takes 
place, such that either nasal /à/ is set up underlyingly, or the nasal/nasality is lost. 
The tendency of writing unstressed a in this position with the a-graph, rather than 
the 05-graph, would be an indication of the latter. ’Des* = destressing, ’/x-del’ = 
mora deletion, ’NC’ = nasal coalescence.

(47) Mora deletion: loss of final nasal48

a. (X) (x) X .

*valjan >des> *valjan >jx-del>

b. (X) (. )
a o

hå
>reinterpretation> velja OR

Concerning the dating of the loss of final nasals there are indications that it belongs 
to the first syncope period (or earlier). The Rök inscription (c.830-850) mentioned 
above contains one infinitive form knuua/knyyia ’to crush by knuckle’, which has

x . 
a a

X . 
a a

nmï miT\
*valjan >NC> *valjan

(X)(.) 
o a
A/1
ßß

veljä



no final nasal.49 The word is written with cipher, and the os-graph is (by inference) 
used finally. There is one potential instance of a pre-syncope form with n retained, 
namely prawijan ’to long; longing’, on the Kalleby stone, dated to c.400.50 This 
form would indicate that mora deletion operated in the final nasal cases about the 
same time as in long vowels. It is hard to know when the nasal was lost 
underlyingly. We observe, however, that the infinitives are not subject to syncope, 
a fact that may be attributed to underlying length or to nasalization. The latter view 
is the received view (Wessén 1969:13), the idea being that the quality of the vowel 
would prohibit syncope.

There are a few other word types - deverbal nouns and nouns formed from 
adjectives - that can be accounted for with the rules proposed above. There is no 
clear consensus concerning the quantitative etymology of some of the relevant forms, 
and a metrical treatment is therefore warranted. The discussion occurs in the 
excursus at the end of this chapter.51

3.2.4 Syncope in the second period

In the first period, syncope affected words of several different types and lengths, as 
we have seen. Syncope in the second period affects only bisyllabic light stems, i.e. 
exactly the set of potential targets for syncope left alone in the first period. In this 
section we shall seek to understand and motivate why syncope is delayed in forms 
like PN si.tiz ’he sits’ > OI sitr, PN *sta.diz ’place’ > 01 stadr, PN su.nu ’son 
(acc.)’ > 01 sun, PN *li.tuz ’colour’ > 01 iitr, and why syncope, after all, can and 
does apply at a later date.

3.2.4.1 Vowel deletion

In section 3.2.2.6, above, we noted that the bisyllabic light stems were protected 
from syncope by virtue of their being dominated by one canonical foot, minimally 
meeting the bimoraic condition. Thus, we suggest that in a minimal bimoraic word, 
mora deletion cannot take place. This is the simplest and most satisfactory 
explanation for the fact that it is exactly the class of minimal words that is exempted 
from syncope in the first period.

The obvious question, then, is how the bisyllabic light stems can be subject to 
reduction if mora deletion is prohibited. The answer to this, we propose, is that the



bisyllabic light stems are subject to vowel deletion, not to mora deletion. That is, 
whereas the vowel is deleted, the mora remains in the structure. Subsequently, the 
mora will be relinked to the (now) final consonant. Under this analysis, syncope in 
the second period is not really a case of syncope, as we have defined it, but more 
like a case of apocope (cf. 4.1.2).52

Several issues must now be discussed. We turn first to the status of word 
minimality (i.e. the bimoraic condition) vis-à-vis vowel deletion.

3.2.4.2 Word minimality

Notice that the notion of word minimality has a ’holistic’ interpretation. The minimal 
word is derived from the canonical bimoraic foot, and is assigned initially by the 
alignment of a canonical bimoraic template. Once it has been assigned, the bimoraic 
condition becomes a property of the word, rather than of the main-stress foot, at this 
time (cf. 3.1.4 above and 5.3.4). Evidence bearing on this is necessarily theory 
dependent.

1. First we have the assignment of foot structure by algorithm, which 
(synchronically) takes place after the main-stress foot has been placed. We observed 
that in words like *ge.ßoo ’gift’, where the stem-initial syllable is light and the 
following syllable is heavy, an exceptional stress structure arises. The main-stress 
foot ends up monomoraic, since the second syllable is heavy and therefore forms a 
foot of its own. In this case, then, the main-stress domain (from which the minimal 
word is derived) is reduced by one mora, while the simultaneous creation of a 
second foot ensures that the word is not reduced beyond the minimum of two moras. 
The notion of word minimality, then, can permit changes of structure as long as the 
sum of moras does not reduce beyond the minimum.

2. Second, we have the early Proto-Nordic cases of syncope within the main- 
stress domain, in forms like *ka.ti.looz ’kettles’.

(48) Medial syncope

(X .)(*) (X .)(*) (X)
o a o o a o a o

*kati lo z >sync> *kat lo z >resyll> *katlo z



(X) (x)
o a

>refoot> *katlo z >VS and rhot> OI katlar

The fact that medial syncope takes place within the main-stress domain in trisyllabic 
light stems like *ka.ti.looz is the earliest evidence to tell us that the bimoraic, main- 
stress foot as such is no hindrance to syncope. Again, we attribute this to the nature 
of the minimal word condition, holding of the word rather than the foot.

We contend, then, that the bimoraic condition will not be violated as long as two 
moras remain in the structure. Deletion (of mora or vowel) can take place within the 
main-stress foot, as clearly evidenced in the first syncope period. Thus, it is not the 
case that the bimoraic condition is violated or lost at this point in time. The bimoraic 
condition is clearly present and needed at later stages too, e.g. in Old Swedish (cf. 
chapters 4-6).

3.2.4.3 The rule

In the Proto-Nordic development, we suggest that syncope comes to an end with the 
first period, as accounted for above (3.2.2). Therefore, we need another rule to 
account for vowel loss in the second (syncope) period. The reduction rule targets not 
the mora, but the vowel.

(49) Late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion

P
i

v -*■ <p

This rule targets mainly the high vowels i and u. After the vowel has been deleted, 
the mora stays in the structure and is subsequently linked to another segment.



3.2.4.4 Diachronic context

The first syncope period marks the end of a long period of genuine reduction of 
quantity in the Germanic dialects. We have expressed this type of reduction as loss 
of moras, by syncope and by destressing.53 By the time the second syncope period 
begins, all long vowels outside of the main-stress syllable have been shortened, and 
there is no further mora-deletion.

As we shall see in the following chapters, the reduction in non-main-stressed 
syllables goes on for a long while after the end of the syncope period. Notably, 
there is extensive vowel weakening and vowel loss in absolute finality, i.e. apocope 
(cf. chapter 4.1.2). Hence, the suggestion that the so-called second syncope period 
really exhibits a new rule that targets vowels rather than moras is not an analysis that 
we postulate ad hoc. On the contrary, we would expect (or predict in a weak sense) 
that, from now on, the loss of vowels should be due to vowel deletion, and not to 
mora deletion. That is, beginning with the second syncope period, we see a new 
reduction pattern. This expectation is clearly met (cf. chapters 4 and 5).

We must now discuss the issue of why vowel deletion occurs at the time it does. 
Why does vowel deletion apply in late Proto-Nordic, and not earlier? The answer 
relates to the quantity system and the measurement of weight in CvC monosyllables. 
We begin with a historical retrospective on monosyllables.

The weight of monosyllables
As we have seen, syncope in bisyllabic heavy as well as light stems most often 
yields monosyllabic words as output.54 Let us now take a look at the set of 
monosyllabic words, prior to syncope.

In Germanic and the early dialects prior to syncope, monosyllabic content words 
were few.55 The typical class of such words were the so-called root nouns. The root 
nouns represent a (nominal) word formation type that was characteristic of Indo- 
European, where it was much more productive. In a root noun, inflexions are 
attached to the root directly (athematically), without the mediation of a stem vowel. 
In Germanic, many root nouns transferred to other, thematic declensions. A few 
examples are given in (50) (from Krahe/Meid 1967: §67). Words that have changed 
paradigms in the dialects are omitted.



(50) Root nouns in the early Germanic dialects

01 OE OHG Go

footr foot fuoz ’foot’
burg burg borgs ’city’

kyyr cuu chuo ’cow’
geit gaat gaits ’goat’
book booc ’book’

Further examples occur in Streitberg (1900:§159) and Prokosch (1939:§87).
The single syllable of these monosyllabic words constitutes the word-initial, as 

well as the word-final syllable. We have observed that different conditions hold in 
the initial and the final syllable of polysyllables (3.1.5). Notably, a heavy word- 
final syllable must contain two sonorant segments to be regarded as heavy, while in 
the root syllable, a short vowel followed by a segment of any quality passed for a 
heavy syllable. In view of this, it is an interesting fact that Germanic root nouns 
seem always to contain two sonorant segments. Thus, they are heavy syllables by 
either measure.56

We take this to be the canonical interpretation of the minimal word requirement 
holding for monosyllabic words prior to syncope. They had to be bimoraic by the 
more restrictive criterion holding for final syllables, namely that moraic segments 
should be obligatorily sonorant. That was the default.

Recall the discussion of Proto-Germanic syncope in section 3.2.2.5, above. After 
these early syncopations there will have been a number of exceptions to the 
generalization that monosyllables contain two moraic segments. We assume that 
these exceptions were too few to shake the system, e.g. bring about a 
reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition.57

Now, with the advent of syncope, things changed. In particular, syncope in 
bisyllabic heavy stems brought novelties into Proto-Nordic morphology. For one 
thing, the class of monosyllabic words became very large. For another, the class of 
monosyllables came to contain a large number of monosyllables of a new type, not 
conforming with the sonority requirement. Consider (51).



(51) Output of syncope
Ol OE Go

a. *gastiz >sync> gestr giest gasts ’guest’
*gasti (acc.) > sync > gest giest gast

b. *wulfaz >sync> ulfr wolf wulfs ’wolf
*wulfa (acc.) >sync> ulf wolf wulf

Monosyllables like OI gest ’guest (acc.)’ were not permitted prior to syncope, 
whereas monosyllables similar to OE wolf'wolf (acc.)* would have been acceptable, 
cf. the root noun burg ’city’ in (50), above.

Consider the implementation of syncope in bisyllabic heavy stems. The sample 
word is *gasti ’guest (acc.sg.)’.

(52) (X) (.) (X)
o o o

*gasti >sync> gest

Syncope simply deletes a morn outside of the main-stress domain. By mora deletion, 
the vowel is necessarily lost. The fact that a new, previously unacceptable or at least 
marked type of monosyllabic word arises is, as it were, accidental. The syncopation 
will never raise any questions as to the bimoraic condition, since the initial 
(bimoraic) syllable is not directly affected by syncope. Only subsequently is the 
violation of the word-structure condition on monosyllables revealed.

The extensive output of syncope similar to that in (52) causes a reinterpretation 
of what is a ’possible (or canonical) monosyllable’ in Proto-Nordic, as in the other 
Germanic dialects. Hence, from now on (and for a while; cf. 6.5.1.4), 
monosyllables are weighed as initial syllables, rather than as final syllables.

Implication for bisyllabic light stems
The implication for bisyllabic light stems is that after this time, and only after this 
time, vowel deletion can take place. Thus, once the new type of monosyllable, e.g. 
gest, has arisen, then syncopated forms like stab ’place’ (< *stadi) would be 
legitimate, i.e. the final non-sonorant segment could receive the mora left behind by 
vowel deletion.58



a o o

*staöi >vowel del> staö >resyll> staö

This analysis gives us an answer to the question as to why reduction in bisyllabic 
light stems could not take place at an earlier date: the output of vowel deletion 
would not have been a legitimate monosyllable.

3.2.4.5 Structural context

The operation of late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion raises a few questions relating to 
its structural relationship with preceding syncope and with later apocope. In order 
to avoid referential confusion we will use the term ’syncope* to denote ’syncope in 
the first period’, Tate Proto-Nordic vowel deletion’ to denote ’syncope in the second 
period’, and ’apocope’ to denote ’other vowel deletion’. Examples of apocope occur 
e.g. in Middle English, Middle Danish and present-day Swedish dialects.

Syncope vowel deletion «*• apocope
The discussion above declares an indirect relationship between vowel deletion and 
syncope in that the output of syncope results in a reinterpretation of the notion of 
’possible monosyllable’, which in turn makes vowel deletion a ’possible rule’. It 
seems that the relation to syncope can be somewhat better specified, and made 
slightly less indirect. Recall the general rule schema for syncope.

(54) Syncope

P -> 0

v

This rule makes a statement for bisyllabic light stems (as well as for a great many 
other forms), namely that they are targets for syncope. The fact that syncope does 
not take place is due to word minimality, a separate condition in the grammar.

Now, we would like to argue that the rule of syncope, which is lost in its original 
form after it has applied to all permissible targets, is replaced with (or resurrected



as) the vowel deletion rule. Evidence bearing on such a relationship would 
(circumstantially) support the intuition that the two rules are exponents for the same 
sweep of reduction.

One piece of such evidence is the phonotactic positions of the vowels lost. The 
syncope rule and the vowel deletion rule are similar in that vowels are lost not only 
in open syllables, but in closed syllables, as well.

(55) a. closed *gastiz > syncope > gestr ’guest’
sunuz > vowel deletion > sunr ’son’

b. open *gasti > syncope > gest ’guest (acc.sg.)’
sunu > vowel deletion > sun ’son (acc.sg.)’

The fact that the two rules have similar targets is interesting in the light of the nature 
of later vowel deletion, i.e. apocope, since apocope does not apply in closed 
syllables.

Vowel deletion is similar to apocope in that it targets vowels, rather than moras, 
and this fact formally unifies vowel deletion and apocope. However, the fact that 
apocope does not target vowels in closed syllables leaves late Proto-Nordic vowel 
deletion in an interesting middle position, which we would like to suggest is 
appropriate for diachronic reasons. Thus, late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion initiates 
a sequence of rules that will target vowels and not moras, i.e. vowel deletion, vowel 
weakening, apocope. However, vowel deletion remains primarily and crucially 
sensitive to the weakness of a metrical position (like syncope), rather than to the 
status of the weak syllable as open or closed.59

Now, rules of apocope occur in other Germanic dialects, e.g. Middle English and 
Middle Danish, before or in conjunction with the quantity shifts in these dialects. 
The Danish and the English quantity shifts are discussed in 6.6.3.2 and 6.6.5, 
respectively.

3.2.4.6 Notes on reduction in Gothic

Proto-Nordic displays full implementation of vowel deletion in bisyllabic light stems, 
while the other Germanic dialects have only limited or very limited application of 
this rule. The introduction of vowel deletion is a novel development. Since it is not 
part of syncope, but a formally different rule, there is no prediction that a dialect 
that has syncope should have vowel deletion also.60 Here is where we find the



drastic difference between Proto-Nordic and Old English. In Proto-Nordic, vowel 
deletion takes full effect among the bisyllabic light stems. In Old English, only very 
few forms are affected, under sharp environmental limitations.

Below we make some tentative remarks concerning reduction in Gothic. We have 
left out the discussion of Old English, for lack of space. (An extensive treatment of 
Old English syncope and vowel shortening may, however, be found in Riad 1990).

Syncope
In Gothic, it is assumed that extensive analogical levellings have taken place. It is 
not quite clear if syncope actually operated (as a phonological rule) on z in light 
stems. Krahe/Meid (1969:130f.), as well as Prokosch (1939:134), assume that the 
i of the light nominal z-stems (e.g. qums < *qu.mis ’arrival’, and most similar 
nouns) has been lost by analogy with the heavy z-stems (gasts < *gas.tiz ’guest’), 
rather than by syncope proper. If this is correct, syncope of i would not, in 
principle, affect light stems, the evidence being cases like na.wis ’dead’ and su.tis 
’mild’.61

As for u, analogy would appear to have worked the other way around, such that 
u was restored in the heavy w-stems (han.dus ’hand’) in analogy with the light stems 
(su.nus ’son’), where u was retained all the time. That syncope of u does apply to 
heavy stems would seem clear from the form tagr ’tear’ (Pre-Gothic *tag. ru, Greek 
dakru).

The Gothic situation is generally assumed to be extensively obscured because of 
analogy. One could possibly analyze the data in a slightly different way. The striking 
fact about Gothic is that û-syncope appears to have applied generally in all 
bisyllables, heavy stems as well as light stems. One way of interpreting this fact is 
to assume that light stems have been levelled with the heavy stems by analogy, in 
a specific sense. If we take the notion of analogy in this instance to be similar to 
the analysis of Proto-Nordic light stems above, we may perhaps approach an 
understanding. That is, the application of vowel deletion in the bisyllabic light stems 
of a given paradigm is licensed by the monosyllabic output of (preceding) syncope 
in the bisyllabic heavy stems of the same paradigm. However, there would seem to 
be a paradigmatic limit to û-stems, as long as only a is the target of syncope. When 
syncope applies to z, the same thing happens, hence vowel deletion in light stems 
immediately follows the heavy stems. Adjectives seem to generally behave like the 
nouns. The exceptions mentioned would have to be explained differently, possibly 
as residues or as forms that have not as yet been affected by syncope.



An analysis along this line would mean that Gothic syncope has not yet reached 
the w-stems, by the time of Wulfila’s Bible translation. Therefore, neither heavy 
stems, nor light stems have been affected.

Concerning medial syncope, the general limit to its application is that i is affected 
when adjacent to the glide j, e.g. -ja and -yoo-stems, otherwise not. Examples are 
nom.pl. *ku.ni.joo > kun.ja ’kins’, inf. *doo.mi.jan > doom.jan ’to judge’ vs. 
Pre-Gothic nom.pl. *hau.bi.doo > hau.bi.da ’heads’.

Vowel shortening
Gothic has a limited vowel shortening rule, applying to certain long vowels in 
abolute finality {*hau.ßu.doo > hau.bi.da, *wor.doo > wor.da). The relevant set 
of vowels are assumed to have had acute accent in IE, as opposed to vowels having 
circumflex accent (Prokosch 1939:132f.). Otherwise, long vowels are retained in 
many positions, e.g. hlai.boos ’bread (nom.pl.)’, her.diis(< *her.di.jaz) ’shepherd 
(nom.sg.)’, hau.bi.dee ’heads (gen.pl.)’. No general vowel shortening has taken 
place in Gothic.

3.2.5 Results for Proto-Nordic

We have now discussed syncope, vowel shortening and vowel deletion in Proto- 
Nordic at some length. The rudimentary, relative chronology we have arrived at is 
summarized in (58).

(58) Relative chronology

Proto-Germanic syncope:
Deletion of word-final moraic segments

Vowel shortening
i
I First syncope period:
I Medial syncope
I Final syncope, except bisyllabic light stems
i
I Loss of final nasals
II
I I Second (syncope) period:
I i Vowel deletion in bisyllabic light stems



Let us now briefly review the output of these processes. We mentioned earlier that 
syncope of trisyllabic light stems, e.g. *ka.ti.looz > *kat.looz led to an increase of 
the number of words having heavy main-stressed syllables. Similarly, vowel deletion 
in bisyllabic light stems, e.g. sunuz > sunz, leads to an increase of the number of 
heavy main-stressed syllables. Thus, one mechanical effect of syncope is increased 
satifaction of Prokosch’s law.

Turning to vowel shortening, one effect is that the exceptionally main-stressed 
monomoraic syllables, e.g. *geßoo > *geßu ’gift’ (> 01 giçf, OE gießt, OHG 
gebu) disappear from the languages.

Syncope and vowel shortening in interaction also cause the complete elimination 
of vowel length distinctions in non-main-stressed syllables (at least in Proto-Nordic 
and Old English). Both instantiations of mora-deletion in heavy syllables - vowel 
shortening and nasal coalescence/loss - lead to further generalization of the trochaic 
rhythm pattern at the word level.

These effects prepare the ground for the quantity shift and jointly move the 
prosodic system towards a more harmonic stress system.

3.3 Excursus

3.3.1 Deverbal abstract nouns

Similarly to the infinitives discussed in section 3.2.3.4 above, deverbal nouns and 
nouns formed from adjectives also involve nasal suffixes. However, there is a lack 
of consensus concerning the etymology of some of these forms. Since metrical 
theory makes some predictions with regard to the quantity of reconstructed stages in 
the etymology of these forms, we shall devote a few pages to them.

The Germanic suffix *-ni forms feminine abstract nouns from (mainly weak) 
verbs. Depending on which type of weak verb the suffix attaches to, different 
variants occur. The most common case is that the stem vowel is retained in the 
derived noun (Olson 1916:§72).

This type of word formation, which was very productive in Germanic, is best 
reflected in Gothic. In the other Germanic dialects, analogical mergers with other 
suffixes, decreased productivity and so on obscure the development rather early on 
(Olson 1916:§72.2.).

The data
The traditional categorization (e.g. Krahe/Meid 1967:§98, Olson 1916:§72) is given 
below.62



(59) Deverbal nouns

Verb class Gmc form Gothic form

1. ia-verbs *nasiini
♦sookiini
*mitooni
*salbooni
*libaini

(*libeeni)
*J>ahaini

(*J)aheeni)

nasiins ’rescue’
sookiins ’search’
mitoons ’thinking’2. oo-verbs

3. ai/ee-verbs
salboons ’ointment’
libains ’living’

Jjahains ’being silent

Notice that the long vowel arising between the stem and the suffix is the result of a 
combination of vowels (thematic derivation), rather than a primitive item. The 
assumed long vowel ii in e.g. *sookiini consists in part of the stem vowel, in part 
of a binding vowel provided by the suffix. The shape of the suffix is thus *-ini. This 
is important to recognize, since traditionally one talks of -Uni, -eeni and -ooni 
formations, which is misleading as to morphology.

Occasionally the -ni suffix attaches athematically, directly to the root.

(60) *sookni > Go sookns ’search, investigation’
*taikni > Go taikns ’ sign ’

This gives rise to twin forms like Go sookiins and sookns ’investigation’, displaying 
the variant modes of affixation.

In Old Icelandic (as in Old Swedish), nouns derived from so-called ia-verbs and 
ee-verbs, show up syncopated throughout, e.g. audn ’waste’, freistn ’temptation’, 
heyrn ’hearing’, jjoon ’enmity’, hçfn ’possession’, whereas nouns derived from so 
called oo-verbs invariably retain the *oo as a shortened vowel u or a, e.g. svipun 
’throw’, œtlun ’thought’, koolnan ’cooling off, vaknan ’awakening’.63

The problem
The traditionally assumed etymology for the Nordic forms raises problems with 
regard to quantity. Olson (1916: §72.2.) talks of syncopated forms (e.g. -n < *-iini) 
and non-syncopated forms (e.g. -an, -un < *-ooni) of the suffix in Old West Nordic 
(Old Icelandic, mainly), accepting Kock’s theory of syncope (1911:108f.). One



claim of Kock’s theory - as well as Olson’s categorization of the data - is that a 
syncopated form, e.g. 01 lausn has deleted a long vowel (at a late, post-z-umlaut 
stage).64 The traditional analysis is then as below. The figures 1-3 refer to the weak 
verb classes.

(61) 1. -Hausiini > +lausiin > lausn ’ransom’
+sookiini > +sookiin > sookn ’search’

3. +auöiini > +audiin > audn ’desert’
+habeeni > +habeen > havn, hamn ’pasture’

2. *skipooni > *skipoon > skipan ’arrangement’
*fastooni > *fastoon > fastan ’fast’

Recall that the morphological split of the original forms is as in *lausi-ini. The shape 
of the suffix is thus *-ini. Notice however that in the class 2 verbs, the stem vowel 
is long in itself, hence it is *skipoo-ni.

In our analysis generally, syncope of a long vowel is neither expected, nor 
permitted. If a long vowel deletes, it must first shorten and receive a weak position 
by the foot-algorithm, and then it may undergo syncope, prosody permitting. Thus, 
if these words all have the same quantity prior to syncope, we must ask: Why should 
these variants of the same formation type have reduced to different degrees?

The solution
The proposed solution to this problem is to assume that the different variants of the 
deverbal nouns in the Nordic dialects are due to variable quantity of the verbal stem- 
vowel and the form of the suffix prior to syncope. Thus, contrary to tradition (cf. 
Wessén 1971:49-53 and Krahe/Meid 1967:115-18), we assume variable input to 
syncope and vowel shortening. This is the position to be defended below. It seems 
we may have support from De Vries (1977: <s6kn>) and Hellquist 
(1980: < socken >) in this assumption.

We assume that the asymmetric result in the Nordic languages derives from the 
fact that the form of the suffix used in the vast majority of cases is merely *-ni, 
rather than *-ini. The arguments for this hypothesis are the following. 1

1. Forms corresponding to e.g. OI sookn ’parish’ occur in Gothic. Pairs like Gothic 
sookiins and sookns ’search’ show that there is no anachronism in assuming *-ni as 
the starting-point. The pair also shows that one could have both types



simultaneously. This occurs in 01, too, in the pair lausn ’ransom* and leysi in 
compounds like leysi-penningr ’ransom*. The latter type should indeed be derived 
from *-mi, as it displays a stage of reduction that is in line with the general 
development; *lausiini > sync > *lausiin > /x-loss and loss of final nasal; i-umlaut> 
leysi (similarly sendi-madr ’herold’ < *sandiini).65

2. If one assumes syncope of ii, one must explain why 00 of *-ooni does not 
syncopate, although it holds exactly the same position prosodically. Also, assuming 
syncope of ii in this instance gives rise to problems with long ii in de-adjectival 
nominalizations ending in *-iin. This ending ends up as eventually, e.g. *gladiin 
> > OI gledi (cf. section 3.4.2). By assuming *-ni as the pre-syncope form, we 
avoid strange predictions as to quality as well as quantity.

3. If we reject syncope of long vowels, which we clearly must if the theory is to 
retain any predictive power, rather too many rules are needed to get from *lausiini 
to lausn: A. final syncope, B. vowel shortening, C. destressing making the n non- 
moraic, D. syncope of i in the second syllable.

If all these events take place in one word, one must motivate why e.g. syncope 
does not apply twice in a great many other words, e.g. *herdijaz > *herdiiz > 
*herdiz > +herdr or *katilaz > *ketilz > *ketill > +ketl. The argument is thus 
that assuming *-i-ini leads to problems for the overall theory of reduction of 
quantity.

4. By assuming -ni as the suffix employed, the fact that only the 00-verbs have a 
heavy stem vowel in Gothic and Old Icelandic can be utilized in explaining why the 
Old Icelandic formations made on such verbs retain a vowel (-an/-un) and have not 
reduced to -n merely.

In later stages of the Nordic dialects the -un and -an suffixes become the most 
productive, spreading to nouns formed on verbs of the other weak classes.

We assume the *-00w-suffix for e.g. 01 svipun ’throw* and koolnan ’cooling’, 
because the Old Icelandic forms give unequivocal evidence of the presence of a long 
vowel in the suffix. Thus, the explanation why these forms have reached different 
stages in Old Icelandic and Old Swedish is that they were differently sized from the 
outset.

We now turn to brief analyses of Gothic and Nordic, to illustrate the claims made 
above.



Gothic
In Gothic, most deverbal nouns of this type are formed with the stem vowel 
retained. A sketchy analysis is given below. The Germanic form reduces from *-ini 
to *-in and is augmented with a final -s. The Gothic suffix is thus -ins, that is 
underlyingly /-Ins/ (cf. chapter 2).

The Germanic form of the weak verb-stem of the 3rd class has been reduced. The 
originally long stem vowel -ee occurs as a. How this development came about is not 
completely clear (Braune/Ebbinghaus 1961:§191), but we may take it as a fact, 
observable in Gothic. This is in contrast with the 2nd class stem vowel -oo, which 
is still long in Gothic, throughout the paradigms. This -oo is an inherently long 
vowel, i.e. an underlying geminate.

Attaching the suffix /-Ins/ to the verb-stems yields the following result.

(62)

\p(H>

1. so ki- + Ins >resyll> 

o o

/M
3. ]?aha- + ins >resyll>

so kiins

a

Ipahains

o a

(VUÿ
2. mito- + Ins >V-del> mito + ns >resyll> mito ns

For verbs of class 1 and 3, the suffixation is straightforward. In both cases the 
meeting vowels can merge, as tautosyllabic sequences like -ii- and -ai- (a diphthong) 
are legitimate. In the case of mitoo + /-Ins/, merger is impossible, since the syllable 
nucleus is already maximal (bimoraic) by virtue of the long vowel oo. Hence, there 
is no room for III. Moreover, IV cannot be glided in post-nuclear position. The 
remaining alternatives are deletion of HI or the creation of a new syllable, i.e. 
+mi. too.ins (cf. soo.il ’sun’). Of these, the former is clearly the more attractive, in 
view of the fact that hiatus is strongly avoided in Gothic, as discussed in 2.3.1.5. 
The difference here with respect to soo.il is that there is a morpheme boundary, 
leaving an option to delete the IV.



Old Icelandic
In view of the discussion of Gothic, we may better understand the Nordic situation. 
We suggest that the form of the deverbal suffix generally used is -ni. This suffix 
attaches to the verb root in classes 1 and 3. If the stem vowel were there, we would 
definitely expect z-umlaut, as in the infinitive soolga ’to search’. The i of the suffix 
apparently does not cause umlaut, probably due to the fact that deverbal noun 
formation was fully productive at the time of /-umlaut and that synchronically, the 
rule of /-umlaut preceded the suffixation of -ni.

In class 2 verbs, the suffix -ni attaches to the verb stem. This is here merely 
observed and not explained, although we may notice that the quantity of the stem 
vowel would seem to be a relevant factor.

(63)

*so k- + ni >resyll> *so kni

*auö- + ni >resyll> *auöni 

a a a o

//j^l
>sync> sookn 

o

ffl

>sync> auön 

a o

W //jJMl

*skipo- + ni >resyll> *skipo ni >sync> *skipoon 

o a
4/î\

>des, /i-del> skipan

Later on, the final nasal of sookn and audn becomes syllabic (Wessén 1969:60) and 
in e.g. Old Swedish an epenthetic vowel develops: sok.ken ’parish’. The quantitative 
development displayed by *skipoon > skipan ’arrangement’ is parallel with the 
de-adjectival nouns discussed below. While the morpheme -n becomes obsolete, 
-an/-un clearly retain productivity, as they begin to form deverbal abstracts from 
other verbs than original 00-verbs. The final -n is kept, contrary to the infinitives 
(*valjan > velja) and the de-adjectival nouns (*goodiin > good!) discussed below.



Beside the more frequently used suffix -ni, the variant -ini was also present in 
Proto-Nordic, as observed above. This form is resemblant of the Gothic forms. 
However, in Nordic only few words display signs of such an etymology (leysi-, 
sendi-, etc.).

3.3.2 Abstract nouns formed on adjectives

We will now briefly consider another morpheme, the suffix *-iin. This suffix also 
forms abstract nouns, from adjectives.66

Our analysis of the deverbal suffix in Nordic gets some indirect support from the 
development of the de-adjectival suffix, in that the -ün-suffix displays the 
development that we would have expected from the deverbal suffix, if the traditional 
etymology were correct. That is if we assume that the deverbal suffix is +ini 
showing up as i-ini in affixation with class 1 weak verbs, then we expect loss of the 
final i by syncope (> +i-in), and vowel shortening by mora-loss (> +in). Mora- 
loss will make the final n weightless, so hence we may expect the final nasal to be 
lost, too, though this is not a strong prediction (> /). The resulting forms should 
definitely have /-umlaut, since an i in the second syllable is present throughout. 
This is the case of 01 ley si (< *lausi-ini).

Now, this development (except syncope) is displayed by the de-adjectival abstract 
nouns, OI gledi, OSw gläpi ’joy’, OI g00Öi ’goodness’, OI blindi, OSw blinde 
’blindness’, OI snilli, OSw snille ’wisdom’. We account for the development in the 
following diachronic steps. Our sample word is *goodiin > 01 geodi ’goodness’. 
’Des’ = destressing, ’/x-del’ = mora deletion, ’NC’ = nasal coalescence.

(64) a. (X) (x) X . X .
o a a o o a

*go 5i n >des> *go 9i n >/x-del> *go 9i n

X .
a a

>NC> *go Öin



b. (X) (.) (X) ( . )
a o o o

>reinterpretation> go Öi OR go 8ï



Notes for chapter 3

1. In its original use, the term ’syncope’ refers to vowel deletion in closed syllables 
or inside words, while apocope is used for vowel deletion in absolute finality. In its 
traditional use (in Scandinavia), syncope refers to Proto-Nordic vowel deletion 
generally, i.e. deletion in closed and open syllables. The period is often referred to 
as the syncope period.

For the matters discussed in this chapter, we adopt the traditional use of the term 
syncope, with one important modification. Syncope will refer to the deletion of a 
morn, rather than the deletion of a vowel. The term ’apocope’ will refer to vowel 
deletion in absolute finality. In the discussion of the so-called second syncope period 
we shall use the term (late Proto-Nordic) ’vowel deletion’, as distinct from syncope 
and apocope. The importance of these terminological differences will emerge from 
the discussions e.g. in 3.2.4 and in chapter 4.

Thus, it is denied that a principled distinction should be made on the basis of the 
location of the vowel in word-final vs. non-word-final position, in the early 
Germanic dialects (cf. Jacobs 1989:ch.2, for Romance languages).

2. In view of the fact that the early Germanic dialects develop in a similar way with 
respect to syncope, vowel shortening and the quantity shift, it is expected that the 
stress system proposed should hold for all of them, at least in its basic features. It 
should be mentioned, however, that a complete study covering all the main dialects 
has not been carried out. For the stress system of Old English, cf. Riad (1990).

3. Whether syncope spreads by language contact or whether it arises independently 
in the different languages, is something we will leave as an open question. The 
similarity of prosodic structure in the dialects and the generality of the application 
of syncope allows for both theories, as well as combinations of them.

4. It is often stated that syncope occurs earlier following a heavy syllable than 
following a light syllable (Wessén 1969:10f.). However, it will be seen that this 
generalization holds for bisyllabic words only, where the weight of the stem syllable 
is the only factor available to make the difference. When we turn to trisyllables, this 
generalization falls silent.

5. The form *gastiz is not attested as simplex, though it does occur as part of 
compound names, e.g. Hlewagastiz of the Gallehus horn.

6. In certain contexts, Germanic z becomes rhotacized in the West Germanic 
dialects, as in Proto-Nordic. Sievers/Brunner (1951: §137) cite West Germanic 
pronominal forms like *her ’he’, *wer ’we’ and *mer ’me’. In Old English, the r 
is lost and the vowel is compensatorily (or possibly otherwise, Campbell 1959: §123, 
§125) lengthened. In Old High German, r is retained, e.g. wir, mir (Campbell 
1959:§123, §404fh.). In these monosyllables both segments in the rime are moraic,



as all syllable structure is assigned by the main-stress foot. It is interesting to note 
that these minimal forms undergo rhotacization. We attribute this fact to the 
moraicity imposed on them. The parallel of vocalization of archiphonemes in Gothic 
comes to mind, where III and /U/ are realized as vowels, whenever they occur in 
moraie positions, e.g. /sUnaU/ > summ (+sunaw) (cf. 2.3.1).

7. This theory is a development of Hayes (1981). The important changes are that the 
set of basic foot templates replaces information previously expressed as parameters 
(headedness (left/right) and quantity sensitivity (yes/no)). The virtue of the new 
theory is that systematic gaps are eliminated and that rare stress systems are 
construed as more marked. An essentially similar theory was developed 
independently by McCarthy & Prince (1986).

8. In order to highlight the relevant structure for syncope (and to save some space), 
we shall be using a somewhat reduced representation, where relevant. This is 
exemplified by the representations of *wordoo ’words’, below, where (a) is the 
reduced representation.

(i) a.
(X) (x) 
ßß ßß 

*wor.doo

At the bottom of (a) we have the phonological string, in which syllable boundaries 
are indicated by dots and long segments are indicated by geminate spelling. This 
string is in itself a summary of the bundles of features that make up segments. 
Above the string, we indicate the moras of each syllable, and above moraie 
structure, we indicate stress structure. What has been omitted in the structure, then, 
is the syllable node and association lines between the levels of representation. Note 
the difference in representation of the long final vowel.

9. For other analyses of the stem-initial constellation of a light syllable followed by 
a heavy syllable in Germanic dialects, cf. Keyser & O’Neil (1985), Dresher & 
Lahiri (1986, 1991), Lahiri & van der Hulst (1988). A discussion of these proposals 
vis-à-vis the present proposal may be found in Riad (1990).

10. One potential implication of Kager’s (1989) development of the metrical 
description of quantitative stress systems is that the direction of foot assignment may 
come to carry less of the burden in deriving the correct stress structure. In the early 
Germanic languages, once main-stress and stress by inherent weight have been 
assigned, there are very few syllables left to assign metrical structure to, and the 
direction will be decisive in only a very few cases. 11

11. If the final syllable is heavy, as in *kâtildoz ’kettles’, the direction of foot 
assignment makes no difference.

b. (X)(x)

*wordo



12. It is to be expected that this inherent conflict will have short-term as well as 
long-term effects as long as the conflict is kept in the system. The long-term effect 
is that the stress system moves towards a fundamental change, where the assignment 
of main-stress can be reconciled and unified with other stress assignment. This 
development is a central topic of this study. Short-term effects of this conflict will 
be stress clashes with concomitant rhythmic resolution by destressing. Such effects 
will persist until more permanent solutions at the systematic level are instantiated 
(e.g. phonemic vowel shortening or change of the syllabification procedure).

13. The sonority principle is also in conflict with Prokosch’s law, but here the 
precedence of the sonority principle is a matter of ordering (and a function of left- 
to-right assignment of structure); cf. chapter 2.

Notice that the bimoraic condition is not violated by virtue of Prokosch’s law 
being overruled. The bimoraic condition holds of the minimal word, which means 
it can be satisfied in e.g. two syllables. Prokosch’s law is less ’holistic’.

14. The general limit to the application of medial syncope in Gothic is that i is 
affected when adjacent to the glide j, e.g. -ja and -yoo-stems, otherwise not. 
Examples are nom.pl. *kunijoo > kunja ’kins’, inf. *doomijan > doomjan ’to 
judge’ vs. Pre-Gothic nom.pl. *haußidoo > haubida ’heads’ (cf. 3.2.4.6).

15. Overlength, to be sure, creates trimoraic syllables. However, the few cases of 
true overlength (arising in Proto-Nordic) that we find occur as a direct function of 
the double segmental quantity system. Overlength represents the case when both the 
vowel and the post-vocalic consonant are underlyingly long. The distinction between 
e.g. trimoraic and bimoraic syllable lacks all grammatical employment (cf. 5.1.3.2).

16. In Old English, with a slight overgeneralization, this is the distinction between 
targets and non-targets for syncope. We return to the nature of syncope in bisyllabic 
light stems (3.2.4).

17. A distinction in the measurement of weight between the initial syllable and other 
syllables is employed also in Alutiiq (Pacific Yupik) as analyzed by Hewitt (1990). 
In the dialects of Alutiiq, stress is assigned to all syllables that have an underlying 
long vowel or a phonologically lengthened vowel. In addition to this the initial 
syllable is stressed, if it is closed by a consonant. Hence, it would seem that vowels 
are always moraic, while consonants may be moraic only in the initial syllable (cf. 
also 2.3.1.2).

18. When we get to the analysis of the second syncope period (3.2.4), it will be 
seen that the term ’syncope’, which we defined as mora-deletion, is not quite 
appropriate. In the second period, the vowel rather than the mora is the target for 
deletion.



19.1 have used datings in Noreen (N) (1913), von Friesen (vF) (1933), Nielsen (Ni) 
(1970), Krause (K) (1971), Antonsen (A) (1975), Gronvik (G) (1985, 1987). I have 
further consulted runologists to check the currency of datings.

20. The references are Nielsen (1970:29), Gronvik (1987:185) for Eggjum and 
Gronvik (1987:115) for Björketorp, directly below.

21. The references in this list are Gronvik (1987:187) for Sölvesborg, Nielsen 
(1970:32) and Gronvik (1987:171) for Gursten, Nielsen (1970:32) and Gronvik 
(1987:171) for Oklunda.

22. The word sun occurs in several inscriptions (Mejlby, 0rsted, Ferslev, 
Flejsborg, 0rum) which are considered to belong to the same group as the Jelling 
monuments, on typological grounds. This fact would date the early evidence of 
syncopated light stems to around the middle of the 10th century.

23. The Gothic syncope situation for i and u is somewhat unclear, cf. 3.2.4.6, 
below. What is clear, however, is that a-syncope has applied.

24. In Old English, medial syncope in trisyllabic light stems is not quite as general; 
cf. Riad 1990.

25. In this type of situation, explicit theories have a role to play, as the predictions 
of the theory may lead to a certain progress. In this note, we give one example of 
a morphology-based theory, Gronvik (1987), which creates a chronological 
breakdown in several steps. Gremvik’s theory is based on linguistic, archaeological 
and runological considerations. The information on relative and absolute chronology 
from archaeological evaluation of the items on which runes are written is used for 
selecting (relatively) reliable inscriptions. The chronology is established on linguistic 
grounds, checked against the archaeological facts and, in the last instance, against 
runological observations regarding orthography, etc. The linguistic method is based 
on the internal, morphological coherence within the paradigm. Consider the schema 
in (i), which illustrates the relation between singular and plural forms (Gronvik 
1987:168). Roman numbers indicate diachronic stages. The sample word is *armaz 
’arm’.

(i) I Sg.nom. *armaz : pl.nom. *armooz
II Sg.nom. *arm-z : pl.nom. *armooz
HI Sg.nom. *arm-z : pl.nom. *armaz

The conclusion drawn here is that syncope of the singular nominative form must 
have taken place before the shortening (and quality change) of oo > a in the plural 
form. Otherwise, two undesirable predictions are made, namely that the 
morphological distinction between singular and plural would be lost by homophony, 
and that the plural form should undergo syncope. A similar schema is set up for the 
accusative forms (Gnamvik 1987:169).



(ii) I Sg.acc. *arma
n Sg.acc. *arm
III Sg.acc. *arm

pl.acc. * arman (<-nz)
pl.acc. *armä 
pl.acc. *arma

Here, syncope must take place in the singular forms before the nasal is dropped in 
the plural.

Extending this line of reasoning, different paradigms are combined. The sample 
word is *blindoo ’blindness’.

(iii) I masc.sg.acc. *arma
II masc. sg.acc. *arm
III masc. sg.acc. *arm

fem.pl.acc. *blindoo 
fem.pl.acc. *blindoo 
fem.pl.acc. *blinda

As the 00-stems eventually shorten to a, which is not subject to syncopation, 
paradigmatic coherence predicts that the a of û-stems syncopates prior to vowel 
shortening of 00. Gronvik observes that stage II, which is crucial to this theory, is 
by and large reflected in Gothic. Further breakdown is attainable by this method of 
reconstruction. The reader is referred to the original work (Gronvik 1987) for the 
full account.

The main chronology emerging from Gronvik’s work is given below, based of 
course on Gronvik’s datings and periodicity.

(iv) I 200-500 Proto-Nordic (PN)
This is the pre-syncope period. Theme vowels a, i, u are retained and cause 
allophonic umlaut and breaking in the preceding (stressed) syllable.

n 500-580 Older Nordic
a. -00 and -00z retained (blindoo, dagooz)
b. syncope of a in heavy stems and light stems
c. syncope of i in heavy stems
d. (a little later) syncope of u in heavy stems
e. -00[+nas] is retained
f. in compounds, a i u are retained following a light syllable

in 580-800/830 Younger Nordic
a. -00 > a, -ooz > az
b. i and u are retained after light syllable

IV 800-
a. syncope of i and u after light root syllables

Gronvik’s analysis is based on morphology and paradigm-internal coherence. 
Consistent morphology will clearly be an important factor in the implementation of 
syncope and vowel shortening. For instance, syncope of a in heavy stems will



probably exert some pressure for a corresponding change in light stems, thus keeping 
morphology coherent. However, the cause of syncope being prosodic, it is clear that 
morphological considerations will lack full control over the development.

While syncope of a in light stems may have taken place soon after syncope in 
heavy stems, this is not the case for syncope of i and u. For these vowels the delay 
is well attested, and therefore there will have been paradigmatic differences between 
light stems and heavy stems for a long while, i.e. exactly the type of situation that 
a morphology-based theory would like to avoid. If homophony is to be avoided 
between singular and plural forms, vowel shortening must be said to apply in heavy 
stems at one point in time, and in light stems at a later date, an unnatural and ad hoc 
assumption. To solve this problem, Gronvik tentatively suggests that the introduction 
of the melodic accent distinction (1987:172f.) takes place and that, following that, 
only accent 1 words are subject to syncope.

This seems to me to push the theory beyond necessity. A brief look at e.g. the Old 
English nominal paradigms informs us that light stems and heavy stems of the same 
paradigm may well differ in case morphology. Morphology can clearly be stretched 
and augmented with alternating suffixes when needed.

The contention, then, is that the prosodically conditioned rules of syncope and 
mora deletion (i.e. vowel shortening and nasal loss) should be expected to apply with 
generality. Morphology will influence the actual implementation in various ways, but 
still play a subordinate role in the long-term perspective.

26. The V is here merely a representative of the collected properties of the vowel, 
and does not represent a position (a ’slot’) on a skeletal tier. Moraic theory denies 
the existence of an independent skeletal tier, and templatic shapes are formulated 
in terms of prosodic categories (Wd, F, <j, etc.) of different sizes, down to the 
mora, and not down to the segment (McCarthy & Prince 1986:3f.).

27. In Proto-Nordic, syncope of the high vowels could take place by the generalized 
version of the rule. In preliterary Old English, the time-span between ß-deletion and 
/, «-deletion is rather large and the generalized version of the rule would probably 
target too many words.

28. In the analysis of the chronology of reduction in Germanic it is clear that 
reduction by syncope and reduction by vowel shortening should be analyzed together 
(cf. Voyles 1988 and Riad 1990 for discussions of this matter).

29. We have not pursued potential predictions of continuous syllabification and 
footing in the larger context of lexical phonology (Kiparsky 1982,1985). No specific 
study of the lexical phonology of the languages and dialects discussed here has been 
carried out in this work.

An alternative mode of handling ill-formed or incomplete output of syncope is to 
have a set of relinking (repair) rules apply, thus making ill-formed structures well- 
formed.



30. I.e. assuming final consonant extrametricality or similar approaches is not 
warranted until a long time later (cf, chapters 5 and 6). A potential piece of evidence 
for the heavy weight of these final syllables is Old Icelandic orthography, e.g. 
<heitinn>, < ketill >. As argued in 6.2.2.1, a consonantal quantity distinction 
could be made in the final syllable of bisyllables, which would mean that an 
underlying geminate could be permitted in this position. That would necessarily lead 
to a heavy syllable near the surface (and probably to a destressed syllable on the 
surface).

31. The morphological breakdown should place the two Fs in different morphemes, 
if the obligatory contour principle (OCP) is correct (McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988). 
Thus, the so-called -ja-stems should be underlyingly /heröl+Iaz/ for heavy stems 
and /ne})+Iaz/ (or possibly /nej)l+az/) for (traditional) light stems. The stem-final, 
”extra” 1 of the heavy stem is most likely due to some requirement of syllable 
structure, originating not in Germanic, but in Indo-European. The alternation as such 
is a case of Sievers’s law (Sievers 1878, Edgerton 1943, Szemerényi 1980:98ff.).

32. The fact that there are no traces of z in the descendants of forms like 
*haußudomiz is due to assimilation rather than age (Krahe/Meid 1969:§98.1). Cf. 
*kaßisijaz > OI kef sir, where the z is preserved as r in the expected fashion.

33. The interpretation of the form horna as accusative singular is not uncontested. 
Vennemann (1989) contends that horna is an accusative dual form. The 
consequences of this reinterpretation are quite far-reaching, as the reconstructed 
development of the Indo-European accusative singular ending *-om of the neuter 
a-stem paradigm, to Germanic *-a is based on this particular form.

34. Yet later, well after the end of the syncope period, we find again that the 
distinction between open and closed syllable word-finally is employed. A case in 
point is incomplete vowel weakening in Old Swedish (4.1.3).

35. The heavy forms of pronouns would alternate with light forms (Krahe/Meid 
1969:§35), as is the way of pronouns.

36. Recall the built-in conflict in the stress system (3.1.2.1). The fixed main-stress 
is in occasional conflict with the foot-algorithm, which sometimes forces the main- 
stress foot to make do with a monomoraic stem-initial syllable. This internal 
disharmony can be expected to press for amelioration, in the long run (cf. D’Alquen 
1988:22ff.). The quantity shift, or any tendency in this direction, will have this 
ameliorating effect.

37. It does not seem implausible that deep embedding of the conflict could be the 
reason why the conflict as such can live on in the Germanic dialects for so long (i.e. 
be inherited generation after generation), and seem to move the prosody in the same 
direction, century after century.



38. For this reason, presumably, the process known as iambic shortening (and as 
brevis brevians) was introduced in Latin (Allen 1973:179ff.), a language whose 
stress system employs the moraic trochee. Iambic shortening affects words like egoo 
T, citoo ’quickly’, modoo ’just, only’, the initial syllable carrying main-stress, 
changing them into ego, cito, modo, canonical trochees. According to Allen, words 
of this type were considered anomalous, or came to be anomalous, with respect to 
the stress system in historical times (cf. also Prince 1991:16f.). As we have seen, 
forms analogous to the input to iambic shortening occur in Proto-Nordic, too, e.g. 
*geßoo > *geßu (> 01 giqf) ’gift’ (cf. 2.3.1.2 below).

39. This must be so, since reapplication of these algorithms would immediately 
assign the same structure as before destressing.

40. Old High German, Old English and Old Saxon all retain the final nasal.

41. We may be able to extend this argument further in view of the fact that syncope, 
too, deletes moras. In these cases the vowel is necessarily deleted. Perhaps the 
different behaviour of moraic consonants from (moraic) vowels is ultimately due to 
their different functional roles. Note in this context that the representation of 
geminate vowels vs, geminate consonants is different. A vowel is a canonical mora, 
while a consonant may function as a mora. The different relations between segment 
type and mora has interesting consequences for the realization of underlying quantity 
distinctions (cf. 6.2.2.5).

42. The formulation of the rule in (44) does not clearly express at what level the 
change begins. However, since the problem resides in the contradiction between 
underlying heavy weight and surface reduction, it is clear that mora deletion applies 
first and everything else follows.

43. Incidentally, this is also the case in reduced forms in Modem Swedish (Garlén
1984:800-

44. By loss of word-initial glides in Proto-Nordic what was formerly they-graph, 
*jaara ’a year’s growth (rune-name)’, came to represent oral a, i.e. it turned into 
an ’*aara-graph’, according to the acrophonic principle (von Friesen 1933:61ff.).

45. The fl-graph may be used for expected nasal a, absence of the ay-graph not 
entailing absence of nasality (Williams 1990:33). The ew-graph later becomes 
associated with a rounded vowel quality (hence os), and as such, it is used in 
positions that are not nasalized.

46. Another conceivable cause for deweighting of heavy syllables would be the 
introduction of extrametricality. This solution, however, apart from being less than 
sufficiently warranted at this time, would not lead us to expect the n to be lost. 
Extrametricality, applying early in the phonology, would precede the syncope rule, 
thus opening up the final syllable for syncope. If the stress clash is resolved (one



way or the other) during the first syncope period, we must avoid creating input to 
the syncope rule. The proposed account does this, whereas extrametricality does not. 
As I have not made a close study of Old English and Old High German in this 
respect - both of which languages retain the final n into the ’Middle’ language stages 
- the argument is not taken any further.

47. Final r is also dropped word-finally, but later (Peterson 1983, Tjäder 1961). 
Final / is never dropped.

48. /-umlaut could take place at any time, as the j stays in place.

49.1 would like to thank Henrik Williams for bringing the existence of this verb to 
my attention.

50. The interpretation of this word as an infinitive is Krause’s (1971:151), who 
assumes that it corresponds to Icelandicpreyja ’to long’. Antonsen (1975:42) gives 
the form a nominal interpretation, as a personal name.

51. Another potential stress clash context is provided by trisyllabic heavy stems with 
light second and third syllables.

(i) (X) (x .)
PP P P 

*her.öi.jaz

(X) (x •)
PP P P 

hai.ti.naz

The juxtaposition of two prominences may have created stress clashes at this time. 
Similar cases in Old Swedish are subject to resolution and subsequent weakening of 
the destressed vowel (cf. 4.1.4.2). However, since there is no evidence in runic 
inscriptions bearing on this matter, it becomes an academic question whether or not 
clash was present in these forms prior to syncope. Trisyllables of this kind cannot 
resolve a stress clash permanently in any way other than by a change in stress 
assignment. They may thus be compared to long vowels, which are ’canonical’ 
resolution targets, as they are heavy by inherent weight and permit permanent 
shortening.

52. It is not warranted, however, simply to call these vowel deletions apocope, 
without further qualification of the terminology (cf. below and 4.1.2).

53. The observant reader will have noticed that vowel shortening, nasal 
coalescence/nasal loss and syncope have rather similar formal environments: All 
rules involve the loss of a mora in a metrically weak position. There is an intuitive 
appeal in this fact, since they are all part of the same reductive tendency.

54. Heavy stems with a glide as onset to the second syllable (traditionally often 
called light stems), stay bisyllabic after the first syncope period, nepjaz > ö-sync > 
*nipiz. After the second period they emerge as monosyllables, 01 nipr ’descendant, 
relative’.



55. The definition of ’content word’ is not uncomplicated. Here we leave pronouns 
and adverbs out of the discussion, as such words often will have unstressed 
monomoraic variants along with stressed bimoraic variants, cf. e.g. Old English 
me/mee ’me’, he/hee ’he’ (Krahe/Meid 1969:§31-48).

56. Originally, the nominative occurred in the "Dehnstufe", whereas other cases 
could have a short vowel in the root, the ending providing the second mora. In 
Germanic the length of the nominative form is generalized throughout the paradigm 
(Streitberg 1900:§159).

57. The preterite singular of strong verbs will still have been largely governed by 
the ablaut system. The systematicity of the ablaut may possibly have licensed forms 
like las ’he read’ even before the emergence of the bimoraic condition in Germanic.

58. The reader will notice that gest and stad are not quite equal, in that gest has an 
extra segment word-finally. However, all that counts for the purposes of weight are 
the two moraic positions. The final t in gest does not contribute to the weight of the 
word.

59. In the descriptions of syncope, there is no mentioning of vowel weakening 
preceding syncope. The general impression is that there was no weakening (cf. the 
English term ’high vowel deletion’) comparable to the extensive weakening that 
precedes later apocope (cf. chapter 4). For instance, there is no orthographic 
evidence for vowel weakening in Proto-Nordic. It is not really expected that runic 
orthography would reflect weakening, since it is quite normal that one runic graph 
represents two or more phonetic qualities. On the other hand, the implementation 
of /-umlaut would seem to support an expectation that the vowel quality is rather 
unreduced at the point it is lost, at least in the first syncope period.

The phonemic implementation of /-umlaut in the root vowel is preceded by a 
period of allophonic, qualitative variation. The moment the / is lost, then 
phonemicization takes place (/gastiz/ > /gestr/). In the light of this development, 
one would expect that the vowel / retains its quality up to the moment of deletion, 
since otherwise there is a risk that the allophonic umlauted quality in the root vowel 
would be lost before the deletion, and there would be no phonemic umlaut.

Now, one of two .different arguments could be made here. On the one hand the 
lack of evidence for vowel weakening preceding syncope and late Proto-Nordic 
vowel deletion could be taken to display a similarity between these two rules, 
strengthening the relation between them.

On the other hand, it is tempting to rely on the difference between the rules and 
say something about /-umlaut. As long as syncope applies, vowel weakening is not 
necessarily expected. The mora is increasingly weak, but this does not have to be 
reflected as weakening of the vowel, /-umlaut in the first syncope period may well 
be taken to show this. However, after the first syncope period, the so-called ’umlaut
less’ period begins, in which bisyllabic light stems undergo syncope, but without 
displaying /-umlaut (Kock 1888). Now, if syncope in the second period is performed 
by a vowel deletion rule, then we more readily expect that the vowel loss is preceded



by weakening of the umlaut-causing i. If there is weakening in light stems, then that 
would (in part) explain why umlaut is so limited in light stems. Concerning the 
obligatoriness of umlaut where there is a j, it is clear that j always follows a heavy 
syllable (Riad 1988:18f.).

60. It is predicted that vowel deletion should come after syncope, in dialects that 
acquire vowel deletion (cf. 3.2.4.4 above). There is no prediction as to the expected 
time-span between the rules.

61. Prokosch (1939:134) also lists hatis ’hatred’, agis ’terror’ and riqis ’darkness’, 
as examples of non-syncopated i in light stems. However, these are originally 
trisyllabic a-stems (*haäza-), and may therefore not be very representative. 
Streitberg (1900:§146), however, adduces potential evidence for syncope in the 
corresponding heavy stems, where syncope has applied, viz. piihs < J)eihs> ’time’, 
wiihs < weihs> ’village’. The contrast is brought out in the comparative adverbs, 
too, halls ’hardly’, framis ’further’ vs. slips <seij>s> (<{3ana-seijps> ’further, 
still’), werps < walrus > (<jaind-wairj)s> ’thither’).

62. This is the traditional way of presenting the endings. A reinterpretation is 
warranted, with regard to the discovery of the obligatory contour principle (Leben 
1973, McCarthy 1986). The morphological breakdown would then be e.g. *sooki-ini 
> sooki-ins, *mitoo-ni > mitoo-ns (oo being a geminate vowel).

63. The final n in words like audn and hqfn later becomes syllabic (Wessén 
1969:60).

64. In Kock’s theory the lack of /-umlaut is due to the length of the i and to the 
thereon dependent lateness of its syncopation (1911:108ff.).

65. Note that we do not mean to say that this is necessarily the correct etymology 
for 01 ley si. While these (productive) morphemes will congrue with the synchronic 
rules steering the reduction of quantity, each separate deverbal noun need not have 
existed all along. In theory, leysi could have been formed in OI as ley si, in late 
Proto-Nordic as *lausiin or in early Proto-Nordic as *lausiini. It could also have 
arisen from another morpheme, Gmc *-iin which also forms feminine abstract nouns, 
though from adjectives. What we are looking for here is the overall pattern, and 
lausn as derived from *lausiini does not fit this pattern.

66. In Old High German and Old Saxon the two suffixes -ini and -iin merge, 
whereas in Gothic, Old English and Nordic they are kept apart. In the Nordic case, 
this may be due to the fact that the deverbal suffix used had the simple shape of -ni, 
making it dissimilar from -iin.
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Chapter 4

Balance in Old Swedish and in Scandinavian dialects

4.0 Introduction

Following the period of syncope and vowel shortening, the process of reduction is 
continued in various ways in the different Scandinavian dialects. In the Old Swedish 
and Old Norwegian period, many dialects develop a new type of prosody in light 
stems, giving rise to the phenomenon known as vowel balance. This term 
summarizes a group of related and/or interacting phenomena. We shall henceforth 
refer to the prosodic pattern simply as balance.

Balance used to occur on a large, mainland Scandinavian area. Some 
contemporary dialects, which have not yet implemented or completed the quantity 
shift (chapter 6), still display the characteristic balance features, e.g. the dialects of 
Älvdalen in Sweden and Nord-Gudbrandsdalen in Norway. Dialects like these 
provide a good source of information on the metrical state of the standard language 
before the quantity shift. We shall draw examples of balance phenomena from 
several present-day Swedish and Norwegian dialects, as well as from Old Swedish 
manuscripts. The dialectal sources are of varying dates (several from the first half 
of this century) and for this reason, the citations will not be completely up to date. 
I do not consider this a problem, since our focus will be on the balance phenomena 
as such, and how they relate to the Old Swedish prosodic system, rather than their 
exact state and spread in dialects today.

We will not deal in this chapter with the important changes in syllabification and 
stress assignment that take place following the end of the syncope period. These 
matters will only be alluded to here, the analysis of the stress system as a whole 
being the topic of chapters 5 and 6.

4.0.1 Balance and reduction

The traditional formulation of the generalization for Vowel balance’ (Sw 
Vokalbalans’, Da Vokalbalance ’, Nw ’jamvektsregelen’1) may be summarized in 
terms similar to the following (cf. Kock 1921:42f., Brondum-Nielsen 1927:7Iff., 
Hesselman 1948-53:ch.5, Wessén 1969:45ff.):



(1) The quality of the vowel of the second syllable in bisyllabic words is 
related to the quantity of the initial syllable. If the initial syllable is light, 
then the vowel of the final syllable has a sharper quality than if the initial 
syllable is heavy, in which case the vowel of the final syllable is 
relatively lax.

The (hardly controversial) proposal here is that vowel balance is not one single rule, 
but the result of interacting rules. Thus, the term ’vowel balance’ denotes the 
observed surface generalization in (1), rather than a primitive phenomenon of 
Scandinavian dialects. For this reason, we avoid the term ’vowel balance’ and use 
instead the term ’balance’ (or ’balance prosody’) in a more narrow sense, and give 
our own definitions of the relevant phenomena involved in (1).

Dialects that have balance display a specific prosodic pattern in light stems, often 
described as evenly distributed stress over both syllables. The presence of balance 
gives rise to a distinction in the stress pattern, based on the weight of the root 
syllable, i.e. between heavy stems and light stems. This distinction influences the 
treatment of the second syllable, by rules related to balance as well as by other 
rules. We define ’balance’ as a specific metrical configuration, which dominates 
light stems.2

(2) Balance
(X)
A

ß ß
CvCv(C)

(2) depicts a light stem dominated by a unipositional main-stress foot. The 
characteristic feature of balance, we propose, is that one single stress position 
dominates two syllables. The stress here is always main-stress and the two syllables 
are always stem-initial. The arguments for assuming the structure in (2) will be 
given as we go along. Dialects may have or not have balance, and we will talk of 
’balance dialects’ and ’non-balance dialects’, of ’balanced apocope’ and ’non- 
balanced apocope’, and so on.

The vowel alternation in the second syllable of light stems and heavy stems, 
respectively, is a slightly different matter. Synchronically, this alternation involves 
two aspects, which we will refer to as vowel weakening and vowel strengthening. 
Both of these aspects occur as positive rules.

Consider vowel weakening. In the diachronic perspective, vowel weakening is part 
of the general and ongoing process of reduction discussed in chapter 3, and we shall



account for it in similar terms as before. In Old Swedish, reduction is instantiated 
by the rules of vowel weakening and apocope. One notable fact is that these rules 
occur all over the Nordic language area, i.e. in balance dialects as well as in non
balance dialects.3 This fact tells us that vowel weakening and apocope are not 
essentially dependent on the presence or absence of balance, but rather represent a 
default type of development. Where balance prosody occurs, however, the reduction 
rules operate in a balanced fashion, i.e. they reduce vowels following heavy stem 
syllables, but not vowels following light stem syllables. Outside the balance area, the 
reduction rules operate without making this weight distinction.

In contrast to vowel weakening, vowel strengthening in the second syllable of 
light stems is completely dependent on balance.4 This type of vowel strengthening, 
together with the related phenomena of level stress and vowel levelling, affect light 
stems only and apply in balance dialects only, as we will demonstrate. In view of 
the ubiquity of vowel weakening and the limited occurrence of vowel strengthening, 
it is clearly the nature of the latter that requires explanation, for us to further 
understand the vowel alternations described in (1).

The rules of vowel weakening, vowel strengthening and vowel levelling cause 
allophonic variation in their productive stage. When the quantity shift is 
implemented, the effects of balance, e.g. vowel strengthening, are often undone. 
However, in the improductive stage, balance and strengthening effects may be 
retained as allomorphs or otherwise, depending on phonemics.

(3) is a display of the terms, phenomena and rules to be discussed.

(3) Reduction: vowel weakening
apocope

Balance: level stress
vowel strengthening 
vowel levelling

4.0.2 Light root syllables

Balance presupposes the presence of light (i.e. monomoraic) root syllables in a 
dialect. In Old Swedish and Old Norwegian, the presence of light root syllables was 
a feature common to all dialects. In present-day Swedish and Norwegian dialects, 
this is an archaic feature, since the quantity shift, implemented primarily in the 15th 
century, eliminated the light root syllable (as well as the overlong syllable).5



The syllable types that tradition considers light in this context are CVC in 
monosyllables and Cv.Cv in bi- or polysyllables. This is not in complete harmony 
with the definition of light syllables adopted in this thesis, where CVC monosyllables 
are considered bimoraic, hence heavy. However, with this remark we postpone the 
discussion of syllable weight to chapter 5.

Very few dialects retain CvC monosyllables. Generally, either the vowel or the 
postvocalic consonant has lengthened. There are, however, still a fair number of 
dialects which retain Cv. CV bisyllables. Dialects retaining CvC monosyllables but not 
Cv. Cv bisyllables do not occur. Some representatives of dialects displaying light root 
syllables are given below. The sources for (4) are Hesselman (1948-53), Selenius 
(1972), Söderström (1972) and Kristoffersen (1990).

(4) Dialects retaining light root syllables

CVC monosyllables and CV. Cv polysyllables
Norway: Nord-Gudbrandsdalen in Oppland
Finland: Western Nyland, parts of Egentliga Finland
Sweden: Överkalix in Norrbotten (few cases of CvC)

CV. CV polysyllables only
Norway: Tinn in eastern Telemark, dialects in north-eastern 

Telemark
Finland: Swedish dialects
Estonia: Swedish dialects
Sweden: most of Norrbotten, Nordmaling and Bjurholm in southern 

Västerbotten, the dialects north of Lake Siljan in Dalama 
(e.g. Älvdalen)

In these dialects we find various expressions for live vowel balance today.
We turn now to the main topics of this chapter. We begin with an extensive 

discussion of reduction in balance and non-balance dialects and in words of different 
shapes. After this we turn to the implementation of balance prosody and the rules 
relating to it.



4.1 Reduction

Reduction after the syncope period takes two forms, vowel weakening and apocope 
(vowel deletion). As mentioned above, reduction has no genetic relation to balance, 
while the presence of balance will affect the implementation of reduction in a 
dialect, as will be amply exemplified below.

Two things make it clear that reduction by vowel weakening is not directly 
dependent on balance. First, reduction goes on in non-balance dialects, too, where 
the second syllable of light stems is targeted just like the second syllable of heavy 
stems. Second, in balance dialects, vowel weakening applies in the third syllable 
of trisyllables irrespective of the weight of the stem syllable (cf. section 4.1.4.1), 
i.e. in a non-balanced fashion.6

4.1.1 Balanced vowel weakening

Vowel weakening, in a general form, has the effect of weakening the vowels a, i, 
u to the vowels ä, e, o, in metrically weak positions. In a balance dialect, the 
application of this rule results in the alternation between the vowels a, i and u, 
following light stem syllables, and ä, e and o following heavy stem syllables.7

Examples of Old Swedish balanced alternations are given below (from Wessén 
1969:§45,§63 and Noreen 1957:23ff.).8

(5) Light stems Heavy stems

a/ä tala ’to speak’ siungä ’to sing’ 
gangä ’to walk’fara ’to go’

giva ’to give’
kopar ’copper’

blivä ’to become’ 
gangär ’walks’

i/e gläjri ’joy’
gu|)i ’god (obi.)’
faj>ir ’father’
himil ’heaven’
komin ’come (part.)’ vor})en ’become (part.)’

huuse ’house (obi.)’
moojjer ’mother’ 
ängel ’angel’

vaaj)e ’danger’



gatu ’street’ tungo ’tongue (obi.)’
rij)u ’ride’ koomo ’came’
faj>ur ’father’ moojxjr ’mother (obi.)’
diävul ’devil’ mantol ’cloak’
laghum ’law’ landom ’land (obi.)’

By the process of weakening, the vowels i and u are lowered, while a is raised, the 
unity of the process being expressible as centralization. We formulate a maximally 
general rule to capture phonetic vowel weakening in all dialects and in all positions.

(6) Vowel weakening (phonetic):
v -*• [weak]

In words: Weaken a vowel in a metrically weak position. The effect for a particular 
vowel is a change in its quality. The exact qualitative effect on the target vowel is 
not specified, as each vowel will weaken in its own way, under the circumstances 
of a particular situation of realization.

The allophonic variation caused by vowel weakening is subsequently subject to 
phonologization. That is, the younger generation will set up phonological rules of 
vowel weakening. (7) would be vowel weakening of the high vowels.

(7) Vowel weakening (phonological):
vs

V
V

[-high]

Concerning the vowel a, phonological vowel weakening will involve the assignment 
of the feature [-low] to a in the second syllable of heavy stems. Thereby, an 
allophony of vowel qualities of /a/ arises between the second syllables of light and 
heavy stems, respectively. However, also the converse process of vowel 
strengthening in the second syllable of light stems occurs. This rule causes an 
allophony between å and a. We return to this matter in section 4.2.5.

As mentioned, vowel weakening will affect balance dialects differently from non
balance dialects, for the following reason. In non-balance dialects which retain light 
root syllables, the stress structure of light stems is the same as in Proto-Nordic, i.e. 
as in (8).



ß ß ß ß
tala 'to speak' viku 'week (obi.)'

Vowel weakening is thus correctly predicted to take place in these forms, by virtue 
of the mere presence of a weak position in the foot structure.

Turning to balance dialects, we shall argue that the fact that light stems are 
exempted from vowel weakening is due to the lack of a weak position in the stress 
structure. Recall (2) above, where we defined balance as the metrical configuration 
of two syllables dominated by one bimoraic, but unipositional foot. Hence, the 
vowel weakening rule in (6) makes the right predictions for balance dialects, too 
(i.e. balance structures are non-targets).

(9) (X)
A

(X)
A

ß ß ß ß
tala 'to speak' viku 'week (obi.)'

Support for the metrical structure in (9) for light stems in balance dialects will be 
given in the discussions below.

4.1.2 Apocope

Traditionally, the term ’apocope’ denotes vowel loss in absolute finality. Apocope 
occurs over a large area of Scandinavia and is obviously an extension of reduction 
by vowel weakening (Hesselman 1948-53:37). As mentioned previously, we will not 
discuss apocope in depth. In particular we will not discuss the historical origin of 
the rule, since it probably does not occur in Sweden until around the time when 
balance develops and/or the quantity shift is implemented. For a discussion of 
historical apocope in Middle English, cf. 6.6.5.1 and 6.6.5.2.

Balanced vs. non-balanced apocope
Apocope behaves differently in balance dialects and non-balance dialects, just like 
vowel weakening. We may therefore make the distinction between ’balanced’ and 
’non-balanced’ apocope. The general format of the rule is parallel to that of



weakening, with the addition of a symbol for a word boundary. Apocope only 
targets vowels in absolute finality.

(10) Apocope:
v# -► 0

Apocope, as opposed to late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion, tends to be preceded by 
vowel weakening.9 This is one reason for assuming that apocope targets vowels, 
rather than moras. Another reason is the fact that only vowels in absolute finality 
are targeted. This indicates that the rule operates at the low level of the phonological 
string, rather than higher up among moras (where sensitivity to postvocalic non- 
moraic consonants is less expected). Vowel weakening, obviously targeting vowels, 
also exhibits sensitivity to the open/closed syllable distinction, across dialects (cf. 
section 4.1.3 below).10

The exclusion of light stems as targets for the apocope rule in balance dialects is, 
again, due to their lack of a weak metrical position.

Examples of balanced and non-balanced apocope are given in (11) and (12). The 
data are taken from Hesselman (1948-53:36f.). In some forms, apocope causes 
vowel lengthening in the root syllable accompanied by circumflexion. Pre-apocope 
forms that have undergone vowel weakening (the normal case) are bracketed.

(11) Balanced apocope (Finland)

Pre-apocope Apocope

Heavy stems kasta (käste) kast ’to throw*
tungu (tunge) tung ’tongue (obi.)’

Light stems tala 
viku

’to speak’ 
’week (obi.)’

Balanced apocope also occurs in several northern dialects, e.g. in Häijedalen, 
Medelpad and Västerbotten.

(12) Non-balanced apocope (northern Värmland)

Pre-apocope Apocope

Heavy stems kasta (käste) kâast ’to throw’
tungu (tunge) tûung ’tongue (obi.)’



Light stems tala (tale) tâal ’to speak’
viku (veke) vêek ’week (obi.)’

Non-balanced apocope also occurs in dialects in southeastern Småland and in Öland.
As seen above, apocope in heavy stems is not necessarily accompanied by vowel 

lengthening and circumflexion. In light stems, however, a long vowel always occurs 
in the root syllable, if apocope has applies in the final syllable (Hesselman 1948- 
53:254)."

Conditional and unconditional apocope
Apart from the balance distinction of apocope, there is a further distinction, which 
we may call ’conditional’ and ’unconditional’ apocope. Hesselman (1948-53:39ff.) 
mentions a few dialects that are reported to have conditional apocope. Two such 
dialects are Älvdalsmål (Levander 1920) and the dialect of southern Fämebo in 
Värmland (Kallstenius 1902, 1927), where the general rule is that apocope operates 
everywhere except when the word is in clause-final position. A reason for this 
distribution could be the fact that vowels tend to lengthen in final positions (word- 
final, clause-final position). However, there are numerous facultative exceptions to 
the clause-final generalization. Sometimes, apocope is omitted in the midst of a 
clause before a stressed word. This is typical of phrases where an attributive 
adjective and its following noun are both stressed. Sometimes, a minor pause is 
sufficient to warrant apocope. Conditional apocope is clearly dependent on rhythm, 
and gives evidence of productive vowel deletion.

We now turn to unconditional apocope, i.e. apocope that is insensitive to position 
in the clause. Unconditional apocope occurs e.g. in dialects in northern Värmland 
as discussed above. Hesselman assumes (1948-53:43) that these dialects have passed 
through a stage of conditional apocope at an earlier date. Unconditional apocope 
would thereby be the generalization of apocope to all positions of forms that were 
frequently subject to conditional apocope previously. This way, Hesselman suggests, 
we can better understand the fact that in certain classes of words (e.g. attributive 
adjectives, adjectives in the comparative and superlative forms), apocope may be 
generally lacking, even in dialects in the heartland of apocope.

In what follows, we are mainly interested in unconditional apocope, since that 
rule is related to the word rather than to phrasal rhythm.



4.1.3 Complete vs. incomplete reduction12

In many dialects, reduction by vowel weakening is sensitive to whether the second 
syllable is closed or open. In the subset of dialects that display balance, this 
sensitivity concerns the endings of heavy stems only. The status of the second 
syllable in light stems as open or closed is irrelevant to the quality of the vowel in 
balance dialects (cf. section 4.2.5.1 below). If in a dialect, vowel weakening affects 
closed final syllables as well as open ones, we talk of ’complete’ vowel weakening. 
If it affects open final syllables only, it is ’incomplete’ vowel weakening,13 

The Old Swedish examples below are from Noreen (1957), and reflect vowel 
balance dialects. Translations are approximate and the spelling slightly normalized. 
Similar data from various Nordic balance and non-balance dialects are available in 
Hesselman (1948-53:209ff., 245ff.).

(13) Complete vowel weakening: Kopparberg privileges (1347)

light stems 
open closed

a skajia ’hurt’ kopar ’copper’
i frij)i ’peace’ ywir ’over*
u viku ’week’ ipur ’your’

heavy stems 
open closed

a mannä ’men’s’ byggiäs ’be built’
i raaj>e ’advice’ fangen ’caught’
u göömo ’hide’ morghon ’morning’

(14) Incomplete vowel weakening: Södermanna law (c.1325)14

light stems 
open closed

a taka ’to take’ upskeras ’be cut up’
i wili ’wants’ komit ’has come’



heavy stems 
open closed

a
i

nämnä ’to appoint’ 
J)inge ’court’

haldas ’be held’ 
engin ’no one’
fangit ’taken’

Is there complete apocope?
Whether the complete/incomplete distinction holds for apocope, too, is not 
immediately clear. Apocope, as discussed so far, has been incomplete, i.e. applying 
in open final syllables only. We give some examples below, taken from the Swedish 
dialect of Närpes in Österbotten in Finland (Hesselman 1948-53:254). This is a non
balance dialect, hence apocope affects vowels following heavy as well as light stem 
syllables. Incomplete apocope leaves a group of bisyllabic heavy stems and light 
stems, with closed final syllable, containing an unreduced vowel.

(15) Non-balanced, incomplete apocope: Närpes, Österbotten (Finland)

Pre-apocope Apocope : No apocope

Heavy stems roopa roop ’to shout’ : roopar ’shouts’
piiga Püg ’maid’ : piigor ’maids’

Light stems tala taal ’to speak’ : talar ’speaks’
viku viik ’week’ : vikun ’the week’

Above (section 4.1.2), we defined apocope as vowel deletion as opposed to mora 
deletion (—syncope). We said that the weakness of vowels targeted by apocope 
could be attributed to their position in absolute finality. The question now is whether 
vowel deletion could apply in closed syllables, establishing the complete/incomplete 
distinction for apocope, just as we did for vowel weakening.15

There is in fact a rule that would be the candidate for vowel deletion in closed 
syllables, potentially effecting complete apocope (Hesselman 1948-53:94ff.). This 
common rule, in its more general form, applies according to the generalization that 
vowels are dropped between identical or homorganic consonants. Mostly, however, 
the rule is limited to the vowel of the definite article {-en, -et). The final consonant 
-n or -t is generally retained, as in himmel-en ’the heaven’ > himmel-n, huus-et ’the 
house’ > huus-t or hus-t (Västergötland). In cases like steen-en ’the stone’ > 
steen, the loss of the final -n is illusory, since the word itself ends in -n.



We shall, however, reject the conclusion that this rule instantiates complete 
apocope. Consider the following. In the case of vowel weakening, it is clear that 
complete vowel weakening implies incomplete vowel weakening, such that any 
dialect having vowel weakening in closed syllables, would also have weakening in 
open syllables (Ralph 1975:188). Now, the geographical distribution of apocope 
does not display this relation between (would-be) complete and incomplete apocope. 
The dialects that have vowel deletion in closed syllables the most extensively (in 
Västergötland) typically lack apocope in open syllables. Thus, apocope may apply 
in the definite form, but not in the indefinite form: sââte ’seat’ vs. säät (< 
säät-et) ’the seat’, ställe ’place’ vs. ställt (< ställ-et) ’the place’.16

We suggest then that the apocope rule should really have the form suggested in 
(10), repeated below.

(16) Apocope:
v# -» <f>

4.1.3.1 Vowel weakening and metrical structure

Returning now to vowel weakening, there are a few questions to ask regarding the 
distinction between complete and incomplete vowel weakening, and metrical 
structure. The general question is where the relevant distinctions are made, which 
result in the observed reduction pattern. Consider vowel weakening.

(17) Vowel weakening:
v -*• [weak]

If it is correct that the rule has this general form always, then we must ask how, in 
the case of complete vowel weakening, closed syllables come to meet the structural 
description of the rule. I.e. by what means are closed syllables treated as light, such 
that they are assigned a weak position in the stress structure? In the case of 
incomplete vowel weakening, the question is how the distinction between target 
syllables and non-target syllables is made.

The answers to these questions relate to the development of the stress system in 
general in the period following the end of syncope. These developments are the 
subject of chapter 5, and suffice it in this sub-section to lay out some of the relevant 
facts.



First of all, let it be clear that we shall continue to consider the generalization 
expressed in (17) to be valid ("Reduction takes place in weak positions"). We saw 
in the preceding chapter that syncope applies in metrically weak positions and that 
vowel shortening takes place in positions made weak by destressing. Wherever we 
find vowel weakening or apocope, the environment necessarily includes a metrically 
weak position. What we need to explain is why the positions are metrically weak, 
although they may dominate a closed syllable.

Let us further observe a few differences between the distinctions made by the 
stress system and those made by the weakening rule. The sonority-based weight 
distinction made between final closed syllables (obstruent exclusion) does not seem 
relevant for vowel weakening. In dialects where complete vowel weakening holds, 
the quality of the final consonant is irrelevant to the application of weakening, i.e. 
it is ängil ’angel’ > ängel, just as well as mykit ’much’ > myket. This fact will 
lead us to assume that the sonority-based weight distinction in the final syllable had 
been neutralized before the time of balance, i.e. before around 1300 (cf. 5.3.1.2).

Another difference is that the rule of weakening is sensitive to the quality of the 
vowel in the final syllable. For instance, a dialect may have incomplete weakening 
of one vowel but complete weakening of another. Old Swedish examples of split 
application of vowel weakening of this kind are numerous. In the collection of Old 
Swedish texts in Noreen (1957) we find complete vowel weakening of u together 
with incomplete vowel weakening of i and a (in samples XIII, XIV and XX). Forms 
from one of these texts occur below. The dialect has balance.17

(IS) Vowel weakening: Apostlagärningarna (Cod. Holm. A110) (Noreen
1957:XIH)

Heavy stems: Complete vowel weakening
open closed

u atir-wändo ’return’ riddarom ’knights’
myklo ’much’ boonom ’prayers’

Heavy stems: Incomplete vowel weakening

i vilde ’he wanted’ konungir ’king’
liuuse ’light’ äptir ’after’

a piinä ’to vex’ innan ’before’
griipä ’to grasp’ ginstan ’immediately’

183



Light stems: No vowel weakening

huru ’how’
konwngir ’king’
givit ’given’
mykit ’much’
dräpa ’to kill’
dagha ’days’
saman ’together’

By contrast, the mechanisms assigning stress and syllable structure are not sensitive 
to vowel quality. For this reason, we cannot construe the distinction between 
weakening and non-weakening contexts as metrical only. For the dialect in (18) 
above, we suggest the two variants of the weakening rule given in (19).

(19) a. Vowel weakening of u :
u [weak]

b. Vowel weakening of i :
i# -+ [weak]

That is, a requirement on i to be word-final is written into the rule.
Furthermore, texts may display vowel weakening of one or two vowels but no 

weakening of the third, in the same contexts. Many Old Swedish texts have i and u 
weakening (complete and/or incomplete), but no (visible) weakening of a. Thus, 
even though a metrically weak position dominates a closed syllable in a dialect, the 
actual implementation of vowel weakening may be inhibited by the presence of a 
neighbouring segment, or by the quality of the target vowel itself.18

The necessary metrical condition under which vowel weakening takes place is 
simple and clear: the presence of a weak position. In addition to this, we have 
noticed that the status of the target syllable as open or closed may influence the 
instantiation of vowel weakening, as well as the quality of the target vowel.

It is fair to conclude so far that the metrical conditioning is merely necessary, not 
sufficient. Dialects vary as to the sufficient additional condition(s).19



4.1.4 Trisyllables

Hesselman (1948-53:145ff.) notes that vowel reduction occurs in one of two 
positions in trisyllables, in the final syllable or the next to final syllable. I shall refer 
to these vowel reductions as ultima reduction and penult reduction, respectively.

The stress system invariably assigns a weak position to the final syllable of 
trisyllables. The mere presence of the vowel weakening rule therefore predicts 
ultima reduction. And ultima reduction is also the normal, the older and the more 
wide-spread case. In the case of penult reduction, however, the stress algorithm 
does not predict weakening in heavy stems, since a prominent position is assigned 
to the penult. In light stems the second syllable is dominated by a weak position, in 
non-balance dialects. Of ultima and penult reduction, then, the latter is the one 
requiring explication.

The following presentation is based on Hesselman’s account (1948-53:145ff.). 
Ultima reduction and penult reduction have different contemporary geographical 
distribution (Hesselman 1948-53:146, 161).

(20) Ultima reduction: All of Norway, western and northern Sweden,
Swedish dialects of Estonia and Finland, and in 
Jylland in Denmark.

Penult reduction: Eastern Sweden (Standard Swedish area) southern 
and southeastern Sweden, Gotland and in the dialects 
of the Danish isles.

Ultima reduction has the character of a default rule, and we suggest that this rule is 
a case of vowel weakening or apocope, the environment being the same. Ultima 
reduction often occurs among dialects in the penult reduction area, while the reverse 
does not hold. Furthermore, the geography of ultima reduction largely coincides 
with the apocopating dialects. I.e. reduction will here often take the form of 
apocope.

Turning to penult reduction, Hesselman points out that this rule mainly applies 
where ultima reduction (most often apocope) does not become standardized. That is, 
if in a dialect apocope ceases to be productive and trisyllables remain trisyllables, 
penult reduction is likely to apply, and we may ask what the conditions for this rule



4.1.4.1 Ultima reduction

Ultima reduction in trisyllables is not dependent on the weight of the stem-initial 
syllable, and the presence of balance appears not to affect the weakening in the third 
syllable. This is also predicted by the analysis, which assigns balance prosody to the 
two (stem-)initial syllables only.21 As mentioned above, ultima reduction fits the 
pattern of the previously mentioned rules of vowel weakening and apocope. The 
apocopated (’Ap’) examples below are from the dialect of Älvdalen (Levander 
1909:§16f., Steensland 1986). The Standard Swedish word forms, which have 
undergone vowel weakening, are given on the right.

(21) Älvdalen Standard Swedish

(X)(x )

skräddari > Ap> skradder skräddare ’tailor’
källari tsjäller källare ’cellar’

mjölnari myölner mjölnare ’miller’

»v
kolari > Ap> kuälär kolare ’coaler’

stakari stakar stakare ’punter’22

We turn now to the more unexpected rule of penult reduction.

4.1.4.2 Penult reduction

According to the geographical description given above, we should find penult 
reduction in dialects lacking apocope. This is confirmed by the map in Haugen 
(1976:264). The area where penult reduction occurs today covers the southern non
balance dialects and such dialects as have lost balance in Old Swedish. We find 
penult weakening in a few Old Swedish manuscripts, e.g. the Kopparberg privileges 
from 1347, reflecting a balance dialect.

(22) light stem kolare = kolare ’coaler’

heavy stems smältäre < smältare ’melter’
mor})äre < mor^are ’murderer’



Ultima reduction (here vowel weakening i > e) has applied in the trisyllabic heavy 
stems as well as in the light stem. Penult reduction, however, only occurs in the 
heavy stems. This is rather expected from a balance dialect, since in light stems the 
second syllable is dominated by main-stress.23

In present-day dialects (e.g. northeastern Småland, Hesselman 1948-53:164f.) 
penult reduction can extend into apocope, as well, yielding e.g. skrädd-<p-re from 
skräddare ’tailor’ and fisk~<p-re from fiskare ’fisherman*. In these words, the vowel 
in the final syllable has weakened from i to e, by ultima reduction, but has not been 
apocopated.

Analysis
The question is why penult reduction can take place. In trisyllabic heavy stems, the 
penult syllable is assigned a strong position.

(23) (X) (x .)
fiskari 'fisherman1

In order for the second syllable to meet the conditions on either of the reduction 
rules, destressing must take place. We therefore propose that destressing takes place, 
and the cause for it is stress clash (3.2.3.1). The second prominence having been 
reduced, vowel weakening or apocope can apply.

What is special about the trisyllabic heavy stems is that the clash cannot be 
permanently resolved. The relevant generalization is that simplex trisyllables with 
a heavy stem syllable are the only Old Swedish forms that are generated with a 
built-in clash. This generalization holds for all dialects, irrespective of balance. 
Notice that the penult is not heavy. The clash is therefore a function of the stress 
algorithm itself, rather than of syllable weight. Consider the (non-balanced) 
examples below.

(24) a. (X .) (X) (.)
gata äpli no clash generated

b. (X .) (X) (.)
no clash generated24himil ängil

c. (X .)(•) 
kola ri no clash generated



d. (X)(X .)
smältari clash regularly generated
fiskari

The cases in (24a-c) do not generate clashes. By contrast, there is no way of 
permanently resolving the clashes regularly generated in trisyllabic heavy stems, 
(24d), under the present stress system.25

The synchronic derivation of trisyllables subject to penult reduction would be as 
in (25). The examples are, again, from the Kopparberg privileges, in which dialect 
the relevant forms are subject to ultima reduction, too. The phonetic nature of the 
rules is indicated by means of omitted brackets in the metrical structure, ’v-weak’ 
= vowel weakening, ’UR’ = ultima reduction, ’PR’ = penult reduction.

(25) Vowel weakening in trisyllables
(X)(x .) (X) (x .)

smältari 1melter1 mästara
>v-weak (UR) > X x . X x .

smältare mästarä
>destressing> X . . X . .

smältare mästarä
>v-weak (PR)> X . . X . .

smältäre mästärä

4.1.5 Conclusion

We have now discussed the reduction phenomena at some length. A few main points 
should be borne in mind, when we go on to the rules associated with balance. The 
reduction processes are Pan-Nordic (indeed, Pan-Germanic) and are not essentially 
dependent on the weight of the initial syllable. That is, the environment for 
reduction is a weak position (not a weak position following a heavy syllable). 
Reduction constitutes the default case, and balance is the innovation. Hence, in the 
larger Germanic perspective, balance is the exotic phenomenon that requires 
explanation. The term ’vowel balance’, as used in the tradition, rather conceals this 
principled difference between reduction and balance.



4.2 Balance

4.2.1 Metrical representation

The main hypothesis explored in this chapter is that there is a structural difference 
at the foot level between light stems in non-balance dialects and light stems in 
balance dialects. This is illustrated in (26).

(26) a. Balance dialect

*week'

'week*

The intuitive idea behind representing balanced light stems as dominated by one, 
unipositional stress foot is that main-stress in such words is in fact realized on two 
syllables. This would then give rise to the characteristic stress pattern known as 
level stress. The fact that level stress occurs in light stems only would further be 
understood as a consequence of the fact that the main-stress foot, which instantiates 
balance, may contain only two moras. Having a bimoraic initial syllable, heavy 
stems cannot create the bimoraic, bisyllabic context required for level stress.

Notice that the suggested foot in (26) does not expand the foot inventory of the 
typology discussed in 3.1.2. The bimoraic unipositional foot is an unmarked 
realization of the moraic trochee as well as of the iamb. What is novel is the actual 
synchronization of one grid position with two syllables.

We assume that the presence of this structure in the light stems of a dialect is 
what defines balance. Various issues must now be discussed.

(X) (X)
A A
ß ß ß ß

gata 'street' vika

.lance dialect

(x , (X )
1 1 
ß ß

1 1 
ß ß

gata 1 street' vika



4.2.2 Was there balance in Proto-Nordic?

In the literature on Swedish language history, there is frequent reference to the 
similarity between vowel balance and Proto-Nordic syncope. Scholars have 
considered the two events as deeply related and instantiated by the same mechanisms 
(Wessén 1969:§1, Hesselman 1948-53:34ff., Nyström 1991:228fh.3). WeandTorp 
(1983:55ff.) do not share this view, for reasons laid out below.

The similarity
Proto-Nordic syncope, it will be recalled, affected moras in all weak positions, 
crucially excepting the second syllable of bisyllabic light stems.26 Balance, too, 
singles out bisyllabic light stems, making the second syllable immune to weakening.

This similarity between syncope and balance phenomena leads e.g. Hesselman 
(1948-53:34ff.) to assume that there was balance in Proto-Nordic, too. This 
assumption further leads to assuming that balance was a common Germanic feature, 
since in all Germanic dialects (except Gothic perhaps) the distinction between 
bisyllabic heavy stems and light stems is observed in the implementation of syncope. 
Following the end of the syncope period, Hesselman assumes, balance was lost in 
all continental Germanic dialects, but retained in Scandinavia, giving rise to the 
balance-related rules we can observe in Old Swedish manuscripts and in 
contemporary dialects.27

The differences
Upon closer examination one finds that the special treatment of bisyllabic light stems 
is about as far as the similarity between syncope and balance goes.

* One difference is the very fact that in Proto-Nordic, the bisyllabic light stems 
did undergo syncope in the end. Balance words do not get weakening in the second 
syllable, unless the initial syllable lengthens (by the quantity shift), turning a 
balanced light stem into a heavy stem. I.e. there is no development back to a 
bipositional foot with a weak second position (and a light initial syllable).

* Trisyllabic light stems display different behaviour, with respect to the two 
phenomena. As shown in Chapter 3, the second syllable of trisyllabic light stems 
was freely deleted in Proto-Nordic, provided it was in a metrically weak position 
(e.g. *kâ.ti.ldoz > katlar ’kettles’). In balance dialects, however, the second 
syllable of trisyllabic light stems is not subject to reduction. On the contrary, the



vowel of the second syllable is often subject to vowel strengthening (OSw ta.la.de 
> taläde ’spoke’), a rule crucially dependent on balance (cf. section 4.2.5).

These two differences constitute arguments against assuming the presence of 
balance in Proto-Nordic. If we accept that, we must now support the assumption 
that balance is a Scandinavian innovation. The strongest argument for this is 
geographical.

4.2.3 No! It’s a Scandinavian innovation

* In Old Swedish, balance - and the rules of vowel strengthening and vowel 
levelling conditioned by it - occurred over a large, geographically coherent area of 
the Scandinavian peninsula.28 Today this area is smaller and broken up by dialects 
that have implemented the quantity shift (cf. maps in Haugen 1976:262, Pamp 
1971:65). The outer regions of the Nordic linguistic area lack balance, e.g. 
Icelandic, Faroese, West Norwegian dialects, Danish and some of the Swedish 
dialects in Finland and Estonia. When we turn to the rest of the Germanic linguistic 
area, balance is lacking.29

If we do not assume that balance is an innovation, the geographical distribution 
is a very striking fact, and we must face the question of explaining why balance was 
lost in all other Germanic dialects, and in the outer dialects of the Nordic linguistic 
area.30

The arguments given above should lead us to accept balance as an innovation. 
The similarity between syncope and balance resides in the special status attributed 
to the initial bimoraic domain. However, it is different aspects of this domain that 
are operative in Proto-Nordic and in Old Swedish.

Assuming that balance is an innovation, a new set of questions emerge.

(27) a. Chronology:

b. Geography:

c. Motivation:

What is the diachronic context in which 
balance emerges?
Why do we get balance in Scandinavia 
only?
Why does balance develop at this time? 
What happens that brings about this 
innovation?



Chronology
We tum first to the question in (27a). Consider the following facts relating to 
chronology.

* In late Proto-Nordic, light stems, i.e. words with structures like Cv.Cv(C) or 
CV. CV. Cv(C) were legitimate in the language.

* In Late Old Swedish, many dialects have eliminated all light stems, by virtue of 
the quantity shift (whereby the main-stress syllable becomes obligatorily heavy).

* Between these points in time, evidence of balance arises among the Scandinavian 
dialects.

* Those dialects that used to have balance in Old Swedish/Old Norwegian, and 
that do not have it now, have all implemented the quantity shift. I.e. a dialect 
having balance prosody does not develop backwards into a non-balance dialect 
permitting light stems.

These facts seem to suggest that balance is a transitory stage in the development 
of the Proto-Nordic stress system into the modem (post-quantity shift) stress system. 
The chronological position of balance is thus between a stage where the bimoraic 
condition is implemented on one heavy syllable or two light syllables, stem-initially, 
and a stage where the bimoraic condition is implemented on one heavy syllable 
only. At the latter point in time, Prokosch’s law is met always. Naturally, there are 
things to say about the period between these two points in time, concerning changes 
in the stress systems in particular. We turn to them in chapter 5.

Geography
We have assumed that there is an interesting relation between balance and the 
quantity shift, as implemented in the Scandinavian dialects. While the quantity shift, 
as a tendency, takes place in all Germanic dialects, there are significant differences 
in how it is implemented. The Scandinavian dialects differ from the continental 
Germanic dialects in that the quantity shift is implemented in a principled and 
obligatory fashion. In the continental Germanic dialects, the general direction 
towards bimoraic stressed syllables is clear. However, the quantity shift tends to be 
implemented in a ’rule-like’ fashion, by various processes that result in 
approximations of a situation where all stressed syllables are heavy.31 A fair, non- 
negligible number of light stems always survive in these dialects.32

In the Scandinavian dialects, by contrast, we find that many dialects - certainly 
the standard dialects of Sweden and Norway - have implemented the quantity shift 
in a complete way, eliminating virtually all light stems. Through the quantity shift,



the bimoraic condition comes to hold of main-stressed syllables, and in fact, all 
main-stressed syllables become bimoraic, hence heavy. The crucial lesson here is 
that the quantity shift in Scandinavia is a matter of principle, rather than a strong 
tendency, as is the case in continental Germanic.

Now, balance is also an obligatory phenomenon in its productive stage.33 The 
development of balance, and the consistency with which it is applied, suggests that 
there is a principled factor fuelling it, namely the bimoraic condition. We shall 
suggest that the bimoraic condition becomes subject to a particular interpretation in 
many Scandinavian dialects. After the syncope period, the stress system is changed 
in one important respect: Main-stress is separated from syllabification (cf. chapter 
5). The bimoraic condition is a property of main-stress, and this results in a 
situation where a reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as holding of the main- 
stress grid position itself becomes available. Le. the unipositional main-stress foot 
is generalized, and balance arises in many dialects.

Our partial answer to question (27b), then, is that the bimoraic condition is under 
a narrow and obligatory interpretation in the Scandinavian dialects. This ultimately 
results in the principled implementation of the quantity shift, but is preceded - in 
many, though far from all, dialects - by a principled implementation of 
unipositional main-stress (cf. 5.3).

Motivation
Concerning the question as to why balance develops at this time, we have already 
given a partial answer. The crucial factors are the reinterpretation of the bimoraic 
condition and the principled enforcement of the bimoraic condition leading through 
balance to the quantity shift.

If we are correct in our characterization of balance, then the fact that it occurs in 
the period before the quantity shift is not mysterious. Balance is then seen as a step 
on the way towards generalizing Prokosch’s law. The balance structure is very 
similar to that of the heavy syllable. What is exceptional about balance is that the 
isochrony of grid positions at the lowest level with syllables is broken, as one 
rhythmic position is mapped onto two syllables.

Consider again Prokosch’s law, which says that, in Germanic, stressed syllables 
should be bimoraic if possible. Various processes have increased the number of 
contexts in which Prokosch’s law can be met. For instance, syncope in trisyllabic 
and vowel deletion in bisyllabic light stems often serve this end, e.g. *ka.ti.looz > 
kat.lar ’kettles’, su.nuz > sunr ’son’. Hence, there is an indirect link between



reduction (here syncope) and Prokosch’s law. I.e. it would seem that the reduction 
in non-main-stressed syllables is reflected by a strengthening of the main-stressed 
syllable. Exactly what this notion of ’strengthening’ would involve in terms of 
phonetics, grammatical salience, etc. is hard to estimate. What is clear, however, is 
that the general development of the main-stress domain is from a stage where the 
main-stress syllable is preferably bimoraic, to a stage where it is obligatorily 
bimoraic.

There is a phonetic interpretation of this development, which could provide 
motivation for the development of balance. Suppose that a main-stress is better 
realized on two moras than on one. If so, then Prokosch’s law is grammar’s way of 
creating the best environment for the main-stress syllable to function as bearer of 
main-stress. Suppose now that at some point a reinterpretation of the bimoraic 
condition takes place, such that the new generation associate main-stress as such 
with two moras. At this point, one of (at least) two possible developments would 
take place. Either lengthening rules are introduced to see to it that a heavy syllable 
is always provided for the main-stress, or main-stress would proceed to claim two 
moras for its realization, disregarding syllable structure. The former procedure 
would be the quantity shift, while the latter would be balance.

Several predictions follow.
1. If two moras from two different syllables are claimed by one stress, then both 
syllables would be perceived as stressed, canonically as equally stressed. Level 
stress has this ring. The equal stress context should not be perceived as two adjacent 
stresses.34
2. If syllable structure is disregarded, then the status of the second syllable as open 
or closed should be of no consequence to the creation of the bimoraic domain for 
main-stress. This prediction is borne out. Balance makes no distinction between 
closed and open second syllables, e.g. gâmàl ’old’, såmår ’summer’, frekån ’kind’ 
and vika ’week’ all have balance. (Long vowels elsewhere than the main-stress 
syllable are long since gone.)
3. Another prediction relates to the link between balance and the quantity shift. 
Only a few dialects with living balance exist today, while a large number of the 
Scandinavian dialects used to have balance in the Old Swedish period. If the 
bimoraic requirement of main-stress is what is behind balance and the quantity shift, 
then we should expect to find that dialects which were previously balanced should 
have implemented the quantity shift, rather than merely have lost balance and 
retained light CV. Cv stems. Notice that the latter option is logically fully possible.35 
This prediction appears to be borne out, too (cf. Hesselman 1948-53:248f. and



section 4.2.4.3). Balance dialects tend to border on dialects which have 
implemented the quantity shift, while non-balance dialects retaining light stems are 
found elsewhere (i.e. in historically non-balance areas).

4.2.4 Level stress

Level stress36 is reported from a few dialect areas, among which we find e.g. Nord- 
Gudbrandsdalen (NGbr) and Tinn in Norway, Älvdalen in Sweden, and western 
Nyland in Finland. Level stress, like all balance-related processes, has only a 
limited geographic distribution today, compared to the beginning of this century and 
earlier.

In the present theory, level stress is the most direct, phonetic correlate of the 
prosodic balance structure.

(28) Balance prosody

m (?)
A AMM MMvika ’week' gåmål 'old1

We have proposed the unipositional foot as the metrical representation of balance. 
This structure predicts that there is no phonological prominence relation between the 
elements that are dominated by the unipositional foot. Any differences in 
prominence will be wholly phonetic, and analyzable as such.37

Impressionistic accounts of level stress describe how the two syllables of a 
bisyllabic light stem are equally, or nearly equally stressed. The relative prominence 
between the two syllables apparently varies. Kristoffersen (1990:ch.3) quotes several 
linguists who have studied the phenomenon of level stress. In some dialects, the 
initial syllable dominates. In other dialects the main prominence is said to go on the 
second syllable. Often, linguists report that stress floats ambiguously between the 
syllables. Moreover, people have different perceptions. Kristoffersen (1990:45) cites 
Ekre (1960:9f.), who reports that people who do not have level stress in their own 
dialect tend to perceive the second syllable as the more prominent one, while 
speakers of the (balance) dialect would have it the other way around.

The common factor is that the second syllable in level stress words is significantly 
more prominent than the corresponding second syllable of heavy stems, to such a 
degree that the relative prominence relation is undone. The second syllable cannot



be reliably interpreted as ’weak’ with respect to the first syllable.38 Our 
interpretation of this is that - although there may be absolute stress differences, one 
way or the other - stress is equalized between the two syllables, at the phonological 
level.

4.2.4.1 Is level stress accent 2?

It is often assumed that level stress is the light stem variant of the Swedish and 
Norwegian accent 2 (Selenius 1972:219, Kristoffersen 1990, 1991, Nyström 1991). 
There are a few facts motivating this assumption.

1. In dialects lacking level stress, the words corresponding to light stems in level 
stress dialects actually have accent 2 (e.g. Torp 1983:56).

2. Phonetic measurements display a melodic similarity between level stressed light 
stems and accent 2 heavy stems. Meyer (1937:234, cited in Gårding 1977:32) 
showed this for the dialects of Dalama, and Kristoffersen’s (1990:297ff.) 
measurements from Nord-Gudbrandsdalen yield the same results.

3. A third argument is provided by Kristoffersen (1990:219), who notes that there 
are light stems in the level stress dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen that have accent 
1 (and not the characteristic level stress prosody). Hence, contrastive forms can be 
provided, indicating that level stress reflects a phonemic accent, more specifically 
accent 2, with which it is in complementary distribution (Kristoffersen 1991).39

These arguments all serve to establish a one-to-one correspondence between 
accent 2 in heavy stems and level stress in light stems. We must accept that the 
correspondence as such is established, though the nature of it is not completely 
clear. The question as to why the realization of accent 2 sounds so different in 
heavy stems and light stems remains unexplained. To account for this is the true 
phonological challenge, as Kristoffersen remarks (1990:50).

Kristoffersen’s (1990:186ff.) analysis of level stress has two parts. First, it is 
proposed that for heavy stems and light stems receiving accent 2, there is a 
similarity residing in underlying length of the vowel in the second syllable. Second, 
the perception of equal stress in light stems, but not heavy stems, is derived from 
the light weight of light stems (i.e. from syllable structure). Basically, there is an 
ambiguity of interpretation: the first syllable signals accent 1 in the second syllable, 
while the second syllable turns out to have accent 2.

In what follows we shall address Kristoffersen’s analysis (1990:186ff.) on certain 
points, though mainly in order to make our own position clear. The approach to



level stress presented in this chapter is fundamentally different from Kristoffersen’s 
and is hardly comparable with his in its present form. The basic assumptions as 
well as the range of data/phenomena covered by each analysis differ in important 
respects.

* For instance, while Kristoffersen derives stress from accent and syllable 
structure, we recognize stress as primitive.

* Our analysis is couched in a general diachronic study, in which we cannot do 
without stress. Hence, our null-hypothesis is that stress is present, even after the 
introduction of the accent distinction. We do not discuss the accents in this work, so 
any assumption that stress is lost from grammar is far beyond the scope of study.40 
Kristoffersen’s analysis, on the other hand, is a synchronic analysis, primarily of 
one dialect.

* Our study also covers various dialects that do not have the accent distinction, but 
which do or do not have level stress.

* Our analysis links level stress with various other phenomena. There is a 
diachronic link backwards with Prokosch’s law, and forwards with the quantity 
shift. There are synchronic links with the rules of vowel levelling and vowel 
strengthening, which are integral parts of our account (cf. below).

* Kristoffersen’s analysis is more concerned with the synchronic derivation of the 
level stress pattern as such, and how it can be explained to be the light stem 
realization of accent 2, without reference to stress structure. Obviously, he has no 
reason to discuss these other issues, which are central to our account.

In view of the above considerations, it does not seem a productive strategy for us 
to attempt to argue directly against Kristoffersen’s analysis, but rather use it to point 
at contrasts.

I feel that the above brief comparison should be made here, since in my view, 
Kristoffersen provides a good analysis of level stress, one that is certainly very 
convincing for the dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen.41 More work is clearly needed 
to arrive at a full understanding of level stress, its geographic distribution and its 
characteristic prosody.

4.2.4.2 The stress-based analysis

We have assumed that level stress instantiates the metrical configuration of balance. 
We should now motivate why we think stress is required to explain the occurrence 
of level stress.



There is a difference between saying that bisyllabic level stress words have accent 
2, and saying that level stress is accent 2. We must ask if accent 2 in light stems is 
necessarily realized as level stress. I.e. are level stress and accent 2 exactly the same 
thing or are they separable? What is at stake is stated in (29).

(29) A. If accent 2 and level stress are assumed to be one and the same, then 
the characteristic level stress pattern should be derived from the 
interaction of the (constant, defining) accent 2 characteristics (whatever 
they are, melodic, quantitative, etc.) with whatever factor(s) separate 
heavy stems from light stems. There would be no direct need for stress 
structure, unless stress structure constituted the relevant difference 
between heavy stems and light stems. This is essentially Kristoffersen’s 
position, in whose analysis stress is a derived property.

B. If accent 2 and level stress are assumed to be two different objects, 
then level stress should not be derivable from the interaction of the accent 
2 characteristics with the lightness of the root syllable alone. Basically, 
the independent status of level stress with respect to accent 2 must be 
demonstrated. This done, we can proceed to analyze level stress as the 
phonetic correlate of balance. This is our position.

Dialects with level stress but no accent distinction
The prediction of (29A) is that level stress should only occur in dialects that have 
both light root syllables and the accent distinction. Thus, one would not expect 
dialects that lack the accent distinction to have level stress. However, there are such 
dialects, e.g. the Estonian-Swedish dialect of Nuckö (Tiberg 1962:69f, fn.)42 and 
the Finland-Swedish dialect of Houtskär (Zilliacus 1966:19ff.). These dialects 
display balance characteristics (vowel strengthening a > å, balanced apocope), and 
have level stress. Crucially, however, they lack the accent distinction (as do most 
East Swedish dialects). This is a strong argument in favour of distinguishing between 
level stress and accent 2.43 Under (29B) it is expected that level stress should occur 
independently of the accent distinction.

Now let us turn to the further assumption that level stress is directly related to 
balance, i.e. directly related to the same structure that induces vowel strengthening 
and vowel levelling (discussed below). The immediate prediction is that level stress 
should occur only where there are other signs of balance - i.e. where there is vowel



strengthening (in the second syllable of light stems), vowel levelling and/or balanced 
vowel weakening - and nowhere else. Without balance, no level stress. This 
prediction is borne out, as is greatly expected (or trivial), given our analysis of level 
stress as the phonetic correlate of balance. The point is rather that this prediction is 
not made by an analysis wherein level stress is considered to be accent 2 in light 
stems. In such an analysis, a dialect should, in principle, be able to have light stems 
and the accent distinction and the level stress pattem, but lack other signs of 
balance. This is not the case. In the few instances where the accent distinction 
together with level stress shows up in Finland-Swedish (e.g. in the Snappertuna 
dialect, western Nyland), vowel strengthening and balanced vowel weakening 
invariably show up as well (cf. Selenius 1972:35). The link between level stress and 
other balance phenomena should therefore be expressed. In a theory deriving level 
stress from accent 2 and the properties of light stems, this relation is not expressed. 
The stress structure for balance that we have suggested should be considered in this 
perspective. The degree of success of our analysis of vowel strengthening and vowel 
levelling should be reflected as support - or lack thereof - for the presence of stress 
structure of the form suggested.

Notice that the endpoint of this discussion is not a denial of the relevance of 
accent 2 for level stress. In balance dialects allowing the test, it is clear that accent 
2 patterns with level stress. Kristoffersen (1990) has clearly shown this for Vågå in 
Nord-Gudbrandsdalen, where CvC monosyllables still exist. Therefore, in the 
analysis of the synchronic derivation of level stress words versus inflected CvC 
monosyllables, which either do or do not get level stress, some interaction of stress 
and accent assignment is expected. The relation between stress and accent I leave 
as an open question. What we wish to emphasize with the above discussion is the 
fact that level stress can occur in dialects lacking accent 2. We take this fact, 
together with the similar distribution of balance phenomena and level stress, to 
motivate the presence of stress structure.

4.2.4.3 Final prominence (oxytonation)

As previously mentioned, certain dialects that have level stress are said to have the 
relatively stronger prominence on the second syllable rather than on the first in light 
stems (Geijer 1921:41, Amason 1980:66ff., Kristoffersen 1990:ch.3, ch.10). This 
pattem may be fairly regular, but is never obligatory. Amason (1980:68) remarks 
that if stress is levelled between the two syllables, it does not seem like an unnatural



development that the main prominence could be perceived as regularly falling on the 
second syllable.

Ämason tentatively suggests ’disyllabic stress’ (citing Allen 1973 concerning 
Latin) as a way of explaining why stress may come to ’tip over’ to the second 
syllable in light stems, e.g. viku ’week’, vytå ’to know’ and smakå ’to taste’: "[...] 
it is easier to explain the fact that stress is on the second syllable, if it previously 
was not inferior to the first syllable as far as stress or ’weight’ is concerned." 
(1980:68). This suggestion, based on the analogy with Latin, was made also by 
Hesselman (1948-53:246f.).

However, we must be explicit about what ’disyllabic stress’ is, if it is to serve as 
explanation of the ’tipping over’. In our theory, the fact that the main prominence 
is located on the second syllable is no stress shift in the common sense. I.e. we will 
deny that the oxytonation reported from Tinn and eastern Mora derives from a 
phonological stress shift. Instead we assume that the primarily assigned stress 
structure is the proposed balance structure. Importantly, the final stress reported 
from Tinn in the beginning of the century was never obligatorily final. The first 
syllable could carry the heavier weight, as Larsen points out (1913:338, cited in 
Kristoffersen 1990:43f.).

Thus, we assume that the stress structure is the way we have assumed, one 
unipositional foot aligned with two moras in different syllables. When it comes to 
the realization of the underlying structure, variation may arise depending on the 
exact synchronization of the grid beat with the syllables. It is hardly expected that 
the symmetry of the underlying structure should be perfectly mimicked in the 
phonetic component. The variation may be dialectal as well as idiolectal. The 
synchronization (’timing’) of the grid beat will also determine which syllable 
becomes slightly stronger.

Predictions
Recall that the unipositional foot represents the bimoraic condition as holding of the 
main-stress position. In the phonetic realization, the bimoraic measure corresponds 
primarily to a measure of duration (moderated by intensity and/or pitch). Thus, the 
phonological moraic measure associated with main-stress will have a phonetic 
correlate, perhaps even a mainly phonetic motivation.

The basic idea is that if the beat is well-timed with the first syllable, then the 
stress will be evenly distributed, and the two syllables will be about equally long 
(independent or universal vowel length variation relating to position in the word,



following consonants, etc. aside). Now, if the beat is somewhat delayed with respect 
to the first mora/vowel, then we would expect some compensation in terms of e.g. 
duration in the second syllable. Duration being the most reliable correlate of stress, 
we hence predict that a late stress should be accompanied by lengthening.

To check out this prediction, we go to dialects reported to have final prominence 
in level stress words. Local dialects in Älvdalen are reported to have (had) this 
pattern in certain forms. Levander (1909: §8a) reports that the definite form of 
certain level accent words gets final stress (oxytonation), and indeed a lengthened 
vowel, e.g. ketil ’kettle’ and nytjyl ’key’ with level stress, but ketüîn ’the kettle’ 
and nytjyyln ’the key’ with the main prominence on the final syllable.

The dialect of Tinn in Telemark is known to have had oxytonation.44 Studies 
from the late 19th century and early 20th century make it clear that there was a 
regular final stress pattern in this dialect, although other variants occurred, too. The 
reports are not in complete unison. Extensive citations are given in Kristoffersen 
(1990:40-45), which is our source for the translated quotes below.

Concerning lengthening in the second syllable in conjunction with oxytonation, 
this prediction is clearly met, e.g. Ross (1907:1): "Especially in Tinn both length 
and (expiratory) stress on the final vowel is considerable, in some villages even 
more so than on the root syllable, which has been preserved as rather light by letting 
the main weight remain or move to the ending."

Ross mentions that the root syllable remains rather light, a statement made also 
by Storm (1884:62f.): "Even more pronounced stress on the final syllable is found 
in Tinn in the North-Eastern comer of Telemark, which must be placed in a group 
apart. Here, the vowel in the initial syllable is always short, while stress varies." 
There is a report of lengthening in the root syllable, however. Skulerud (1922:133) 
observes that ”One has often the impression of hearing approximately level stress, 
or secondary stress on the initial syllable with a weakened accent 2 movement, and 
main stress on the ending; - more rarely main stress on the root (the root vowel is 
then lengthened)." Trusting Skulerud’s ear, we must accept as a fact that even the 
initial syllable may lengthen under level stress, although this appears to be a 
marginal phenomenon.

Main-stress can apparently be more or less completely synchronized with either 
of the syllables or with both of them. As mentioned, these variations are facultative. 
We therefore suggest that they do not reflect different underlying structures, but that 
they all derive from balance prosody. Kristoffersen (1990:46) says that the vowel in 
the root syllable will never be reduced. We take this to indicate that we should not 
represent oxytonation by assigning a weak position to the root syllable. Apparently,



the Tinn dialect later returns to a generalized level stress pattern (Dybdal 1979:85). 
This may serve as another argument for the fact that the differences in realization of 
level stress are at a low level.

Another prediction of our account also concerns lengthening. We should expect 
lengthening to occur when the word receives a particularly prominent stress in the 
utterance. I.e. in such positions where ’ordinary’ stressed heavy syllables get 
phonetic lengthening, level stress words should display lengthening in the second 
syllable (irrespective of which syllable is the more prominent).

The prediction is clearly borne out in the dialects of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen. 
Kristoffersen (1990:46f.) sums up the various statements made by previous authors: 
"...there is in Nord-Gudbrandsdalen a dynamic aspect tied to the second vowel: 
While the first is invariably short, the second may according to the sources vary in 
length as a function of its position in the utterance. This positional lengthening 
occurs when a word is utterance final [...] and under emphasis

We return to the geographical generalization made by Hesselman (1948-53:248f.). 
Hesselman - when discussing the age of the final prominence in level stress words 
- notes that this stress pattem must be a young development. This is clear from the 
fact that it occurs in dialects at the edges of the area retaining light stems. The 
dialects he has in mind are Tinn and dialects in Dalama (e.g. Fämäs in Mora). He 
also mentions the dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen, where oxytonation is rare, 
however. Hesselman’s argument here is that the central dialects retaining light stems 
are the most traditional ones. Dialects hording on generalized long syllabicity are 
not expected to be the most archaic ones. Now, the dialects having oxytonation all 
border on dialects that have implemented the quantity shift, which could be taken as 
an indication that oxytonation is an innovation rather than the original state. If 
balance were not a stage between full acceptance of light stressed syllables and 
generalized heavy syllables in main-stress position (i.e. the quantity shift), we would 
not expect always to find balance dialects to border on dialects having undergone 
the quantity shift. One would equally well expect to find non-balance dialects next 
to balance dialects, both retaining light stems.45

We turn now to a pair of rules that characteristically indicate the presence of 
balance in a dialect. These rules are vowel strengthening and vowel levelling, both 
of which refer directly to the balance structure.



4.2.5 Vowel strengthening

Balance introduces a stress difference between the second syllable of heavy stems, 
which is metrically weak, and the second syllable of light stems, which becomes 
metrically strong. The metrical difference gives rise to qualitative allophony in the 
vowels. Vowels in the unstressed position after a heavy root syllable are subject to 
weakening, while vowels in balanced light stems are not. Also, vowels in the second 
syllable of balanced words may be subject to positive strengthening, leading to 
qualitative change.

Vowel weakening goes on in all the Germanic dialects, irrespective of the 
presence or absence of balance. The reduction tendency as such could therefore be 
seen as the default. In balance dialects, vowel weakening causes allophony with all 
three vowel qualities (a/ä, i/e, u/o). The ’original’ vowel quality is retained in light 
stems (e.g. Älvdalen ketil ’kettle’, drupi ’drop’, flugu ’fly (acc.)’, wiku ’week 
(acc.)’, OSw tala ’to speak’, kopar ’copper’) and a weakened version occurs in the 
heavy stems (e.g. Älvdalen gaffel ’fork’, kloode ’itch’, kullo ’unmarried woman 
(dat.)’, pääro ’potato (dat.)’, OSw siungä ’to sing’, gangår ’walks’).

Vowel strengthening represents the converse case, where the vowel in the stronger 
position changes quality, while the vowel in the metrically weak position retains its 
quality (or reduces, cf. below). In view of the fact that reduction is the default, it 
is interesting to note that the reverse tendency occurs as well. Vowel strengthening 
in the second syllable of light stems occurs only in balance dialects. Also, vowel 
strengthening only affects the vowel a in a noticeable way. The phonetic effect is a 
tendency for a to approach the pronunciation of å.46 In its later phonological form, 
the allophony is one of rounding.

The examples below are from Älvdalen in Dalama (Levander 1909).

(30) Light stems Heavy stems

å/a läså ’to read’ baita ’to bite’
kweöå ’to sing’ bljomma ’to blossom’
låöå ’barn’ miida ’waist’
stugå ’cottage’ njuera ’kidney’

Vowel strengthening thus brings about allophonic variation between å and a in the 
second syllable of light and heavy stems, respectively.



Motivation
We will suggest that the basic motivation for a change of the vowel quality of a in 
the direction of å is the relatively strong stress prominence on the syllable containing
a.41 Vowel strengthening in the second syllable of light stems (lada > ladâ ’bam’) 
occurs as balance is acquired. A previously unstressed, metrically weak syllable 
turns into (part of) a metrically prominent position. Thus, there is no question that 
the prominence of the second syllable is enhanced as balance develops.

However, we do not attribute vowel strengthening to the development of balance 
as such. Instead, we would like to suggest that relative prominence could have a 
similar strengthening effect in ordinary main-stressed syllables, too. The claim is 
that vowel strengthening in balance contexts is one case of a larger phenomenon. 
There are some indications of this.

1. Long aa to åå
Long aa was rounded to M in Old Swedish and Old Norwegian. This process took 
place during the 14th century and was completed by the end of it (Wessén 
1969: §61).

(31) Vowel rounding: OSw ModSw

baater > bååt ’boat’
gaas > gåås ’goose’
aatta > åtta ’eight’

The terminus ante quern for this general and well-attested rounding is deducible from 
the difference in vowel quality between loanwords imported before and after the late 
14th century. For example, Middle Low German paaves ’pope’ occurs as pââve in 
Swedish, while laaken ’sheet’ occurs as laakan.4* The rounding of long aa becomes 
phonemicized as the short a lengthens (by the quantity shift, chapters 5 and 6), but 
may have started phonetically centuries earlier. We get contrasts like gaata ’street’ 
(< OSw gata) vs. bååt ’boat’. This process goes on in most of the Scandinavian 
dialects.

Now, the suggestion is that the rounding of long aa is an indication of the 
relatively greater prominence of long vowels as compared to short vowels in the first 
syllable. In a parallel fashion, an a (or any vowel) in the second syllable of light 
stems has greater prominence than vowels in second syllables of words with heavy 
stems (in balance dialects). Phonetic rounding (and backing) would be the 
characteristic of a relatively prominent a, or aa49



2. Short a > å in the main-stress syllable.
There are cases where short a, too, is rounded in the main-stress syllable. A few 
examples are given below.50

(32) Vowel rounding: OSw ModSw dialects

a. hand > hånd ’hand’
aldin > ållån ’acom’
langer > lång Tong’

b. aker > ååker ’field’
atir > ååter ’back, ffo’

Wessén (1969:§62) suggests that lengthening precedes rounding in these forms. In 
the Old Swedish light stems in (32b), this may be warranted since the vowel 
lengthens in the quantity shift, i.e. aker > aaker > ååker ’field’. In heavy stems 
like those in (32a), where the rounded vowel remains short today, one would have 
to postulate a development of lengthening and shortening, direct evidence of which 
is lacking. There are dialects, however, which have a long vowel in these forms, a 
fact that may give some incidental support to the lengthening-rounding-shortening 
theory (Westerberg 1991:144). Naturally, the rounding as such remains unexplained, 
but at least it can be made part of the general rounding of long aa in Old Swedish.

Now, we would like to suggest as a possibility, at least, that rounding of short a 
could take place simply by virtue of the main-stress prominence, either such that 
there was an increase of stress, or such that short a in certain environments tended 
to be more prominent than otherwise.51

3. The backing-cum-rounding tendency in Modem Swedish 
In Modem Standard Swedish long aa, a back vowel, is realized with a certain 
degree of rounding. This rounding is sometimes quite marked (Malmberg 1971:70, 
Garlén 1984:78f.). This tendency towards rounding in long aa, but not in short a, 
could depend on the difference of prominence.

The indications above serve to support the hypothesis that rounding of short a in 
balance structures is a cognate process to rounding of long aa in stressed syllables, 
and that the common factor here is relative prominence rather than length.52 Let us 
now turn to the implementation of vowel strengthening in a dialect.



The rules
We assume that the phonetic tendency of rounding/backing of the vowel /a/ in its 
realization under stress is an intrinsic allophony, related to relative prominence of 
stress. We could formulate this as a phonetic rule which states the fact that the 
vowel a is subject to strengthening. Since only the vowel a reflects strengthening 
overtly, we specify this quality in the rule.

(33) Vowel strengthening (phonetic)

X
a -♦ [strong]

At some point in some balance dialects, the children of a new generation of speakers 
observe this variation and draw the conclusion that there is an allophonic variation 
to be captured. The speakers of the new generation construct a rule, which 
formulates the intrinsic allophony as an extrinsic allophony. The rounding tendency 
expressed in (33) vis-à-vis the absence of this tendency in non-balance structures is 
now interpreted as the presence or absence of the feature [+rounded]. Thus, the 
allophony is now derived by virtue of phonological rule.

In view of the fact that rounding of long aa is (roughly) completed by the time 
balance develops (and a in the second syllable of light stems becomes subject to 
rounding), two rules are probably needed, cf. (34) and (35) below.

(34) Vowel strengthening (phonological): root syllable

X
i\
pp
V
a

[+round]



(35) Vowel strengthening (phonological): balance structure

XAJLt p
a

[+round]

In long vowels of root syllables the rounding is reinterpreted as a phonemic 
distinction at a rather early stage, namely when short a lengthens in light stems 
(without being subject to rounding).

4.2.5.1 Phonologization of allophony

The same procedure of phonologization as that described above occurs with the 
variation caused by phonetic vowel weakening, and apocope (cf. section 4.1.1). In 
the acquisition of grammar, the children interpret the variation they hear as derived 
from phonological rules. By phonologization, the phonetic variation perceived is 
systematized and made into extrinsic allophony.53

In the case of the balance-related allophony, the formulation of the rule is 
dependent on how the variation is perceived. For the vowels i and u, the rule set up 
by the younger generation is invariably a lowering rule, reflecting vowel weakening. 
The vowel a, however, is the potential target of two rules, vowel weakening (a > 
ä) and vowel strengthening (a > å). Three interpretations of the phonetic reality as 
phonological seem available. First, if the perception of the variation focusses on 
vowel weakening, a raising (centralization) rule will be set up, or the centralization 
rule for the high vowels will be generalized to a as well. Second, if the variation 
perceived is associated with the phonetic rounding tendency of a in balanced light 
stems, then the phonological vowel strengthening rule will be set up.54 In the third 
case, a dialect acquires both of these rules (cf. below). Examples of the variation 
occur in Table 3.

One rule
It would seem that the most common case for a balance dialect is to acquire either 
of the vowel weakening rule or the vowel strengthening rule. Weakening and 
strengthening are really variations in one dimension of one and the same vowel.55



Initially, the strengthening and/or weakening of the a in prominent and non- 
prominent positions will much be a matter of degree. There will be a continuum of 
qualities of the vowel /a/ from somewhere around [o] to somewhere around [a]. In 
stressed positions, the realization of /a/ will approach one end of the continuum, in 
unstressed positions, it will approach the other. Both of the phonetic rules of 
weakening and strengthening happen to cooperate to establish a fairly evident 
allophony along one and the same axis, as it were. Once this allophony is 
phonologized (as one rule), the alternation is specified. A rule is formulated to 
account for the behaviour of a in one type of metrical position, while a in the other 
type of metrical position defaults to a more direct or canonical realization. It is in 
fact (weakly) expected that the allophone which is not derived by rule should be 
hauled back, as it were, once the phonetic allophony is replaced with a (one) 
phonological rule. The phonological rule set up by the younger generation imposes 
systematicity on the variation, a systematicity that will probably be preferred to 
phonetic naturalness (Hellberg 1978:166). In our case, we would say that given a 
rounding rule which provides an allophone to /a/ in one environment out of two (1. 
prominent position, 2. non-prominent position), the system is better served if the 
other allophone takes a default position (straight derivation from /a/ to [a]), than if 
it is made the victim of another phonological rule deriving [ä]. This argument 
concerns the systematicity at the level where extrinsic allophones are derived. 
Naturally, automatic intrinsic allophony of e.g. a will occur. As hinted above, the 
target positions of phonological weakening and strengthening will not be in full 
complementary distribution. There will be further subdivisions of the reduction 
environment.

Two rules
Interestingly, both of the phonetic allophonies of vowel weakening and vowel 
strengthening can be carried over as phonological rules in a dialect. In these cases 
a further subdivision of rule environment is invariably made. This division is always 
made in the weakening (or apocope) rule, between open and closed syllables. A 
clear example of this occurs in northeastern Telemark in Norway (Hesselman 1948- 
53:257).

The point then is that the generation of speakers that acquire/have the 
phonological vowel strengthening rule will not also have the phonological weakening 
rule apply to exactly the set of ß’s that are not subject to rounding (but to a subset 
of them, namely those in an open syllable). As a result, a dialect which has both



rules will always retain the ordinary ö-vowel in one environment, and have å and 
ä in two other environments. The case where å alternates with ä - and a is absent 
- does not occur.

Examples
Some examples of dialectal variation caused by the applications of vowel 
strengthening and weakening/apocope of /a/ are given in Table 3. Our sources are 
Kock 1921:205ff., Hesselman 1948-53:257ff. and Zilliacus 1966:35f.). We have 
stylized vowel qualities into three categories only (å, a, and a), abstracting away 
from the more particular phonetic qualities indicated in the sources. Apocope is 
indicated by ’</>’.

Table 3
Dialect Heavy 

open :
stem :

closed :
Light stem 
open/closed

Nordmöre, Trondheim, 
most Swedish dialects 
in Finland

<f> : a : a

Medelpad, eastern
Jämtland, Ångermanland

ä : ä : a

Parts of Västerbotten 0 : ä : a

Älvdalen a : a : å

Inner Trondheim, 
northern Hedmark

0/ä : a : å

Northeastern Telemark ä : a : å

Houtskär (Finland) 0 : a : å

Trisyllables
The occurrence of balance in trisyllables is expected in our theory, since the basic 
environment of a light root syllable occurs in trisyllables. Hence, we expect to find



vowel strengthening in trisyllables, too.56 A few examples from Old Swedish 
manuscripts are given below. ’VSt’ = vowel strengthening.

(36) Vowel strengthening in trisyllables

sporana >vst> sporåna ’the spurs’
svänana >vst> svänåna ’the swains’
dragare

A>A

dragåre ’draught animal’

4.2.5.2 The origin of à : 3 theories

Our explanation for the change of a to à in balanced words is based on a 
strengthening rule occurring in stressed syllables. The rule basically says that a 
vowel dominated by main-stress is subject to strengthening. Properties of the vowel 
a and conditions in the second syllable of light stems apparently favour rounding as 
the effect of strengthening. This explanation is not uncontroversial, and we shall 
therefore briefly review previous suggestions. We can discern two general theories 
about the origin of à in the second syllable of level stress words.57

The lengthening theory
The lengthening theory (Kock 1921:193ff., Reitan 1910 [1983], Kristoffersen 
1990:182ff.) holds that the second vowel of light stems was lengthened by the 
quantity shift. This means that a in the relevant light stems was lengthened to aa, 
and that it then took part in the rounding of long aa to åå described above (boater 
’boat’ > bååt, gaas ’goose’ > gåås, etc., 4.2.5). Later on the vowel shortened 
again. In a few dialects, however, the final vowel remains underlyingly long, the 
clearest evidence being provided by the Tinn dialect, where the main prominence in 
level stress words used to go on the second syllable (cf. section 4.2.4.3 above). The 
lengthening theory holds that the second syllable carried the full main-stress (because 
it was long). The suggestion then is that a stress shift took place in the set of words 
that later became level stressed.58

This analysis contains several problems. For instance, the assumed stress shift to 
the second syllable remains unmotivated and unexplained. Why should main-stress 
shift over to the second syllable at a time when the position of the main-stressed root 
syllable in the grammar appears to be stronger than ever before? And if the second 
syllable lengthening is suggested as the hen and the stress shift as the egg, then the



lengthening is hard to motivate, considering the general trend of reduction in all 
syllables except the main-stressed one.

Furthermore, the quantity shift is generally assumed to take place mainly in the 
late 14th, the 15th and 16th centuries (in Scandinavia), while the rounding of aa to 
M is completed by the late 14th century. Thus, if lengthening of the second syllable 
of light stems is to take place as part of the quantity shift, then there is a 
chronological problem requiring further explication.

Kristoffersen (1990:182ff.) suggests that level stress (i.e. balance) develops as a 
result of the retraction of stress from the second syllable towards the initial edge of 
the word. This suggested reverse stress shift indicates a possible explanation for the 
occurrence of level stress, but fails to be motivated in itself. One prediction is that 
final stress (in bisyllabic light stems) would occur in the stage before level stress in 
all dialects that display the a > å vowel strengthening. This is not likely for 
geographical reasons. Geographically, the final stress dialects are observed to be 
non-central to the areas still having light stems, and are hence less likely to be the 
most archaic (Hesselman 1948-53:249). As neighbours, these dialects always have 
dialects with normalized stress (by the quantity shift). The geographical facts rather 
suggest that the shift of main-stress to the second syllable is a local and secondary 
phenomenon (Hesselman 1948-53:248f.).

Another problem is that one would have to assume vowel lengthening in the 
second syllable even if the second syllable were closed by a sonorant segment (hence 
potentially heavy and canonical). I.e. a word like gâmâl ’old’ would have resulted 
from lengthening of the Old Swedish form gamal to +gamaal, rounding of 
+gamaal to +gamåål, and shortening (and vowel levelling) of +gamåål to gâmâl. 
The quantity shift in these instances would thus come to look more like a process of 
vowel lengthening, than a process controlling the length of certain syllables. This is 
unexpected, since the effect of the quantity shift otherwise is syllable lengthening in 
light stems and shortening in overlong syllables (cf. chapter 6).

Also, one would need to explain why certain dialects never get the rounding in 
level stress words, while they get it in root syllables with a long aa.

The root weight theory
The alternative theory, which we may call the root weight theory, was developed by 
Hesselman (1948-53:251, 256f.), and adopted by e.g. Bergfors (1961:22ff.). 
Hesselman holds that the second syllable of light stems was non-main-stressed (like 
that of heavy stems). The difference was that the second syllable of light stems was



simply less prone to weakening than the corresponding syllable of heavy stems. This 
could lead to qualitative differentiation between a’s in this position. In such a 
situation the a in the second syllable of a light stem could come to be identified with 
other vowels in other positions, e.g. å in root syllables. Thus, as Wessén 
(1969:§45.fn. 14) remarks, the å of the light stem endings would arise by 
substitution rather than as a spontaneous development.

Bergfors (1961:22ff.) basically adopts the root weight theory, with the slight 
modification that he does not consider the identification with other sounds a 
necessary ground for change. The development of a to à in light stems could take 
place spontaneously.

Now, the root weight theory as formulated by Hesselman and Bergfors contains 
the makings of an explanation. However, the environment and conditions on the 
change are insufficiently defined. The basic claim of the root weight theory is that 
a in light stems and a in heavy stems develop differently because they are in 
different environments (with respect to the weight of the preceding syllable), though 
they are both in weakening positions (Hesselman 1948-53:251). As Hesselman puts 
it, the vowel is simply less exposed to weakening in light stems. The question that 
must be addressed is wherein the difference of environment resides. Then this 
difference should be expressed, in a rule or otherwise.

The balance theory
Our analysis, which we may call the balance theory, can be regarded as a 
development of the root weight theory. Our suggestion is that the difference between 
the second syllable of light stems and that of heavy stems in balance dialects is one 
of stress. The second syllable of light stems is not in a weakening environment. In 
heavy stems the second syllable is dominated by a weak position, whereas in light 
stems, the second syllable is directly under main-stress. The analysis, then, is 
directly tied to the presence of balance in the dialect. Thus, given that our theory of 
balance is on the right track, the rounding of a > å becomes understandable as 
vowel strengthening under stress.

The problems of the lengthening theory do not appear in the balance theory (or 
in the root weight theory), since length is rejected as ground for rounding in this 
position, in favour of a dependence on balance.



4.2.5.3 Strengthening in Old Swedish

We mentioned in the introduction that the occurrence of balance was much more 
widespread in Old Swedish than it is today. Neuman (1918) shows this clearly, 
taking vowel strengthening a > å as an indication of balance. Neuman studied a 
number of manuscripts from various parts of Sweden from the second half of the 
15th century. The evidence for the strengthening of a > å emerges in the second 
half of the 15th century, by virtue of writings like < giffuo > ’give’ < göro > ’do, 
make’, where the final <o> is used instead of <a>. The <$-sound was often 
spelled with <a> in Late Old Swedish.59 Scholars have therefore assumed that 
manuscripts from this time contain a smaller than representative set of balanced 
forms of this type (Kock 1921:193ff., Wessén 1969:§45). Neuman’s chief result 
is that vowel balance occurred in most of the purely Swedish dialects, also in the 
central Swedish dialects of Uppland, Västmanland, Södermanland and in the 
southern dialects of Östergötland and Småland. Subsequently, when the quantity 
shift was implemented, most traces of balance disappeared in these regions.60

We have observed above that balance prosody applies irrespective of the status of 
the second syllable as open or closed. Hence, any balance-related phenomena should 
also disregard this factor, and this proves to be the case. Level stress, vowel 
strengthening and vowel levelling (cf. below) all apply irrespective of the 
open/closed status of the second syllable (unlike reduction). This is true for the 
present-day dialects, as well as the Old Swedish manuscripts (cf. Neuman 1918:3). 
The forms below have level stress and display vowel strengthening.61

(X) (X) (X)
A A A
H ß At M M Atsåmår 'summer' gåmål 'old' vuku

The forms in (37) also display so-called vowel levelling in 
now turn to this balance phenomenon.

'week (obi.)' 

the initial syllable. We

4.2.6 Vowel levelling

Vowel levelling62 is an assimilation taking place between the two first syllables of 
balanced light stems. Either of the vowels approaches the quality of the other, the 
most common case being the root vowel assimilating to the vowel of the second



syllable. Vowel levelling may involve total or partial assimilation. Often, the 
assimilated vowel is made underlying, and retains its quality after the quantity shift.

4.2.6.1 Data

Vowel levelling occurs in several dialectal variants, relating to which vowels are 
affected. The vowels a, o and u are more liable to be levelled (i.e. assimilate) than 
the more resistant i and e (Geijer 1921:3f.). When the vowel of the second syllable 
is an å, created by vowel strengthening of a, vowel levelling of a [+back] vowel 
in the initial syllable is very likely to occur, and to be total. In the village of Åsen 
in Älvdalen (Levander 1909) and in the village of Vågå in Nord-Gudbrandsdalen 
(Kristoffersen 1990), vowel levelling of the type å-å is the rule, whenever the root 
syllable contains an underlying /a/. Examples occur below.63 ’VSt’ = vowel 
strengthening, ’VL’ = vowel levelling.

(38) Total vowel levelling: Älvdalen (Levander 1909)

lada >vst> ladå > VL> lådå ’barn’
flaka >vst> flakå > VL> flåkå ’thin slice’
gala >VSt> galå > VL> gåiå ’to crow’
mala >vst> malå > VL> målå ’to grind’
tala >vst> talå > VL> tålå ’to speak’

While å represents the most typical case of total vowel levelling, a is known to have 
(had) similar influence in certain dialects. In many dialects the quantity shift has 
taken place after a period of vowel levelling. We will abstract away from the 
quantity shift and (39) is therefore partially reconstructed.64 ’QS’ = quantity shift.

(39) Total vowel levelling: mid-eastern Älvdalen (Geijer 1921:8f.)

fara = = fara > QS > faara ’to go, travel’
leva > VL> lava > QS > laava ’to live’
låva > VL> lava > QS > laava ’to promise’
vita > VL> vata > QS > vatta ’to know’
spela > VL> spala > QS > spalla ’to play’



Also the vowel u is reported to have caused total vowel levelling. In the Hailing 
dialect in Norway, a dialect which has now completed the quantity shift, such 
levelling took place only if the root vowel were an a (Venås 1977:39f.).

(40) Total vowel levelling: Hailing (a-b), western Tröndelag (c)

u-u a. gatu >VL> gutu >QS> guutu ’street, narrow lane*
b. stapul >VL> stupul >QS> stuupul ’bell-house by church’
c. viku >VL> vuku ’week (obi.)’

When the assimilation is only partial, one talks of incomplete vowel levelling. The 
examples below are from Norwegian dialects (Geijer 1921:8ff.).

(41) vita >VSt> vitå >VL> vytå ’to know’ (Telemark)
vita >VL> väta ’to know’ (NGbr)

The examples given in (38)-(41) all illustrate cases where the assimilation works 
regressively, from the final syllable to the initial. Regressive vowel levelling is the 
most common type and, according to Geijer (1921:42ff.), the one that is most 
clearly related to level stress and balance.

It appears that regressive vowel levelling is always exerted by a back vowel, i.e. 
a, å/o or u. As mentioned, the front vowels were the least willing to assimilate. 
However, it seems that the front vowels may exert influence in the reverse direction, 
that is progressively. The restriction appears to be that there should be no back 
vowel in the second syllable. Only very few examples of progressive vowel levelling 
are given in the literature and they are sometimes of dubious value.65

(42) Progressive vowel levelling:

y-y myki(t) >VL> mytjy ’much’
fyri >VL> fyry ’for’
lykil >VL> lykyl >QS> lyykyl ’key’

Trusting Geijer (1921:42), there is also reciprocal vowel levelling. He gives one 
example.



(43) Reciprocal vowel levelling:

skuri(t) >VL> skyry ’cut (past part.)’

4.2.6.2 Analysis“

The output of vowel levelling varies quite a lot in its details between dialects, as will 
be clear from the data given. Consider (44), which contains representative cases of 
regressive vowel levelling. Only information of relevance to vowel levelling has 
been included (i.e. there is no indication of quantity shift).

(44) Variable vowel levelling

a. galå > VL> gålå ’to crow’ rounding
vitå > VL> vytå ’to know’ rounding

b. stapul > VL> stupul ’bell-house’ rounding + raising
c. viku > VL> vuku ’week (obi.)’ rounding + backing
d. låva > VL> lava ’to promise’ unrounding
e. leva > VL> lava ’to live’ lowering (+ backing)

vita >VL> väta ’to know’ lowering
vita > VL> vata ’to know’ lowering (+ backing)

The column on the right gives a rough description of the event taking place for each 
vowel changed. The disparity of this list indicates that certain ways of explaining 
vowel levelling can be excluded.

We consider vowel levelling to be directly related to balance prosody. This 
connection is evident for at least three reasons.

Geography
Vowel levelling occurs in a productive form in balance dialects only, and very often 
in conjunction with vowel strengthening, as seen above. As to geographical spread, 
vowel levelling clearly heeds the boundaries of balance. In Haugen (1976:262)67 
there is a map showing the occurrence of balance (or level stress, Nw ’jamvekt’) and 
vowel levelling (Nw ’jamning’) in Scandinavia. The vowel levelling area is shown 
to be a subset of the balance area, though mostly the vowel levelling border closely



follows that of balance, and never crosses it. Clearly, live vowel levelling is absent 
in non-balance areas.68

The level stress connection
The second argument is the testimony of Geijer (1921) concerning live vowel 
levelling (in his day). Geijer (1921:26f. ,41) reports that in words displaying vowel 
levelling, there is a tendency for the final syllable to be relatively more prominent 
than elsewhere. That is, among dialects having level stress, such dialects as have 
vowel levelling tend to have particularly prominent second syllables in light stems. 
Thus, there is a connection between the degree of prominence of the second syllable 
and the probability of vowel levelling occurring. Oxytonation being a secondary 
development of level stress in balance dialects, the dependence on balance is clear.

Simpler by default
The nature of the variation that vowel levelling exhibits makes analyses of the 
phenomenon as a process not crucially dependent on balance less likely. The other 
candidates that come to mind for explaining long distance vowel assimilation would 
be primarily umlaut, and possibly vowel harmony, both of which are attested 
processes in Germanic.69

We mentioned that not all vowels are equally prone to assimilate. However, given 
the right circumstances and the right dialect any vowel will assimilate, partially or 
totally. Therefore, the assimilation itself is the primary characteristic of vowel 
levelling. This indicates that vowel levelling is a rule of some generality. As we 
shall see below the exact implementation of the assimilation is dependent on the 
constellation of vowels. Thus, there are two matters to deal with: the rule and its 
variation.

4.2.6.3 The rule

First, we want to formulate one single rule that captures the nature of vowel 
levelling, irrespective of which vowels engage in the assimilation. The environment 
of the rule should express a relation to balance and be general enough to embrace 
diverse processes like rounding and unrounding, raising and lowering. We propose
(45), where ’F’ = feature(s).



(45) Vowel levelling: xiFJ

v .
I /

[F]

By this rule, features of the vowel project onto the stress unit, the foot. The idea is 
that the projected vowel features are realized where the stress is realized, i.e. in the 
moraic positions. In a balance prosody, features from one vowel are realized on both 
vowels. In cases of total vowel levelling, the rule in (45) is equivalent to 
monophthongization in a single syllable. Notice that no directionality is expressed 
in the rule. Hence, the rule allows for either of the vowels dominated to project 
some or all of its features. Indeed, it allows for reciprocal vowel levelling. The 
crucial link between balance and vowel levelling here is the fact that balance is 
expressed as a stress position, shared between two syllables.

The immediate question to ask is how we get the attested variation from this 
general formulation of the vowel levelling rule. What factors govern the direction 
and extent of assimilation?

4.2.6.4 The projection of features

There are some tendencies to be observed among the various instantiations of vowel 
levelling. Possibly, these tendencies are guided by principles. Consider (46), where 
the letters ’a’, ’b’ and V express an ordered relation.

(46) Parameters of vowel levelling

1. Projective precedence:

a. Let the vowel of the second syllable project features.
b. Let the vowel of the initial syllable project features.

2. Feature projection:

a. Project [+round]
b. Project [height]
c. Project [±back]



Two parameters are involved, which we call projective precedence and feature 
projection. The first parameter picks out the vowel that should project features. The 
second parameter picks out the features in a particular order of projection. The order 
of projection is the same, whichever vowel is picked out.70

We propose that the vowels involved in our examples are phonetically organized 
as in the chart below, ’[r]’ indicates that a vowel is rounded.71

(47) Phonetic organization of short vowels

front back

high i, yW u[r]
mid e å/o[r]
low ä a

Let us now see how the parameters operate and interact. In the examples below, we 
use the star ’*’ to mark forms that represent hypothetical steps in a 
development/derivadon. The symbol ’ 4- ’ indicates (some) forms that are predicted 
not to occur, as developments of the original forms on the left. These predicted non- 
occurrences are collected on the right. The projected feature is indicated between 
square brackets, for the sake of readability.

(48) Projection of features

la cases: 2nd v projects features (regressive) Non-occurrences

galå > 2a: [+round] > gålå +gala
vitå > 2a: [+round] > vytå +viti, +vyty, 

+vity
viku > 2a: [+round] > *vyku > 2c: [+back] > vuku +viki, +vyky
låva >2b:[+low]> lava +låvå
vita >2b:[+low]> väta >2c:[+back]> vata +viti, +vätä, 

+vitä

lb cases: 1st v projects features (progressive) Non-occurrences

myki(t) > 2a: [+round] > mytjy +mitji
fyri > 2a: [+round] > fyry +firi



Interaction of la and lb (reciprocal) Non-occurrences

la: skuri(t) > 2c: [-back] > *skyri -+
lb: *skyri >2a:[+round]> skyry +skuru, +skiri

One thing to notice is that the examples above have been brought in from several 
dialects. The reports from these dialects concerning the relative stress prominence 
between the syllables of balanced words diverge. We have not been able to ascertain 
any variation affecting the principles that would relate to the stress differences.72 
Given that balance is a stress prosody, we would interpret this fact as evidence of 
the stability of the initially assigned stress structure. I.e. given there is only one 
stress position phonologically, we do not expect any interference of stress. Any 
variations due to phonetic realization of the balance structure are immaterial.

We contend that further studies need to be carried out in order more firmly to 
establish the form and validity of the parameters in (46).

4.2.7 Limits of balance

Before we conclude this chapter, let us ask the question why balance did not develop 
over a larger (or smaller) area. The area where balance occurs in Old Swedish is 
geographically coherent and one may ask what factors determine the borders.

The answer to this, we propose, lies in the degree of reduction in the second 
syllable of light stems. We propose that balance could only develop in dialects where 
the reduction of final syllables had not exceeded a given limit. In the south and the 
southwest, where balance does not develop, the dialects had reached a more 
advanced stage of reduction than elsewhere, at the time of the reinterpretation of the 
bimoraic condition as a unipositional foot. There are some indications of this.

Geography is one. The southern and southwestern dialects border on the Old 
Danish and the Middle English dialects. All prosodic developments that occur in 
several of the Germanic languages occur earlier in the south than in the north. For 
instance, syncope and vowel shortening apply earlier in Gothic than in Old and 
Middle English, where they in turn apply earlier than in Old Swedish. The same 
holds for post-syncope reduction, generally. Thus, it is quite natural to assume that 
reduction is more advanced in the southwest than further north at a given point in 
time, as part of the general south-to-north ’spread’ (by drift and/or language contact) 
of prosodic phenomena (cf. Geijer 1921:74). The geographic argument is perhaps 
strengthened by the fact that balance develops from its southern border all the way



up to the northern dialects. Thus, there is an isogloss of sorts separating balance 
dialects-to-be from non-balance dialects.

There are indications that reduction is advanced in the southern and southwestern 
dialects of Scandinavia, at a time prior to the first evidence of balance. Vowel 
weakening is pervasive, especially in Denmark, where the vowels a, i and u in 
unstressed position reduce to e. According to Hesselman (1948-53:36), this 
development has already begun in the 13th century, while evidence for balance, 
which crucially does not develop in this area, shows up during the 14th century, in 
Swedish dialects. Vowel weakening develops into apocope in several areas, in 
Jutland already at an early stage. In Sweden, we find (unbalanced) apocope in Öland 
and in northern Värmland.

The southern and western dialects of Sweden and parts of southern Norway and 
most of western Norway constitute areas located between the dialects of Denmark 
and England (where reduction is extremely advanced) and the large dialect area 
where balance later develops. In these dialects, reduction takes the form of vowel 
weakening of i and u to e, while a is mostly retained.73 In scattered parts of this 
area, a too, undergoes reduction. As expected of non-balance dialects, these 
reductions apply irrespective of the weight of the root syllable.

In the balance dialects-to-be, by contrast, the unstressed vowels of the light stems 
had not reduced to e at the time when balance develops, since they show up as i, u, 
and a in balance structure. Furthermore, while reduction in unstressed syllables of 
heavy stems goes on in balance dialects, it is not quite as radical as in the non
balance dialects, to begin with.74 For instance, balanced vowel weakening typically 
distinguishes between e and o, the weakened variants of i and u (in heavy stems). 
In non-balance dialects these fall together as e. This would indicate that reduction 
was not as advanced in the balance dialects-to-be in the 14 th century when balance 
first shows up.

4.3 Conclusion

Balance, instantiated by the unipositional foot, undoes the phonological prominence 
relation between the two syllables dominated. This is phonetically reflected in level 
stress, which is shared stress, not double stress. We have discussed two positive 
rules that are directly related to balance and level stress.



First, when balance develops and main-stress comes to dominate the second 
syllable in light stems, a new allophone of /a/ is often adopted, namely å. This 
stress-dependent rounding is due initially to the rule of vowel strengthening.

Second, the rule of vowel levelling develops in balanced light stems. This rule 
makes use of the fact that main-stress is shared between two syllables, and it often 
undoes all differences between the two vowels. Thus, shared stress would seem to 
promote shared vowel qualities.

The correspondence expressed by the representation of the vowel levelling rule 
and level stress is the correspondence between unipositional and monophthongal. If 
two syllables are to be timed with one stress position, any process making the light 
stem internally more coherent would, we hypothesize, promote this timing. In the 
balance prosody, the foot stands out as a more salient psychological unit than the 
syllable. We assume that this is the result of a development in which a light syllable 
becomes insufficient for the realization of main-stress.75 In some languages, 
lengthening rules are employed to accomodate the requirements of main-stress. In 
other languages, apparently, balance can be introduced. The previous requirement 
of isochrony between syllables and grid-positions is abandoned, balance thus 
representing an extreme position of stress timing on the bipolar continuum of 
rhythmic timing in natural language.



Notes for chapter 4

1. The Norwegian term ’jamvektsregelen’ is the closest we get to the Swedish term 
’vokalbalans’. The Norwegian terms ’jamvekt’ and ’jamning’ correspond to what 
is here called ’level stress’ and ’vowel levelling’, respectively.

2. This representation of balance was first drawn by Alan Prince, who, of course, 
is not responsible for what we do with it here.

3. Hesselman (1948-53:251f.) says that there is not one living dialect that has 
retained light stems (i.e. CV.CV forms) and has not had at least some degree of 
reduction.

4. In the larger perspective, vowel strengthening is dependent on stress prominence 
and can occur where stress prominence is enhanced. However, in this chapter we 
will focus on the particular case of vowel strengthening occurring in the second 
syllable of light stems (e.g. lada ’bam’ > ladå). This case of vowel strengthening 
is directly dependent on balance, since balance is what turns the second syllable 
into a metrically prominent position (cf. further section 4.2). Unless otherwise 
indicated, we use the term ’vowel strengthening’ to refer to ’vowel strengthening in 
balance structures’.

5. In Danish, a rule of consonant degemination produced new light stems around the 
time of the quantity shift, cf. Amason (1980:78f.) and 6.6.3.2.

6. For the dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen, it may be the case that a distinction is 
made between heavy stems and light stems in trisyllables, too (Gjert Kristoffersen 
p.c.). We return to this issue in section 4.1.4.1.

7. In the discussion of vowel quality alternations, below, we do not strive to give 
precise vowel qualities, but rather focus on the alternations as such. All indications 
of vowel quality are therefore approximate. I have used graphs from orthography, 
for simplicity. Note that we write <o> as the weakened variant of u. The 
strengthened variant of a we shall write as < å >. In the literature, however, the 
sounds here represented by o and å are often represented by the same graph.

8. Fossilized remnants of previous balanced vowel alternations exist in the standard 
language today. Previous light stems: gård-fari-handlare ’door vendor’, Gudi lov 
’praise of the Lord’, gatu-korsning ’road crossing’,/wrw ’fir’, huvud ’head’, till salu 
’for sale’. Previous heavy stems: gammal i gårde ’old in the house (idiom)’, ur huse 
’out of house (idiom)’, kyrko-gård ’cemetery’, i alio ’in slV, förvisso ’definitely’, 
åsido ’aside’.



9. On the dialectological map of Scandinavia, degree of weakening (down to 
apocope) is an important variable.

10. One would perhaps think that a third indication of the fact that apocope targets 
vowels would be the compensatory lengthening in the root syllable of light stems. 
The alternation between a pre-apocope form ta la ’to speak’ and an apocopated form 
taal could be interpreted as a relinking of the mora stranded by apocope (cf. 
Minkova 1985, Hayes 1989:268). There are some problems with such an analysis, 
however, which we discuss in conjunction with the Middle English rule of open 
syllable lengthening (MEOSL, 6.6.5.1).

We have, however, not tried to find out to which extent the Swedish apocope rule 
occurring in dialects today is similar to or different from the Middle English apocope 
rule.

11. I am not aware of the exact conditions for lengthening and circumflexion in 
Swedish dialects. For light stems, at least, the relation between vowel lengthening 
and circumflexion is not an obligatory one.

12. In this section, the focus is on the application of the vowel weakening rule, 
rather than apocope. It is mainly in conjunction with vowel weakening that the terms 
’complete’ and ’incomplete’ occur in the literature, which is appropriate, ’complete 
apocope’ being a dubious matter, as discussed below. Old Swedish manuscripts tend 
to give evidence of weakening rather than apocope.

13. In certain terminologies the terms ’complete’ and ’incomplete vowel balance’ are 
used to denote the open/closed alternation in balance dialects only. However, it is 
clear that the open/closed distinction pertains directly to the reduction rules, i.e. 
irrespective of the presence/absence of balance. Hesselman (1948-53 passim) clearly 
perceived this.

14. The Södermanna law displays no vowel weakening of u, cf. äru ’are’, fastu 
’fast’ and kunungx ’king’s’, rätturn ’right’.

15. Note that there is no theoretical problem in having a rule deleting vowels (as 
opposed to moras) in closed syllables. To make a distinction between mora deletion 
and vowel deletion, all we need are those two categories (and no information on 
syllable structure).

16. In these forms, the vowel deleted could in fact be part of the stem, the article 
occurring as a mere -r, following a vowel.

17. The spelling of the forms have been slightly normalized.

18. Naturally, the fact that a vowel is orthographically represented by the same letter 
in all positions does not mean it does not have strong and weak allophones according 
to metrical position. Therefore it is appropriate to sound a note of caution. The Old



Swedish texts can only give us indirect evidence of vowel weakening. It may well 
be the case that weakening of e.g. a is much more extensive than is visible in 
orthography. For instance, in certain texts, the <a>-graph was used for a number 
of different sounds (Wessén 1969:§45, Kock 1921:193ff.).

19. One would perhaps expect that a dialect should proceed from incomplete to 
complete vowel weakening, rather than the reverse. This expectation is clearly borne 
out with respect to the West Nordic non-balance dialects, as studied and interpreted 
by Hesselman (1948-53:215ff.). The non-balance dialects in question appear in the 
western and southwestern counties of Norway, in Iceland and in the Faroese Islands. 
Hesselman contends that

"Dialect geography makes it plausible that the incomplete weakening 
which appears in the dialects which in other respects are also most 
archaic [...] represents an earlier stage in the development, a stage that 
the completely weakening dialects, too, have passed through once [...].
The study of older sources confirms this opinion. "

(Sw. "Dialektgeografin gör det sannolikt, att den ofullständiga 
försvagningen, som tillkommer de även i övrigt ålderdomligaste målen 
[...] är en tidigare etapp i utvecklingen, som även de helt försvagande 
dialekterna en gång ha genomgått [...]. Ett studium av de äldre källorna 
bekräftar denna uppfattning." Hesselman 1948-53:216)

Thus, for the non-balance dialects we may posit a direction of development from 
incomplete vowel weakening to complete vowel weakening. Interestingly, this is 
confirmed by older West Nordic sources (taking Hesselman’s word for it).

However, we do not seem to be able to obtain a similar confirmation of the 
temporal order from the Old Swedish (East Nordic) sources, which generally have 
balance. Concerning the alternation of i/e, we find complete weakening mainly in 
a set of manuscripts from Östergötland from the 1300’s. After 1350 and up to 
around 1500, incomplete weakening is the dominant pattern for i/e. Concerning u/o, 
weakening is almost always complete. Incomplete u/o weakening occurs in texts 
from Östergötland in the early 1300’s. After 1350, complete u/o weakening is 
dominant in Old Swedish manuscripts. The extent of balance involving a is harder 
to ascertain, for orthographic reasons, but it occurs in both variants.

Presumably, then, other factors must be operative in the Old Swedish dialects, 
influencing their development. It is tempting of course, to try to tie the difference 
to the presence/absence of balance. One balance-related suggestion as to why the 
direction of development is much clearer among non-balanced (West Nordic) dialects 
than balanced (East Nordic) lies in the morphology and in the metrical structure.

Consider (i), which is a schema of stress structures in balance and non-balance 
dialects. All final syllables are light, whether open or closed.



(i) Non-balance dialects 
light heavy

Balance dialects 
light heavy

(X .) (X)(.)

CvCv(C) CvXCv(C)

(X) (X)(.)
A I I

CvCv(C) CvXCv(C)

Morphological generalizations will hold between light stems and heavy stems of the 
same kind (open/open, closed/closed endings), rather than between, e.g. heavy 
stems of different kinds (open/closed). Different ending morphemes will be 
influential in the capacity of categories (weak masculines end in -e, -a, supine in -it, 
and so on), rather than as instances.

In non-balance dialects, light stems and heavy stems of the same paradigm will 
undergo the weakening rule together to a much greater extent that in balance 
dialects. Prosodically conditioned weakening can therefore apply to whole categories 
of morphemes (in stylized terms, change -v first and -vC second).

In balance dialects however, there already is an asymmetry between prosody and 
morphology, due to incomplete vowel weakening, since light stems lack a weak 
position, and therefore do not weaken. When prosody moves toward complete vowel 
weakening, it will again be the case that only heavy stems are available targets.

Possibly then, the implementation of weakening will be more disturbed in balance 
dialects, since the presence of balance interferes with the generalizations and cross- 
correspondences of morphology. This may have given rise to the ’competing 
generalizations’ situation, which seems to hold in the Old Swedish balance 
manuscripts. Naturally, further study is needed to confirm or refute this hypothesis.

20. Strictly speaking, of course, the term ’penult reduction’ becomes inappropriate, 
if there is ultima reduction by apocope in a trisyllable.

21. In the case of the balance dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen in Norway, conditions 
may be different, if the analysis by Gjert Kristoffersen is correct. In the dialect of 
Lorn (at least), the final vowel of trisyllabic heavy stems is apocopated, while the 
final vowel of trisyllabic light stems is retained and merely reduced (though not to 
schwa). In Kristoffersen’s (p.c.) interpretation, the absence of apocope in light stems 
is due to a minimal word requirement of three moras, while the role of balance is 
unclear. Hesselman (1948-53:148f.) cites the same type of examples from NGbr and 
claims that the difference in treatment is not due to balance. The cases of non- 
apocopated, unreduced ending in trisyllabic light stems are, according to Hesselman, 
few and explainable under morphological conditions.

At any rate, data from outside NGbr, e.g. from Älvdalen, provide evidence for 
the similar treatment of trisyllabic light stems and trisyllabic heavy stems. The 
general analysis of balance presented here is based on a bisyllabic structure. A third 
syllable is therefore outside of the requisite domain, no predictions being made for 
it.

22. The punter operates in connection with land-surveying.



23. On the basis of the geographical distribution today, it would otherwise seem that 
the presence of balance disfavours the rule of penult reduction.

24. Final closed syllables are light by virtue of a late Proto-Nordic change in the 
syllabification algorithm (cf. chapter 5). The stress algorithm remains basically 
intact, though.

25. Naturally, we could stipulate that the final syllable of smältan is extrametrical, 
i.e. smält-a<ri>, the symbol ’-’ indicating the morphological boundary between 
stem and suffix. In this case penult reduction would be a case of ultima reduction. 
The problem, of course, is how to motivate extrametricality. In the general analysis, 
I have not found the Old Swedish need for extrametricality sufficiently pressing until 
later (cf. chapter 6).

26. As discussed in 3.2.2.4, syncope of the vowel a was probably not delayed in 
bisyllabic light stems, while this was clearly the case for i and u.

27. The idea that ’balance’ is present in the operation of various phenomena in the 
early Germanic dialects is not entertained by Nordic linguists alone. Though dressed 
in different words, similar thoughts appear in analyses of e.g. Sievers’s law and Old 
English high vowel deletion (HVD). Scholars seldom fail to mention the equality of 
one heavy syllable with two light syllables, each context constituting one foot (if 
initial). This domain is often promoted to immunity with respect to the rules 
involved in HVD and Sievers’s law. I.e. deletion or vocalization/gliding is said not 
to apply within this domain, but rather in the relevant position following this 
domain. This seems to me very much like a conception of balance similar to 
Hesselman’s.

28. In addition, the coherence across the Baltic is well attested in dialectological 
literature. The East Swedish dialects have many connections with the Uppland dialect 
on the Scandinavian peninsula (Hesselman 1905, Selenius 1972).

29. There is one exception. Kock (1921:58) observes balance in the so-called 
Rüstringer documents from the late 13th century, written in a very archaic Old 
Frisian dialect. Hesselman (1948-53:36) reports that traces of balance are still 
present in the dialect of the island of Wangeroog in East Frisia, the direct descendant 
of the dialect of the Rüstringer texts.

30. Furthermore, if we claim that balance is inherited of old, we must explain why 
weakening and syncope are allowed to apply in light stems in late Proto-Nordic, and 
why the prohibition against these processes in light stems is later reinstalled.

31. In Middle English there is the rule known as open syllable lengthening 
(MEOSL), which affects many light stems by lengthening the root vowel (cf. 
Minkova 1982, 1985 and 6.6.5.1). Previously, West Germanic gemination (Cj > 
CQ had caused light stems to cross over into the class of heavy stems. Similar rules



occur in the other continental Germanic dialects, including Danish, dramatically 
reducing the number of light stems.

32. In fact, there are rules that go counter to the general trend. In Danish, for 
instance, there is a degemination rule, which creates a new class of light stems (and 
CvC monosyllables); cf. 6.6.3.2.

33. Today there are dialects where balance prosody is retained only in a few forms, 
the other forms having undergone lengthening.

34. In a stress theory, the only real alternative analysis to assuming that two 
syllables share one stress is to say that they have one stress each. This is not an 
attractive prospect, and highly unexpected in the general model presented, e.g. since 
clashes are constantly resolved in Germanic prosodic history. Also, this would 
remove the link between balance and the quantity shift that our theory has. The 
phonetic predictions would be that level stress words should sound more like two 
separate words.

35. Conversely, dialects having light stems today but no balance should not display 
any traces of balance in an earlier stage. The dialect of Närpes in Österbotten 
(Finland) represents this case.

36. The English term originates with Liberman (1982:181). Sw ’jämviktsaccent’, 
Nw ’jamvekt’.

37. The following representation: (X . )
ti p

vika ’week’
will not be compatible with a level stress interpretation, but only with a relative 
prominence interpretation. We therefore reserve this structure for light stems in non
balance dialects.

38. Neither can the initial syllable be said to be reliably weak with respect to the 
second syllable in Eastern Mora in Dalama, a dialect where the second syllable 
carries the main prominence.

39. Kristoffersen has only a few recordings of accent 1 light stems and is very 
cautious in drawing conclusions from them.

40. I mention the loss of stress as a primitive in grammar, since it is a logical 
possibility. In a situation where the accents and the syllable structure can carry the 
distinctive burden, the loss of stress could simplify the grammar.

41. In Nord-Gudbrandsdalen, the correspondence between accent 2 in heavy stems 
and level stress in light stems is perfect. This dialect retains the CvC monosyllables, 
otherwise a very rare property of contemporary dialects. Monosyllabic stems get 
accent 1. Some endings are neutral with respect to the accent. Other endings induce



accent 2, e.g. the dative ending. This applies in heavy stems and light stems alike. 
The data below is from Nord-Gudbrandsdalen (Kristoffersen 1990:61, 219, 
Hesselman 1948-53:245f.). ’E’ - schwa.

NGbr lengthened
Level stress Accent 2

spånå spuunad ’woven material’
senu seenu ’sinew’
stugu stuugu ’cottage’
skin-e skeen-e ’shine, dat.sg.’

Accent 1

skin-E ’the shine’
grån-e ’the fir-tree’
sån-e ’the son (dat.sg.)’
hål-e ’the holes*
hål-E ’the hole’
fvigEl /fugl/ ’bird’

What we see here is accent 1 in some CvC-v forms, namely in forms where the 
ending is neutral with respect to accent assignment. In other forms accent 2-inducing 
suffixes bring about level stress in light stems.

The conclusion we draw is that in dialects having CvC monosyllables, accent 2 
and level stress are in perfect complementary distribution. In dialects where there are 
no CvC words (the majority of the dialects that have light stems), accent 2 in words 
with bisyllabic stems can be predicted independently of the light stem/heavy stem 
distinction, namely on morphological grounds.

42. Hesselman (1948-53:246), too, points out the similarity in balance - and the 
difference in accent - between the Nuckö dialect and Vågå in Nord- 
Gudbrandsdalen.

43. It is not a devastating counter-argument to (29A), though. Once the accent 
distinction is not present, then the presence of level stress cannot be said to support 
or not support the connection with an accent. What this argument does show 
however, is that people perceive level stress independently of whether or not there 
is an accent distinction. This, again, poses the question of what it is in the phonetic 
reality that causes this pattern.

44. Kristoffersen’s field-work in Dalama in 1990 reveals that oxytonation is alive 
in eastern Mora.

45. The youth of oxytonation, furthermore, is also supported by the pattern of 
apocope in trisyllables (Hesselman 1948-53:149).



46. For instance, the quality of a could be pushed backwards (into a more extreme 
position in acoustic space), a tendency known to take place in long aa in Modem 
Swedish. Rounding could well take place as a side effect of backing, non-rounded 
back vowels being rare, typologically. As Robert Bannert points out (p.c.), rounding 
moves a back vowel quality further back, thus making it more distant (and distinct) 
from the front vowels. Rounding is no necessary consequence of backing, however.

47. It is not immediately clear why enhanced prominence on a should lead to a 
tendency rounding and/or backing, as a qualitative effect. Long aa undergoes general 
rounding in Old Swedish, while short a does not. Duration being one aspect of 
stress, we can confidently say that long vowels are more prominent than short ones. 
Thereby, we have an indication of a link between length (and perhaps stress) and 
rounding, in Swedish and Norwegian. As Claes-Christian Elert (p.c.) points out 
however, the situation could be reversed in other languages, like Hungarian, where 
short a is rounded and long aa is not.

It will be clear that the relation between the rounding tendency and relative 
prominence is one that we assume, rather than refer to as established fact. This 
said, I would like to give the speculative argument here anyway. It is reasonable 
to assume that long aa had a less back realization in Proto-Nordic. We assume that 
at some point, stress in the mainstress syllable becomes more prominent (perhaps for 
reasons like increase of the number of distinctions that should be made in this 
syllable, cf. Sigurd 1962). This leads to a more extreme pronunciation of aa, further 
back in the acoustic space. This backing would promote rounding. The same line of 
reasoning would hold for short a in contexts where it becomes relatively prominent,
e.g. in balance structures.

48. The question of rounding of aa > åå is made slightly more complicated by the 
fact that rounding took place in Middle Low German, too (Moberg 1989:85ff.). This 
matter need not concern us here, though.

49. As we shall discuss in chapters 5 and 6, balance results from a reinterpretation 
of the bimoraic condition, which comes to require that the main-stress foot should 
be unipositional. From this point onwards main-stress will always require two moras 
in one stress position. This structural change could be taken to indicate that the 
prominence of main-stress generally is enhanced in the grammar. However, in view 
of the fact that rounding/backing of long aa could have gone on for a long time 
before its phonemization, and the fact that similar rounding tendencies exist today 
in many Swedish dialects (cf. below), the enhancement of main-stress as such does 
not seem to be required for an explanation of the change in long aa.

50. The examples given all contain a heavy root syllable. It is not impossible, 
however, that rounding took place for short a in light stems, in some cases (OSw 
aker ’field’ > ååker, ater ’back’ > ååter). However, in view of the fact that such 
forms all have a long vowel in Modem Swedish, it is hard to ascertain which came 
first, rounding or lengthening.



51. Light stems that display rounded a typically have an onsetless initial syllable 
(OSw aker, atir). Staffan Hellberg (p.c.) points out that the very fact that the a is 
word-initial could perhaps enhance the prominence of the vowel and, if we are right, 
favour rounding.

52. We are not entering into a discussion of the general movements in the Old 
Swedish vowel system. Note however that there is a push-chain among the long 
vowels, beginning with aa > åå (under enhanced stress, we would suggest), 
followed by oo > uu, and uu > uu. Also the qualitative differences between long 
and short vowels appear to become more marked in Old Swedish. Further study of 
these developments might well cast light on e.g. the relation between the roundings 
in long aa and short a.

53. At the point where the variation is formulated as a phonological rule, we no 
longer expect (full) phonetic naturalness (cf. Hellberg 1978).

54. Further developments are well conceivable. For instance, the rounded vowel 
could become associated with the /å/ phoneme, rather than remain an allophone of 
/a/ (cf. the development of long aa in Old Swedish).

55. It may well have been the case that, in many dialects, the phonetic difference 
caused by vowel strengthening would not have been noticed, had not phonetic vowel 
weakening a > ä increased the distance between the allophones.

56. Vowel strengthening in trisyllables gives us evidence of the fact that metrical 
structure differs between trisyllables with heavy and light stems, respectively.

(i) Light stem: Heavy stem:

a V (f (T i’
dragå re fiskare
'draught animal' 'fisherman'

The stress clash in heavy stems is regularly generated, and regularly resolved, as 
discussed in section 4.1.4.2, above.

57. For an extensive discussion of theories about the rounding of a, cf. Borg 
(1973:259ff.).

58. If cast in prosodic terms, the lengthening theory would predict that i and w, too, 
lengthened in bisyllabie light stems.

59. The letter <å> occurs sporadically in manuscripts from the 15th century. Its 
sudden break-through came in the year 1526, when the royal printer Jörgen 
Rischolff began to use it in print. The translation of the New Testament was 
published by him, that same year (Wessén 1969: §31).



60. Borg (1973:257) reports on evidence for balance from Old Norwegian sources, 
starting at the beginning of the 15th century.

61. Hesselman (1948-53:246) mentions one example of a bisyllable that ends in two 
consonants, täkåst ’take (passive)’. Another is mentioned in Neuman (1918:1), 
gåmålt ’old (neutr.)’. These forms are also subject to the balance-related rules, as 
expected.

62. Sw ’tilljämning’, Nw ’jamning; utjämning’, along with various other terms; cf. 
Bergfors (1961:11-13).

63. For the sake of clarity, I normalize the spelling of the strengthened a-sound as 
å, and the weakened a-sound as <2, even if otherwise indicated in the sources (e.g. 
Geijer writes tolo, rather than tålå. Noreen (1957) writes smâltœre rather than 
smältäre).

64. The assumption is that the quantity shift either undoes vowel levelling (if it is 
a live rule) or preserves vowel levelling (if vowel qualities have been made 
underlying).

65. E.g. kâma > kåmå ’to come’, cited as a case of progressive vowel levelling 
may rather be a case of vowel strengthening. In fact, our analysis of vowel levelling 
in section 4.2.6.4 predicts that this could not be a case of vowel levelling.

66. The account of vowel levelling suggested below is more the outline of an 
analysis than a full analysis. For one thing, the tentative exploration below is based 
on a limited set of examples and more empirical work is needed to substantiate the 
general hypothesis.

67. The map is reproduced in Sandoy (1985:87).

68. I have chosen not to reproduce Haugen’s (1976:262) map here, since it is 
misleadingly anachronistic. The dialects that have been included in the balance and 
vowel levelling areas fulfil two critera.
1. They had balance in Old Swedish/Old Norwegian.
2. They display traces of balance today (e.g. levelled vowels, vowel quality 
difference in endings of previous light stems vs. heavy stems according to balanced 
reduction, etc.).

One anachronism is that only a few, scattered dialects have the balance phenomena 
in a live fashion today. Another is that the central and southern Swedish dialects that 
had balance and vowel strengthening in late Old Swedish, but that lost all traces of 
balance in the quantity shift, are excluded from the balance area on the map. The 
presence of vowel strengthening (hence balance) in these dialects was shown by 
Neuman (1918). This defect of Haugen’s map probably originates in the unclear 
terminology concerning the balance phenomena in the literature. Torp (1982: §1.3.3) 
has a note to this effect.



69. Umlaut. Germanic umlaut is characterized by having a sound in a weak position 
(e.g. an unstressed vowel or a glide) affect a sound in a strong position. Often, the 
triggering sound disappears in the process, a testimony to its weakness. Furthermore, 
umlaut is generally exercised by one vowel quality at a time. That is, there is no 
natural connection between ö-umlaut and z-umlaut, as might lead us to expect 
simultaneous application. The data in (44) do not meet any of these criteria, so we 
exclude umlaut as a candidate. The sole similarity between vowel levelling and 
umlaut is the assimilatory process itself.

Vowel harmony. Harmony is generally exercised by an underlyingly specified 
feature, e.g. [±baek], [+round], [+nasal]. Typically, a feature belonging to the 
root morpheme spreads to following segments that lack specification for this feature. 
This type of process occurs in Germanic, e.g. in the dialect of Västergötland in Late 
Old Swedish, where the vowel of the second syllable harmonizes in height with that 
of the root syllable.

Vowel levelling does not fit this description well, since in the most common case 
the root vowel assimilates to the vowel of the second syllable, and not the other way 
around.

Moreover, in the most common case, the vowel spreading a feature has itself been 
rounded by vowel strengthening (or by vowel strengthening and reinterpretation), 
possibly during the very same derivation. I.e. the roundness of å in the second 
syllable is not necessarily an underlying feature.

Also, if vowel levelling should be analyzed as harmony, this harmony would have 
to be restricted in various ways in different dialects. For instance, some dialects have 
å-å levelling by rounding of an a in the initial syllable, but lack levelling by 
rounding if the second syllable contains an u. Thus, we may find ladå > lådå ’bam 
(nom.)’ and ladu (not ludu or lådu) ’bam (obi.)’ simultaneously in a dialect.

The dependence on stress, i.e. the fact that levelling only takes place in level 
stress words, is also not typical of vowel harmony. These factors indicate that 
levelling is not a harmony process. We leave the taxonomical question aside and 
assume that vowel levelling is a rule in its own right.

70. The schema in (46) is based on data from several dialects. We suggest, 
tentatively, that dialects conform to (46) or to schemas that are proper subsets of 
(46). E.g. in Tröndelag (where assimilation is generally total and regressive) all that 
is needed is the parameter in (46: la), and obedience to it.

71. The chart could alternatively be organized in a fashion where a is unspecified 
for backness, i.e. a would be the bottom position for the series of [+back] as well 
as [-back] segments. This would require a couple of reformulations further down in 
the text, though this would not touch the core of the argument, namely that vowel 
levelling is no random projection of arbitrary features.

72. However, Geijer (1921:26, 40ff.) observes that the occurrence itself of vowel 
levelling increases with the degree of prominence on the second syllable. 
Nevertheless, this does not affect the actual operation of the rule.



73. Hesselman (1948-53:36, 136f.) mentions one dialect, southern Möre in 
Småland, which has apocope of e (from i and «), while a is retained.

74. Later on, of course, reduction is radical in balance dialects, cf. balanced apocope 
in the northern dialects.

75. Allen (1973:163ff., 170ff.) makes a similar case for Latin. His notion of the 
accentual matrix consists of either one heavy syllable or two light ones. A sequence 
of two light syllables would, on the phonetic level, instantiate his notion of disyllabic 
stress. The idea is that one light syllable is somehow not sufficient for the realization 
of one stress, and that one more syllable (or mora) is required.



Chapter 5

The quantity shift, part I: the Early Old Swedish period

5.0 Introduction

In the Late Old Swedish period, the quantity in stressed syllables is normalized. This 
process - known as the quantity shift - results in completely generalized heavy 
syllable weight in main-stressed syllables, as light stems undergo lengthening and 
overlong syllables shorten. In Swedish and many Scandinavian dialects, this change 
marks a transition from a quantity system where segmental quantity determines the 
weight of the stressed syllable, to a quantity system where prosody determines the 
weight of the stressed syllable.

The quantity shift occurs in all the Germanic languages, in various forms and to 
different extents. The striking feature of the Nordic dialects of Icelandic, Faroese, 
Swedish and Norwegian is that stressed syllables become obligatorily heavy. It is 
clear that the grammars of these dialects encode a condition on the weight of main- 
stressed syllables. In Middle English, for instance, a state like the Nordic one is 
approached but not fully implemented. In Middle English, the quantity shift simply 
denotes an increase of the number of heavy stem syllables, while no obligatory 
prosodic condition on stressed syllables seems to be acquired. This typological 
difference is interesting in that it indicates that the quantity shift is not a simple rule 
that a dialect has or does not have. Rather, it is a complex process involving several 
factors and discrete events.

The requirement that stressed syllables should be heavy is in our theory ultimately 
due to a narrow (reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition. However, the transition 
- from the post-syncope system of distinctions to the one attained as end-result of 
the quantity shift in Late Old Swedish - is a process in several steps. In several 
Swedish and Norwegian dialects it has as yet not run its full course. It is our task 
to account for the extant variation, as well as the historical development in the 
standard dialects. Our focus will be on the Scandinavian dialects, the main objective 
being to arrive at an understanding of the nature of the quantity shift as a process, 
rather than to give a fully detailed account for single dialects. We will therefore refer 
generally to prosodic patterns that occur over large areas, rather freely drawing on 
data from various parts of Scandinavia.



We shall use the term ’quantity shift’ as a cover term for several quantitative 
changes that are involved in different ways in the elimination of light stressed 
syllables. Some of these quantitative changes also target syllables that are already 
heavy. The CVC monosyllables form the most important such group which will 
require our attention. The CVC monosyllable is lost as a type in Swedish, 
Norwegian, Icelandic and Faroese, in conjunction with the quantity shift.

5.0.1 Organization

The discussion in chapters 5 and 6 covers the time from around 1000, roughly 
marking the end of the Proto-Nordic period, up to the 16th century, when the 
quantity shift is completed in several dialects. This time has been split into two 
periods, which we call the Early Old Swedish period (c. 1000-1300) and the Late 
Old Swedish period (c. 1300-1600). Part I (chapter 5) concerns the Early Old 
Swedish period and the developments before the quantity shift. Part II (chapter 6) 
deals with the actual quantity shift.

We begin this chapter with a discussion of syllable weight and how we interpret 
it (section 5.1). That accomplished, we turn to the development of the stress system, 
summarizing first the late Proto-Nordic stress system (section 5.2). We then discuss 
the simplification of the stress system, which prepares the ground for the quantity 
shift (section 5.3). In particular, syllabification and main-stress assignment become 
separated from each other during this time, a development which has important 
consequences for the later quantitative changes. The fate of the bimoraic condition 
during the Early Old Swedish period is discussed in section 5.3.4, which concludes 
the chapter.1

5.1 The interpretation of syllable quantity

5.1.1 Traditional exposé

Stressed syllables in Germanic languages are traditionally said to exist in three 
quantities prior to the quantity shift: light (short), heavy (long) and overlong 
(superheavy, hypercharacterized). In (1), we have merged the traditional definitions 
of syllable quantity into a few statements (cf. Hesselman 1901:12, Pamp 1971:114f.,



Torp 1982:33f., Pihlström 1981:37f., Wessén 1969: §78, Söderström 1972:13f. Cf. 
also Lass 1983:155f.).

(1) a. Light syllables contain a short vowel followed by a short consonant.
b. Heavy syllables contain either a long vowel, or a long vowel 

followed by a single consonant, or a short vowel followed by a long 
consonant or a consonant cluster.

c. Overlong syllables contain a long vowel followed by either a long 
consonant or a consonant cluster.

These definitions are linear (segmental) and largely inspired by morphological 
considerations.2 Segments are simply counted and there is no reference to a syllable 
structure, e.g. to constituents or boundaries.

If we represent the syllable types as defined in (1), in terms of Cs and v’s, we 
get the schema in (2).3

(2) Traditional categorization

monosyllables examples

light a: CvC nät ’net’
skip ’boat’

heavy a: Cw broo ’bridge’
trää ’wood’

CwC book ’book’
gaas ’goose’

CvCC färj) ’trip’
mark ’weight’
fall ’fall’
katt ’cat’

overlong o : CwCC mooln ’cloud’
naatt ’night’
soott ’illness’

polysyllables

light a: CV.CV ga.ta ’street’
vä.va ’to weave’



heavy o:

overlong o:

Cw.CV döö.ma ’to judge’
bryy.ta ’to break’

CVC.Cv bin.da ’to bind’
fal.la ’to fall’

CwC.CV gaar,J>er ’yard’
räät.ter ’right’
doot.ter ’daughter’

In (2), we have imposed syllable boundaries on the forms in order to be able to 
compare the traditional quantity system with the one we shall propose. We note that 
according to the above system, CvC as well as Cw constitute heavy syllables in 
polysyllabic words. In monosyllables, CVv passes as heavy, while CvC is considered 
light.

5.1.2 Discussion

As discussed in chapter 1, the existence and status of the syllable as a prosodic unit 
is by now well established in prosodic theory (Haugen 1956, Fudge 1969, 
Vennemann 1972, Hooper 1972, Selkirk 1982, Itô 1986, McCarthy & Prince 1986). 
While there are divergent ideas about the exact structure of the syllable, there is no 
reason to doubt its existence as a prosodic category.

Given the existence of the syllable as a prosodic unit, a segmental definition of 
syllable weight like the traditional one above will not be adequate. The definition 
of syllable weight should obviously be formulated with reference to syllable 
structure. Hence, before we can measure the weight of a syllable, we must establish 
its structure.

To illustrate the crucial difference between a segmental definition of syllabic 
weight and a syllabic definition of syllabic weight, consider a word of the shape 
CVCV, OSw gata ’street’. This word syllabifies as ga.ta. The onset of the second 
syllable is not available in the interpretation of the weight of the first syllable, since 
it is not part of the first syllable. In a monosyllabic word of the shape CVC, e.g. 
skip ’ship’, the final consonant is available in the interpretation of the weight of the 
first (and only) syllable, since it belongs to that syllable. Hence, if we heed syllable 
structure, we cannot conflate the definitions of weight in the stressed syllables of 
these two words by reference to the presence of a consonant following the first



vowel. The reason is that it is only in one of the words (skip) that this consonant 
belongs to the stressed syllable.

The traditional categorization misses a true asymmetry and postulates a false 
asymmetry (for Germanic). This is clear when we impose syllable structure on the 
schema in (2).

1. The true asymmetry: A stressed light syllable may minimally have the shape CV 
if it occurs in a polysyllabic word (CV.Cv). However, a monosyllable CV does not 
occur. One more segment is required for monosyllables, i.e. CVC. The schema in 
(2) calls both of these shapes light. We will argue that they are not equal.

2. The false asymmetry: A stressed heavy syllable in a polysyllabic word may have 
either of the shapes Cw. or CvC. In monosyllables, however, the schema in (2) 
distinguishes between Cw and CVC, such that one is heavy (CVv), the other light 
(CvC). We will argue that this is a false distinction.

The true asymmetry is in part explained by the fact that a Germanic content word 
must be minimally bimoraic. In a polysyllabic word, the monomoraic sequence CV 
will be legitimate in the stressed position, as long as there are further syllables, 
hence further moras in the word. As a monosyllable, CV will be too light to meet the 
word minimum. By introducing the notion of mora into the discussion, we express 
weight in terms of syllabic structure, since moraicity is interpreted on syllabic 
structure (cf. chapters 2 and 3).

(3) a. (X .) b. (X)
o a a

CvCv Cv

The true asymmetry will lead us to conclude that monosyllabic words cannot be 
light. This brings us to the false asymmetry in (2). According to (2), the sequences 
CVC and Cw both constitute heavy syllables, in polysyllabic words. In the case of 
monosyllabic words, however, we find CVC and Cw in different compartments, 
where CVC is light and Cw is heavy. Thus, the sequence CVC is given a dual role: 
heavy in some syllables, light in others.

It is clear that the traditional categorization of syllable quantity will not be 
adequate, if we are to take seriously the existence of the syllable as a prosodic



category. The above test is an indication of this. Given a prosodic definition of 
syllable weight, in terms of syllable structure, the ambiguity of CVC in (2) is 
resolved, and we can state that CVC is a heavy syllable. Germanic syllable structure 
(following the second syncope period, i.e. vowel deletion in light stems, cf. 3.2.4) 
indicates that CVC and Cvv are both bimoraic in monosyllables as well as in 
polysyllables, and there is no reason to assume a priori that weight should be 
interpreted differently in monosyllables than in polysyllables. We shall soon return 
to a discussion of the weight status of CVC monosyllables (section 5.1.3.1).

5.1.3 New exposé

The new suggested formulation of syllabic weight is given in (4).

(4) a. Light syllables contain one moraic segment, generally one short
vowel.

b. Heavy syllables contain two moraic segments, a long vowel, or a 
diphthong, or a short vowel followed by a consonant or part of a 
geminate consonant. Additional segments do not add to the weight.

c. Truly overlong syllables contain three moraic segments in the 
context of a long vowel or diphthong followed by the moraic half of 
a geminate consonant (the other half being the onset to the following 
syllable).

Syllables made up of a long vowel or diphthong followed by a consonant cluster 
have what we shall call ’false’ overlength (cf. 5.1.3.2). They are in fact simply 
bimoraic, and therefore belong to the class of heavy syllables.

The new schema for stressed syllable types in terms of Cs and v’s is given in (5). 
Non-moraic segments other than onsets are bracketed.

(5) Stressed syllable categorization

monosyllables examples

light ct: CV —

heavy a: Cw(C) broo ’bridge’
trää ’wood’
book ’book’



gaas
mooln

’goose’
’cloud’

CvC(C) nät
skip
färj)
mark
fall
katt

’net’
’boat’
’trip’
’weight’
’fall’
’cat’

overlong a: CwC(C) naatt
soott

’night’
’illness’

polysyllables

light a: Cv.Cv ga.ta
vä.va

’street’
’to weave’

heavy a: Cvv(C). Cv döö.ma
bryy.ta
gaar.per

’to judge’ 
’to break’ 
’yard’

CvC.Cv bin. da 
fal.la

’to bind’ 
’to fall’

overlong a: CwC.Cv räät.ter
doot.ter

’right’
’daughter’

According to the new schema there are no light monosyllables. Given the bimoraic 
condition and the syllable structure proposed, this is what we expect. A CV word 
would not be able to carry a stress according to the definition of the foot, and hence 
it falls short of the bimoraic word minimum. All other words in (5) contain at least 
two moras and are therefore stressable, in accordance with the bimoraic condition.

5.1.3.1 CVC monosyllables are heavy

In Germanic, a CVC monosyllable is stressable. We know this from the bare fact 
that content words of this shape exist in the Germanic languages, even if they do not 
constitute a large or favoured group in all dialects.4 Our theory requires of 
stressable syllables that they should be bimoraic (heavy). Empirical evidence for the 
fact that CvC monosyllables are heavy syllables comes from Germanic versification. 
In Old English {Beowulf), for instance, CVC monosyllables are heavy (Russom



1987:Ilf., 154). In Icelandic poetic metre, all (existing) monosyllables are heavy, 
according to the definitions of syllable weight in Heusler (1962:15). This statement 
presumably concerns content words only.

Lass (1983) contests this view in that he considers (Germanic) CVC monosyllables 
as light, whereas Cw, CwC and CvCC are heavy, and CwCC is overlong. Lass 
holds that, in alliterative verse, the lifts (i.e. the alliterating syllables) are required 
to (a) have word stress, (b) be able to take phrasal or sentential accent (i.e. be in a 
major class word, primarily nominal), and (c) be heavy (Lass 1983:161). Naturally, 
a definition of ’heavy’ is required.

Now, the fact that CVC monosyllables function as lifts every now and then, Lass 
proposes to explain by the process of boundary shift, whereby the onset consonant 
of the following word is reinterpreted as part of the preceding syllable coda. This 
measure relies on an observation that CVC lifts are generally followed by words 
beginning in a consonant. The idea of boundary shift is given schematically in (6), 
where a series of lifts are given. ’#’ = word boundary, ’ |—\ ’ = boundary shift.5

(6) i------ 1
VCC ... VCC ... CVC # C ... VCC

The very idea of boundary shift is motivated by Lass’s fashion of syllabification, 
which is final-maximalistic (cf. e.g. Amason 1980:154ff., 1981:222f.)- Final- 
maximalistic syllabification means that stressed syllables are assumed to attract as 
many segments as possible, e.g. from an intervocalic consonant sequence. Such a 
theory predicts that onsetless syllables should abound (in post-tonic syllables), which 
is clearly in conflict with theories that adopt the onset principle (Itô 1986:5f., 
164ff., Selkirk 1982:359). The strongest prediction of the onset principle is that 
wherever there is a possibility of providing a syllable with an onset, this will 
happen, and we showed this to be true for Gothic (chapter 2). A sequence vCV will 
always syllabify v. CV. By contrast, there is no universality to the obligatoriness of 
codas (Itô 1989:222f.). Thus, in no language is the existence of vC syllables 
required or preferred over Cv syllables (Hyman 1973:161, Clements 1988:44), as 
would be expected in a theory of final-maximalistic syllable structure. This is one 
problem of the boundary shift analysis.

Moreover, Lass’s argument concerning the lightness of CVC monosyllables is less 
than convincing, because it could just as well - indeed better - be flipped around to 
support the heaviness of CvC monosyllables. If we assume that CVC monosyllables 
are heavy, then we are not surprised when they show up as lifts in poetic metre. 
However, we may wonder why CVC monosyllables seldom function as lifts when



followed by a word beginning in a vowel.6 The answer would be that the final 
consonant of CvC is reinterpreted as onset of the following word, thus fulfilling the 
universal requirement on syllables that they should have an onset. This type of 
process, that is resyllabification, is very common in languages (cf. for instance the 
French rule of liaison, e.g. Nespor & Vogel 1986:68ff.).

A further problem with the boundary shift solution is that it allows for the 
creation of phonotactically anomalous sequences of consonants, as Lass himself 
observes (1983:166). This is counterintuitive and requires major support.

Finally, there is a problem concerning the definition of heavy syllables. CwfC) 
and CvCC both constitute heavy syllables in Lass’s theory. The final consonant is 
optional in Cw(C), that is when it follows a long vowel or a diphthong, whereas in 
CvCC the final consonant is obligatory. This asymmetry strongly indicates that the 
syllabification is faulty, yielding the same problems as the linear definition of 
syllable weight, discussed above. With a moraic definition of syllable weight and 
proper heed taken to the onset principle, the problem of monosyllable vs. 
polysyllable disappears and the optionality of the final C in a Cw(C) sequence is 
explained.7

5.1.3.2 Overlength

In the pre-quantity-shift period, grammatical quantitative distinctions are made by 
virtue of segmental quantity and not by virtue of prosodic means. Thus, the weight 
difference between an overlong syllable and a heavy syllable, or a light and a heavy 
syllable, is not distinctive in itself.

What, then, is overlength? Overlength is simply the logical consequence of the 
presence of a double quantity distinction. The structural characterization of what we 
shall call a ’true’ overlong syllable is that it contains two underlyingly linked moras, 
i.e. there is an underlying long vowel followed by an underlying long consonant. 
After syllabification, this will result in three moras on the surface, the consonant 
providing one mora and simultaneously providing onset to the following syllable 
(see 5.3.3). This is the natural consequence of the phonological presence of the 
double underlying quantity distinctions on vowels and consonants, in the Nordic 
branch of Germanic.

Sequences of a long vowel and a consonant cluster will not receive a trimoraic 
surface structure. I.e. words like mooln ’cloud’, blååst ’wind’ - traditionally 
referred to as overlong, too - will constitute what we shall call ’false’ overlong



syllables. The representation of true and false overlong syllables will be as indicated 
in (7).

(7) Overlength

a. true: ÎÏ
/doter/ >syll>

b. false: /j

/moln/ >syll>

If
do t er 
[doot.ter]

1 daughter1

'cloud1

The difference between true and false overlength, then, refers to the number of 
moras. Overlength is presumably something heavier than a heavy syllable, which in 
terms of moras would mean more than two moras on the surface. The syllabification 
system suggested for the early Germanic dialects, as well as the one to be proposed 
for Old Swedish, both lack the ability to create syllables heavier than three moras. 
This is quite appropriate, if we regard overlength as one function of the double 
quantity system.8 A trimoraic structure results only in the context of two long 
segments, necessarily resulting from underlying specification. For doot.ter, then, we 
cannot avoid trimoraicity, while for mooln, it makes no sense to assign more than 
two moras. If only the oo is underlying long, then a bimoraic structure results. 
Postulating an underlying mora for / would be ad hoc, making us expect some 
special behaviour, like gemination, on the part of this segment. Such signs on the 
surface are absent.

In the diachronic perspective, it is interesting to note that the tendency to shorten 
overlong syllables occurs in a late stage of the quantity shift. Prokosch’s law, the 
condition on main-stressed syllables to be bimoraic, will be offended by the 
occurrence of light syllables in stressed position, while overlong syllables (true or 
false) would be permitted. Indeed, certain vowel lengthenings will be seen to take 
place in already heavy syllables (dial, vakran > vaakran ’beautiful’; the expected 
syllabification being vaa.kran, though). However, at a late stage of the quantity 
shift, when the double segmental quantity system breaks down, the overlong syllable 
type will come to conform more closely to Prokosch’s law, as well (cf. 6.7.2).



We contend that potentially phonemic overlength occurs in words with two 
adjacent underlyingly long segments. The limited occurrence of true overlong 
syllables, however, indicates that the trimoraicity is not employed to make 
distinctions in the grammar. The long consonantal segment in these constellations 
appears typically - if not always - to be /t/, for historical reasons (Sturtevant 1932, 
Andersen 1960).

The mysterious origin of true overlength
True overlong syllables, e.g. dootter ’daughter’, naatt ’night’ came into existence 
in polysyllables, under specific, partly unknown conditions, and only in Proto- 
Nordic. Forms containing an original sequence of x+t (where x represents ach-laut), 
which assimilates to tt, undergo vowel lengthening in the site preceding the 
consonant(s).9 The assimilation takes place around 700 or earlier, according to 
Andersen (1960:247). There was no corresponding lengthening of vowels before pp 
< *mp, kk < *nk or indeed tt < *nt (Sturtevant 1932:215).

Sturtevant (1932:215) proposes the following development for forms like PN 
*axtoo ’eight’. The x reduces to a breathing h, whereby quantity is lost, which 
causes vowel lengthening. This yields the form *aahta. The h is lost and the 
consonant geminates, yielding *aatta. The mysterious feature here is that the 
original x provides the substance for two compensatory lengthenings.10 The 
”expected" result would be that the original x were compensated for once, e.g. 
*axtoo > *ahta > +aata (given that vowel lengthening is the earlier process). 
Given the general development of prosody in the early Germanic dialects, genuine 
lengthening of the vowel or consonant is highly unexpected, and therefore an 
analysis relying on the compensation of lost material would be preferred.

We shall not attempt a new analysis but leave the origin of Proto-Nordic 
overlength as an open matter. It may be the case that the answer can be found when 
the relation between segmental quantity and syllabic weight is fully understood. For 
the present purposes, suffice it to observe that true overlength is very limited, 
clearly exceptional, and that it shows up in Proto-Nordic only.

5.1.4 Conclusion

The definitions of syllable weight adopted here are more coherent than the 
traditional taxonomy in that they allow us to generalize across monosyllables and



polysyllables. The fact that we find CV syllables in the polysyllabic population, but 
not in the monosyllabic population, is accounted for by the notion of word 
minimality. Germanic content words must minimally contain two moras.

5.2 The post-syncope period

We turn now to the period between the end of syncope and the quantity shift. 
During this time an important change in the stress system takes place: The 
assignment of main-stress is separated from the assignment of syllables. By virtue 
of this change, the subsequent developments of balance and the quantity shift 
become possible. We start with a brief review of the ’old’ stress system, which is 
still in use towards the end of the syncope period.

5.2.1 The late Proto-Nordic stress system

(8) The stress system in late Proto-Nordic

a. Align the bimoraic main-stress syllable template.
b. Syllabify the string with the syllable template, where only sonorant 

segments are moraic.
c. Assign stress by iterating the moraic trochee, left to right.
d. Destress the rightmost stress in clash contexts

This stress system retains the fundamental distinctions between main-stress and other 
stress. There are two main sources for evidence motivating this separation, namely 
the measurement of weight, and the mode of stress placement. We split the latter 
into two aspects, as indicated below.

(9) Sources of evidence for the Proto-Nordic stress system

[1] The measurement of weight
Main-stress syllable: Any segment is moraic
Other syllables: Sonorants are included, obstruents excluded



[2a] Stress location
Main-stress syllable: 
Other syllables:

[2b] Stress placement 
Main-stress syllable: 
Other syllables:

morphological criterion 
phonological criteria

weight insensitive11 
weight sensitive

Source [1] remains evident as long as vowel deletion in light stems (second syncope 
period) remains a living rule in the grammar. Vowel deletion, like syncope 
previously, will only target words with open final syllables or final syllables closed 
by an obstruent, thus providing evidence of what is light/heavy word-finally.

Source [2a] remains fully relevant after the syncope period. Perhaps it is even 
more needed at this later date, as many prefixed forms (Late OSw be-hof ’need’, 
for-vœrva ’to acquire’, etc.) are being borrowed into the language, from Low 
German.

Evidence for [2b] will show in words like ketill ’kettle’ and hamarr ’hammer’, 
which will be assigned a stress on the final syllable. These forms are not subject to 
final syncope. In all cases of juxtaposed stresses, however, destressing applies.

During the syncope period, these sources of evidence for the speakers are slowly 
drying up, however, largely as a consequence of syncope and stress clash resolution 
(i.e. destressing followed by vowel shortening or nasal coalescence). A 
reinterpretation of the stress system is imminent, and we now turn to this important 
change in the stress system.

5.3 Divorce of main-stress from syllabification

Our main objective in the next few sections is to establish the reinterpretation of 
the stress system as a fact. We expect this change to take place sometime in the 
period after the end of the syncope period, and before the genuine syllable 
lengthenings (cf. 6.5.1).

Below, we discuss a set of factors that we take to be precursors to the change in 
stress assignment. However, the characteristic of a situation when reinterpretation 
takes place is the fact that two systems handle the same data. For this reason, it is 
difficult precisely to pin-point the time when the new stress system takes over, and 
thereby judge what is indeed precursory and what is consequence.



5.3.1 Precursors to reinterpretation

The old system, in which the main-stress foot and the initial syllable are assigned 
conjointly, probably represents a rather marked type of stress system. It is to be 
expected of stress systems generally that syllabification takes place prior to stress 
assignment. This circumstance makes it reasonable to assume that there would be an 
inclination on the part of the younger generation to reinterpret the stress system in 
simpler and more canonical terms, once the evidence is there. We should thus look 
for factors that lessen the evidence for the old stress system, and factors that make 
the old system compatible with a simpler stress system. Such factors should 
constitute the motivation for reinterpretation.

5.3.1.1 Decrease of evidence for heavy syllables 

CvC(C) monosyllables
As a result of syncope in bisyllabic heavy and light stems, the situation for 
monosyllables had changed. Monosyllabic words are initial and final at the same 
time. Up to the end of the syncope period, CvC(C) monosyllables behaved like final 
syllables, that is the postvocalic consonant had to be sonorant in order to contribute 
weight (cf. 2.1.2 and 3.1.5). However, after syncope in bisyllabic heavy and light 
stems, CvC(C) monosyllables are treated like initial syllables. Hence, monosyllables 
would be heavy by virtue of carrying main-stress, e.g. dag ’day’, kef T have’, sun 
’son’, gest ’guest (acc.)’, etc. In this new situation, the previously clearer evidence 
for the measurement of weight in final syllables becomes disturbed, as a large set of 
final syllables, namely the monosyllables, cease to behave uniformly like final 
syllables.

Loss of long vowels
By the end of the syncope period, vowel length was firmly associated with main- 
stress, as it occurred nowhere else than under main-stress. Thus, the canonical or 
obligatory type of heavy syllable was lacking outside the main-stressed syllable. 
This marks a significant reduction in the number of heavy syllables generally, 
compared with the pre-syncope period.



Loss of other heavy syllables
Apart from the shortening of long vowels outside of the main-stressed syllable, the 
number of heavy syllables was reduced by virtue of the loss of final n in weak nouns 
(the w-declension) and in infinitives (3.2.3.4). Also, in most instances of remaining 
heavy syllables in non-main-stress position, destressing would be applicable (e.g. in 
all bisyllables).

These three factors together strengthen the association of heavy syllable weight with 
main-stress. That is, surface evidence of stressed, heavy syllables outside of the 
stem-initial syllable is scarce, which means that the evidence for a syllabic weight 
distinction as such is diminished. In this situation, the language learners would 
become inclined to make the generalization that heavy syllables are main-stressed 
syllables, while other syllables are light. Evidence for quantity distinctions at the 
syllabic level, outside of the main-stressed syllable, would thereby diminish or be 
lost completely.

5.3.1.2 The lightness of non-main-stressed syllables

We may now flip the issue over and ask what positive evidence there is for the 
lightness of (expected heavy) syllables outside of the main-stress syllable. Given the 
reasonable background assumption that we should not expect syllables outside of the 
main-stress position to expand from light to heavy, there are several developments 
that could be taken to indicate the light weight of sonorant-closed final syllables.

Epenthetic vowels
One factor providing surface evidence for the lightness of closed final syllables is 
the development of epenthetic vowels. Having occurred sporadically in various 
positions in the Proto-Nordic period, these vowels begin to show up more regularly 
around 1200, before sonorant consonants. They appear sooner before r than before 
/, and sooner before l than before n (e.g. Ralph 1975:43ff.). Epenthesis results in 
forms like fisker ’fish’ (from fiskr), fogel ’bird’ (from fogl) and socken ’parish’ 
(from sokn).



fff/î lfm) ifmî
fiskr >epenthesis> fisker NOT +fisker

The insertion of an epenthetic vowel (late in the derivation) creates a syllable 
consisting of a short vowel followed by a sonorant consonant. Underlying such 
sequences are invariably assigned two moras by syllabification. However, 
epenthesis, which applies in a light syllable, will not have the effect of making the 
syllable heavy.12 No new mora is inserted and resyllabification is not triggered at 
the late point in the derivation when epenthesis applies. Instead, epenthesis may 
serve as evidence for the fact that final syllables closed with a sonorant can be light 
on the surface, a situation previously alien to the language.

Sonorization of R
Non-sonorant R ( < z) and sonorant r both existed as independent phonemes in 
Proto-Nordic. The two sounds merge as r, after the syncope period (Tjäder 1961, 
Peterson 1983). The sonorization of R > r following dental and alveolar consonants 
takes place during the 10th century (e.g. gestR > gestr), and when following other 
consonants, during the 11th century (fiskR > fiskr). After vowels, R is sonorized 
much later, after a period as an allophone of a single Iri phoneme, in 
complementary distribution with sonorant r (Peterson 1983:202ff.).13

A (non-initial) syllable closed by R was light since non-sonorant segments were 
not moraic (cf. 2.1.2 and 3.1.5). Examples would be e.g. gastiR ’guest’ (< gastiz) 
and äfiiR ’after’. Now, as the two phonemes merge into one, sonorant phoneme, the 
question is whether the final consonant becomes moraic or not, and whether or not 
the syllable becomes heavy. We assume that by the time this development takes 
place, the weight distinction based on moraicity has largely broken down. If the 
second syllable were to turn heavy, it would be subject to destressing. In the larger 
perspective of ongoing reduction, increased weight in a non-main-stressed syllable 
is not’expected. We assume, therefore, that the former lightness is retained through 
the sonorization.

R/r-drop
One more indication of the lightness of sonorant-closed non-main-stressed syllables 
is perhaps provided by the extensive loss of final -r in many southern dialects.



Examples are OSw domara < *domaraR ’judges’, fiska < fiskaR ’fishes’, kasta < 
kastar ’(he) throws’. There is no compensatory lengthening, as far as we know, 
indicating that the loss takes place in syllables that are already light.

The decrease of surface evidence would work in two ways. On the one hand there 
would be fewer cases of heavy syllables on the surface, outside the main-stressed 
syllable. On the other hand the previous generalization that sonorant consonants 
were moraic while obstruents were not, would become harder to discern and 
therefore harder to learn. One could expect that the effects of the changes in the data 
are heightened by the fact that the main body of Swedish non-compounded words at 
this time are either monosyllabic or bisyllabic (Ringgaard 1982:387, cf. also Sigurd 
1962:15). The evidence for syllabification and stress assignment will therefore be 
inferred primarily from word-initial and word-final syllables.14

The contention of this section is thus that the process of reduction (syncope, 
vowel shortening, destressing) has finally affected the data to such an extent that the 
evidence for the old stress system diminishes critically. A point is reached where the 
data become compatible with a simpler stress system, and therefore a 
reinterpretation takes place. As we shall see, this reinterpretation allows for later 
developments like genuine (non-compensatory) vowel lengthening.

5.3.2 The Early Old Swedish stress system

The new stress and syllabification system which replaces the old one is a more 
canonical type of system, in that a syllable structure is assigned first, and then main- 
stress is assigned on that structure. The stress system is summarized below. We 
return to a fuller illustration of this system in section 5.3.3.

(11) The Early Old Swedish stress system

a. Syllabify the string with unweighted core syllables.
b. Assign the bimoraic main-stress foot. Execute mora-insertion when 

no prosodic structure follows the initial core syllable (i.e. when 
there is a free segment following the initial mora).

c. Assign moraic trochees left-to-right (=default direction).

The reinterpretation of the stress system involves the divorce of main-stress from 
syllabification, meaning that main-stress is assigned after syllabification has taken



place. Prokosch’s law remains associated with main-stress, as always (cf. chapter 
2), and therefore, the removal of main-stress from initial syllabification will entail 
that the bimoraic condition will not interfere or interact with (core) syllabification.

Syllable template
We assume here that the unified syllable algorithm assigns unweighted 
(=monomoraic) core syllables in the first round (cf. syllabification in Imdlawn 
Tashlhiyt Berber, 2.1.5.1). Sonority peaks are located and syllable templates are 
mapped to the phonological string. The syllable template will have the simple form 
indicated below.15

(12) a

Core syllable algorithm
The core syllable algorithm applies left-to-right. In a string lacking pre-linked 
moras, the direction of assignment will have no consequences. However, where 
there are pre-linked moras (i.e. underlying long segments), the left-to-right direction 
of core syllable mapping is the natural one. The algorithm looks for sonority 
maxima, hence the mora (rather than the onset) of the core syllable should be at the 
front-line, as it were. Furthermore, a strict interpretation of the notation will hardly 
allow right-to-left application, in view of the fact that the mora should often link 
with vowels that have already a pre-linked mora. If onset and mora are conceived 
of as linearly arranged, then the mora could not link with a mora to the left of its 
own onset.

Pre-linked moras in the underlying structure mark where underlying long 
segments are located (cf. 1.2.3.3). An underlying quantity distinction occurs in 
vowels as well as in consonants, and where the core syllable template meets a pre- 
linked mora, a heavy syllable is created. The new stress system predicts that the 
syllable algorithm itself can no longer recognize heavy syllables (recall the 
sensitivity to consonantal sonority of the previous algorithm). Thus, heavy syllables 
will only result from the mechanics of core syllable assignment, where there are pre
linked moras. In the case of underlying long vowels this is unproblematic, since 
long vowels occur in stem-initial syllables only. In the case of underlying long 
consonants, most instances also occur directly following the root-vowel. However,



it is generally assumed that geminates occur word-finally in polysyllables as well,
e.g. OI ketill ’kettle’. In such cases, a heavy syllable in a position outside of the 
main-stress syllable would seem to result. We will suggest that a consonantal 
quantity distinction could be made word-finally in bisyllables, i.e. that a pre-linked 
mora could occur there. Ultimately these geminates are subject to reinterpretation, 
as single (ModSw kittel). It is unclear, however, when this distinctive possibility is 
lost (cf. the discussion in 6.2.2.1).

When the syllable algorithm has applied, certain segments will remain 
unsyllabified. For instance, in CvCCv forms the first of the two intervocalic 
consonants will be free, and in CvC forms the final consonant will be free. This 
consonant will be syllabified by a rule of mora-insertion, applying in conjunction 
with main-stress assignment (below and 5.3.3.2).

Main-stress
Following core syllabification, main-stress is assigned. As before, the bimoraic 
condition is encoded in the main-stress foot. Unlike before, however, the assignment 
of this foot will always result in a bimoraic domain. This domain is now stable since 
syllable structure has already been assigned. Thereby the bimoraic condition will 
always be met within the main-stress foot (cf. 5.3.4). If the phonological string is 
exhaustively syllabified by core syllables, as in Cv.Cv sequences, then the main- 
stress foot will dominate two syllables. If the initial syllable contains an underlying 
long vowel or consonant, then syllabification creates a heavy syllable, which will 
carry the main-stress foot. If the first (short) vowel is followed by an unsyllabified 
consonant, as in CvCCv(C) forms and CvC(C) monosyllables, then the rule of mora- 
insertion will be triggered (cf. 5.3.3.2 below). This rule will insert a mora, which 
in turn will link with the free segment, and thus create the required bimoraic domain 
of the main-stress foot.16

5.3.3 The assignment of prosodic structure

We now turn to exemplifying the system outlined above. We do this by contrasting 
the application of the old stress system with that of the new stress system. First, we 
give a list of canonical forms, which examplify word-types that we shall discuss.



(13) Canonical forms

a. Light stems: polysyllables

CvCv musi

CvCvC himil

b. Heavy stems: polysyllables

CvCCv mista

CvCCvC bindas
naglar

P

CvCv bryyta

P
i

CvCvC döömas

P

CvCv falla

P
i

CvCvC trygger

c. Heavy stems: monosyllables

CvC bit
tak

CvCC färt>

P
i

Cv broo

P
i

CvC gaas

’moss’

’heaven’

’to lose’

’to be bound’ 
’nails’

’to break’

’to be sentenced’

’to fall’

’faithful’

’bite’
’roof

’trip’

’bridge’

’goose’



katt ’cat’

ß
i

CvC

d. Overlong stem: polysyllable

ßß
ii

CvCvC dootter ’daughter’

e. Overlong stem: monosyllable

ßß

CvC naatt ’night’

Polysyllabic forms with a closed final syllable (bindas, himil) generally behave like 
corresponding forms with an open final syllable (mista, musi). This follows from the 
syllabification algorithm. Therefore, our discussions concerning forms with open 
final syllable (CvCCv, CvCv) will generalize to forms with closed final syllable 
(CvCCvC, CvCvC).

5.3.3.1 Before divorce: the late Proto-Nordic stress system 

Linking constraints
Prior to the divorce between main-stress and stem-initial syllable assignment, the 
stress system in (8) above applies. Where there is a prosodically unspecified string, 
the two moras of the main-stress syllable template will be mapped (or ’linked’) 
segment by segment. In the presence of an underlying long vowel, the main-stress 
syllable template would be mapped to the left of the pre-linked mora. In such a 
situation, however, only one of the two moras of the template would be permitted 
to link. The theoretical reason for this is that the bimoraic condition is thereby 
satisfied. An immediate consequence is that no vowel will ever become trimoraic, 
a correct prediction.

Furthermore, linking a mora on either side of the pre-linked mora is prohibited, 
for two reasons.

A. First, it is a natural constraint on linking that pre-linked moras function as 
blocks to template mapping. A template must somehow react to the fact that there 
is a pre-linked mora in the way. The next syllable template can then continue to map



on the other side of the block. This way we constrain the assignment of the second 
mora to e.g. the vowel of the second syllable-to-be, or indeed any arbitrary segment 
in the following string. This constraint on the mapping mechanism limits the number 
of possible syllables in a desirable fashion. The constraint - a standard assumption 
in moraic theory - corresponds to the well-formedness condition on autosegmental 
representation, i.e. that association lines do not cross (cf. Goldsmith 1990:319).

B. The second reason relates to the bimoraic condition. Recall that the two moras 
of the main-stress syllable template are there to grammatically implement Prokosch’s 
law and to secure the bimoraic condition. When the first mora has aligned with the 
first vowel and then meets a pre-linked mora, then the bimoraic condition is satisfied 
in the initial syllable. Further linking would be redundant as well as ad hoc. This 
argument holds for pre-linked vowels as well as pre-linked consonants (cf. (15) and 
(16) below).

Assignment of syllables
Consider first mapping where there is no pre-linked mora (concerning 
representation, cf. McCarthy & Prince 1988:15ff., and 1.2.3.3). ’MS’ = main- 
stress syllable template alignment, ’syll’ = syllabification (including the 
syllabification of stray segments).

(14) Light stem
(X)
a

(X .) 
a a
Å Am /ïfî

/musi/ >MS>
1 1 I
musi >syll> musi [mu.si]

Heavy stem
(X)
o
A

(X) (.) 
a a
À A

/ïï /M
/mista/ >MS> mista >syll> mista [mis.ta]



CvC monosyllable

(X)
a

/bit/ >MS> bit [bit]

Now consider a case with an underlying long vowel. This vowel is marked by a pre
linked mora in the underlying representation.

(15) Mora pre-linked to vowel

(X)
a (X) (X)
& G

fl
G G

/fl A
ß \ ß m f ßß\ß

1 \l h £ ( M11
/bryta/ >MS> br yta > br yta >syll> br yta

[bryy.ta]

Item (15) displays the relevance of reason A, above. Overlong segments and 
syllables are avoided by the opacity of pre-linked moras.

A pre-linked consonant also allows for only one mora to link.

(16) Mora pre-linked to consonant

(X)

Mt
>syll> f al a 

[fal.la]

Item (16) displays the relevance of reason B, above. If the satisfaction of the 
bimoraic condition were not the prime objective of the main-stress template, then we 
would here expect free generation of overlong syllables, since the vowel is a 
potential carrier of both moras of the main-stress syllable template. Indeed, in words 
lacking pre-linked segments, we would expect free generation of long vowels. The 
default of mapping, then, is one-to-one, one mora to one segment.

(X)
a
A
laß

ß ß

/fala/ >MS> f ala >

(X)
G
*\

ÎÎ
f al



Consider now the situation for overlong syllables. These are represented by 
double mora-links underlyingly (cf. 5.1.3.2 above).

(17) Overlong stem, two pre-linked moras

(X)
<7
A
Lpp

îî 'ÎÎ
/doter/ >MS> d oter >

This gives us a surface representation of overlong syllables as trimoraic. Notice that 
the main-stress syllable template cannot ’see’ that the syllable contains two moras 
already. Therefore, the first mora is always aligned, just as in any heavy syllable 
containing a long vowel. The assignment of structure is exactly the same in an 
overlong monosyllable, e.g. naatt.

The old stress and syllabification system yields the output in (14-17), above. In 
Early Old Swedish, this system is reinterpreted as one where the main-stress is 
divorced from the syllabification algorithm (cf. 5.3.1 for the reasons, and below for 
the mechanics).

ppp/p\
N

>syll> d ot er 
[doot.ter]

5.3.3.2 After divorce: the Early Old Swedish stress system

The crucial novelty of the new stress and syllabification system is that it unifies the 
syllable algorithm, while main-stress is assigned at a later point in the derivation. 
The bimoraic condition is still implemented in conjunction with main-stress 
assignment. At the time of the reinterpretation, the double segmental quantity 
distinctions of vowels and consonants are still present in the grammar. The 
subsequent implementation of the quantity shift in full leads to the abandonment of 
one of these types of underlying quantity distinction (cf. chapter 6).

We turn first to the prosodization of words lacking pre-linked moras.



(18) Light stem
(X .)

<7 O a a

/musi/ >syll> musi >MS> musi [mu.si]

Linking will be interpreted as absolute once it is there. Therefore, stress assignment 
cannot disconnect a previously linked mora. Thus, a Cv. Cv word, which will be 
exhaustively syllabified by the core syllable algorithm, will not get its syllabification 
altered because of stress assignment (at this time). Le. while stress is assigned to the 
first syllable, this syllable will not lengthen. The main-stress foot requires that two 
moras are made available and it goes to the second syllable for the second mora.

Before going on to the other word types, we must discuss of the rule of mora- 
insertion.

Mora-insertion
Mora-insertion is a function of main-stress assignment.

(19) Mora-insertion

(X)

O

ß ß

(19) expresses the circumstance that when main-stress is assigned to a monomoraic 
syllable which is not directly followed by any other prosodic structure, a second 
mora is provided. Thereby, the bimoraic condition is satisfied. Mora-insertion will 
be applicable where core syllable assignment leaves monosyllables like tak, bit and 
fiirp, and polysyllables like mista and bindas inexhaustively syllabified.

Mora-insertion is needed such that the requirement that the main-stress foot should 
dominate two moras - the current interpretation of the bimoraic condition - can be 
met in contexts where there is only one available mora in the previously assigned 
syllable structure. An unsyllabified segment following a short vowel in the initial 
syllable will lead to a gap in the structure. Whatever comes after the initial syllable 
will not be visible to the main-stress foot. Thus, the bimoraic condition is threatened



and mora-insertion is triggered, as a word-minimality effect. It is not the free 
segment as such that requires the mora, but rather the prosodic bimoraic condition. 

The assignment of syllables and stress proceeds as below.

(20) Heavy stem: polysyllable

a o

åti
(X)

I
O O

M ß

/mista/ >syll> mista >MS, /x-ins> mista
[mis.ta]

(21) Heavy stem: CvC monosyllable
(X)

if U?
/bit/ >syll> bit >MS, n~ins> bit [bit]

Mora-insertion, as we have described it, accounts for two things. First, this explains 
why in a CvCCvC word {bin.das), only the main-stressed syllable becomes heavy. 
If the syllabification algorithm itself were to complete the syllabification, then there 
would be no non-arbitrary way of making the initial syllable heavy and the second 
light.17 Second, we account for why CvCCv(C) forms do not become balanced, 
although they are made up of two monomoraic syllables at the point when main- 
stress is assigned.

Mora-insertion has great influence on the further development of the quantity 
shift, since by virtue of the introduction of this rule into the stress system, genuine 
vowel lengthening becomes a possible process (cf. 6.2.1.3).

Assignment of syllables
Consider now cases where there are pre-linked moras. First we have an example 
with an underlying long vowel.







syllables, which had previously been prosodically opposed, as evidenced by the 
ongoing reduction in the non-main-stressed syllables.

Returning to the new prosodic system of Old Swedish, genuine vowel 
lengthenings do in fact take place, after around 1300. The fact that this new type of 
quantitative change occurs indicates that the prosodic system has changed in a 
fundamental way.

Another sign of a fundamental change is the Old Swedish evidence of balance, by 
virtue of vowel strengthening (e.g. talâde ’spoke’, görå ’to do’, cf. 4.2.5.3). The 
Scandinavian development of the quantity shift is in part determined by balance 
phenomena. While vowel weakening (4.1.1) shows that reduction may still take 
place in metrically weak syllables, vowel strengthening and balance show that there 
are new prosodic limits to reduction.

5.3.4 Effects for the bimoraic condition

Before turning to the quantity shift, which comes after the structural changes 
described above, let us briefly review the position of the bimoraic condition at this 
time. Before the introduction of the new prosodic system in Early Old Swedish, the 
bimoraic condition is a direct minimal word condition:

"Content words must contain two moras".

This interpretation of the bimoraic condition is permissive in a specific sense. The 
derivation of PN ge.ßoo ’gift’ and 01 ke.till ’kettle’, for instance, requires that the 
initial foot be broken up, such that a stressed foot can be assigned to the second 
syllable. This leaves the main-stressed foot (and syllable) monomoraic. The bimoraic 
condition will not be violated by this measure, since the word minimum of two 
moras as such is not threatened.

Now, the reinterpretation of the stress system involves the removal of main-stress 
from core syllabification. As a consequence the bimoraic condition will be checked 
at a later point in the derivation than previously, namely when the main-stress foot 
is assigned. This marks an important change, as the bimoraic condition will now be 
directly associated with the main-stress foot (rather than - holistically - with the 
word). As a consequence, the bimoraic domain provided in the initial foot becomes 
sacrosanct. No changes by further foot assignment will be permitted. The bimoraic 
condition will hence read:



The main-stress foot must contain two moras".

Accordingly, the function of the bimoraic condition as minimal word condition is 
now only indirect:

"Content words must be able to carry main-stress”,

where main-stress is canonically one bimoraic foot. The bimoraic condition has thus 
become directly associated with the assignment of the main-stress foot.21

The new interpretation of the bimoraic condition is narrower than the previous 
one and further constrains the number of possible foot structures by eliminating the 
monomoraic main-stressed foot. Looking ahead chronologically, two variants of a 
yet narrower interpretation of the bimoraic condition are in sight. In our analysis, 
many Scandinavian dialects instantiate an interpretation of the bimoraic condition as 
holding not only of the main-stress foot, but of main-stress as such. We express this 
formally by means of the unipositional foot. In the ’normal’ or ’expected’ case, this 
interpretation of the bimoraic condition is equivalent to associating it with the main- 
stress syllable, since (normally) one syllable is the carrier of main-stress. This move 
leads to the quantity shift in many dialects, e.g. in southwestern Sweden and 
southern and western Norway.

However, another development is also evidenced, namely balance prosody, which 
splits the dialects of Scandinavia north of Denmark into two metrical types, balance 
dialects and non-balance dialects.22 When balance is lost in balance dialects, the 
bimoraic condition is implemented within the main-stress syllable, as in non-balance 
dialects. The unipositional foot thereby reinstantiates the isochrony of stress 
positions and syllables. We would not call this a reinterpretation of the bimoraic 
condition, but rather a normalization of the unipositional interpretation, as the 
isochrony of stress and syllables is reinstalled.



Notes for chapter 5

1. Note that balance, the topic of the previous chapter, evolves in Old Swedish at 
a stage following some of the events discussed in the present chapter.

2. For instance, if OSw vi.ta ’to know; to find out’ is said to be a light stem, then 
one may want to say that the related word vit ’knowledge, wit’ is light, as well.

3. For ease of exposition, I shall include a C to represent the consonant(s) of the 
syllable onset, although the onset does not contribute to the weight of the syllable. 
Otherwise, the minimal weight requirements are indicated.

4. The generality with which vowel deletion applies in bisyllabic light stems in late 
Proto-Nordic will make the Nordic number of CvC monosyllables relatively high 
(3.2.4).

5. Lass (1983:165) gives the following Nordic examples, where alliterating syllables 
(lifts) are underscored.

(i) Snorra Edda, Old Icelandic
I—I

vCC vCC vC C
vmr it aldna tré en iotunn losnar

(ii) Äldre Västgötalagen, Old Swedish
I—I

wC vC C
paer diibi ok drak miolk

As Staffan Hellberg points out (p.c.), the lift of the first example lies on jçtunn 
(rather than en), since j is treated as a vowel for the purpose of alliteration in Old 
Icelandic verse.

Now the initial syllable of jç.tunn is light. This syllable can function as a lift by 
virtue of so called resolution (Lass 1983:166ff.). By resolution the vowel of a light 
syllable and the a short vowel of the following syllable form a lift together. One 
question that arises in Lass’s theory is why resolution could not take place across 
(word) boundaries in order to turn CvC monosyllables into legitimate (resolved) 
lifts, i.e. CvC # v. If such boundary crossing cannot be prevented by the theory, the 
prediction is in fact that CVC should always be a legitimate lift, as long as any word 
follows.

6. Notice that this question is less pertinent and less interesting. The argument is 
hypothetic, and I have not undertaken any investigations of CVC # v... sequences in 
alliterating verse.



7. The claim here is that CVC is heavy in Germanic. In other languages CVC may 
well be light; cf. the discussion in Zee (1988:ch.2).

8. This assumption is in itself very reasonable and realistic. For instance, there is no 
such thing as a trimoraic vowel.

9. If the form *aass < *ansuz ’god’ is genuine, it should belong to the category 
of truly overlong words, and thereby constitute an exception.

10. One question of relevance is whether overlength is really the result of the 
processes mentioned, or whether it did in fact exist prior to vowel lengthening and 
consonant assimilation. If so, we may wonder why it was lost everywhere except in 
Proto-Nordic.

11. The placement of main-stress takes place in a quantity-insensitive manner, while 
the foot as such is sensitive to quantity, in that it will strive to be heavy, and in that 
it reflects the weight distinction between heavy and light syllables.

12. Presumably, the synchronically ’late’ rule of epenthesis would not trigger 
resyllabification. A heavy syllable is therefore excluded in this position for 
theoretical reasons. The point, however, is the evidence given by the very presence 
of closed but light syllables.

13. The complementary distribution becomes a fact as cases of original r in post
vocalic position turn into R. The sonorization of R is assumed to take place around 
the time when epenthesis occurs, either before it (beginning in the second half of the 
11th century, Peterson 1983:215) or, which seems less likely, after it (Widmark 
1975:131).

14. The existing trisyllabic forms will in most (if not all) cases have an open, hence 
light, medial syllable.

15. We assume that unweighted syllables, e.g. the terminal elements for stress 
assignment in a syllabic trochee type of stress system, are construed as monomoraic 
(as suggested in McCarthy & Prince 1990:261).

16. Note, however, that mora-insertion is not primarily a syllabification mechanism. 
The reason why mora-insertion is triggered is the fact that the main-stress foot 
assigned to the first syllable only sees a monomoraic syllable followed by no 
prosodic structure. Even if there is a second syllable further down the string (as in 
the case of CvCCv(C) forms), the crucial point is that only the first syllable can be 
seen, since it is followed by absence of prosodic structure. In this situation, mora- 
insertion must apply, since otherwise the bimoraic word minimum will be violated. 
Mora-insertion is thus a minimality effect rather than a syllabification mechanism. 
We return to mora-insertion below (5.3.3.2).



17. If we on the other hand allow for complete syllabification followed by stress, 
where stress may claim linked segments as moras to the initial syllable, then we face 
the situation where CVCV light stems {must) would have their medial C linked with 
a mora under stress. This predicts gemination of the inter-vocalic consonant 
(+mussi), which is incorrect at this time. Later, as the quantity shift takes place, this 
happens in some cases.

18. We have not explored the role and operation of stray segment adjunction in the 
present study.

19. Some clashes will remain, namely in trisyllabic heavy stems, where the 
alternating stress algorithm generates clash regularly (cf. 4.1.4.2).

20. There is in fact one potential exception to this general truth, namely the Proto- 
Nordic development of truly overlong forms, whose origin remains a mystery (cf.
5.1.3.2).

21. One effect that we shall discuss later concerns the CvC monosyllables. Once the 
lexical main-stress is removed from the initial syllabification, then the default 
interpretation of monosyllables qua final syllables is back in effect (cf. 6.5.1.4).

22. Note that the unipositional foot of balance prosody does not expand the inventory 
of feet. The novelty of balance resides in the synchronization of one stress (or grid 
position) with two syllables, rather than in the postulation of a new foot type.
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Chapter 6

The quantity shift, part II: the Late Old Swedish period

6.0 Introduction

The discussion of the quantity shift will focus on the Scandinavian developments, 
where the changes in the quantity system go the farthest. In Swedish, Norwegian, 
Icelandic, and Faroese these developments lead to the generalization of heavy weight 
in stressed syllables, i.e. the complete abolition of light stems. Danish, too, 
generalizes heavy weight in stressed syllables, but then reintroduces light stems 
again, for reasons we shall return to (section 6.6.3.2). Other Germanic dialects, e.g. 
English, approach the Scandinavian stage of development, but do not fully 
implement the quantity shift (section 6.5).

In this chapter, we first go through the descriptive background to the quantity 
shift, with regard to data (section 1) and quantity (section 2). After that we turn to 
the analysis of the quantity shift (sections 3-7). The presence of balance will be 
seen to play an important role in this development. We discussed balance and 
balance-related rules in chapter 4. In the present chapter, balance will be placed in 
its diachronic context (section 5).

As discussed in chapter 5, we shall follow tradition in that we treat lengthening 
in CVC monosyllables as part of the quantity shift. Note, however, that these truly 
are heavy syllables and that they are therefore not necessarily eliminated in the 
quantity shift (cf. e.g. Danish).

6.1 The data situation

6.1.1 Lengthening described

Consider the chart in (1), which illustrates the Old Swedish forms of CVC 
monosyllables and bisyllabic light stems, and their respective lengthened forms, 
occurring in Swedish dialects.



(1) Old Swedish Modem Swedish
v > w c > cc

CvC nidh need ’down’
kul kool ’coal’
sun soon ’son’
bit beet bett ’bite’
skip skeep skepp ’ship’
grip greep grepp ’a grip’
brut broot brott ’break; crime’

Cv.Cv ta. la taa.la ’to speak’
lä.sa lää.sa ’to read’
vi.ka vee.ka vek. ka ’week’
dru.pi droo.pe drop.pe ’a drop’
mu. si moo.se mos.se ’moss’
sku.ta skoo.ta skot.ta ’to shovel’

The root vowel and the post-vocalic consonant are both available for lengthening. 
Certain words occur in both variants, reflecting a dialectal difference between 
southwestern Swedish (Götamål: skeep, droope, etc.) and central and northern 
Swedish (Sveamål: skepp, droppe, etc.).

The southwestern rule is to lengthen the vowel, a rule which appears to apply 
with full generality except when the post-vocalic consonant is m, which tends to 
lengthen in words like lamm ’lamb’, kramma ’to hug’, etc. (Wessén 1969:§79). 
Quantity shift by generalized vowel lengthening provides a contrast to the central 
and northern Swedish development, where it is either the consonant or the vowel that 
lengthens, depending on the constellations of segments.

6.1.2 Hesselman’s laws

Hesselman’s (1901, 1902) important work has paved the way for our understanding 
of the quantity shift and for analysis of the different ways of implementing the 
quantity shift employed in various Scandinavian dialects. Below, we summarize the 
so-called Hesselman’s laws.



(2) Hesselman’s laws

A. Concerning the number of syllables:
Lengthening applies earlier in CvC monosyllables than in CvCv 
bisyllables.

B. Concerning the quality of the root vowel and the following consonant:
1. If the root vowel is a or ä, the vowel lengthens, irrespective of the 
following environment.
2. If the root vowel is i, y, u, or o, the vowel lengthens, unless it is 
followed by a voiceless stop or s, (or r, to some extent; cf. Pihlström 
1981).
3. Following i, y, u, o, the consonants p, t, k, and s (and sometimes r) 
lengthen.1

Note that the statements in (2B) pertain only to those dialects that have the variation 
between vowel and consonant lengthening. We therefore augment the set of laws 
with two statements concerning dialectal variation.

C. Concerning the dialectal variation:
1. There is dialectal variation as to whether only the root vowel lengthens 
(southwestern dialects of Sweden), or whether either the root vowel or the 
following consonant lengthens (central and northern dialects) in the 
quantity shift.
2. There is dialectal variation as to the extent to which the quantity shift 
has applied. Some dialects have lengthened CvC monosyllables, but not 
CVCV light stems.

While often referred to as laws, these statements reflect clear tendencies rather than 
absolute laws or rules. Although the tendencies of vowel/consonant lengthening in 
central Swedish dialects are obviously related to phonetic properties of the segments 
involved, it is clear that these properties do not completely determine the 
lengthenings. The inter-dialectal and intra-dialectal variations within the vocabularies 
of the central and northern Swedish dialects are too great for that. However, the 
variation presents us with information that is clearly important to the prosodic 
analysis.

We turn now to a discussion of Hesselman’s laws and the evidence for them.



6.1.2.1 CVC lengthening precedes CVCV lengthening

The first of Hesselman’s laws (2A) above states that lengthening in CVC 
monosyllables takes place earlier than lengthening in CVCV bisyllables. The evidence 
for this can be drawn from present-day dialect patterns and from Old Swedish 
manuscripts.

Dialectal patterns
If one looks at Swedish and Norwegian dialects today, almost all (former) non
balance dialects have lengthened CVC monosyllables as well as CVCV bisyllables.2 
In dialects which still retain Hie balance prosody (and hence CVCV light stems), 
almost all have lengthened CVC monosyllables. A Swedish example of the latter type 
of dialect is Älvdalsmål, where one finds smiid ’blacksmith’, daal ’valley’, snoor 
’snot’, weev ’cloth’, vs. smidir ’blacksmiths’, dalir ’valleys’, läså ’to read’, målå 
’to grind’, and so on. While there are dialects that still retain the CVC monosyllable 
(Nord-Gudbrandsdalen in Norway, western Nyland in Finland) as well as the CVCV 
light stems, there are within the balance area no dialects, which have lengthened 
CVCV but retained CVC. The progression of lengthening from CVC to CVCV would 
therefore seem to be the normal case for a balance dialect.3 This is an interesting 
fact, because it signals that there is a principled relation between lengthening of CVC 
(a heavy syllable) and lengthening of CVCV (a light syllable), in balance dialects. We 
shall return to this relation several times (sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3).

The East Swedish dialectal pattern
Further dialect evidence for the finer progression of lengthening has been suggested 
by Hesselman (1902), based on his findings in the Finland-Swedish (East Swedish) 
group of dialects.4 According to Hesselman, the typology of these dialects mimics 
the diachronic development in those contemporary, former balance dialects of central 
Sweden that have implemented the quantity shift in full. Among the dialects studied, 
three differently advanced stages of the quantity shift are represented, as summarized 
below. 1

1. South Finland
The short vowels a and ä lengthen in two contexts, in CVC monosyllables, e.g. tak 
> taak ’roof, and in bisyllabic heavy stems where a consonant cluster follows the



stem vowel, e.g. vak.ran > vaakran ’beautiful’, nag.lar > naaglar ’nails’. The 
condition of the cluster (in these dialects) is that the second consonant is a sonorant.5 
Vowel lengthening also takes place in derived forms like vägd (/väg+d/) > väägd 
’weighed’ and val.de (/val+de/) > vaalde ’chose’. The generalization covering 
these three cases seems to be that only one consonant should follow the vowel within 
the lengthening syllable, at the point in the derivation when lengthening takes place. 
Forms like takk ’thanks’, arm ’arm’ and bark ’bark’ do not lengthen. It is interesting 
to note that lengthening takes place in heavy syllables even in bisyllabic words 
(section 4).6 There is no similarly conditioned lengthening of the vowels i, y, u and 
o in this dialect.

In bisyllabic light stems like ta Ja ’to speak’, mu.si ’moss’ and na.gl ’nail’ (the 
latter with a syllabic sonorant in the second syllable), there is no lengthening.

The formulation of this generalization (in slightly different words) is due to 
Hesselman (1902:73ff.), who explicitly states that the (limited) lengthening in 
bisyllabic heavy stems is the same as the lengthening in CvC monosyllables.

2. Baltic and North Finland
These dialects have the same lengthening of a and ä as the southern dialects just 
described, that is in CvC monosyllables, certain bisyllabic heavy stems, and in 
certain derived forms. In addition to this, syllable lengthening has also taken place 
in these same contexts where the stressed syllable contains an i, y, u, or o. The 
lengthening has affected the vowel in all constellations except when the post-vocalic 
consonant is a voiceless stop or s, in which case the consonant lengthens (Hesselman 
1902:88f.).

As above, bisyllabic CvCv or CvCn (where ’«’ = syllabic sonorant) light stems 
are not affected.

In these dialects, then, CvC monosyllables have lengthened generally, while 
bisyllabic light stems remain unaffected.

3. Aland (part of the North Finland group)
In this dialect, lengthening has taken place in CvC monosyllables generally, as well 
as in CvCv and CvCn bisyllables. Thus, this dialect is like the central Swedish 
dialects of Uppland and Södermanland, where the quantity shift is fully 
implemented.

Below a summary of the East Swedish patterns is given in the form of a slightly 
stylized chart. Dialects occur in the vertical column on the left. Word-types are



indicated horizontally. In the squares, we put type-words that represent lengthened 
and non-lengthened forms. The examples are all taken from Hesselman (1902). ’a*
= a or ö, T = i, y, w, or o, ’n’ = syllabic sonorant.

Table 4. CaC CiC CvCv
CaCCvC CiCCv CvCn

1. South Finland taak bit tala
naaglar vitna vita

nagl

2. Baltic and taak biit tala
North Finland naaglar vettna vita

nagl

3. Åland taak biit taalfl
naaglar vettna vetta

naagl

We do not have any clear evidence bearing on any finer implementation among the 
CVCV forms. While dialects that have implemented the quantity shift may retain a 
few CvCv forms, there seem to be no reports of dialects that have lengthened e.g. 
a and ä, but none of the other vowels (or consonants).

Old Swedish manuscripts
Noreen (1904:§130) observes that Old Swedish manuscripts indicate that the CvC 
monosyllables undergo lengthening earlier than CVCV light stems. He says that CVC 
lengthening becomes general after around 1350, while reliable instances of CVCV 
lengthening do not show up until late in the 15th century. The picture emerging 
from the dialect geography of Finland-Swedish would thus seem to be supported in 
the Old Swedish texts.7

To conclude this section, we may note that the proposed theory reflects the ordering 
facts. Lengthening is predicted to begin in the forms that utilize mora-insertion (if 
it is to take place at all). This formally separates CVCV light stems (irrespective of 
balance) from CVC heavy monosyllables.

Also, contrary to tradition, we have assumed a crucial difference between CVC 
monosyllables, which we consider heavy, and the CVCV light stems, which are truly



light (cf. 5.1.3). Given that, it is not a priori expected that they should behave 
uniformly with regard to the implementation of the quantity shift.

6.1.2.2 Lengthening segment types

The variation formulated in Hesselman’s law in (2B) above summarizes the pattern 
of the central Swedish (Sveamål) and northern Swedish dialects. The patterning 
between lengthened vowel (everywhere except before voiceless stops and s) and 
lengthened consonant (voiceless stops and s) is obviously based on phonetic 
generalizations of segmental quality. However, there are words which depart from 
this pattern and there are dialects which only approximately conform to it.8 As 
noted, the proportion of vowel-lengthened and consonant-lengthened forms varies 
between dialects. Sometimes a few words may be left unaffected (as in Standard 
Finland-Swedish). In dialects where the quantity shift is implemented, however, the 
relation between the vowel and the post-vocalic consonant within the word is 
principled. It is clear that there is a strong correlation between v-lengthening and 
C-lengthening, such that if v-lengthening does not occur, then C-lengthening does. 
Our analysis should preferably capture this dependence (or trade-off) between the 
segments.

Our analysis expresses this dependence by virtue of the rule of mora-insertion 
which permits linking with the vowel as well as the consonant (5:3.3.2). Given that 
lengthening should take place in either (for prosodic reasons we shall return to), 
lengthening will follow from regular assignment of structure (cf. 6.2.2.5).

Morphological correspondence
Morphologically related monosyllabic and bisyllabic forms share the same 
lengthening pattern. In dialects displaying both vowel and consonant lengthening, 
morphologically related CVC and CvCv forms lengthen the same segment, as a rule.

OSw CVC CVCV

ModSw skepp ’ship’ skeppa ’to ship’
spett ’crowbar’ spetta ’to use a crowbar’
stiig ’path’ stiiga ’to step’
vääv ’weave’ vääva ’to weave’
smeet ’batter’ smeeta ’to smear’



vett ’wit’ vetta ’to know’
veet ’wit’ veeta ’to know’

For morphologically related words at least, there appears to be a principled relation 
between CVC lengthening and CVCV lengthening, with regard to which segment it is 
that lengthens.9 Naturally, any analysis should try to capture this relation (and 
preferably without appeal to analogy under pressure of morphological uniformity). 
The matter is particularly intriguing in view of the fact that the monosyllabic forms, 
which are heavy, undergo lengthening earlier than the related bisyllabic forms, 
which are light. Hence, this raises the issue of what exactly the relation is between 
CVC lengthening and CvCv lengthening.

6.1.2.3 Dialectal variation: balance and syllable lengthening

The third descriptive law in (2C) above expresses the fact that dialects vary as to 
whether they display alternation between vowel and consonant lengthening, or 
whether they lengthen the root vowel only. In the southwestern dialects (Götamål) 
the vowel almost invariably lengthens, while in the central (Sveamål) and northern 
dialects, either the vowel or the post-vocalic consonant lengthens. This patterning 
holds for CVC monosyllables as well as CVCV bisyllables.

Balance and the segmental lengthening variation
The dialectal variation of segment lengthening can be linked with another very 
important feature of variation: balance. The connection between the segmental 
lengthening pattern (v-lengthening only vs. v- or C-lengthening) and the prosodic 
situation (non-balance vs. balance) can, to begin with, be made simply on 
geographic grounds, and it extends to the other Nordic dialects as well. In western 
Norway, vowel lengthening is dominant (Hesselman 1901:16) and (any trace of) 
balance is absent. In Iceland and in the Faroese Islands, vowel lengthening is 
completely dominant and balance is absent. Similarly, Danish exhibits vowel 
lengthening (where lengthening takes place), but no balance. All of these dialects, 
of course, fall under the heading of non-balance dialects (cf. 6.6).

Conversely the central dialects (Sveamål) and the northern dialects of Sweden 
exhibit variable lengthening of consonants and vowels (Hesselman 1901, 1902, 
Söderström 1972). These dialect areas, together with some of the dialects in



Finland, comprise the Swedish part of the balance area. The same variation occurs 
in eastern Norway.10

The geographic correspondence between the two features of balance and v-/C- 
lengthening (as opposed to v-lengthening only) is striking. We must ask what the 
nature of this correspondence could be.

6.2 The quantity situation

The above review of the data situation must now be complemented with a discussion 
of the structural conditions before and after the quantity shift. The focus will be on 
issues relating to quantity and its interpretation. If we are aware of the conditions 
before the syllable lengthenings as well as the resultant post-quantity-shift situation, 
then we should have a good vantage point for pursuing an analysis of the details of 
the actual development.

6.2.1 From a segmental to a prosodic quantity system

6.2.1.1 Properties of the segmental quantity system

The quantity system in the period preceding the quantity shift is based on segmental 
quantity. Both vowels and consonants have distinctive quantity, yielding what we 
may call a double segmental quantity system. In this system, employed in the 
Early Old Swedish grammar and earlier, the distinction between light stems and 
heavy stems has no independent status. Rather, a stem syllable will be light, heavy 
or overlong depending on the properties of the segments, in the first instance (cf.
5.1.3.2 for overlength). The prosodic tendency to make the main-stressed syllable 
or foot bimoraic will not interfere with segmental quantity in any way (e.g. by the 
lengthening or shortening of segments).

In the second instance, however, prosodic properties may determine the weight 
of a syllable, in a certain set of cases. A heavy syllable will be heavy either by 
virtue of the presence of one pre-linked mora, or by virtue of having a consonant 
cluster following the root vowel. In the latter case, the post-vocalic consonant is 
available to syllabify with the root syllable (in the new, Early Old Swedish system). 
In this situation the prosodic properties of main-stress can influence and effect the 
creation of a heavy syllable in the root. If there is no structure directly following the



first core syllable, then the assignment of main-stress will trigger mora-insertion (cf.
6.2.1.3). The heavy weight of the stem syllable of words like fis.ker ’fish’ and 
bin.da ’to bind’, then, results not from segmental quantity, but from the prosodic 
rule of mora-insertion.

We have an interesting situation, quantity-wise. Segmental quantitative properties 
have general precedence over prosodic properties. However, where segmental 
quantity has nothing to say, the prosodic quantitative properties are consulted.

The quantity shift changes all this. After the quantity shift (in Late Old Swedish), 
the prosodic properties of main-stress will invariably cause segment lengthening 
(where needed) such that light syllables will never show up in stressed positions. To 
be sure, no prosodic distinction between light and heavy syllable is introduced. 
However, the prosodic condition on main-stressed syllables to be bimoraic is seen 
to become obligatory, while the double segmental quantity system largely breaks 
down. Our task is to account for this transition.

6.2.1.2 Conflicting quantity systems

The post-quantity-shift condition on stressed syllables to be heavy cannot be 
reconciled with a double segmental quantity system, which permits light and 
overlong stem syllables. Thus, we are dealing with a true switch from one quantity 
system to another.11

After the Early Old Swedish change of the stress and syllabification system 
(chapter 5), the bimoraic condition will always be met within the main-stress foot, 
that is within one heavy syllable or in two light syllables. The effect of this narrower 
interpretation of the bimoraic condition is on the one hand grammatical 
simplification, as the conflict between the monomoraic main-stress foot and the 
bimoraic canon is removed (in words like PN *ge.ßoo ’gift’, OSw hi.mil ’heaven’), 
and on the other hand increased salience of the bimoraic domain, as no rules will 
obscure the evidence for it.

In the pre-quantity-shift quantity system, there is a preponderant tendency for 
main-stressed syllables to be heavy. This is observed in CvCCv(C) structures (if 
nowhere else), since these structures are syllabified as CvC.Cv(C) and not as 
+ CV. CCv(C). As mentioned above, this is the word-type where prosody influences 
the creation of a heavy syllable. If the step from this state of affairs to generalized 
heavy quantity in stressed syllables is taken (for whatever reasons), then it is entailed 
that the segmental quantity system will be deeply affected. That is, the prosodic



nature of the bimoraic condition will come in conflict with the segmental quantity 
system. In fact, if the bimoraic condition comes to hold of the main-stress syllable, 
then either vowel length or consonant length will have to be lost underlyingly. 
Thereby, the prosodic conditions ’win’ and segmental quantity will no longer 
determine the weight of a syllable, only which segment will be long (in the set of 
cases where length is not predictable).

However, as we know, there is a solution to the conflict between the prosodic 
bimoraic condition and the double segmental quantity system, a solution which meets 
both parties halfway. The solution is balance. Balance has the highly interesting 
properties of, on the one hand meeting a narrow interpretation of the prosodic 
bimoraic condition, and, on the other hand, permitting the segmental distinctions to 
be retained.12

6.2.1.3 The role of mora-insertion

The introduction of the rule of mora-insertion in Early Old Swedish makes vowel 
lengthening a permissible process. We repeat the formulation of mora-insertion (cf. 
5:3.3.2).

(5) Main-stress assignment - mora-insertion 

(X) 
a

H p

The mora is inserted as a function of main-stress assignment, and in order to satisfy 
the bimoraic condition. Once there, the mora should be linked to a segment, and that 
is where vowel lengthening comes in. Previously, the mora would link to the free 
segment following the root vowel. However, the logical option that the inserted 
mora can link with the root vowel itself exists as well; cf. tak ’roof in (6).



(6) CvC monosyllable

/tak/ >syll>

o

tak >MS, /j-ins.

(X) (X)

o
/Î'

a
/N
[f

tak OR tak
[tak] [ta:k]

Thus, a rule of vowel lengthening can now be ’written’. Consonant lengthening, 
however, cannot take place by virtue of mora-insertion (at this time).

Vowel lengthening does in fact take place, in limited contexts to begin with 
(section 6.5.1). The theory does not actually predict that lengthening should take 
place, only that it is within the potential of the system. However, the theory does 
make a prediction as to the shape of the targets for vowel lengthening. This 
prediction is that only forms which make use of the mora-insertion rule in the 
regular derivation should be among the targets for lengthening, that is the CvC(C) 
monosyllables (tak ’roof,Jarp ’trip’, hamn ’harbour’) and the CvCCv(C) bisyllables 
(vakran ’more beautiful’, fasna ’to stick’).13 And indeed, the prediction is in fact 
borne out. The forms that undergo the early spontaneous lengthenings are invariably 
among these types (cf. 6.4).

Light stems and forms containing pre-linked moras are sufficiently syllabified by 
the syllable algorithm for the bimoraic condition to be satisfied at the point when 
main-stress is assigned. Hence mora-insertion is not activated.

Long vowels and lengthened vowels
Consider the double nature of the segmental quantity system, before the first 
lengthenings. The presence of underlying long vowels as well as underlying long 
consonants and the fact that light syllables are prosodically permitted has one 
interesting consequence. There should be no need for any segmental lengthening 
rules in the synchronic derivation. For instance, there will be no situations where 
a vowel will require lengthening. Surface long vowels will be underlying long 
vowels.

Now, spontaneous vowel lengthening does in fact show up when lengthening 
becomes a possible rule, that is after the divorce of main-stress from initial 
syllabification in Early Old Swedish. The speakers will thus make synchronic use 
of a lengthening rule in a set of cases.

Everything else being equal, we would expect that the vowel lengthening rule 
would not be inherited as a rule by the next generation. As long as the younger



generation learns the double segmental quantity system (on the basis of the 
evidence), the expected interpretation of the long vowels they hear is that they are 
underlyingly long, rather than synchronically lengthened by rule. Nevertheless, it 
seems that vowel lengthening is in most cases in fact inherited as a rule, the reason 
being this: If the root vowel is set up as underlyingly long in the lengthened CVC 
base form, then we would expect the entire paradigm and derived forms which are 
bisyllabic to display a long vowel in the root, too. This is not the case. A CVC base 
form often contains a long vowel while the CVCV forms have a light stem syllable, 
e.g. smiid ’blacksmith’ vs. smidir ’blacksmiths’ (Älvdalen). Thus, from the point of 
view of morphological correspondence, a vowel lengthening rule is definitely 
required.

For the lengthenings in CVC monosyllables, our conclusion is that the number of 
underlying long vowels does not increase. Instead and on the contrary, the rule of 
vowel lengthening will be established as a regular feature in the grammar. The 
further question to ask is why the CVCV forms remain light stems. That is, why do 
they not lengthen together with the (related) CVC forms? We will suggest that the 
answer is the fact that balance develops around this time (section 6.5).

6.2.1.4 Modern Swedish quantity

We thus have a fair idea of the situation before the quantity shift. It may now be 
useful to briefly review the modem system emerging after the quantity shift. We 
assume that the prosodic quantity system emerging after the quantity shift is the 
same as the one we have today.

Quantitative complementarity
It is a well-known fact that minimal pairs illustrating segmental quantity cannot be 
produced in Standard Swedish. It is invariably the case that if the vowel is long, 
the following consonant is short and if the vowel is short, the following consonant 
will be long (e.g. Hellberg 1974:84ff.). Every stressed syllable of Modem Swedish 
will therefore contain one, and only one, phonetically long segment. One interesting 
fact is that even a consonant in a post-vocalic consonant cluster will be phonetically 
long, if it follows a short vowel. Hence, the post-vocalic t of bets [bet:s] ’stain’ is 
long, just like the final t of bett [bet:] ’bite’. The quantity of either the vowel or the 
consonant is therefore predictable, given knowledge of the quantity of the other, and



the presence of stress. Hence, there will be general application of a rule of 
lengthening for the predictable cases.

Any analysis of Modem Swedish quantity will have to determine which segment 
type it is that has an underlying quantity distinction. However, the quantitative 
complementarity between the vowel and the consonant makes it quite problematic 
to determine this. Consequently, scholars have arrived at different results in trying 
to resolve this issue, and there are rather compelling arguments to support 
underlying vowel quantity as well as underlying consonant quantity (Elert 1964, 
Eliasson & La Pelle 1973, Eliasson 1978, 1985, Linell 1978, Âmason 1978).

As we shall see, the quantitative complementarity itself is the crucial fact for a 
moraic analysis of this problem. Morale theory in fact predicts that in a surface 
system like that of Swedish, where complementary segment length obtains, it should 
be consonant quantity rather than underlying vowel quantity that is underlying. We 
shall therefore assume and defend this position (section 6.2.2.5).14

Prosodic conditioning
Eliasson (1978) accounts for quantity in Swedish by what he calls the process 
solution, involving syllable lengthening under main-stress (here cast as mora- 
insertion). The fundamental concept is that a syllable receives heavy quantity by 
virtue of being assigned stress, a prosodic feature, rather than by virtue of 
underlying segmental quantity on the part of vowels. Even if syllable quantity is 
determined by prosody, it is necessary to assume underlying segmental quantity in 
some cases, since there are pairs of forms, where the respective lengths of the vowel 
and the post-vocalic consonant are reversed, e.g. [vi:s] ’wise’ vs. [vis:] ’certain’. It 
is obvious that only one segment type should be underlyingly long or geminate, and 
Eliasson & La Pelle (1973) and Eliasson (1978) argue that geminate consonants 
occur underlyingly in Swedish, while long vowels are always derived. The 
underlying quantity distinction is thus given to the consonants, while an underlying 
quantity distinction on the part of vowels is denied.

Given Eliasson’s analysis, which we accept in its fundamentals, the question 
becomes how to account for the underlying and surface distribution of segmental 
length in stressed syllables. Heavy quantity occurs under stress. For reasons of 
simplicity, it is desirable to derive syllabic quantity from the assignment of stress, 
as far as possible.15

One important generalization in this regard is the morpheme structure. For 
instance, a tautomorphemic consonant cluster will trigger consonant lengthening



([vik:t] from /vikt/ ’weight’), while a heteromorphemic consonant cluster will 
trigger vowel lengthening ([vi:kt] from /vik+t/ ’folded’). The basic generalization 
holding for the vast majority of cases, according to Eliasson & La Pelle (1973), 
Eliasson (1978), and Hellberg (1974), is that if the vowel is followed by at most one 
consonant within the morpheme, the vowel lengthens, while if the vowel is followed 
by more than one consonant or a geminate consonant, then lengthening targets the 
consonant.16

We turn now to a description of the representation of pre- and post-quantity-shift 
Swedish in moraic theory.

6.2.2 Moraic theory and Swedish quantity 

Modem Swedish
Moraic theory represents quantity (in e.g. Modem Swedish) quite simply. Long 
vowels are linked with two moras and short vowels are linked with one mora, on 
the surface. This is a simple and straightforward distinction: iip/ji. This is the way 
long and short vowels have always been distinguished in Germanic.

As for consonants, the distinction between a long and a short consonant will be 
the same as the distinction between a moraic and a non-moraic consonant, hence: 
/i/0. This is a simple generalization, too, but unlike the case for vowels, it does 
not immediately reflect consonantal quantity in pre-quantity-shift Swedish.17 
Important changes have taken place, and we return to them below (sections 6.2.2.3 
and 6.5.1.2).

This gives us the modem (i.e. post-quantity-shift) surface system of quantity in 
(7). Examples are byyta ’to change’, bytta ’firkin’, halt ’hat’ and haat ’hatred’. 
Only the structure expressing the highlighted distinction is indicated in each 
example.

(7) Surface representation of Modem Swedish quantity 

Vowels: long short

ßß ßß ß ß
V 1/ 1 1
V v v v

byta hat bytta hatt
[by:.ta] [ha:t] [byt.:a] [hat:]



Consonants: long short

P P <P 4>

C c
bytta hatt 
[byt.:a] [hat:]

C C
byta hat
[by:.ta] [ha:t]

We now tum to the quantity distinctions that could be made in the period preceding 
the quantity shift. While the situation for vowels is simple, that of consonants is 
more complex.

Old Swedish
In the pre-quantity-shift stage of Old Swedish, underlying vowel quantity is well 
reflected on the surface, and in the same way as later after the quantity shift (cf. 
above). Examples are bryyta ’to break’ and vika ’week’.

(8) Vowel quantity

long

Î

short

V v
underlying /bryta/ /vika/

au P
V i
V v

surface bryta vika
[bry:.ta] [vi.ka]

Turning to consonant quantity in the pre-quantity-shift system, a moraic consonant 
was not necessarily long (or geminate) on the surface. Underlying moraic consonants 
would occur as long on the surface in intervocalic position and in final position of 
bisyllabic words. In the final position of monosyllabic words, however, consonantal 
quantity was neutralized (section 6.2.2.3). First, the moraic vs. non-moraic 
consonant distinction could not be made in this position since the bimoraic condition 
always requires a final consonant of a CVC monosyllable to be moraic. Second and 
in particular, there would be no way of telling, from monosyllabic forms alone, 
whether a final moraic consonant was underlyingly moraic or assigned a mora in the 
course of the derivation.



This neutralization is predicted by the theory (as the theory stands), and in the 
next few sections, we shall try to show that this prediction is empirically borne out.

6.2.2.1 The distinctions of consonant quantity

We begin with a discussion of consonant quantity in the three positions mentioned 
above: intervocalically, finally in CvC monosyllables, and finally in bisyllabic 
forms.18

Intervocalically
Consider first a geminate consonant in intervocalic position. Such a consonant is 
characterized by having double links on the surface, one link to a mora in one 
syllable and one link to the syllable node (as onset) of a following syllable. This 
means that a quantity distinction between two bisyllabic words could be made on 
the grounds of the consonant only. Examples are tala ’to speak’, falla ’to fall’.

(9) Consonant quantity, intervocalically

long short

f
underlying /fala/ /tala/

(X) (X .)
o a
A A

o o
A A/r/ï

surface fal a tala
[fal.:a] [ta.la]

The surface distinction, then, between the underlying moraic consonant and the 
non-moraic consonant is that the former bears a mora in the preceding syllable, in 
addition to being onset.



CvC monosyllables
Concerning CVC monosyllables, the question is how an underlying long consonant 
in word-final position would be recognized on the surface. Presumably, there will 
be no onset link, since there is no following syllable. The solution to this problem, 
we claim, is simply that no length distinction based on consonantal quantity alone 
could be made in word-final position of CVC monosyllables in the period following 
the syncope period (above termed the Early Old Swedish period).19 That is, an 
underlying long consonant in word-final position would not be realized as a geminate 
on the surface. This claim concerns CVC monosyllables only, since in CVC 
monosyllables, the final consonant will necessarily be morale because of the 
bimoraic condition. The reason, then, why a length distinction cannot be made 
word-finally is that a CVC monosyllable with a pre-linked mora (to the C) will end 
up with the same structure as a CVC monosyllable, which regularly receives a mora 
during the derivation, by mora-insertion under main-stress. Consider the hypothetical 
minimal pair in (10).

(10) Consonant quantity, finally in CvC

long short

Ï
underlying /bit/ /bit/

(X) (X)
a
A

o
AA A

surface
1 1 1
bit [bit] bit

Notice that there is no way, given the algorithm for syllabification suggested, that 
these two derivations could yield different surface forms.20

The claim that a consonantal quantity distinction cannot be made word-finally in 
monosyllabic words does not mean that pre-linked moras cannot occur in that 
position. It only means that on the surface, a pre-linked mora will not be 
distinguishable from a derived (synchronically assigned) mora, in that position.21 
In bisyllabic forms of CVC monosyllabic stems, when a vocalic ending is added, 
pre-linked moras will be realized as geminates.22 Thus, a form like katt ’cat’ with 
an underlying final geminate would inflect kat.tir ’cats’, the initial syllable staying



heavy. A form like bik ’pitch’, however, would inflect bi.kit ’the pitch’. That is the 
point.

There are reasons to suppose that the moraic final consonant was not a surface 
geminate. I.e. katt would more likely be peat], than bik be +[bik:]. We return to 
the arguments for neutralization after discussing moraic consonants outside of the 
main-stress syllable.

Word-finally in bisyllabic forms
It is the bimoraic condition that prevents a consonant quantity distinction in CVC 
monosyllables. The final consonant is necessarily moraic, hence it could not contrast 
with a non-moraic consonant. Whether or not there is a quantitative distinction 
between the final consonant of OC and that of CwC is a hypothetical question, 
since the vowel contrast is unavoidably there.

In the final position of bisyllabic words, however, out of the bimoraic condition’s 
reach, a quantitative contrast should be feasible. That is, a bisyllable with an 
underlyingly long consonant word-finally should (theoretically) be distinct from an 
otherwise identical bisyllable lacking the underlying pre-specification.

(11) Potential consonantal quantity distinction in bisyllables

I

CvCvC vs. CvCvC

Now, a word-final pre-linked mora to a consonant will entail a heavy final syllable 
near the surface, and a destressed syllable on the surface. After the change in the 
stress system, heavy syllables will be rare outside of the main-stress syllable, but 
perhaps it is exactly in this type of situation that we do find them. Recall forms like 
heitinn (< *haitanaz) ’called (past part.)’, ketill (< *katilaz:) ’kettle’. These forms 
have allegedly geminate consonants word-finally, after the operation of syncope and 
the assimilation of the sonorant and the z (or R rather). In Old Icelandic 
manuscripts, these consonants are generally represented as geminate in orthography 
(Lindblad 1954:62fn.).23 In the Old Swedish period, it is not clear that the 
geminates in question are still there.

When we look at distinctions in the final syllable of bisyllabic forms, there seems 
to be one which is based on the geminate/single or moraic/non-moraic final 
consonant, namely the masculine and feminine forms of the definite article. The



definite article occurs as a suffix even in the oldest Swedish manuscripts (middle 
of the 1200’s). The masculine form is -inn and the feminine form is -in. Examples 
are OSwfiskr-inn ’the fish’ vs.förp-in ’the trip’, andi-nn ’the spirit’ vs. gata-n ’the 
street’. Although they are suffixes, these articles exhibit some degree of 
independence from the stems they attach to, in that the stem and the article each 
have their own inflection.24

As Wessén points out (1969:§111.1., §171), the quantitative distinction is not 
expressed in orthography (cf. 6.2.2.3). However, it is clear from the development 
in dialects that the two forms are kept apart. The feminine definite article tends to 
either lose the final n, or to have the vowel quality changed, or both: OSw sol-in 
’the sun’ > sol-a (most southwestern and central dialects), sol-än (southwestern 
Uppland), sol-i (Gotland). The n of the masculine ending is retained, even at the 
price of losing the preceding vowel: OSw fisk-inn ’the fish’ > fisk-en, OSw 
bååt-inn ’the boat’ > bååt-en or bååtn, OSw hund-inn ’the dog’ > hund-en or 
hunn. This indicates that there is indeed a weight difference between the two.

6.2.2.2 A note of caution

Moraic theory, in the simple and attractive formalism used here, is perhaps in need 
of elaboration to account for some distributions of geminate consonants in natural 
language. In particular, it seems that languages may have geminate consonants in 
light syllables (Hayes 1991:43). In the representation we use here, a syllable 
containing a geminate consonant is necessarily heavy, since the vowel will take one 
mora and the geminate consonant one.

If there are light (non-destressed) syllables containing a geminate consonant, then 
that is a contradiction, from the perspective of moraic theory, which formally 
represents segmental quantity and syllabic weight together (by moras on the same 
tier). Moraic theory distinguishes between heavy and light syllables in terms of 
bimoraic and monomoraic structures. If the moraic distinction is used for the 
distinction between long and short vowels (ßß/ß), and long and short consonants 
(ß!<P), then the strong prediction is that the segmental quantity distinctions will 
always go together with the syllabic quantity distinction. In the universal 
perspective, this appears to be too strong, as noted by Hayes (1991:43 and 
references given there).

In the case of the Nordic development, the interpretation of a moraic consonant 
changes between the stage before the quantity shift and that which comes after. The



theory predicts that in CvC monosyllables, such cases as have an underlying mora 
on the final consonant could not be distinguished from such cases as receive a mora 
in the derivation. Now, if dialects could distinguish between underlying moraic 
consonants and derived moraic consonants in this position, then an elaboration of the 
theory would be required to express this fact. We have not pursued this issue since, 
for Old Swedish, there is good reason to assume that such a distinction is not 
made.25

6.2.2.3 The arguments for neutralization

Let us now return to the CvC monosyllables and give the arguments for assuming 
that moraic consonants in stressed syllables were not geminates before the quantity 
shift, but that they simply contributed weight to the syllable.

Observe first that any theory would predict that identical structures represent 
identical things. In our case a single consonant linked with a single mora will mean 
one thing. Even if derived from different sources, two cases of single consonants 
linked with single moras will mean the same thing. This is the expectation, a priori.

The arguments for assuming that the final consonant of CvC monosyllables was 
not a geminate in the period preceding the quantity shift are threefold. We give 
them in reverse chronological order. First, there is an argument pertaining to the 
early vowel lengthenings of the quantity shift. Second, there is some Old Swedish 
orthographic evidence. Third, there is the general data situation with regard to 
geminates in word-final position (of monosyllabic words).

Vowel lengthening can take place
Looking now at the incipient stage of the quantity shift, we have observed that CvC 
monosyllables are among the first targets. General lengthening of CVC monosyllables 
takes place before lengthening in CvCv light stems. In the initial stages, 
’lengthening’ means ’vowel lengthening’ (cf. 6.2.1.3 above). We have assumed that 
content words are minimally bimoraic (1.2.5.1 and 3.2.4.2). Hence, by vowel 
lengthening a bimoraic CvC structure turns into a bimoraic CwC structure. Now, if 
it were the case that moraic consonants were long in the pre-quantity-shift stage, 
then we would not expect vowel lengthening of forms like tak (> taak) ’roof and 
dag (> daag) ’day’. This fact tells us that the mere fact that a consonant was linked



to a mora did not mean that it was interpreted as long, in the Early Old Swedish 
period.26

As discussed above, the theory (as presented here) does not provide the means 
for distinguishing on the surface between underlying moraic consonants and derived 
moraic consonants. Therefore, it is predicted that the final underlyingly moraic 
consonant of a word like takk ’thanks’ should have the same quantity as the final 
derived moraic consonant of tak ’roof, in the pre-quantity-shift period. It is also 
predicted that the quantity of s in monosyllabic bios ’torch, flare’ would be the same 
as that of s in bisyllabic gäs.ter ’guests’. Because the early lengthenings take place 
and take the form of vowel lengthening, we assume that these s's are short. After 
the quantity shift, s in both words are still moraic, but long in accordance with the 
new quantity system: [bios:] and [gäs:.ter].

Old Swedish orthography
Wessén (1969:§16fn.l6, §31.7) mentions an Old Swedish spelling convention 
concerning geminate consonants, namely that they are doubly spelled 
intervocalically, but simply spelled in word-finality, e.g. < falla > ’to fall’ vs. 
<fal> ’fall’, <stokker> Tog (nom.)’ vs. <stok> Tog (acc.)’. Naturally, this 
convention does not concern related forms only, but also forms arising by 
assimilation, e.g. <gik> (< *gink) ’he went’ : gingo ’they went’, <stak> ’he 
pierced’ : stinga ’to pierce’.

We suggest that this orthography should not be analyzed as a spelling convention, 
but as evidence of neutralized consonant quantity. The spelling of geminates reflects 
the pronunciation or perception, that is, the fact that in final position of 
monosyllables, the quantity of moraic consonants is neutralized.

Historical retrospective on geminate consonants
Let us now look back into the history of geminates, to see to what extent they 
existed in the period before the quantity shift. Our objective here is to show that 
there were only a few potential geminates in word-final position of monosyllables. 
This would strengthen us in the pursuit of the hypothesis that a quantitative 
consonantal distinction was not made in this position.

According to von Friesen (1897:1), the source for the many voiceless geminates 
in the early dialects of Germanic is a process of assimilation. Since there appear to 
be no corresponding geminates in Indo-European, the assimilation is taken to belong



to some Germanic stage. In addition to the voiceless geminates, there is a (smaller) 
number of voiced geminates occurring in forms parallel to those containing voiceless 
geminates.

The typical location of Germanic geminate consonants is the end of the root 
syllable, which in the early Germanic dialects will mean mostly in medial position.

1. Word-medially
In the early Germanic dialects, geminate consonants occur word-medially in weak 
nouns of the so-called «-declension. According to von Friesen (1897), these nominal 
stems, and verbs derived from them (so-called oon-verbs, een-verbs and «w-verbs; 
cf. 3.3.1), constitute the vast majority of (if not all) geminates. The examples below 
are taken from von Friesen (1897:21-110). The meanings of the words and their 
spread across the Germanic field are here only exemplified, not fully represented.

(12) a. Da. dial. dabbe ’slime lump’
ME dabben ’soft beat, dab’
MHG tappe ’awkward, clumsy person’
ModHG Tappe ’paw’

b. OWN gabba ’to mock’
OFr gabbia ’indict’
OE gabban ’to mock, lie, prate’

c. OWN koddi ’pillow’
No. dial. kodde ’testicle; scrotum’
ME codde ’pillow; shoot’

d. No. dial. budda ’purse, heap’
ME budde ’beetle; bud’
MHG butte ’rose-hip’

e. OWN baggi ’pack’
ME bagge ’bag’
Sw. dial. bagge ’youngster’

f. Sw. vagga ’to rock’
MHG wacken ’waver, hesitate’
ME waggen ’to rock’

These forms originally all have a nasal word-finally. For this reason, they do not 
form input to syncope in the syncope period. Hence, no word-final geminates are



produced from this rather large class of words in the syncope period. Only later, 
after the syncope period, can they be subject to apocope in dialects.

Later creations of geminates take place by virtue of the mainly West Nordic 
tendency to assimilate the sequences nt > tt, nk > kk and mp > pp. Examples 
from Scandinavian dialects where this happens in medial position are drukkna < 
drunkna ’to drown’, sjukka < sjunka ’to sink’, kräkka < kränka ’stool’, brätta 
’bend’ < bränta ’bend backwards’ (cf. Moberg 1944 and below).

2. Word-finally: syncopated forms
As a result of syncope, geminate consonants could be created word-finally in 
bisyllables. Forms like ketill ’kettle’ < *katilz < *katilaz, heitim ’called’ < 
*haitinz < *haitinaz are assumed to acquire a final geminate consonant by virtue of 
assimilation, as mentioned above. Possibly, there were also a few cases of 
monosyllables, following syncope in words like halli > hœll ’flat rock’. Obviously, 
though, only very few word-final geminates arose by syncope in this fashion.

It is interesting to note that it appears to be the case that word-final geminate 
consonants in Proto-Nordic are always sonorant. This is in fact expected in view 
of the observations we made earlier concerning the weight of final syllables (2.1.2 
and 3.1.5). We observed that only sonorant segments are morale, i.e. contribute to 
syllable weight outside of the main-stressed syllable. Hence, we expect that only 
moraic segments could be underlyingly long, in the same position. An underlying 
long consonant is represented by a pre-linked mora, a situation that - in intervocalic 
position - necessarily is interpreted as weight at the surface level (in this theory). It 
follows that only segments which can carry weight at the surface (i.e. be assigned 
a mora) can be underlyingly long.27

It is a striking fact that the consonantal weight distinction, which clearly exists 
as such in Germanic, is not more frequently employed word-finally in the Germanic 
dialects.

3. Word-finally: nasal assimilation
Following the typically West Nordic nasal assimilations (around 900 according to 
Moberg 1944:188), there would be a set of monosyllabic words with underlyingly 
long final consonant. Some examples of nasal assimilation, taken from Moberg 
(1944:68-179), are given below. The variant forms and meanings of the words are 
here only exemplified, not fully represented. The forms indicated are taken from 
Swedish dialects.



(13) Nasal assimilation

a. blank - blakk ’shiny; (of horses) pale grey or yellow’
b. brant bratt ’steep’
c. brink brekk ’edge, by field, ditch, road, etc.’
d. dank dakk ’bog, wet land, depression in the ground’
e. ink - ikk ’swelling (on cattle)’
f. skank skakk ’skew’

g- svamp sopp ’mushroom’

According to the theory laid out here, the word-final consonants in the assimilated 
forms would not be (phonetically) distinguishable from those of fictitious forms like 
+sop and +brat. The theory is not able to - unadorned - make a surface distinction 
between underlying final consonant geminates and final consonants that are assigned 
a mora regularly.

We may conclude that the cases of underlying geminate consonants in final 
position are few or very few in Proto-Nordic. The number increases by the late 
Proto-Nordic rule of nasal assimilation. However, this is a dialectally limited rule 
with limited influence on the Swedish standard language. Moreover, the production 
of underlying geminates may have been somewhat inhibited by the fact that the 
synchronic nasal assimilation rule is kept alive in many forms. This is due to the 
apparently more favourable conditions for nasal assimilation in final, rather than 
medial position.

To conclude this sub-section, it seems that the data limitation on potential word- 
final geminates does not force upon us the assumption that the consonantal quantity 
distinction is employed in word-final position, at any time before the quantity shift. 
On the contrary, we find here support for the prediction of our theory, namely that 
such a distinction is not made word-finally in monosyllables in the Germanic dialects 
before the quantity shift.

6.2.2.4 Implication for diachrony

o

As we have seen, the distinction between moraic and non-moraic consonants in 
word-final position will have slightly different content before and after the quantity 
shift. Before the quantity shift, this distinction amounts to contributing weight or not



contributing weight to the syllable, which is not the same thing as a consonantal 
quantity distinction.

After the quantity shift, the distinction between contributing or not contributing 
weight to the syllable, on the part of word-final consonants is still there of course. 
This is what moraicity is for. However, there is an added phonetic surface 
distinction, namely that moraic consonants will be long and non-moraic consonants 
will be short, not only intervocalically, but in all positions.28

The implication for the diachrony of the quantity system is that we must assume 
that at some point, the phonetic interpretation of moraic consonants changes such 
that any moraic consonant in any position will be long. For CVC monosyllables, this 
change marks the transition from Early OSw bit to Late OSw bett. In our analysis, 
this lengthening is related to the fact that consonant quantity is made underlying.

Eventually, underlying vowel length will be done away with. However, as we 
shall see, this cannot happen until balance prosody is lost (6.5.2.2). Meanwhile, 
the consonant quantity distinction will advance and be actively employed in the 
system. Notably, when the CVC monosyllable is abolished as a type - an event that 
takes place at an earlier point in time than the full implementation of the quantity 
shift in CvCv light stems (i.e. the loss of balance) - the alternations between vowel 
lengthening and consonant lengthening will be synchronically dependent on 
underlying consonant quantity (section 6.5.1.2).

6.2.2.5 Consonant quantity is underlying

Before we proceed to the analysis of the quantity shift, it would perhaps be useful 
to explain why, in our theory, it must be the consonantal quantity distinction, rather 
than the vocalic quantity distinction, that is ultimately made the single underlying 
quantity distinction. The crucial facts behind this prediction are grammatical 
distinctness and the quantitative complementarity of vowels and consonants in 
stressed syllables.

Distinctness
Grammar requires that the underlying distinction remains expressed throughout the 
derivation, if it is expressed on the surface.29 If distinctness is lost at some point, 
it cannot be retrieved at a later point, and neutralization is predicted. We will 
interpret grammatical distinctness in the most straightforward way, in that we will



say that the distinction must be retrievable where it is made. That is, if the 
underlying quantity distinction is given to consonants, then it is the consonants that 
should express the distinction on the surface. The comparison between moraic and 
non-moraic consonants in equivalent positions (at some point in the derivation) 
should reveal a distinction. The point is that we should not need to infer the 
moraicity of a consonant from inspection of presence or absence of length on the 
preceding segment, but from the direct inspection of the consonant.

Underlying vowel quantity
Assume that vowel quantity only is underlying. The distinction will be represented 
as in (14).

(14) Underlying ß

V vs. V

Surface W fV
V vs. V

Phonetic [v:] vs. [V]

On top of this segmental distinction, there is a requirement on the main-stress 
syllable to be bimoraic. Hence, in e.g. a monosyllable of the simple CvC shape, a 
mora will be added by mora-insertion under main-stress. The surface structures 
would be as in (15), minimally.

(15) Surface (X) (X)
a o
l\ K
ßß ßß
V IICvC vs. CvC

Phonetic [Cv: C] vs. [CvC]

In the case on the left, where there is no underlying mora, the final consonant will 
receive a mora by mora-insertion. Note, however, that it is not predicted that the 
final consonant should be long on the surface. Therefore, the observed quantitative 
complementarity in Swedish is not captured, but remains a mystery.



Underlying consonant quantity
Assume now that consonant quantity only is underlying.

(16) Underlying ß

C vs. C

Surface /x

C vs. C

Phonetic [C:] vs. [C]

In the case of consonants, the distinction is expressible only as the presence of a 
mora versus the absence of a mora. Otherwise many unattested syllables would be 
generated, as mentioned before. The quantitative distinction is reflected on the 
surface as a durational difference between moraic and non-moraic consonants. This 
surface distinction is necessarily there, if there is underlying consonant length, but 
not if there is underlying vowel length only. The reason for this is grammatical 
distinctness (McCarthy & Prince 1988:17, 21).

In CvC monosyllables the surface contrast would be as in (17), minimally.

(17) Surface (X) (X)
a a
K K
ÎÎ 7CvCCvC vs.

Phonetic [CvC:] vs. [Cv:C]

If the contrast is to remain distinct on the surface, and given the bimoraic condition, 
then, in the form where there is no underlyingly long consonant (on the right), both 
moras must be linked to the vowel.

Under this quantity system, complementarity, i.e. the surface contrast of a long 
vowel in one case and a long consonant in the other is predicted. Therefore, we 
claim that consonant quantity is underlying in post-quantity shift Swedish.

Comments
1. The forms in (17) above reflect the bare quantitative distinction. One question 
that arises is how this surface result is attained in the derivation. In particular, how



do we make sure that the second mora of non-pre-linked forms really goes on the 
vowel? The answer to this, in the case of monosyllables, is the grammaticalization 
of extrametricality (cf. 6.5.1.2 below). The final consonant being extrametrical, the 
vowel will lengthen by mora-insertion.
2. Note that the grammatical requirement of distinctness will require that a moraic 
consonant should be long. The fact that vowel length is present in the form lacking 
a moraic consonant is due to the bimoraic condition and nothing else. Importantly, 
the length on the vowel is not required for the grammatical distinction to hold. 
However, it is most likely true that the complementary length of the vowel - 
acoustically and perceptually a clearer cue than the consonant length contrast - helps 
to keep up the consonantal distinction in the language (Amason 1978:139).
3. The reinterpretation of the quantity system will immediately make final moraic 
consonants in previous CvC monosyllables underlyingly moraic. Thereby, they will 
not be subject to final non-moraic consonant extrametricality and hence not display 
vowel lengthening (cf. 6.5.1.2).
4. As indicated in (15) above, we would not expect complementary consonant 
quantity, if vowel quantity were underlying. A brief look at Danish and English 
confirms this expectation. In Older Middle Danish, the quantity shift results in 
underlying vowel quantity. As a consequence, consonant degemination takes place.

We are now aware of the premises for the quantity shift, having discussed the data 
situation as well as the structural situation with regard to quantity. The next step is 
to understand how the quantity shift proceeds historically.

6.3 Disposition: balance and non-balance

We mentioned above (6.1.2.3) that the division between balance and non-balance 
dialects coincides with the division into the dialects that have vowel lengthening only 
vs. those that have vowel or consonant lengthening. We shall assume that there is 
a connection between the two, and proceed to explore the nature of this 
correspondence.

The subsequent discussion has been divided such that the main account concerns 
the development in balance dialects.30 Thus, we begin with the quantity shift in the 
central Swedish dialects, which had balance in Old Swedish. Because of the variation 
between lengthening segments, the development in these dialects is slightly more



complex than elsewhere. We will proceed in a basically chronological order, making 
occasional digressions to highlight certain issues.

Subsequently, we turn to the non-balance dialects. By this term we refer not only 
to southwestern Swedish dialects (Götamål), but also to e.g. Icelandic and Danish. 
Balance, it should be remembered, is a Scandinavian innovation, while non-balance 
is the Germanic default.

The exposition of the quantity shift will hopefully gain in clarity from this 
disposition. Let us begin by exemplifying the earliest lengthenings, which do not 
seem to bear any relation to balance.

6.4 The early ’spontaneous’ vowel lengthenings

When the first genuine vowel lengthenings take place in Early Old Swedish, the 
target vowels are invariably located in heavy syllables. The vowel affected is 
generally a or a, and we will refer to these lengthenings as ’tf-lengthening’. The 
environment is the root of CVC, CVCCor CvCCv(C) forms, where lengthening takes 
place before a diverse set of consonants. In CVC forms, lengthening targets a low 
vowel irrespective of the quantity of the following consonant: tak > taak ’roof, 
vägh > väägh ’road*. In CvCC forms, the tendency is to lengthen a low or non- 
high vowel before a cluster where the first consonant is a sonorant: fiirp > ßiärp 
’trip’, orp > oorp ’word’, bam > baam ’child’. In CvCCv(C) bisyllables, at least 
two tendencies can be observed in different dialects. First there is the same tendency 
as in CVCC forms, but limited mainly to a in the position before rp: gar.per > 
gaarper ’yard’, harper > haarper ’hard’. Second there is lengthening before a stop 
followed by a liquid (in some dialects):31 nag.lar > naaglar ’nails’, vak.ran > 
vaakran ’beautiful’.

The rule is general only among the CVC monosyllables. Lengthening among the 
CVCC monosyllables and among bisyllabic heavy stems is much more limited. In 
our theory, the common prosodic factor of the environments where we find 
^-lengthening is the presence of mora-insertion in the regular derivation. Examples 
of the lengthenings described above are given below.



(18) CvC monosyllable
(?)

ia

(?)

I It (v
/tak/ >syll> tak >MS, /i-ins.> tak OR tak 

CvCC monosyllable

<7

A

[tak] [ta:k]

(?) (X)

à

/T'
a
/T'h ((}

fä rfc> OR fa rl?
[far]?] [ fä: r]?]

CvCCvC bisyllable

a a

A A

(X)

I a

Ai A
(?) 

a cr

w
/naglar/ >syll> naglar >MS, /x-ins.> nag lar OR naglar

[nag.lar] [na:g.lar]

The set of lengthening forms supports our characterization of the Old Swedish stress 
system in a crucial way. In our analysis, the group of first targets for lengthening 
form a natural class by virtue of representing exactly the types of forms that activate 
mora-insertion at this time.32 The fact that these stems are already heavy is no 
objection. At this time, there is no impetus in the system for genuine light stems to 
lengthen, light stems otherwise perhaps being the more expected targets for 
lengthening.

Notice that the early genuine lengthenings are all instances of vowel lengthening. 
When the mora is linked to the post-vocalic consonant, no lengthening takes place, 
as predicted by the theory.

Lengthening of CvC forms eventually becomes obligatory and the CvC 
monosyllable disappears from almost all Swedish and Norwegian dialects. The fact 
that the CvC word type as such is lost indicates that, ultimately, some higher-order 
principle becomes involved (cf. 6,5.1.2).



Other Germanic dialects, too, exhibit lengthenings like those exemplified here. 
Middle English and Older Middle Danish, by way of reference, both have limited 
spontaneous lengthenings, which are not necessarily limited to low vowels. Middle 
English examples are hold, hand, pint and gold which lengthen to hoold, haand, 
piint and goold (cf. Wright 1928:§68ff.).33 The point is that there appear to be 
generally favourable conditions for vowel expansion in the period following syncope 
and the reinterpretation of the stress system (cf. 6.5.1.4).34

We will return to these early spontaneous lengthenings in the discussion of the 
particulars of CvC lengthening.

6.5 The quantity shift in balance dialects

Balance and CvC
We will discuss lengthening in CvC monosyllables first. While we shall use the term 
’balance dialect’ for convenience, we do not a priori assume that balance prosody 
had developed by the time of the CvC lengthenings. However, we will try to argue 
that there are ties between balance and CvC lengthening.

Externally, the evidence for balance is present from around 1350, e.g. in the 
Kopparberg privileges of 1347 (Noreen 1957:23ff.). Around this time (after 1350), 
CvC lengthening is said to become general, as evidenced by writings in manuscripts, 
e.g. soak ’thing; case’, vaar ’was’, broot ’break’ (Noreen 1904:§130).

Strictly speaking, the prosodic configuration of balance, which is crucially 
dependent on the unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition, does not 
have anything to say about CvC monosyllables, since CvC monosyllables are 
invariably dominated by a unipositional, monosyllabic, bimoraic foot, before and 
after the development of balance. However, there are circumstantial reasons to 
assume that lengthening in CvC monosyllables and the development of balance are 
more or less simultaneous. The basic reason, apart from the fact that the Old 
Swedish written evidence for CvC lengthening and for balance occurs around the 
same time, is simply the fact that CvCv structures do not lengthen when CvC 
monosyllables do, in balance dialects. The unipositional interpretation of the 
bimoraic condition will, as it were, freeze the CvCv light stems, when lengthening 
sets in. Balance prosody will efficiently preserve CvCv forms as light stems during 
the period when CvC monosyllables undergo lengthening. In non-balance dialects it 
seems that CvC and CvCv lengthening are simultaneous. This is an important fact, 
since the CvCv form is often derived from a monosyllabic CvC base. Because of the



extensive morphological correspondences between CvC forms and CvCv forms, we 
must always keep an eye on the relation between them.

6.5.1 CvC monosyllables

Three steps of lengthening
The quantity shift in balance dialects involves the lengthening of either the root 
vowel or the post-vocalic consonant. For CVC monosyllables, the lengthening can 
be descriptively split into three steps.

Step 1 is spontaneous ^-lengthening (section 4, e.g. tak > took ’rooF>flrp > 
fåärp ’trip’, fasna > faasna ’to stick’). This lengthening is separate from other 
lengthening because it is not exclusive to CvC monosyllables, but targets a and ä in 
other heavy syllables, too (Hesselman 1902:73ff.). Moreover, ^-lengthening 
generally exhibits no sensitivity to the quality of the following consonant.

Step 2 is other vowel lengthening (e.g. sun > soon ’son’, spil > sped ’game’). 
The lengthening of the remaining CvC monosyllables is characterized by a trade-off 
relation between vowel and post-vocalic consonant, where the quality of the latter 
largely determines the lengthening. If this consonant is p, t, k, or s (sometimes r, 
also), then the preceding vowel will not lengthen (while the consonant will, 
subsequently). Otherwise the vowel will lengthen.

Vowel lengthening is formally different from consonant lengthening in that a 
phonological vowel lengthening rule is within the capacity of the system (i.e. it can 
be ’written’), while a phonological consonant lengthening rule is not. Hence, 
descriptively at least, step 2 vowel lengthening marks a step of its own.

Step 3 is consonant lengthening (e.g. bit > bett ’bite’, skip > skepp ’ship’). We 
suggest that consonant lengthening in the final position of CvC monosyllables takes 
place by virtue of a reinterpretation of moraic consonants. Step 3 marks the point in 
time when moraic consonants are analyzed as always long (cf. 6.5.1.2). As 
observed, mora-insertion, which is employed in vowel lengthening, could not be 
used for consonant lengthening.

Logical order of CvC lengthenings
We must now discuss the progression of lengthening in CvC monosyllables. The 
fact that a-lengthening (step 1) is first emerges from the study of the Swedish dialect



geography in Finland (Hesselman 1902). The South Finland dialects represent the 
stage when only ü-lengthening has taken place (section 6.1.2.1).

The order between steps 2 and 3 is mainly logical, and we will propose that these 
two steps are really taken in one, larger stride, in Late Old Swedish. The logical 
order between the two follows from the fact that the length of moraic consonants 
was neutralized in CvC monosyllables in the period preceding the quantity shift (cf.
6.2.2.3 for evidence and discussion). Because of word minimality, the final 
consonant of CvC forms is necessarily moraic on the surface, whether there is an 
underlying pre-linked mora or not. Now, only as long as the final consonant is not 
long, can vowel lengthening take place. Therefore, all vowels that are to lengthen, 
must do so before moraic consonants become long in CvC monosyllables. Otherwise, 
the predictions will be wrong.

Spontaneous lengthening
Our general argument will be that there is a phonetic tendency to lengthen vowels 
in certain environments. Spontaneous lengthening later becomes codified by 
reinterpretation of the underlying forms, the introduction of extrametricality, etc. 
That is, at the point of reinterpretation a phonological rule of vowel lengthening 
will be acquired. Consonant lengthening will result from reinterpretation of the 
underlying structure of CvC forms.

There is some evidence for the fact that vowel lengthening is spontaneous, e.g. 
the very fact that vowel lengthening takes place in CvCC monosyllables, that is 
before consonant clusters (ßrp > fåärp).35 This type of lengthening occurs in 
other Germanic languages as well, as mentioned above, indicating that spontaneous 
vowel lengthening is a general trend (section 6.5.1.4). The development in Danish 
is particularly interesting in that there is a tendency to lengthen CvC monosyllables, 
while there is also a clear (and converse) tendency to retain CvC monosyllables as 
short (Boberg 1896, Hansen 1962). In the end, no general CvC lengthening takes 
place.36

It seems, then, that there is no higher-order principle that causes the first vowel 
lengthenings. Rather, for some reason, lengthening begins to take place 
spontaneously and then, at some point, the lengthening is phonologized as a rule.



6.5.1.1 ^-lengthening

The phonological rule of a-lengthening (step 1) is acquired by the younger 
generation of speakers as a response to a spontaneous, intrinsic vowel length 
allophony perceived in the speech of the older generation (cf. Hellberg 1978). There 
is phonetic support for the fact that the low vowels were relatively long, intrinsically 
(Elert 1964:128ff., Lehiste 1970:18f., Ladefoged 1975:220, Keating 1985:118ff.)- 

The lengthening is phonologized as a rule, at least for the CVC monosyllables, 
where the monosyllabic form would alternate with bisyllabic unlengthened forms 
(cf. Älvdalen daal ’valley’, dalir ’valleys’). One could imagine that in other words, 
which retain heavy stems even in bisyllabic forms, the lengthened aa was made 
underlying (e.g. garper > gaarper ’yard’).

The ^-lengthening rule crucially refers to the quality of the vowel, as evidenced 
by the rather wide variety of targets for ^-lengthening. Hence, we suggest (19), as 
the general format. It should be understood that various subconditions will require 
statement for all cases to be covered. In CVC monosyllables, however, the rule 
applies generally.

(19) ^-lengthening

(p

à

V
a

6.5.1.2 A larger reinterpretation

Spontaneous vowel lengthening also takes place in CVC monosyllables containing 
other vowels. Contrary to a-lengthening, this vowel lengthening (step 2) is sensitive 
to the quality of the post-vocalic consonant. CVC monosyllables are the only targets, 
and together with consonant lengthening (step 3), a principled change is 
implemented, by virtue of which the CVC monosyllable as a type is eliminated. The 
East Swedish dialect pattern indicates no temporal order between these two steps 
(section 6.1.2.1). Northern Swedish dialects seem to indicate that consonant 
gemination may be delayed with respect to vowel lengthening (Söderström



1972:87). To the extent there are unlengthened CvC monosyllables left, these tend 
to contain an etymological i or u followed by a voiceless stop.37

The patterns of the spontaneous lengthenings preceding the reinterpretation (steps 
2 and 3) reflect phonetic generalizations of well-attested cross-linguistic patterns. 
Vowels tend to be longer before voiced than before voiceless consonants (Chen 
1970, Hyman 1975:172, Keating 1985:120ff.).38

We suggest, then, that a larger reinterpretation takes place sometime after the 
a-lengthening rule (step 1) has been acquired. By this larger reinterpretation, the step 
2 and step 3 lengthenings are phonologized. The reinterpretation involves the 
following changes.

(20) Reinterpretation in balance dialects

a. vowel length in /CvC/ is derived by a phonological rule.
b. final non-moraic consonant extrametricality is introduced.
c. final consonants of surface CVC monosyllables are made 

underlyingly moraic.
d. moraic consonants will now be realized as phonetically long, 

because of grammatical distinctness.

The three first changes (20a-c) correspond to step 2, whereby vowels are lengthened 
before consonants, other than voiceless stops and s. These three changes are 
intimately related.

By (20a) long vowels can be derived from underlying short vowels. While there 
are many underlying long vowels in monosyllables, the cases discussed here cannot 
generally be reinterpreted as underlying, since they will have related bisyllabic 
forms, which exhibit balance prosody: vääv ’cloth’ vs. väva ’to weave’, smiid 
’blacksmith (nom.sg.)’ vs. smidi ’(dat.sg.)’. Hence, these long vowels are derived 
by the vowel lengthening rule, a case of mora-insertion.

In order for these long vowels to be derived by rule, the final consonant must be 
made unavailable for mora-linking, since otherwise lengthening cannot be predicted. 
For this reason (20b), final non-moraic consonant extrametricality is needed. We 
discuss extrametricality directly below.

However, in order not to make false predictions, the set of CvC monosyllables 
containing a voiceless stop or s in the final position must not be made extrametrical. 
This is done by virtue of (20c) making the moras that these segments always carry 
on the surface and/or underlyingly, underlying always. Thereby, the underlying



distinction between the CvC monosyllables that lengthen the vowel and those that do 
not is made by virtue of consonant quantity (and not by vowel quantity).

(20d), the surface length of motaic consonants, corresponds to step 3 lengthening 
(discussed below).

Extrametricality
By virtue of extrametricality (20b), a unit in the periphery of a word is made 
invisible to various rules. For instance, a well-attested phenomenon in natural 
language (as well as in poetic metre) is where a closed final heavy syllable is treated 
as a light syllable, with respect to e.g. stress (cf. chapter 1 for references). This can 
be expressed by final consonant extrametricality. By discounting the final consonant, 
the syllable is open and hence light (given that the vowel is short, of course).

At the point when the reinterpretation takes place, the speakers will determine 
which consonants are underlyingly moraic and which consonants are not. The latter 
type will be targets of final non-moraic consonant extrametricality, which is 
completely general. While the spontaneous lengthening has been largely dependent 
on properties of the final consonant, extrametricality makes no reference to 
segmental information, but refers to the prosodic property of being non-moraic.

By the introduction of extrametricality, the descriptive generalization concerning 
segment lengthening relying on the presence of one versus more consonants after the 
root vowel is captured in a simple way, for monosyllabic words at least (cf. 
Kiparsky 1984:153f.).39

There is nothing blocking the introduction of extrametricality in the rest of the 
vocabulary. On the contrary, final syllables in bisyllabic forms are often treated as 
light, whether open or closed, by the rules of vowel weakening and vowel 
strengthening (cf. 4.1.3). We saw earlier (5.3.2) that one of the main features of the 
Early Old Swedish reinterpretation of the stress system was the introduction of the 
unweighted, monomoraic core syllables, a measure of adjustment to e.g. the 
destressing in clash contexts of the preceding period. Only a few words would have 
more than two syllables counting from the root (Ringgaard 1982:387). For them, 
the final consonant will be either underlyingly moraic, or non-moraic at all levels. 
For the final consonant position, then, extrametricality will not make any new 
predictions.

The evidence for the lightness of final closed syllables is abundant, as discussed 
before (5.3.1.2). The development of balance adds to this evidence, in that the 
status of tiie second syllable as open or closed is completely ignored by balance



prosody and the balance-related rules (cf. e.g. 4.2.5.3). In view of this, the 
introduction of grammatical extrametricality as an ingredient of the reinterpretation 
of quantity seems quite realistic.

Extrametricality is needed by the quantity system. This is the grammatical way 
of ensuring that distinctness of consonantal quantity holds in monosyllables. In the 
derivation of an underlying /CvC/ monosyllable, if we mark the final consonant as 
extrametrical, then it is correctly predicted that the vowel should end up long on the 
surface. This is so, since the rule of mora-insertion will be required to apply in 
order to instantiate the bimoraicity of the main-stress foot, which is really a minimal 
word effect.

Morale consonants will be made underlying
We turn now to the change in (20c). Prior to the reinterpretation of the quantity 
system, there was neutralization in the final position of CVC monosyllables (section 
6.2.2.1). This is to say that, on the one hand, it was not possible to distinguish (on 
the surface) between underlying moraic consonants and derived moraic consonants 
in this position, and on the other hand, these consonants were short or non-distinct 
phonetically from non-moraic consonants (with which they would however not 
contrast minimally).

In bisyllabic forms of these monosyllables, the underlying nature of the final 
consonant as moraic or non-moraic would be revealed. If there was an underlying 
mora, then there would be an intervocalic geminate in the bisyllable. If there was 
no underlying mora, the bisyllabic result would be a light stem.

Now, by virtue of the reinterpretation in (20), the final consonant of CvC 
monosyllables that do not lengthen the vowel is made underlyingly moraic, which 
makes these consonants exempt from extrametricality. If they are not made 
underlyingly moraic, we would expect extrametricality to apply and vowel 
lengthening to take place, under the present theory. That is, the only prosodic and 
general way of distinguishing between consonants in final position is by the 
presence/absence of a pre-linked mora. Extrametricality alone cannot do this.

Note that making vowel quantity underlying is not a feasible alternative, since 
the vowel length is so obviously derived by rule, related bisyllabic forms displaying 
a short vowel (Älvdalen smiid vs. smidir ’blacksmith’). The theory provides no other 
way of instantiating a prosodic distinction between final consonants in identical 
positions, than by the mora/no mora contrast.



The above discussion contains a strong prediction concerning the effect on 
bisyllabic forms. If the final morale consonant of previous CvC monosyllables 
necessarily receives an underlying mora, then we predict that balance should be lost 
in the related bisyllabic forms.40 We return to this issue in section 6.5.2.2.

Morale consonants become phonetically long
The claim in (20d) is that by the reinterpretation, moraic consonants will be realized 
as phonetically long in all positions. From the empirical, diachronic point of view, 
there is no question that lengthening does take place at some point. The issue to 
discuss is whether or not we can derive the actual lengthening of the consonant from 
the reinterpretation.

Given the fact that consonant quantity is made underlying, lengthening must take 
place in order to ensure grammatical distinctness between moraic and non-moraic 
consonants (cf. 6.2.2.5 above). Grammatical distinctness requires that a moraic 
consonant must be distinguishable from a non-moraic consonant at all levels (unless 
neutralization holds from some point onward in the derivation). At the phonetic 
level, the distinction is expressed by virtue of duration (at this time).

As mentioned before (6.2.2.5), vowel quantity alone could not be distinctive, 
since that would leave us with complementary consonant length as a complete 
mystery. We may therefore put aside the set of monosyllabic forms that have an 
underlying mora on the vowel (gåås ’goose’, tyyg ’cloth’). The underlying mora 
is here retained until balance is lost in the bisyllabic forms of these monosyllables 
(cf. 6.5.2.2). The underlying length in CwC is thus, as it were, conserved and not 
put to distinctive use.41

Instead, it is consonant quantity which will determine the surface realization of 
CVC monosyllables. We require of grammatical distinctness that moraic consonants 
are distinct in a direct way from non-moraic consonants. That is, we say that there 
should be a durational (or other-fashioned) difference between moraic and non- 
moraic consonants, the difference being crucially expressed in the consonants.42

The interpretation of moraic consonants as long - which has been the rule in 
intervocalic position and word-finally in bisyllables previously - will now be 
generalized to all positions. The new positions are word-finally in CvC 
monosyllables (where the mora is underlying) and in the initial syllable of 
CvCCv(C) words and CvCC words (where the mora is inserted under main-stress). 
The latter cases constitute the evidence for the generality of the lengthening. Le. 
they show that it is indeed all moraic consonants, rather than only the underlying



ones, that exhibit phonetic length. All moraic consonants thereby receive a uniform 
interpretation.

We conclude that the fact that consonant quantity is made underlying rather entails 
that lengthening of moraic consonants should take place.

6.5.1.3 Effects of reinterpretation 

Unified vowel lengthening
By the reinterpretation in (20), all vowel lengthening in previous CvC monosyllables 
can be derived in the same way. For instance, the ^-lengthening rule will not be 
needed as an independent rule. Instead, it is taken over by general vowel 
lengthening coupled with extrametricality. Notice that the fact that many of the 
^-lengthening cases have a voiceless stop or s in the final position is not a problem 
for this development, since consonant quantity is underlying. Consider the derivation 
of tak ’roof after the reinterpretation in (20). ’em’ = final non-moraic consonant 
extrametricality, ’<k>’ = extrametrical segment.

(21) tak (X)

a a

/tak/ >em> ta<k> >syll> ta<k> >MS, ß~ins.> ta<k>
[ta:k]

The k in tak Toofi will not be linked to an underlying mora, hence k is subject to 
extrametricality and lengthening, yielding surface took. Vowel lengthening will 
apply whenever the second mora of the main-stress foot does not find a following 
consonant to link to. Thereby, it is seen to that the bimoraic condition is met.

Generalized extrametricality
Final non-moraic consonant extrametricality generalizes without causing lengthening, 
i.e. vacuously, to the CwC forms with an underlyingly long vowel, and to CvCC 
monosyllables. Consider the derivation of hand ’hand’.



(22) hand (X)

a a

/hand/ >em> han<d> >syll> han<d> >MS, /i-ins.> han<d>
[han:d]

The final non-moraic d is made ex trame tri cal. Since one consonant remains in the 
position after the vowel, this consonant will receive the mora provided by mora- 
insertion. The phonetic interpretation of a moraic consonant is long, hence [han:d].

Advancement of consonant quantity
The reinterpretation in (20) advances the employment of the consonant quantity 
distinction in the grammar. The CvC monosyllable is lost as a type and thereby, 
complementary length between the root vowel and the post-vocalic consonant is a 
fact among all monosyllabic forms. The status of the final consonant as moraic or 
non-moraic determines the derivation (quantity-wise) for all former CVC 
monosyllables. One question to ask is what happens to the existing cases of 
underlying vowel length.

The reinterpretation does not involve the abolition of underlying vowel length. 
As mentioned, underlying long vowels will not be lost until balance prosody is lost, 
and the bimoraic condition comes to hold of the main-stress syllable (rather than of 
the unipositional foot). The reason is that if underlying distinctive vowel quantity is 
lost before the loss of balance, then we falsely predict the neutralization of vowel 
length in many cases. For instance, in the verb /bryyta/ ’to break’, which has an 
underlying long vowel, the pre-linked mora would be lost, and the underlying form 
would turn into +/bryta/, a light stem. As such, it would be subject to balance. 
Therefore, if underlying vowel quantity is lost before balance is lost, we would 
expect the arisal of new light stems (subject to balance), stemming from previously 
heavy stems with long root vowels. This is clearly not attested.

The conclusion to draw, then, is that the completion of the simplification of the 
quantity system does not occur until after balance is lost, hence at a late stage of 
the quantity shift.

To support this conclusion, we could turn to overlong syllables. As long as the 
double segmental quantity distinction is still there, overlong syllables should be 
legitimate, in principle. It is not immediately clear when the overlong stems (ååtta 
’eight’, naatt ’night’) are lost in Old Swedish. There are only few of these and their



development in Old Swedish appears not to have been studied. Overlong forms, 
however, occur in balance dialects (but not in post-quantity-shift dialects), as the 
result of regular affixation. For example, in the past tense of byyta ’to change’, 
when the root /byyt-/ and the past tense morpheme /-te/ come together (in the 
dialect of Älvdalen), the result is byytte ’(he) changed’ (cf. Levander 1909:§135 for 
several other examples). A fuller discussion of these forms occurs in section 6.7.2.

There will now be two sources for long vowels on the surface, underlying length 
and length derived by mora-insertion. This creates some distinctive redundancy 
among the monosyllables. Generally speaking, increased redundancy would reduce 
the evidence for the system at hand, and pave the way for a reinterpretation, in the 
direction of a simpler and more constrained system. The presence of extensive 
vowel lengthening by rule would perhaps make us expect that distinctive vowel 
quantity is about to be done away with. However, this final step cannot be taken as 
long as balance is present in the language, as discussed above. The essential 
contrasts which keep the double quantity system alive occur in the bisyllabic 
population. There is no rule-based vowel lengthening among the bisyllables, and the 
old system is still in full use: må.lå ’to grind’, grå.vå ’to dig’ vs. nii.ga ’to 
curtsy’, see.la ’to sell’ vs. gnel.la ’to whine’, stik.ka ’to prick’. The many 
morphological relations between bisyllabic and monosyllabic forms keep the same 
(over-capable) system alive among the monosyllables: smiid ’blacksmith’ vs. smi.Ôi 
’(dat.sg.)’, kååv ’calf vs. kååvar ’calves’, mugg ’mosquito’ vs. muggar 
’mosquitos’, and änne ’forehead’.

CvC lengthening involves the addition of a rule of vowel lengthening to the 
grammar. One question that arises is why lengthening did not immediately extend 
to the CVCV light stems, in particular in morphologically related pairs of forms. The 
answer that we have suggested to this question is the fact that balance develops 
around this time. The reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as a unipositional 
foot is the formal cause for this.

Now, if balance develops around the same time as CVC lengthening begins to take 
place, and if balance is the result of a reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as 
unipositional, then it would be an attractive thought to consider the lengthening in 
CVC monosyllables, too, as (partly, at least) the result of the unipositional 
reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition. That would explain in a natural fashion 
why there is no lengthening at all among the CVCV polysyllables until after balance 
is lost. To substantiate this hypothesis the object to study would be the cause for the 
reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as unipositional.



If the above suggested connection between CvC lengthening and the development 
of balance exists, then another question naturally occurs: What about the dialects 
that do not develop balance? For these we suggest that, indeed, lengthening is more 
or less simultaneous in CVC and CvCv forms. We return to the non-balance dialects 
in section 6.6.

6.5.1.4 Why should CvC monosyllables lengthen?

According to our definition, CVC monosyllables are heavy. We must therefore ask 
why they lengthen in the first place. The discussion above presupposes spontaneous, 
phonetic lengthening of vowels, while consonant lengthening falls out from the 
requirement of distinctness, at the point when moraic consonants are made 
underlying. We wonder, then, why vowel lengthening takes place, and why it takes 
place in Late Old Swedish and not at some other point in time.

As previously mentioned, vowel lengthening becomes a possible rule by virtue of 
the reinterpretation of the stress and syllabification system in Early Old Swedish. 
This is a necessary, but in itself not sufficient condition for vowel lengthening to 
take place. We may note for instance that in Older Middle Danish and Middle 
English, CVC monosyllables do not participate in the quantity shift in the same 
general way as in Old Swedish and Old Norwegian.

What is final consonant extrametricality ?
Giegerich (1985:48ff.) discusses what lies behind final consonant extrametricality, 
i.e. why grammars should have it and why it is precisely consonants that are 
extrametrical. The natural explanation proposed holds that, in a language having 
onset maximizing (initial-maximal) syllabification, a word-final consonant is really 
treated as the (potential) onset to a following syllable in another word. Let us call 
this the potential onset function. Since onsets are formed by consonantal segments 
only, this would explain why we find final consonant extrametricality, but never 
extrametricality of just any final segment.43

The discussion in section 6.5.1.2, led us to assume that for the post-quantity-shift 
stage, extrametricality in conjunction with the bimoraic condition provides a feasible 
explanation as to why Modem Swedish requires monosyllables to be CVCC, Cw or 
CwC, while CVC is too light (cf. also Kiparsky 1984 for an analysis of Modem 
Icelandic along these lines).



Diachronically, however, the introduction of grammatical extrametricality does 
not naturally account for why spontaneous vowel lengthening takes place. As 
described above, CVC lengthening generally begins with qualitatively based vowel 
lengthening (of a and ä). Assuming extrametricality at an early stage makes the 
wrong predictions.44

However, the natural explanation for final consonant extrametricality could still 
have something to say about Scandinavian developments.

The potential onset function
Presumably, the tendency in onset-maximizing languages to treat a word-final 
consonant as potential onset to a following syllable should exist independently of 
grammatical codification (i.e. extrametricality). If so, this tendency could serve as 
a partial explanation of why vowel lengthening takes place in CVC monosyllables, 
despite their heavy weight. The question would then be why this tendency should 
come into play at this point in the history of the language.45

The Early Old Swedish change in the prosodic system, leading to the separation 
of core syllabification and main-stress assignment (chapter 5) has the effect of 
making all non-main-stressed syllables light, whether open or closed. The evidence 
for this is the complete reduction pattern (4.1.3) and the general spread of balance 
(level stress) structures in balance dialects. It never happens that a dialect has 
balance in CVCV words {tala ’to speak’, vika ’week’) with an open final syllable and 
at the same time lacks balance in CvCvC words {talar ’(he) speaks’, vikur ’weeks’). 
In bisyllables with a closed final syllable, then, the final consonant would be 
available as potential onset to a following syllable. If it is true, as we argued above 
(section 6.2.2.1), that geminate consonants could exist word-finally in bisyllables 
{ketill ’kettle’, himill ’heaven’), then that means that a type of double linking similar 
to that of intervocalic moraic consonants holds in this position, too.

In CVC monosyllables, however, there is neutralization of length in the final 
consonant. Hence, the potential onset function could not be accomodated there. It 
is fair to assume that this asymmetry between final consonants in monosyllables and 
bisyllables is due to the interpretation of CVC monosyllables as initial syllables, 
rather than as final syllables (3.2.4.4).

Historically, minimal monosyllables were treated as if they were final syllables, 
i.e. the moraic positions were preferably filled with sonorant segments. Assume 
that this is the unmarked case. After the application of syncope in bisyllabic heavy 
stems, the interpretation of minimal monosyllables changes, such that they are



treated as initial syllables. We attributed the lack of compensatory lengthening 
effects in the second syncope period to precisely this fact. After the syncope period, 
the prosodic system is reinterpreted (chapter 5). Now, once lexical main-stress is 
removed from initial syllabification, then the default analysis of monosyllables as 
final syllables is back in effect. Unlike other final syllables, however, CVC 
monosyllables must receive stress and be bimoraie. This happens by mora-insertion 
under main-stress assignment.

Now, if CVC monosyllables are to behave like other final syllables, in terms of 
expressing quantitative distinctions in the consonant and so on, then they must 
lengthen, such that the final consonant is moved out of the predetermined bimoraie 
domain required by main-stress. This can happen by vowel lengthening or by 
consonant lengthening. It is natural to assume that the potential onset function is 
satisfied only when a final consonant (or link of C, in the case of geminates) is free 
to syllabify. A non-moraic consonant is free of course, but also a moraic consonant 
can provide the potential onset function, if it is permitted to be long. And this is 
exactly what moraic consonants in CVC monosyllables are not.

The point then is that the potential onset function suggested by Giegerich (1985) 
- as a natural phenomenon in language - is given room to exert influence on the 
development, by virtue of the new syllabification system and mora-insertion, which 
thus permit the default interpretation of minimal monosyllables as final syllables to 
come back into the language.

Notice, by the way, that the existence of CVC monosyllables really only occurs 
during an interlude in the history of the Germanic languages. CvC was never a 
favoured word type, while Cvv was always acceptable (cf. root nouns, 3.2.4.4). 
In the Nordic languages, the effects of syncope forced a situation where CVC 
became acceptable. In our view, this was an exceptional situation, the ordinary, 
default requirement on monosyllables being that they conform to conditions on final 
as well as initial syllables.

This concludes the discussion of the natural tendency here called the potential 
onset function. Naturally, this cannot be taken as a principled reason for the syllable 
lengthening, but may serve as partial motivation for it.

Canonization ofmoras
In CVCV light stems, lengthening is implemented by virtue of the unipositional 
interpretation of the bimoraie condition, i.e. for a reason of principle (cf. 6.5.2).



The bimoraic condition says that stressed syllables must be heavy, hence all light 
syllables lengthen.

In the case of initial lengthening in CvC monosyllables, CvCC monosyllables and 
CvCCv(C) bisyllables, things are fundamentally different. No principle presses for 
brief and uniform change. Here we have lengthening in already heavy syllables, and 
the process is more gradual. This is the content of ’spontaneous* lengthening, and 
the causes for it may be somewhat vague from the structural point of view.

One motivation for lengthening in already long syllables could be tendencies to 
improve the system as such. In the initial phase, CvC lengthening results in vowel 
lengthening only. Thereby, the content of the two moras of these monosyllables 
comes to be more canonical, hence improved. The argument would be that the 
sequence w would be favoured over the sequence vC in moraic positions.46

The very fact that vowel lengthening takes place not only in CvC monosyllables 
(where doubts as to their genuine heaviness could be invoked), but also in bisyllabic 
heavy stems and in monosyllables closed with two consonants constitutes the most 
compelling argument to support this cause for the initial spontaneous lengthenings.

6.5.2 Lengthening in CvCv light stems in balance dialects 

The bimoraic condition
In the post-syncope period, the bimoraic condition holds of the main-stress foot. At 
some point, a reinterpretation takes place and the bimoraic condition comes to be 
obligatorily satisfied within a unipositional foot, i.e. both moras must be within the 
same stress position (chapter 4). This narrower interpretation of the bimoraic 
condition leads to the split of the Scandinavian dialects north of Denmark into two 
metrical types, balance dialects (the innovation) and non-balance dialects (the 
default). Recall the structures of bisyllabic light stems before and after the 
reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as unipositional, in balance dialects (we 
return to non-balance dialects in section 6.6).

(23) Before: Bimoraic condition = Main-stress foot

(X .)

P P 
CvCv



After: Bimoraic condition = Main-stress (unipositional foot)

M ß 
CvCv

Neuman (1918) has shown that balance existed over a large area of Sweden in the 
Old Swedish stage. It seems as if balance was at its most general spread for a rather 
short while and that, as the quantity shift was implemented, it was lost again in 
many dialects, as early as Late Old Swedish. In other dialects, balance has been 
retained into our times.

When balance is lost, the bimoraic condition will automatically be reinterpreted 
as holding of the main-stressed syllable. This reinterpretation is a direct and 
unavoidable consequence of the loss of balance. Hence, the interpretation of the 
bimoraic condition will be the same in balance and non-balance dialects, while the 
development of the particular balance prosody will be motivated by other, lower 
factors (cf. 4.2.7). When balance is lost in a dialect, the isochrony between metrical 
positions and syllables, which was broken in light stems as balance developed, is 
restored again. The unipositionality of the bimoraic condition makes it a non-option 
for a balance form to return to a CVCV light stem, with relative stress prominence 
on the syllables. Instead, the quantity shift is necessarily the consequence of the loss 
of balance.

Light stems
We have tentatively assumed that balance develops around the same time as the 
CVC monosyllables begin to lengthen. The evidence in Old Swedish manuscripts 
point to the first half of the 14th century for both CvC lengthening and the 
development of balance (4.2.5.3 and section 6.5 above). It is natural to assume that 
balance is present in CVCV forms during most of the period when CVC lengthening 
takes place, since balance blocks lengthening, which would otherwise rather be 
expected in CvCv light stems. The development of balance, as it were, postpones 
the full implementation of the quantity shift.

After a while, however, the quantity shift is implemented in most balance 
dialects. The subsequent discussion will circle around two questions: How is the 
quantity shift implemented in CVCV light stems? and Why is balance lost and the 
quantity shift implemented?



6.5.2.1 Lengthening in balance structures

For the moment, we disregard words that hâve forms of both the monosyllabic and 
bisyllabic type. That is, we now discuss bisyllabic stems, only. We return to the 
morphologically related CvC and CvCv forms in 6.5.2.2.

How?
In balance dialects, lengthening of CvCv light stems as well as lengthening of CvC 
monosyllables often takes place in the consonant following the root vowel. Why 
should the variation of vowel/consonant lengthening occur in the balance dialects 
(and not in the non-balance dialects)? We propose that this is due to the mode in 
which mora-insertion applies in the balance structure (as opposed to the non-balance 
structure). In balanced light stems, the quantity shift is implemented as the main- 
stress foot withdraws (or retracts) from dominating two syllables to dominating one. 
The loss of balance will therefore begin as a kind of stress shift rule, applying 
synchronically after the assignment of main-stress. We shall call this process main- 
stress retraction.

The condition on the main-stress foot to be unipositional means that two moras 
will be required, wherever main-stress is located. Hence, if main-stress is retracted 
to the initial syllable, having previously dominated two light syllables, then 
lengthening in the initial syllable is predicted. This can only happen by virtue of 
the creation of a new mora, since the second syllable (now no longer stressed) is 
still there. ’MS-retr.’ = main-stress retraction.

(24) Mora-insertion in light stems in balance dialects

(X)

a a o o

/musi/ >syll> musi >MS> musi > 
/liva/ liva 1 i v a



o o a a

>MS-retr., /x-ins.> musi / liva

>other rules>47 [mos.:e] [lee.va]

The new mora is not unambiguously assigned to one syllable. Rather it comes into 
being as main-stress shifts all of its weight to the initial syllable. The formulation of 
mora-insertion in a balance prosody therefore makes no statement with regard to 
which syllable should receive the mora. By contrast, in non-balance dialects, the 
assignment of main-stress is directed to one syllable, as discussed below (section 
6.6.1).

The new mora, resulting from main-stress retraction, can turn up linked with 
either the root vowel or the post-vocalic consonant. By virtue of the special 
circumstances under which the mora is created, the segments involved - that is the 
root vowel and the post-vocalic consonant - may both exert their influence on the 
outcome. We say that it is the phonetic properties of the segments involved that 
determine the outcome, and that the evaluation of these properties is subject to 
dialectal variation. We thus stop at noticing that there are clear tendencies in the 
distribution.

In many cases there is a related monosyllabic form which will be subject to 
synchronic vowel lengthening. In these cases, of course, analogy will probably help 
to choose lengthening segment. In dialects displaying both vowel and consonant 
lengthening, morphologically related CvC and CVCV forms lengthen the same 
segment (cf. item (4), section 6.1.2.2, above).

A comment made by Levander (1925-28:66f.) concerning the implementation of 
the quantity shift in some dialects of Dalama casts a flickering light on the struggle 
between balance and main-stress retraction. He says that slight lengthening in the 
vowel of the initial syllable can be observed under stubborn retention of the balance 
(level stress) pattern. This would be the stage when stress is beginning to retract to 
the initial syllable.48

Increase of underlying moraic consonants
The number of underlying moraic consonants will increase, of course. This is the 
phonological aspect of consonant lengthening and the whole set of moraic



consonants in the language is thereby given a unified grammatical expression: 
Consonants with a pre-linked mora are long on the surface.

There are two sources for this increase. First there is the reinterpretation of CvC 
monosyllables with unlengthened vowel and most often a voiceless stop or s in the 
final position. These receive an underlying mora, which will show up in the 
bisyllabic forms right away. A second source is the loss of balance in bisyllabic 
stems, where again voiceless stops and s tend to attract the mora in balance dialects. 
This is illustrated below, where (25a) represents the derivation before the 
reinterpretation, and (25b) represents the reinterpretation and (25c) represents the 
new derivation. ’sylT = syllabification, ’MS’ = main-stress, ’MS-retr.’ = stress 
retraction (balance dialects only), ’/x-ins’ = mora-insertion, ’v-low’ = vowel 
lowering.

(25) a. /vika/ (X)
A

X
I
a a

P P P P P P P

>syll> vika >MS> vika >MS-retr., ji-ins> vi k a
[vik.: a]

b. P

>reinterpretation> /vika/

c. (X)
a a a a

/vika/ >syll> vik a >MS> vik a >v-low> [vek.:a]

6.5.2.2 The loss of balance

It is apparent that balance can be a rather stable prosody in some dialects, as it 
survives into modem times. In many dialects, however, it seems that balance does 
not survive for very long. One wonders what the direct cause of the loss of balance 
may be. So far we have preferred to bypass this issue, but now we must look for 
a factor or element in the quantity shift that could be causally linked to the loss of 
balance.



Morphological correspondence and lengthening
The morphological correspondence between CvC monosyllables and CvCv forms is 
extensive. For instance, monosyllabic CVC stems will have inflected CVCV forms, 
in most cases.

In Old Swedish as in present-day balance dialects the paradigmatic alternation 
between a lengthened base form (CwQ and a balanced inflected form (CvCv) is 
typical. In present-day balance dialects this alternation is the rule, while a retained 
short vowel in both forms is very uncommon. Consider a paradigm from Älvdalen.

(26) ModSw smeed ’blacksmith’, Älvdalen.49

sg. nom.acc. smiid
gen. smiis
dat. smiöi

pi. nom. smidir
dat. smiöum
acc. smiöi

Numerous words inflect according to this paradigm (Levander 1909:§10f.). The 
interesting thing is that a corresponding alternation between short and long 
consonants does not occur in any general form. That is we do not find CvCC 
alternating with CvCv as a basic pattern in balance dialects, although we shall 
mention a few potential instances reported from the North Swedish dialect of Piteå.

Piteå
Söderström (1972:69) provides some examples that seem to indicate that there could 
be an alternation of lengthened consonant in the monosyllabic form and a short 
consonant in the bisyllabic form. The alternations are reported for the indefinite and 
definite forms only.

(27) indefinite

blekk
strekk
spett
skott

definite form

bleke
streke
spete
skote

’(the) tin’
’(the) stroke’ 
’(the) crowbar’ 
’(the) shot’



This alternation is limited only to a few words, and is not regularly employed in 
the grammar. For one thing, the long/short vowel alternation (e.g. daal ’valley’ 
vs. dala ’valleys’) is much more general within the Piteå dialect. Also, in the 
consonant alternations there are often double forms, e.g. bek and bekk ’pitch’ vs. 
beke and bekke ’the pitch’.

Furthermore, we note that the synchronically lengthened vowel of daal is retained 
in the definite form, daaln ’the valley’. The same is true of Älvdalen, smiid 
’blacksmith’ vs. smiin ’the blacksmith’ (the n syllabic). This indicates a difference 
in status (morphophonemically) between the indefinite/definite alternation, as 
compared with e.g. the nominative/dative alternation. In this particular instance, it 
would seem that the consonant length in the monosyllabic form has not established 
itself as underlying in all forms. Hence, the double forms (bek and bekk vs. beke 
and bekke).

On these grounds we will reject the possibility of a full-fledged long/short 
consonant alternation (CvCC vs. CVCV), the mirror image of the common long/short 
vowel alternation.50

Why no synchronic consonant lengthening?
The question, then, is why we find the long/short alternation with vowels and not 
with consonants. The vowel alternation definitely requires a rule of some sort, and 
we have seen that mora-insertion coupled with extrametricality can predict vowel 
length in monosyllables. The reason why we do not find a long/short consonant 
alternation is the fact that consonants in the final position of CvC monosyllables (the 
vowel unlengthened) are necessarily linked with a mora underlyingly (cf. 6.5.1 for 
the argument). This is the result of the reinterpretation whereby consonant quantity 
is made distinctive among the monosyllables, and moraic consonants become 
obligatorily long. As a consequence of the presence of an underlying mora on the 
final consonant, balance will inevitably be lost in the bisyllabic forms of those CVC 
words. The morphological correspondence with respect to consonant length between 
related forms of both sizes is thereby accounted for.

The assumption that the consonant gemination begins in the CvC monosyllables 
seems well-grounded, in view of Pihlstrom’s (1981:42ff.) findings. Pihlstrom 
studies the implementation of consonant lengthening in some 16th century 
manuscripts, where it is clear that the lengthening (as reflected by orthographic 
geminate spelling) is more advanced in monosyllables than in (morphologically



unrelated) bisyllables, although the implementation of gemination is underway in 
both word types.

By contrast, when vowel lengthening takes place in CvC monosyllables, this can 
always be accomodated synchronically by a lengthening rule. Such a rule is natural 
to the system, and we are not surprised that the long/short vowel alternation is 
employed in almost all balance dialects. Lengthening of vowels in monosyllables 
will not cause the loss of balance forms.

Presumably, the loss of balance in the group of words having consonant length 
and both monosyllabic and bisyllabic forms could inspire further loss of balance, 
in bisyllabic words lacking monosyllabic relatives. When we look at the history of 
the balance dialects, it appears as if many of them lost balance at an early stage, as 
early as the 15th and 16th century. This is one implication of Neuman’s (1918) 
findings concerning the Old Swedish spread of vowel strengthening (a balance- 
dependent rule, cf. 4.2.5).

After the consonant lengthenings have taken place, no further predictions are 
made for the development of balanced forms. We tentatively suggest that many 
dialects - roughly the southernmost part of the balance area, i.e. the dialects 
bordering on non-balance country - took the loss of balance beyond the necessary 
cases. In other dialects - in secluded areas like Älvdalen and in the northern region 
(where, by the way, the lengthening of voiceless stops and s is not as pervasive as 
in the central dialects) - balance was retained, and still survives after several 
centuries.

The unambiguity of structure assignment
When balance is lost, the bimoraic condition will automatically come to hold of the 
syllable. We have assumed that the most natural way of meeting the bimoraic 
condition is for the stressed syllable to expand by virtue of its own segmental make
up (cf. the general vowel lengthening observed where balance is absent). Under the 
prosodic system proposed, only underlying consonant length would guarantee that 
the set of bisyllabic words that display lengthened consonants really get lengthened 
consonants in the synchronic derivation. If the lengthened consonants are made 
underlyingly long, then the mora-link blocks mora-insertion, and vowel lengthening 
cannot take place (cf. (25c) above).

In the converse situation, where vowel quantity is assumed to be distinctive, the 
situation would not be as straightforward. Where there is an underlying pre-linked 
mora on the vowel, there would be no problems. In the case of monosyllables (CvC



and CVCC), mora-insertion would also correctly pick out the post-vocalic consonant. 
The problem occurs with underlying /CvCv/ forms where there is no pre-linked 
mora. The theory of underlying vowel quantity should here wish to predict 
consonant length. Core syllabification would exhaustively syllabify the string. At the 
point where main-stress is assigned and mora-insertion applies, the mora ’should’ 
link with the onset consonant of the second syllable. This, however, cannot be 
predicted.51

6.5.3 Principled relation between lengthenings

As a consequence of the argument above, we claim that the order of the 
lengthenings - monosyllables first, bisyllables second - is principled. The fact that 
gemination in CVC leads to gemination in CvCv provides a logical and chronological 
link between monosyllables and bisyllables in the progression of the quantity shift.

Furthermore, the noted morphological correspondence between monosyllables 
and bisyllables as regards which segment it is that lengthens is captured in a 
principled way. Hence, for the morphologically related cases, we need rely neither 
on the phonetic tendencies (which are just that: tendencies), nor on analogy or 
paradigmatic pressure.52

The loss of balance entails the quantity shift. The prosodic requirement that the 
stressed syllable should contain two moras is not compatible with the double 
segmental quantity distinction. Hence, when balance is lost, underlying vowel 
quantity is lost (6.7.2).

We turn now to a discussion of the development in non-balance dialects.

6.6 The quantity shift in non-balance dialects

Balance and non-balance
In balance dialects, the presence of balance prosody is crucial to the implementation 
of the quantity shift. (1) Balance stops lengthening from occurring in bisyllables. 
Hence, we get an ordering between word types: CVC lengthening first, CVCV 
lengthening later. (2) Balance preserves the double segmental quantity system, and 
thus as it were delays the full simplification of the quantity system. (3) The fact that 
balance preserves light stems requires of the monosyllables that they make use of a



vowel lengthening rule, rather than permitting them to set up underlying vowel 
length.

Now, as we turn to non-balance dialects, these are negatively characterized as 
the dialects which do not develop balance. This definition, if taken beyond the 
Scandinavian peninsula, would encompass all the other Germanic languages, since 
balance is restricted - historically and geographically - to a group of dialects in 
Scandinavia. We will therefore be interested in the difference between balance 
dialects with respect not only to the Swedish and Norwegian non-balance dialects, 
but also to Danish, Icelandic, English, etc.

Bimoraic condition
In dialects of the non-balance type, the reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition 
as unipositional in fact means that the bimoraic condition comes to hold of the main- 
stress syllable.

Assignment of main-stress to the stem-initial syllable will activate mora-insertion. 
Given the unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition, the main-stress foot 
can no longer claim the mora of the second syllable in CVCV light stems, since that 
would create a bipositional foot. The only option remaining is lengthening of the 
initial syllable.

6.6.1 Implementation in CvCv light stems

The overwhelmingly dominant result of the quantity shift in any non-balance dialect 
is lengthening of the root vowel (without a great change in the prosodic pattem). We 
propose that, for bisyllables, this result is predictable and due to the fact that the 
single post-vocalic consonant is previously syllabified, by core syllabification. It 
belongs to the second syllable, while it is the initial syllable that receives main-stress 
and which is therefore subject to lengthening (concerning monosyllables, cf. 6.6.3 
below).



(28) Mora-insertion in light stems in non-balance dialects

/musi/ >syll> musi >MS, fi-ins.> mu si 

>other rules> [mo:.se]

In the southwest, then, the unipositional requirement on the bimoraic condition is 
interpreted in the a priori expected way, namely as a condition on the main-stressed 
syllable. The quantity shift is thereby instantiated in full, in these dialects.

Consonant lengthening in light stems in non-balance dialects, as an alternative to 
vowel lengthening, is not completely ruled out. However, the extreme limitation of 
consonant lengthening in the southwest - m intervocalically - testifies to the fact that 
the previous syllable boundary is highly respected. Where there is an m following 
the root vowel of a light stem, this m will attract the new mora, yielding kramma ’to 
hug’, rather than kraama, from /krama/. Note that m may lengthen even when the 
root vowel is 0, which otherwise lengthens in all dialects. It can only be the quality 
of the m that is the cause of this. By this we mean only that internal properties of 
this segment have this influence. Therefore, further analysis may be required at 
some level.53

Our assumption, then, is that the reason why consonant lengthening is not more 
common in non-balance dialects is the fact that the consonant belongs to a syllable 
other than the root syllable, as mora-insertion takes place. This statement probably 
generalizes to other Germanic languages that go through the quantity shift. 
Naturally, there will still be many words containing geminate consonants in non
balance dialects, after the quantity shift. These forms containing a pre-linked mora 
on the consonant are not affected in any way by the quantity shift.

The prosodic condition on main-stressed syllables to be bimoraic is not compatible 
with a double segmental quantity system. Therefore, if the generalization of the 
bimoraic condition as unipositional takes place - for reasons partly unknown - then 
that will entail the loss of one of the underlyingly distinctive segment types. 
Naturally, developments could go the other way, too. That is, the double segmental 
quantity system could become simplified, irrespective of the development of the 
bimoraic condition. The latter development appears to take place in Danish, after the 
quantity shift (section 6.6.3.2).



6.6.2 Order of lengthening

Two typological issues arise in relation to the implementation of the quantity shift 
in non-balance dialects. The first issue concerns the ordering between CVC 
lengthening and CvCv lengthening (this section). The second issue concerns the 
extent to which a dialect has implemented lengthening, in CVC monosyllables and/or 
CvCv bisyllables (section 6.6.3).

The general progression of lengthening such as we have described it earlier 
concerns mainly the dialects that later become regional standards and that may 
influence the national standard. The central Swedish dialects were earlier balance 
dialects. In these dialects, CVC lengthening precedes CvCv lengthening, as discussed 
above (section 6.1.2.1).

The handbooks (e.g. Wessén 1969, Pamp 1971) do not assume the relation 
between balance and the quantity shift assumed here. Therefore, there is no 
comment concerning whether the ordering of lengthening is dependent on balance 
or not. We have not done the philological work over again to find out whether the 
ordering indicated in Old Swedish manuscripts holds for balance dialects only, or if 
the same ordering generalizes to the (Swedish) non-balance dialects. On the grounds 
of simplicity, the dialect evidence and the fact that balance was rather well spread 
in Old Swedish, there are reasons to assume that the ordering pattern in fact holds 
for balance dialects only. We will pursue the argument under the assumption that 
the ordering is indeed related to the presence of balance.

When we look at the dialect evidence, we find no indications of a principled 
ordering between the lengthenings among the non-balance dialects.54 For instance, 
the patterns indicating that CvC lengthening precedes CvCv lengthening invariably 
occur in balance dialects. In balance dialects, the lengthening of CvC monosyllables 
seems to be a necessary prerequisite for lengthening in CVCV light stems. That is, 
there is no (previous) balance dialect that has lost balance, and therefore lengthened 
CVCV light stems, and not also lengthened all CVC monosyllables. Balance dialects 
that retain CVC stems unlengthened (e.g. Nord-Gudbrandsdalen), remain balance 
dialects, hence retain CVCV light stems, as well.55

In non-balance dialects, the lengthening of CVCV light stems does not imply CVC 
lengthening. There are dialects that do not have general CVC lengthening, but which 
do have general CVCV lengthening (cf. 6.6.3). Younger Middle Danish is an 
example of this.56 This would indicate that CVC lengthening is not a necessary 
precursor to CVCV lengthening, in this non-balance dialect. However, the situation 
in Danish contains the important difference that vowel quantity is made underlying



rather than consonant quantity. Given that choice, it is not expected that general 
CvC lengthening should take place. That is, it is not predicted that consonant 
lengthening should take place.

Turning to the Swedish non-balance dialects, the vast majority of them have 
lengthened both OC monosyllables and CvCv light stems. The Swedish non-balance 
dialect of Närpes (in Finland) has neither CvC lengthening, nor CvCv lengthening, 
and therefore does not enlighten us as to whether or not there is an ordering of 
lengthening. For the Närpes dialect, we may conclude that the quantity shift has 
simply not reached it.

We thus assume that the ordering of lengthenings is not relevant for non-balance 
dialects. In the absence of balance - the unmarked case - it is hard to see how 
general lengthening could take place in CvC monosyllables, without causing 
lengthening in CvCv light stems. That is, there is no obvious reason why there 
should be an ordering between the two types in non-balance dialects.

6.6.3 Both lengthenings or only one?

The second issue concerns the typology of having both lengthenings or only one. 
In some non-balance dialects (Middle Danish), there is CvCv lengthening, but no 
general CvC lengthening. In other non-balance dialects (in Sweden), both 
lengthenings have taken place. In balance dialects, CvC lengthening only may have 
taken place, or both lengthenings may have taken place, as previously discussed. 
This typology arises, we suggest, from the choice of underlying segment type after 
the simplification of the quantity system. Consider Table 4. The fundamental idea 
used in setting up this typology for the Nordic dialects is that there is a correlation 
between CvC lengthening and the choice of which segment type, vowels or 
consonants, should make the underlying quantity distinction. The choice of segment 
type will determine whether CvC monosyllables must implement general lengthening 
or not. This correlation relates to the fact that if consonant quantity alone is 
underlying, then there will be a need for final non-moraic consonant extrametricality 
(for a distinction to be made in CvC monosyllables), and as a consequence there will 
be vowel lengthenings in CvC monosyllables, because of the bimoraic condition 
(word minimality). If vowel quantity alone is underlying, then the complementary 
length in consonants does not occur, and systematic lengthening of CvC 
monosyllables is not predicted.



Table 4 Nordic typological table
’pre-QS’ = pre-quantity-shift, ’em’ = extrametricality, ’bal’ 
= balance, ’q’ = quantity distinction.

Example of 
dialect

Pre-QS
balance

Lengthening 
word types

Underlying quantity 
distinction

Danish -bal -CvC
+CvCv

vowel q (-em)

East Da.
South Sw. 
Southwest Sw. 
Western Nw. 
Icelandic

-bal +CvC
+CvCv

cons, q (+em)

Central Sw. 
Eastern Nw.

+bal -I-CvC 
■FCvCv

cons, q (+em)

Northern Sw. 
Älvdalen

H-bal +CvC
-CvCv

double q (+em)

In the discussion below, we leave aside the balance dialects in (c) and (d) of Table 
4, as they have been extensively discussed above (section 6.5). Let us turn first to 
(b), which contains Icelandic and the group of non-balance dialects in Sweden and 
Norway.

6.6.3.1 Swedish non-balance dialects

We assume that the unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition takes 
place. Thereby, all light main-stress syllables must lengthen.

In CVC monosyllables, i.e. the class of monosyllables that undergo a principled 
and general lengthening, the result is invariably vowel lengthening. Formally, this 
is the result of the introduction of final non-moraic consonant extrametricality, just 
like in the Swedish balance dialects. This yields a (synchronic) situation very much 
like Modem Icelandic, where generalized vowel lengthening obtains under stress, in 
monosyllables as well as in bisyllables (cf. Kiparsky 1984:152ff., for an analysis of 
Modem Icelandic quantity in terms of extrametricality and vowel lengthening).

Extrametricality is introduced by virtue of a reinterpretation, preceded (we 
assume) by spontaneous lengthening, as in balance dialects. Consonant quantity is



made underlying. The crucial difference with respect to balance dialects is the fact 
that lengthening in bisyttabic forms takes place simultaneously with lengthening in 
CvC monosyllables. In bisyllabic light stems, we said above, the application of 
mora-insertion in the stressed syllable strongly predicts vowel lengthening. Thus, the 
vowel lengthening which is predicted for CvCv light stems may influence the general 
lengthening in CVC forms as well. Indeed, in morphologically related forms, 
lengthening in the bisyllabic form may have determined the result for the 
monosyllabic form.

Notice that the reinterpretation will involve not only the grammaticalization of 
extrametricality, but also the loss of underlying long vowels (in non-balance 
dialects). As noted for balance dialects, it is only the balance structures that prevent 
the simplification of the quantity system. In non-balance dialects, when the bimoraic 
condition is reinterpreted as unipositional, the simplification of the quantity system 
should take place immediately.

Extrametricality will target many more consonants in non-balance dialects than 
in the balance dialects (where many long consonants arise). No new underlying long 
consonants are created by the quantity shift in non-balance dialects. Hence, as the 
reinterpretation of the system takes place, all final consonants of CVC forms will be 
made extrametrical, except those which were underlyingly moraic previously. The 
fact that lengthening goes on simultaneously in monosyllables and bisyllables should 
have promoted the similarity of development, and encouraged paradigmatic 
levelling.57

Below we summarize the set of changes set in motion by the reinterpretation in 
Swedish non-balance dialects. This system generalizes to Icelandic.

(29) Reinterpretation of quantity system in non-balance dialects

a. vowel length is generally derived by rule.
b. final non-moraic consonant extrametricality is introduced.
c. (i) underlying consonant quantity is generalized.

(ii) underlying vowel quantity is lost.
d. moraic consonants will now be realized as phonetically long, 

because of grammatical distinctness.



6.6.3.2 Danish

Let us turn to the development in Danish; cf. Table 4a. By the quantity shift in
✓

Danish, vowel quantity only is chosen as distinctive (Hansen 1962:333ff., Amason 
1980:76ff.). This is a crucial difference with respect to the neighbouring Swedish 
dialects. That vowel quantity rather than consonant quantity is made underlying in 
Danish is quite clear, partly from the effects of the reinterpretation, namely 
consonant degemination, and partly from inspection of the modem quantity system, 
where long consonants are absent (as in Modem English).

Consonant degemination
It is a particularly striking fact that Danish undergoes consonant degemination. At 
some point, when previously light stems had lengthened, a whole new class of light 
stems was created by virtue of consonant degemination in all positions (Skautrup 
1944:254, Amason 1980:78ff.). Consonant degemination causes alternations like 
that in (30).

(30) Before After

ville > degemination> vile <vilde> ’wild (pi.)’ 
viile = viile <hvile> ’to rest’

Thus, minimal pairs distinguished only by vowel length arise in the language. In our 
interpretation, this degemination is the direct result of the simplification of the 
quantity system.58 Danish, unlike Swedish, makes vowel length underlying. When 
consonant quantity is removed, long consonants will no longer be recognized by the 
Danish speakers and neutralization takes place. This is the degemination.

We may wonder why neutralization of consonant quantity takes place in Danish, 
while no corresponding neutralization of vowel quantity takes place in Swedish. The 
crucial difference is that, under a unipositional bimoraic condition, it is only if 
consonant quantity is underlying that there must be surface complementarity of 
segmental quantity (cf. 6.2.2.5). Hence, if vowel length is distinctive, we expect no 
effects for consonants in terms of lengthening rules, etc.



Bimoraic condition
In view of the presence of consonant degemination in Danish, the role of the 
bimoraic condition is of some interest. We assume that the bimoraic condition is 
reinterpreted as unipositional at some point. This reinterpretation has no far-reaching 
effect on monosyllables. There is no general lengthening, although there is a 
tendency to lengthen vowels, the analysis of which is disputed (Boberg 1896:318, 
Hansen 1962:388f.).59 In bisyllables, however, vowel lengthening takes place.
Thereby, we get patterns like those in (31).

(31) glad glaa.de ’happy’ adj sg : pi
blad blaa.det ’leaf noun indef
bud buu.det ’message’
gud guu.den ’god’
rad raa.den ’row’

The lengthening in the bisyllabic form will take place by mora-insertion under main- 
stress (cf. 6.1 above), while the monosyllabic forms are mostly left alone. These 
forms already contain a bimoraic main-stress syllable, and hence no lengthening is 
predicted.

After general vowel lengthening in bisyllables, reinterpretation and simplification 
of the quantity system takes place. Vowel quantity is made underlying and consonant 
quantity is abandoned. Thereby, degemination of geminate consonants takes place.

At this point one question must be raised. We said that general vowel lengthening 
is due to the unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition. However, we 
must ask what happens to the bimoraic condition when consonant degemination takes 
place and a new large group of bisyllabic light stems is created.

Two developments are conceivable. Either, (1) the bimoraic condition will require 
lengthening of the vowel, after degemination. This would be a minimality effect of 
sorts. Or, (2) the bimoraic condition returns to a foot-based interpretation, 
permitting bisyllabic implementation. There is no evidence of vowel lengthening 
according to (1), so we suggest that the bimoraic condition must adjust to the new 
situation.

This development is the result of changes at different levels. The bimoraic 
condition is the causer of general vowel lengthening in genuinely light stems. Forms 
containing geminate consonants will at this point meet the bimoraic condition 
unchanged. The reinterpretation (simplification) of the quantity system then leads to



degemination, which in turn has (unforeseen) consequences for the interpretation of 
the bimoraic condition.

Danish dialectology
The southernmost dialects of Sweden are really Danish dialects, referred to as East 
Danish. On the Swedish side of Öresund - the sound that separates Sweden from 
Denmark - the quantity shift is in fact implemented in monosyllables as well as in 
bisyllables, in a principled way. The dialectal difference would perhaps seem to be 
rather dramatic, in that on one side of Öresund there is extrametricality and 
underlying consonant quantity, and on the other side there is no extrametricality, but 
underlying vowel quantity. However, in view of the quantitative complementarity 
in Sweden - and the longstanding dispute over the underlying distinction in Swedish 
- it seems that the difference is really not that dramatic.

6.6.4 The generality of vowel lengthening in non-balance dialects

One of our results above is that the absence of balance prosody makes conditions 
favourable for vowel lengthening.60 There is a further phonetic generalization that 
may shed some light on why vowel lengthening is so dominant in the southwestern 
dialects. Notice that when the root vowel is a or ä, all dialects lengthen the vowel, 
the post-vocalic consonant being generally disregarded. One might wonder why this 
should be so.

6.6.4.1 Vowel lengthening, non-height and lowering

Let us assume that the qualitative property endowing a and ä with such an 
overriding influence is their non-height. If vowel height is pertinent to lengthening 
in this respect, then we have a natural explanation for two things. First, we 
understand why a and ä are the first vowels to lengthen. Second we understand why 
these vowels are lengthened in all dialects. Given this, we have the base for a 
further hypothesis.

Let us now assume that, behind the lengthening patterns, there is one 
generalization stating that the higher a vowel is, the less prone will it be to 
lengthening by virtue of its own segmental make-up. This means that the less prone



a vowel is to lengthen, the larger the influence of the following consonant will be, 
a factor whose influence is well-known in the lengthening patterns. Voiceless stops 
and s will be either prone to lengthen or prone to stop a preceding vowel from 
lengthening (depending on how consonant lengthening is analyzed). Thus, the 
context of say i+t or u+p would be the typical cases to show up with consonant 
lengthening after the quantity shift (in the relevant dialects).

There is phonetic support for these tendencies. The vowels a and ä have the 
intrinsic property of being more sonorous than the other segments (Elert 
1964:128ff., Lehiste 1970:18f., Ladefoged 1975:220, Keating 1985:118ff.). 
Sonority is at least in part related to duration. Also, voiceless stops, as compared 
with voiced stops, are intrinsically longer (Elert 1964:144ff.). The basic argument 
arising here is that the patterning between vowel lengthening and consonant 
lengthening that we find in e.g. the dialects of Uppland, reflects phonetic tendencies 
observed elsewhere. I.e. there is a naturalness argument to be made (6.5.1.2).

Returning now to the Old Swedish dialects, we observe that there is a process of 
vowel lowering, which applies earlier and more generally in the southwestern 
dialects (Götamål), than in the central dialects (Sveamål) and the northern dialects. 
The targets are mainly the high short vowels i, y, and u in root syllables (Wessén 
1969:§35f., §66ff.). The lowering process begins to apply even prior to the quantity 
shift and applies in Götamål irrespective of the quantity of the syllable containing 
them. In Sveamål, lowering is constrained to the root syllable of light stems, where 
the second syllable does not contain a high vowel or glide (Wessén 1969:§67). A 
few examples of vowel lowering are given below.

(32) Old Swedish vowel lowering (Götamål)

fisk > fesk ’fish’
mista > mesta ’to lose’
vikur > veker ’weeks’
stycke > stocke ’piece’
fyl > föl ’foal’
nykil > nökel ’key’
drupi > drope ’drop’
kul > kol ’coal’

Recall that the set of vowels that participate in the alternation between 
vowel/consonant lengthening are i, y, u, and o.



We are now in a position to formulate a hypothesis on the basis of one fact and 
one reasonable assumption. We have as a given fact that, at the time of the quantity 
shift, lowering of the high vowels was more advanced among the southwestern 
dialects, than among the central and northern dialects. We have offered the 
assumption that non-height - rather than height - on the part of root vowels favours 
vowel lengthening in the implementation of the quantity shift (everything else being 
equal). The hypothesis, then, is that these considerations have a bearing on the 
attested result of generalized vowel lengthening in the southwest, such that there 
would be almost no collocations of segments in which vowel lengthening would not 
be the most expected outcome.

6.6.5 The quantity shift in Middle English61 

The unipositional foot
There is an issue that we have left aside through the discussion of the quantity shift, 
and that is the question of how the prosodic system comes to acquire the 
unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition. It is hardly expected that this 
new interpretation of the bimoraic condition should be adopted overnight, and we 
should consider what its precursors could be. In section 6.8 of this chapter we 
discuss general potential causes of the quantity shift. In the next few subsections, 
however, we will discuss more particularly what a rule preceding the reinterpretation 
of the bimoraic condition as unipositional could look like.

The crucial conclusion that the speakers (of the reinterpreting generation) must 
draw is that main-stress requires two moras for implementation. One piece of 
evidence would be the increase in the number of heavy stems, by virtue of syncope 
in trisyllabic light stems and by late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion (cf. section 6.8). 
In addition to this, it is not unreasonable to assume that there were synchronic rules 
that caused lengthening in light stems in the period preceding the reinterpretation. 
This is likely not least for typological reasons. There are Germanic dialects which 
display clear quantity-shift-like tendencies, but which do not implement the quantity 
shift in full. Middle English will furnish us with a good example of this.

We will take the route over Middle English in order to describe what synchronic 
syllable lengthening could be like. The invited inference is that e.g. Late Old 
Swedish has similar or identical rules. We will discuss the Middle English quantity 
shift, since the most important rule - traditionally called open syllable lengthening 
- is well-known and previously treated within the metrical framework. Also, the



typological issue is in itself interesting. We would like to be able to point to formal 
similarities and differences between quantity shifts in dialects that are moving away 
from each other, like e.g. Late Old Swedish and Middle English.

6.6.5.1 Middle English open syllable lengthening

In Middle English, the bimoraic condition never becomes obligatorily associated 
with the stressed syllable, and hence, the quantity shift is not fully implemented. 
However, we are still left with the quantity-shift-like Middle English tendencies to 
account for.

Vowel lengthening
The most important rule that implements lengthening in light stems is known as 
open syllable lengthening (MEOSL). Data reflecting the operation of this rule are 
given in (33). Non-high vowels lengthen earlier and more generally than high 
vowels.

(33) Middle English open syllable lengthening (Jordan/Matthes 1934: §25f.)

tale > taale ’tale’
game > gaame ’game’
mane > maane ’mane’
schäme > schaame ’shame’
name > naame ’name’
bale > baale ’bale’
nose > noose ’nose’
l>rotu > î>roote ’throat’
wikes > weekes ’weeks’
ivel > eevel ’evil’
dures > doores ’doors’

bræsen > brææsen ’brazen’
macaj) > maacej) ’makes*
aker > aaker ’acre’



Schwa-deletion f apocope
In addition to the lengthening of open light syllables there is a rule which deletes 
schwa in absolute finality, in effect an apocope rule. This rule applies around the 
same time as vowel lengthening.

The operation of apocope (schwa-deletion) in Middle English is traditionally 
considered a later rule than vowel lengthening in open light syllables, at least as far 
as the southern dialects are concerned.62 Apocope occurs throughout the Middle 
English period, but in the beginning only in the context of hiatus, unstressed words 
and trisyllabic word-forms. The general deletion of schwa, targeting the weak 
vowels of bisyllabic forms, takes place later. Schwa-deletion is implemented in the 
13th century (in the north) and in the 14th century (in the south), being completed 
in the 15th century (Luick 1964:§473, Jordan/Matthes 1934:§290).

The compensatory lengthening theory
The two rules begin to apply in the north and then move southwards. Tradition 
holds that the two rules are different rules. This position is challenged in Minkova 
(1982), who reveals the generalization that schwa-deletion in the second syllable of 
light stems is relatable to vowel lengthening in the root syllable. According to 
Minkova, there is nothing to stop us from assuming that the two rules are 
simultaneous, thereby permitting their joint analysis. In particular, the claim is that, 
in light stems, the deletion of the final schwa leads to lengthening of the root 
syllable (Minkova 1985). MEOSL would thus turn out to be as a case of 
compensatory lengthening (cf. also Hayes 1989 for a formal analysis of MEOSL as 
a case of compensatory lengthening).63

Two general issues stand out as particularly problematic with the compensatory 
lengthening analysis.

1. The data problem: While the connection between schwa-deletion and vowel 
lengthening is in fact there in most cases, it remains true that several words lengthen 
the root without losing a vowel in the second syllable. Under the compensatory 
lengthening analysis, these lengthenings have to be accounted for differently, while 
the intuition is that all lengthenings are connected. There is also a minor set of 
words that lose the final vowel but which do not get lengthening in the root.

2. The analytical problem: The compensatory lengthening analysis involves the 
deletion of a vowel, while the mora is left in the structure (Hayes 1989 includes a



moraic version of the rule). The compensation takes place by virtue of the mora 
being relinked to the root vowel. However, there is a consonant in between, and the 
obvious question - posed e.g. by Lahiri (1991) - is why the mora does not relink 
to that consonant, creating CvC (as in the case of vowel deletion in light stems in 
late Proto-Nordic, 3:2.4) rather than CV:C.64 There is no prohibition against CvC 
monosyllables in Middle English.65

If, on these grounds, we abandon the compensatory lengthening analysis, we are 
faced again with the traditional analysis, which states that root vowels are 
lengthened in the context of an open syllable (and that schwas are lost by a different 
rule). This analysis is less than satisfactory, too, since it does not enlighten us on the 
motivation for the lengthening. Why should the context of an open syllable suddenly 
induce lengthening? One wonders also why only some vowels in open light syllables 
are targeted. A brief look at the set of targets and non-targets for MEOSL in (33) 
is enough to establish that the shape of the second syllable (open/closed) is relevant, 
but this is a fact that the open syllable lengthening analysis does not capture.

6.6.5.2 Foot reformation

While we do not expect to give a full analysis of Middle English open syllable 
lengthening, it might be worthwhile to consider it in the larger perspective of the 
quantity shift, and in the light of what we have learned about the Nordic dialects. 
For the Nordic dialects, we suggested that the quantity shift is ultimately 
implemented by the reinterpretation of the bimoraic condition as unipositional. The 
fact that grammatical reinterpretation takes place reflects the fact that the quantity 
shift is implemented in a principled fashion. That is, all light stems are obligatorily 
lengthened, in non-balance dialects. In balance dialects, all light stems are made to 
meet the unipositional bimoraic condition, while it is strongly predicted that when 
balance is lost, lengthening of light root syllables must take place.

In Middle English, this reinterpretation does not take place. However, extensive 
lengthening of main-stressed syllables take place. The question is how to account for 
these lengthenings, i.e. how to characterize the quantity shift in English.

The rule
We suggest that Middle English acquires a rule which makes bipositional feet 
unipositional, i.e. performs the following basic operation, which we call foot 
reformation.



(34) (X .) - (X)

By this process, the weak metrical position of the foot is removed and thereby, the 
foot assumes the unipositional shape.

Turning to the formal rendering of the rule, an instance of beat deletion in the
grid may seem close at hand.66

(35) x
x ® - 0
a o

Beat deletion, however, cannot predict that the resultant form should be a 
unipositional foot. It is in fact imperative that the catégorial boundaries of the foot 
are present, such that it is predicted that the necessary properties of main-stress, par 
force bimoraicity, should be realized in the initial syllable, as a consequence of beat 
deletion. The bracketed grid notation has the formal potential of expressing this (as 
long as the positions within the brackets are considered not only as expressions of 
relational prominence, but indeed as grid marks in their own right).

(36) (x .)
;
0

This is a pure stress rule, and neither vowel nor mora is targeted. The intuition is 
that the quantity shift is implemented from above, as it were. A high-level prosodic 
rule or condition is acquired and adjustment at the lower levels take place.

The rule in (36) remains schematic, and we are not in a position to exhaustively 
describe the exact environment of the rule. Some indication of the weakness of the 
vowel in the second position is probably needed, our speculation being that the rule 
applies in all forms where schwa occurs in the second position.67

Consider now the application of foot reformation in our sample words. ’F-ref 
= foot reformation, ’/x-ins’ - mora-insertion.

(37) (X .) >F-ref> (X) >p-ins> (X)
GO GO G G

a. ta le 
bræ sen

b. ta le 
bræ sen

c. ta le 
bræ sen



The reformation of the foot means that the weak metrical position of the foot 
assigned is deleted. Thereby, all the properties of main-stress are shifted to the 
initial syllable. In particular, a bimoraic domain must be secured and we suggest 
that mora-insertion applies, much like in regular main-stress assignment. This is an 
obligatory and automatic consequence of foot reformation (as of main-stress 
assignment, cf. 5.3.2).

It is predicted that the inserted mora will lengthen the root vowel, since this vowel 
is the last segment of the syllable that is now dominated by main-stress. The post
vocalic consonant belongs to another syllable and is therefore not available to link 
with the new mora.

This is about as far as foot reformation is directly involved. Notice that only the 
metrical position is deleted and no substructure. The further fate of the words in 
(37c) (with regard to e.g. schwa-deletion) is dependent on other things, e.g. 
morphology (Lahiri 1991), quality of the vowel in the second syllable, and the 
structure of the second syllable.

Schwa-deletion / apocope revisited
The deletion of schwa in Middle English will require a rule of apocope. This rule 
targets word-final schwa in metrically weak positions. ’E’ = schwa

(38) Schwa deletion
E# -► 0

V

The fact that the rule is sensitive to the status of the metrically weak syllable as 
open or closed shows that the rule does indeed target vowels.

Foot reformation, we have seen, essentially turns light stems into heavy stems 
(by removing the weak position and triggering mora-insertion). Possibly this will 
have the effect of making the final vowel weaker. We would suggest that some of 
the output of foot reformation is subject to schwa-deletion. If the schwa-deletion 
rule is already present in the grammar at the time of foot reformation, then the fact 
that vowel lengthening and schwa-deletion seem to take place around the same time 
in many dialects could be captured, as the expected result of this feeding relation. 
Judging from the traditional handbooks, this would seem a perfectly possible 
development. The progressions of the two rules in the Middle English dialects are 
not said to be completely synchronized, but do operate around the same time 
(confirmed by Minkova 1982).



The rule of apocope eventually targets all schwas in absolute finality. In other 
forms, e.g. bmsen ’brazen’, ivel ’evil’, schwa-deletion will not take place.

Some consequences
The analytical problem of the compensatory lengthening theory concerns the linking 
options of a mora that has lost its vowel. We said that one would rather expect that 
the mora should link with the postvocalic consonant than with the root vowel. This 
is exactly the situation in late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion (daga > dag, sum > 
sun, etc.; cf. 3.2.4).

Luick (1964: §473) states that in some northern English dialects, schwa-deletion 
takes place (in light and heavy stems) before the vowel lengthening. Early written 
evidence from these dialects exhibits forms like far, man, hat, for, etc. This output, 
of course, is completely analogous to that of late Proto-Nordic vowel deletion.68

What is crucially different from Proto-Nordic, when we look at the larger 
development of syncope and vowel deletion, is that no general vowel deletion is 
implemented in light stems before the quantity shift takes place (i.e. before foot 
reformation). This is, of course, no great surprise. The rule of syncope (=mora 
deletion) applies to all forms except those that are protected by word minimality 
(i.e. CvCv light stems). Whether or not a Germanic dialect develops a further rule 
of reduction, one which targets vowels in weak positions, is an open question. Old 
English apparently does not, while late Proto-Nordic does.

In many words, like bmsen above, lengthening takes place without the loss of 
the vowel of the second syllable. Indeed, in the case of tale the schwa is retained 
in the plural form (Lahiri 1991), which is tale. These cases will be subject to 
reinterpretation as heavy stems.69

6.6.5.3 Conclusion

In spirit, the above outline for an analysis of the quantity shift in Middle English is 
rather close to the traditional analysis.

One point of formulating foot reformation as a stress rule is to express a formal 
similarity with the formation of balance in Nordic. The different result - balance 
vs. vowel lengthening - relates to the degree of reduction in the second syllable 
(4.2.7). The difference between non-balance dialects in e.g. Sweden and Middle 
English would be that while the former instantiate a general condition on stressed



syllables that they should be heavy, the latter stop at acquiring a rule, which applies 
with limited generality.

One could say that the Middle English forms that are not targeted by foot 
reformation correspond to the forms that develop balance in balance dialects, i.e. 
forms with less than completely reduced vowels in the second syllable. The 
difference, of course, is that rather than developing balance prosody, the (X .) foot 
is retained in Middle English.

Foot reformation, we suggest, could have applied in Old Swedish, too, under 
similar conditions as in Middle English. The fact that the weakness of vowels in 
the weak position of a bipositional foot varied in Old Swedish emerges from the 
variation we have described as complete and incomplete vowel weakening. Also, 
the fact that dialects can have reduction of one or two vowels but not of the third, 
and the fact that one vowel may be incompletely weakened while the other is 
completely weakened, both testify to the fact that the quantity shift was implemented 
in a gradual fashion, and that, accordingly, balance may have developed gradually 
in the lexicon, first as a case of foot reformation, and later by virtue of regular 
stress assignment.

6.7 The post-quantity-shift stage

The completion of lengthenings in monosyllables and bisyllables in Swedish leads 
to a situation where all stressed syllables are heavy, by virtue of underlying pre
linked moras or by virtue of mora-insertion under main-stress. No unstressed 
syllables are heavy, and hence segmental quantity is now inextricably tied to main- 
stress.

The segmental quantity system as such is simpler, in that only one segment type 
makes the underlying distinction. We have suggested that for Standard Swedish only 
consonant quantity can be correct, in view of the complementarity of 
vowel/consonant length and under the theory applied here.

We now briefly address a few further issues.

6.7.1 Fate of distinctions

There is a risk that distinctions are lost in the quantity shift, as previous CvCv light 
stems go to either CwCv or CVCCV. In the vowel lengthening case, there is a risk



that vowel qualities may fall together. However, this does not happen to any great 
extent. Instead, distinctions previously rendered as short vowel vs. long vowel turn 
into qualitatively differentiated long vowels, as the short vowels lengthen (Wessén 
1969:§60f., §67ff.).

(39) Old Swedish Modem Swedish

[a] vs. [aa] > [aa] vs. [åå]
[o] vs. [00] > [oo] vs. [uu]
[u] vs. [mi] > [00] vs. [Um] (Götamål)

Concerning the front vowels, general vowel lowering of (previously) short vowels 
provides a new life for several of the former quantitative distinctions. E.g. OSw 
biit ’piece’ vs. bit ’bite’ becomes Götamål biit vs. beet. Similarly, [y] vs. [yy] 
become [öö] vs. [yy] in some dialects. We may note that there were hardly any 
cases of the opposition [ö] vs. [öö]. As Staffan Hellberg points out (p.c.), these 
differentiations will involve the phonemicization of allophonic variation present 
before the quantity shift. For a discussion of the development of former quantitative 
distinctions into qualitative distinctions in Norwegian, see Torp (1982:49ff.).

Concerning the underlying long vowels, the simplification of the quantity system 
leads to the abolition of almost all of them. The remaining exceptions (in some 
dialects) are mooln ’cloud’, bååld ’bold’, aaln ’a length measure’, blååst ’wind’ 
and, in some variants, teest ’wisp (of hair)’. There are perhaps a few more.

6.7.2 The tendency to shorten vowels

We observed that in Danish, consonant degemination took place as a surface effect 
of generalized distinctive vowel quantity. Our argument was that degemination could 
be predicted (in moraic theory) from the choice of underlying vowel quantity over 
underlying consonant quantity. In Swedish, by contrast, the choice of underlying 
consonant quantity does not predict vowel shortening. Moraic theory predicts that 
where the consonant is short, the vowel must be long. As a consequence of this, we 
can look for ’vowel shortening’ corresponding to Danish degemination, only in 
syllables that are heavier than heavy, i.e. overlong syllables.

Overweight, overlong syllables do shorten to ordinary heavy weight in the 
quantity shift. This is an effect of the neutralization of vowel quantity. Hence, 
everything else being equal, we would expect vowels to shorten in overlong



syllables and consonant length to be retained. Vowel shortening (neutralization) is 
also the by far most common result in Swedish, i.e. dootter ’daughter’ > dotter, 
rââtter ’right’ > rätter, ååtta ’eight’ > åtta, naatt ’night’ > natt, etc., although 
forms like dooter and naat, nååt do occur in some dialects. If we are right in 
assuming that the speakers promote consonant quantity as underlying, this 
development is expected. In a form where the older generation has two pre-links, 
one for the vowel and one for the consonant, the younger generation is able to 
observe one pre-link only, namely the consonantal link.70

In the pre-quantity-shift stage, truly overlong syllables used to arise in the regular 
derivation, as well, by suffixation. These derived overlong syllables, it seems, 
remain in the dialects until balance is lost. For instance, in the balance dialect of 
Älvdalen, we find the following forms in the 5th class of weak verbs of the 3rd 
conjugation (Levander 1909:§135).

(40) Before the loss of underlying vowel quantity

/byta/ > byy.ta ’to change’
/byt+er/ > byy.ter ’(he) changes’
/byt+te/ > byyt.te ’(he) changed’
/byt+t/ > byytt ’(he has) changed’

When balance is lost and vowel length is derived by rule in (almost) all instances, 
then the previously underlying long vowel will occur as short in some forms, 
namely those where an overlong syllable would otherwise occur. We get (41).

(41) After the loss of underlying vowel quantity

/byta/ >jx-ins> byy.ta ’to change’
/byt+er/ >/i-ins> byy.ter ’(he) changes’
/byt+te/ >M-ins> byt.te ’(he) changed’
/byt+t/ >/i-ins> bytt ’(he has) changed’

Consonant shortening is a non-option in these forms since it is the consonantal 
morphology that causes the overlength.



Thus, at the point when previous balance dialects begin to exhibit a short vowel 
in cases like byt.te and bytt, we know that underlying vowel quantity has been 
abandoned.

6.8 Origin of the quantity shift 

Prokosch’s law and genuine syllable lengthening
The prosodic history of the Germanic languages up to the beginning of the quantity 
shift is characterized by reduction. Lengthenings in this period were always 
compensatory. In the period of the quantity shift, however, genuine vowel 
lengthening and consonant gemination take place, eventually leading to the abolition 
of the light stem and the overlong stem as word types in most of the Scandinavian 
dialects.

Genuine syllable lengthening in Old Swedish constitutes a new way of creating 
heavy syllables in main-stress position. The synchronic tendency to manifest the 
bimoraic condition as a heavy syllable (i.e. Prokosch’s law) is of a much older date. 
We noted in chapter 2 that Prokosch’s law was satisfied wherever possible, as early 
as in 4th century Gothic. We would therefore claim that the tendency to 
synchronically maximize the number of heavy syllables in main-stress position has 
been present all along, and that it has a diachronic relation to the generalized heavy 
syllable weight of the quantity shift.

Naturally, there is a difference between stating that the number of heavy syllables 
in stressed position is maximized in a synchronic language stage, and stating that the 
number of heavy syllables in stressed position increases over time. However, given 
a synchronic tendency like Prokosch’s law, we expect the number of heavy stems 
to increase, if and when the possibility is given. Hence, we should look for changes 
in the language structure that may provide an opening for syllable lengthening to 
take place.

The introduction of the new, Early Old Swedish stress system is such a change 
(5.3). This system introduces the rule of mora-insertion, which applies as a function 
of main-stress assignment. Mora-insertion, needed in the synchronic derivation, 
contains the potential of synchronic vowel lengthening. As we have seen, this 
potential is exploited and the result of vowel lengthening is subject to reanalysis 
between generations, i.e. diachronic lengthening.



Frequency
One factor that may have been causal in the development towards the quantity shift 
is the relative frequencies of heavy stems and light stems, respectively. The number 
of heavy syllables in main-stress position is larger than that of the light syllables, 
even at the outset. Furthermore, as we observed earlier, the number of heavy 
syllables in stressed position increases as an effect of syncope. In trisyllabic light 
stems, medial syncope created heavy stems, e.g. PN *ka.ti.looz > OI kat.lar 
’kettles’, PN *lu.ki.looz > OI lykJar ’keys’, not +ly.kiar. Syncope in bisyllabic 
light stems had the same effect, e.g. PN *ge.bu > OI gißf’gift’, PN *$u.nuz > OI 
sunr ’son’. These new heavy stem syllables, then, are the mechanical result of 
syncope, and not a lengthening process.

Disambiguation
A simpler quantitative system is attained by the abolition of heavy syllables outside 
of the main-stressed syllable, and the loss of the previous difference in measurement 
of weight between the main-stress syllable and other syllables (cf. 5.3.1).

In the further development, the bimoraic condition receives a narrower 
interpretation, as a unipositional foot (and, later, as a syllable). The data adhering 
to the bimoraic condition become increasingly ’clean’ and unambiguous. In a sense, 
obligatoriness increases as the data are required to conform with a narrower 
condition at a lower level. Fewer patterns will be permitted and therefore each 
pattern will be more frequent. This process in itself could possibly serve as one 
cause behind the quantity shift, in that the language is moved towards the point 
where the crucial generalizations of the quantity shift can be made.

Distinctive importance and phonetic salience
Another factor that may have been causally influential in the quantity shift is the 
requirement of phonetic salience of the main-stressed syllable in discourse. Sigurd 
(1962) pursues an interesting argument in this regard. One general claim is that the 
distribution of information (in a technical sense) in Germanic words is uneven, such 
that the main-stressed syllable contains the potential of expressing many more 
distinctions than do other syllables. This Germanic feature is further emphasized by 
the processes of syncope, umlaut and breaking, whereby the number of vocalic 
phonemes occurring in the main-stress syllable is doubled. At the same time the 
number of distinctions in non-main-stressed syllables reduces by virtue of syncope



and some phoneme neutralizations. The result would seem to be that information is 
transferred from the reducing positions to the main-stressed one. Sigurd (1962:20) 
contends that there is a close (and chicken-and-egg-like) relationship between the 
uneven distribution of information and the strong dynamic character of Germanic 
stress. Both of these traits are enhanced in the history of the Germanic dialects, in 
the Nordic development in particular. Thus, it is suggested that the increased burden 
of the main-stressed syllable, in terms of number of distinctions, leads to stronger 
stress, hence a measure for securing the salience of this important syllable in 
discourse.

The general movement of the distinctive system of Nordic can, in stylized terms, 
be said to go from long words and fewer phonemes to shorter words and more 
phonemes (referred to as the code shift by Sigurd 1962). Syncope and vowel 
shortening will have the effect of reducing redundancy in the language. As it is to 
be expected that the loss of redundancy cannot go on indefinitely, it is suggested that 
at some point measures will be taken to restore redundancy in the system, and the 
increase of vocalic phonemes could be such a measure (Sigurd 1962:16).

If we extend Sigurd’s argument to the quantity shift, the mere strengthening of 
main-stress (for reasons laid out above) could be causal in the implementation of the 
quantity shift. The mere phonetics of this process may press for lengthening of the 
main-stressed syllable, under the presupposition, of course, that a heavy syllable 
stands a better chance of conveying segmentally encoded information than a light 
syllable. At the same time, however, the abolition of light and overlong stem 
syllables would seem to remove distinctive possibilities from the system.

Conclusion
Clearly, the actual implementation of the quantity shift constitutes a simplification 
of the grammar of stress and quantity.71

To fairly evaluate the influence of the factors mentioned above on the actual 
process of the quantity shift does not seem feasible. While it is easy to see that the 
quantity shift (as implemented in the Scandinavian dialects, at least) is a logical 
further step in the same direction as previous developments, we cannot really predict 
it.72 This is clear not least from the variation between the Germanic dialects with 
regard to the quantity shift.



6.9 Conclusion

The stress and syllabification system of Late Old Swedish emerging from the 
restructurings of the first half of the present millenium has the following 
characteristics.

(42) Post-quantity-shift prosody

a. Only the consonant quantity distinction is underlying
b. Main-stress is located on the root syllable
c. Stressed syllables are heavy 

Unstressed syllables are light
d. Final non-moraic consonants are extrametrical

At the diachronic point in time when we conclude the argument, we suggest that 
prosodic structure is assigned by the following procedures.

(43) Syllabification

1. Assign core syllables to the phonological string
2. Adjoin unsyllabified segments73

(44) Stress assignment

1. a. Assign main-stress to the root syllable.
b. If the initial syllable is mono-moraic (i.e. light), then activate mora- 

insertion
2. Incorporate the rest of the syllables into the foot structure.

We are deliberately vague on several points here. For instance, it is not clear what 
the foot structure generally is at this time. The distinction between light and heavy 
syllable is made in the main-stress syllable only. In view of this fact one might 
speculate that the stress system is now insensitive to quantity, and that the moraic 
trochee is replaced by the syllabic trochee.

However, it is not purposeful to make a judgement of what comes after the 
quantity shift without taking heed to the huge increase of foreign loans. Up to this 
point we have left loans from other languages out of the discussion. Around the 
time of the quantity shift, large numbers of loans were brought in from Middle Low



German, althoug these will not have affected the stress system in a fundamental 
way, their respective stress systems being relatives.

After the quantity shift, however, loans from other sources become extensive. In 
particular, the French loans pose a true challenge to the received stress system, as 
French main-stress goes on the final syllable (of the phrase). From our late 20th 
century viewpoint, we see clearly that these loans had a profound effect on the stress 
system.

Obviously, we have here a host of new interesting prosodic issues to deal with, 
relating to the post-quantity shift period. For the moment, though, we gracefully 
abstain from taking up arms against them.



Notes for chapter 6

1. Of course, statement B.3 is the consequence of B.2, given the full implementation 
of the quantity shift.

2. Non-balaneed CvCv light stems are attested only in a very few dialects today, e.g. 
in the Swedish dialect of Närpes in Finland.

3. References concerning e.g. the length alternations are Dahlstedt (1962) and 
Söderström (1972:88) for the northern dialects, Pihlstrom (1981:42ff.) for the 
historical development of central Swedish dialects, Amason (1980:ch.3) for some 
Nordic typology and Kristoffersen (1990:ch.7) for the dialect of Nord- 
Gudbrandsdalen.

4. The Finland-Swedish dialects and the central dialects on the Swedish side of 
Östersjön have several dialect features in common, and are grouped together as one 
coherent dialect group (Hesselman 1905).

5. The typical consonant clusters in this context seem to be made up of a stop + a 
sonorant (muta cum liquida). No lengthening takes place where the cluster is rmjm 
or m + l/r/n. (Hesselman 1902:69).

6. We will largely bypass the details of lengthening in bisyllabic heavy stems and 
in CvCC monosyllables. The account for them is therefore somewhat sketchy. 
Lengthening in these forms is not general to the same extent as in CvC 
monosyllables. The relevant point in the present context is that these heavy stems 
evidently form a ’natural class’ with the CvC monosyllables, and that these two types 
display the first lengthenings of the quantity shift. The complete lengthening of CvC 
monosyllables indicates that this word type is different from the other heavy stems, 
and that it is the target for a higher-order change (cf. 6.5.1.2).

7. We have not undertaken any independent investigations of Old Swedish 
manuscripts.

8. For instance, the central Swedish tendency to geminate the consonant in certain 
contexts is not as strong in some of the dialects further north, e.g. in Vilhelmina 
(Dahlstedt 1962:8).

The northern dialect of Ångermanland constitutes a striking example of variation 
contradicting Hesselman’s laws. Here OSw ä - otherwise strongly tending to 
lengthen in all contexts - remains short before t and s, which geminate (Dahlstedt 
1962:15). Examples are fått ’step’, gräss ’grass’, nätt ’net* (Standard Swedish 

fiäät, grääs, näät). Notice, however, that this deviance falls within the parameters 
of variation in that it is precisely before the voiceless stop t and sibilant s (rather



than before, say, / and g), that lengthening is inhibited. T and s are typical 
geminating segments, when preceded by a non-low vowel.

We will not attempt to formulate the specific conditions under which a given case 
of lengthening takes place. Instead, we content ourselves with observing that 
segmental phonetic factors clearly play a role. In the particular dialect, various other 
factors like loan and analogy are likely to influence the end result. The analytic 
imperative here is that the theory must permit the variation between vowel 
lengthening and consonant lengthening to take place.

9. Dialects that always lengthen the vowel do so in monosyllabic as well as 
bisyllabic forms. The principled relation between the lengthenings is thereby masked.

10. An often cited map of the dialect areas that currently have balance or traces of 
historical balance may be found in Haugen (1976:262). What that map does not 
show, though, is the Old Swedish/Old Norwegian spread of balance.

11. For a discussion (under partly different assumptions) of the transition from a 
segmental to a prosodic quantity system in the history of Icelandic, see Amason 
(1980:ch.4, particularly sections 4.3 and 4.4).

12. It seems, then, that there is a hypothesis to pursue here, based on a relation 
between the ontogenesis of balance and the segmental quantity system.

13. These forms are taken from Swedish dialects in Finland, where this type of 
lengthening is most advanced (Hesselman 1902).

14. One argument advanced as strong support for an underlying vowel length 
distinction is the fact that the durational difference between long and short vowels 
is much larger than the corresponding difference between long and short consonants. 
The vowel length distinction therefore functions as a clearer perceptual cue than 
consonant length. However, as Eliasson points out (1978:117f.), this does not 
necessarily mean that vowel length is underlying. It could be the case that the 
perceptual cue is based on the relation between vowel and consonant length in the 
stressed syllable. This seems all the more likely in view of the fact that a consonant 
lengthens even when in a cluster. Lengthened consonants will thus support the 
interpretation of the preceding vowel as short. Amason (1978:139) discusses this 
particular matter and arrives at the result that for Icelandic - and mutatis mutandi for 
Swedish - vowel length is predictable from stress and the post-vocalic consonantism, 
while at the same time vowel quantity is the most important perceptual cue in 
choosing between the two forms of a minimal pair.

15. We will not give a full description of the Modem Swedish quantity system, as 
our main objective is to focus on the principal features of the prosodic quantity 
system and the diachronic path leading up to it.



16. For the synchronic derivation of Icelandic, in many respects similar to Swedish, 
see Kiparsky (1984:152ff.). The descriptive generalization that at most one 
tautomorphemic post-vocalic consonant may be present for vowel lengthening to take 
place is there explained in terms of final consonant extrametricality, in the context 
of the theory of lexical phonology (Kiparsky 1982, 1985, Kaisse & Shaw 1985).

17. Consonantal quantity could not be represented in exactly the same way as vocalic 
quantity, since the relation between segment and mora is fundamentally different for 
vowels and consonants. It is probably universally true that a vowel is necessarily 
moraic, while for consonants this is not true. The theory would immediately become 
unconstrained if e.g. bimoraic consonants were permitted, since any syllable 
containing such a consonant would be tri moraic or heavier.

18. We have used and will use the terms ’monosyllabic’ and ’bisyllabic’ for words 
and forms. Disregarding prefixes, which are unstressed, these terms cover the vast 
majority of the Old Swedish, Old Danish and Old Norwegian words (cf. Ringgaard 
1982:387). We therefore choose ’bisyllabic’ over ’polysyllabic’, as the latter would 
rather overemphasize the presence of words of more than two syllables, counting 
from the root.

19. In fact, a fully independent consonantal quantity distinction never appears word- 
finally in Germanic monosyllables, neither before nor after the quantity shift. Before 
the quantity shift, word-final moraic consonants in CVC monosyllables will be 
interpreted as short, or non-distinct from final non-moraic consonants in e.g. CwC 
monosyllables. Nevertheless, they do their phonological work of contributing half 
the weight to a heavy syllable. After the quantity shift, word-final consonants that 
end up linked to a mora will be obligatorily interpreted as geminates.

20. Both moras of the template cannot link with the monosyllable carrying a pre
linked mora, since that would give rise to an overlong form, with a long vowel. No 
consonant may be linked with two moras, since that would create triple consonants 
word-medially and make overlong syllables quadrimoraic.

21. Notice, by the way, that a corresponding distinction cannot be made for vowels 
either, in the corresponding position (cf. Âmason 1980:96). The corresponding 
position (that is under main-stress) would be the final position of monosyllables, i.e. 
CV. A pre-linked mora will not be distinguished from a surface mora in such forms.

(i)

Underlying Cv vs Cv

v
Surface Cv Cv



22. Naturally, a monosyllable with an underlying long final consonant would have 
to have bisyllabic inflected forms, for the pre-linked mora to be recognized as such 
by the language learners and speakers.

23. The presence of geminate consonants word-finally seem to occur more regularly 
in Old Icelandic. However, they do not appear to thrive. For instance, geminate 
consonants by assimilation after syncope tend to develop only in heavy stems, and 
not in light stems: PN stainaR > steinR > 01 steimi ’stone (nom.)’ vs. PN taliR
> telR > 01 telr ’he tounts’ (Iversen 1973: §48). Geminates often shorten, if 
preceded or followed by another consonant: PN *vettr > 01 vetr ’winter’, PN erilaz
> *jarll > OIjarl ’earl’ (Iversen 1973:§50f.). Also, as Staffan Hellberg points out, 
Icelandic geminates are subject to a process of differentiation of continuant clusters 
and geminates: OI steinn > [steidn], ketill > [kjetidl] (cf. Haugen 1976:203).

24. The behaviour of the definite articles will not be perfectly representative of 
monomorphemic forms like ketill.

25. It is clear, however, that there is more research to be done in this area, 
especially in Old Icelandic and the stage before the first manuscripts.

26. After the quantity shift, the situation is different, a moraic consonant always 
being long.

27. We have seen assimilations following syncope, *katilaz > *ketilz > ketill 
’kettle’ and *ansuz > > ooss ’god’. The assimilation of *z, however, appears to be 
limited to segments displaying sonorant or sibilant features. Otherwise, *z develops 
into r (via R). There is no process creating e.g. geminate voiceless stops word- 
finally, before the nasal assimilations (cf. below).

28. As it turns out, the result is not a full-fledged and independent consonantal 
quantity distinction. This is due to the fact that by the time moraic consonants are 
interpretable as long (in word-final position), a close connection between vowel 
quantity and consonant quantity has developed, under the prosodic ramifications of 
stressed syllables. Where either is long in a stressed syllable, the other will be short, 
and hence a consonantal quantity distinction could not be hermetically isolated on the 
surface.

29. This is referred to as ’lexical distinctness’ in McCarthy & Prince (1988:17ff.).

30. Of course, the balance/non-balance distinction arises in the process itself, but it 
is more convenient to talk of ’balance dialects’, than of ’balance dialects to be’.

31. This is the ’muta cum liquida’ environment. This type of cluster behaves like a 
single consonant in some respects in Modem Swedish (Hellberg 1974:8Iff.). The 
examples given here do not group (temporally) with lengthening of CvCv light



stems, however. It is therefore hardly the uniconsonantal interpretation of muta cum 
liquida that causes the lengthening.

Most combinations of muta cum liquida also provide excellent onsets, and may 
therefore ’prefer’ (in the sense of Vennemann 1988) to form an onset to a following 
syllable. If this is the cause of the lengthening, then of course, this is not a genuine 
vowel lengthening, but a compensatory lengthening.

32. Light stems and forms containing pre-linked moras are sufficiently syllabified 
by the syllable algorithm. Hence, mora-insertion is not activated (cf. 5.3.3.2).

33. Assumed lengthening of OSw a in the position before Id and nd in Swedish 
dialects (i.e. forms like halda > hålla ’to hold’, hand ’hand’, etc.) has recently 
been studied by Westerberg (1991). In the present context we are mainly interested 
in lengthening in CvCC forms, because they represent and illustrate one case of 
spontaneous vowel lengthening.

34. We do not claim that what we have said for Old Swedish generalizes freely to 
corresponding stages of the other Germanic languages.

35. In Modem Swedish, retroflexion (supradentalization) of sequences of r + dental 
is general in most dialects. The synchronic vowel length of these forms in Modem 
Swedish is attributable to this fact. Historically, retroflexion is introduced in the 17th 
century, or later - that is well after the quantity shift (Wessén 1969:§166).

36. The fact that generalized lengthening does not occur in (West) Danish, may be 
attributed to the Danish choice of distinctive vowel quantity over distinctive 
consonant quantity. The opposite choice is made in Swedish and Norwegian, and 
general CvC lengthening takes place.

37. The situation where the properties of the final consonant are crucial to the 
lengthening tendency rather resembles the Germanic measurement of weight, but 
inversely. The least sonorous segments are now the least willing to let go of their 
mora (by letting the preceding vowel lengthen).

38. And voiceless consonants tend to have longer inherent duration than voiced 
consonants, in Swedish and several other languages at least (Elert 1964:144ff. and 
references given there).

39. Some further analysis will be required for intervocalic consonant clusters 
constituted by a stop and a liquid (muta cum liquida). In these forms a long vowel 
is often present, cf. forms like öödla ’lizard’ (from /ödla/) and seebra ’zebra’ (from 
/sebra/) (Hellberg 1974:81ff.). Hellberg suggests that these clusters should be treated 
as single consonants, thereby permitting vowel lengthening to take place.

40. For the northern Swedish dialects, Söderström (1972:88) states that in bisyllabic 
forms of words where the base form is monosyllabic, lengthening is more general



than otherwise. That is, if the CvC base form has lengthened (which is most often 
the case), then related CvCv forms will have lengthened also.

41. This is seen in that it is precisely the CwC type which is duplicated by vowel 
lengthening (but without a change in the underlying structure taking place in the 
lengthening CVC forms.).

42. If the distinction were not expressed in the consonants, distinctness would be 
indirect and hold by virtue of the effects of moraic consonants, only. For instance, 
one could imagine that the signal that there is a moraic final consonant in a CvC 
monosyllable would be the absence of vowel lengthening, rather than length on that 
consonant. This is perhaps a theoretical possibility, though it seems much more 
likely that the lengthening of consonants does take place at this time, as the quantity 
distinction in productive use among CvC monosyllables is given to consonants.

For evidence to the contrary of our claim here, we should look for a balance 
dialect which retains CVC monosyllables only where the final consonant is a 
voiceless stop or s, where consonant quantity is clearly underlying, and where the 
post-vocalic consonant of CvCCv(C) forms is not long, phonetically.

43. Incidentally, the old distinction between moraic and non-moraic consonants 
(obstruent exclusion) could possibly be one interpretation of the potential onset 
function. Obstruents can maximize onsets in many more instances that sonorants, 
because of their low sonority.

44. The wrong predictions are: (1) All CvC monosyllables ought to have lengthened 
more or less simultaneously, and not in the gradual fashion attested. (2) Given 
extrametricality of the final consonant, we would predict that lengthening of 
monosyllables would always take place by virtue of vowel lengthening, the final 
consonant being made invisible by extrametricality. This, of course, is a false 
prediction, since consonant lengthening as well as vowel lengthening occurs in many 
dialects. (3) There are some vowel lengthenings among CvCC monosyllables (orp 
> oorp ’word’, bam > baam ’child’, moln > mooln ’cloud’, karl > kaarl ’man’) 
and bisyllables (garper > gaarper ’yard’), too, which are not captured by the same 
generalization if we assume the introduction of extrametricality as a causal factor for 
lengthening.

45. This discussion serves to establish the potential onset function as a possible 
factor involved in the development towards longer vowels. Naturally, the width of 
applicability of this function has the same limitations as extrametricality, i.e. it has 
no relevance for CvCC monosyllables and CvCCv(C) bisyllables. However, the 
virtue of calculating with extrametricality-like effects in this area is that the 
lengthening of CvC monosyllables can be seen as a minimal word effect.

46. There are universal tendencies to support this, e.g. the fact that w is always a 
heavy syllable in a language where the weight distinction is made, while vC is not 
always a heavy syllable.



47. The change of vowel quality in the root syllable is due to a lowering rule that 
comes with the quantity shift (Wessén 1969:§67ff.). The change of vowel quality 
in the ending is due to vowel weakening, a rule which is quite general at this time 
(cf. 4.1.3.1).

48. In chapter 4 we reported on the dialect of Tinn (as spoken in the early 20th 
century) in Norway, where level stress tended to shift to the second syllable, with 
concomitant vowel (half-)lengthening. When the main prominence shifts back to the 
initial syllable in balance dialects, the lengthening naturally takes place in the initial 
syllable, presumably as half-length to begin with.

49. The genitive plural form is not given in Levander (1909: §10).

50. Instead, we expect that dialects which develop and promote an underlying vowel 
distinction should have short (neutralized) consonants in all positions. Danish and 
English are exponents for this type of system.

51. Our analysis of why vowel lengthening is such a dominant pattern in the Swedish 
southwestern dialects, is to a great extent based on the idea that a mora inserted in 
the initial syllable would link with the vowel, in a fully syllabified context (like 
CV. Cv). The consonant belonging to the following syllable could only be picked out 
(under the dictates of segmental collocation), if the mora is somehow exposed to that 
consonant. We proposed that balance structure provided such exposure. In non
balance dialects, this generalization is overridden only with intervocalic m.

52. Of course, if the morphological correspondence between CvC and CvCv forms 
is construed as analogical only, the relevance of balance prosody to the uniform 
outcome is denied (or not captured).

53. Boberg (1896:318f.) and Hesselman (1904:388) among others, assume that there 
was an early lengthening of m intervocalically, as this feature occurs in many 
dialects irrespective of geographical location. Some variation does occur, though,
e.g. Uppland kraama ’to hug’.

54. There is no mention of an ordering in Danish in Skautrup (1944) or Hansen 
(1962).

55. One (weak) prediction for the dialect of Nord-Gudbrandsdalen would be that the 
other early vowel lengthenings do not take place either, e.g. lengthening in CvCC 
monosyllables (e.g. fârp and garp) and in CvCCv(C) bisyllables (e.g. naglar). 
Whether or not this prediction is borne out is hard to assess in the modem dialect 
(Rristoffersen, p.c.). The most unambiguous evidence for early spontaneous 
lengthening are die CvCC forms. However, in the modem dialect of Vågå in NGbr 
(as in many other Scandinavian dialects), forms like ONw garp, Jarp have all 
developed a retroflex flap [1] or simple [r] in the final position. The vowel is long,



but this lengthening could be compensatory as well as historically spontaneous - and 
we simply cannot tell which.

56. A new class of CvCv light stems subsequently arises in Danish by virtue of 
consonant degemination (cf. 6.6.3.2).

57. In monosyllabic forms, the evidence for underlying length will have been 
obscured by neutralization. In the bisyllabic forms of monosyllabic base forms, 
however, length will have been visible.

58. Ämason (1980:78) tentatively suggests that this degemination may be the cause 
for the difference between e.g. Swedish and Danish with respect to which segment 
type it is that has distinctive quantity. We suggest that the choice of underlying 
vowel length is made earlier in Danish. Hence, degemination is the expected 
consequence of the loss of underlying consonant quantity, entailing neutralization.

59. Iff Modem Danish, alternations like those in (ia) abound (Hansen 1962:377). 
Sometimes, lengthening has taken place in words of the same type, yielding the
pattem in (ib) (ignoring stod).

(i) a. glad glaa.de ’happy’ adj sg : pi
blad blaa.det ’leaf noun indef : def
bud buu.det ’message’
gud guu.den ’god’
rad raa.den ’row’
fred free.den ’peace’
hud huu.der ’skin* noun sg : pi

b. flaad flaa.de ’flat’ adj sg : pi
baar baa. re ’bare’ adj sg : pi
snaar snaa.re ’quick* adj sg : pi
blaad blaa.det ’leaf noun indef : def
daal daalen ’valley’

Boberg (1896) carried out the "classical" (and largely accepted, cf. e.g. Hesselman 
1901:13f.) analysis of the data in (i). Boberg states that, in the regular case, CVC 
monosyllables are retained as short, while bisyllabic Cv.CV words undergo 
lengthening. The large number of lengthened monosyllables would be due to analogy 
with the bisyllabic forms of the same paradigm (1896:318).

Observations made by Hansen (1962:388f.) motivate a modification of Boberg’s 
analysis. Hansen notes that several original CVC forms that have lengthened their 
vowel, could not have become that way analogically, for lack of bisyllabic forms to 
model on. Typical cases are nouns with zero plurals, e.g. moat ’food’, loof 
’permission’, took ’roof, hoor ’flax’, 00I ’beer’, hool ’hole’. The definite article, 
which would render these words bisyllabic, was only in severely restricted use at this 
time. Hence, analogy alone could not explain the situation.



Hansen (1962) suggests that there were competing tendencies of lengthening and 
shortening and that possibly the monosyllables had long vowels at some point, but 
that they shortened again. The Danish dialects in Skåne (i.e. East Danish) had 
general lengthening in CVC monosyllables, and other dialects display evidence of the 
same tendency, but less generally. At the same time, in most Danish dialects, there 
was a tendency to keep vowels short in closed monosyllables. In the end, shortening 
- or retention of shortness - won in CVC forms, while lengthening won in open 
syllable contexts.

60. Our claim above has been that balance is a determinant factor in the lengthening 
variation. Concerning the issue as to why balance develops only in a limited (albeit 
large) area of the Scandinavian peninsula, see 4.2.7. Our basic point is that balance 
developed where vowel weakening had not applied beyond a certain point, at the 
time when the unipositional interpretation of the bimoraic condition was instantiated.

61. What is said for Middle English in this section, generalizes to Western (Middle) 
Danish (dialects of Jylland). These Danish dialects have apocope from an early point 
in time, and it seems not unlikely that the development on Jylland is essentially the 
same as the one we propose for Middle English below. The West Danish rule of 
apocope affects light stems and heavy stems alike. In light stems there is necessarily 
lengthening in the root syllable, while in heavy stems there is no lengthening 
(Skautrup 1944:227, Ringgaard 1971:15f).

62. The schwa underwent deletion and there is early written evidence of apocope in 
northern dialects, indicating that there, apocope applies before vowel lengthening. 
Soon, however, the final <e> shows up again, now as a marker of vowel length 
in the preceding syllable.

63. Minkova (1985:170) suggests that schwa-deletion precedes vowel lengthening, 
while tradition holds that vowel lengthening precedes schwa-deletion (hence open 
syllable lengthening). Minkova (1982) shows that there is no conclusive basis for the 
traditional assumption in the available data.

64. Minkova (1985) does not discuss the issue. Hayes (1989:23) suggests that once 
the schwa is deleted, the preceding onset loses its syllabic membership (called 
parasitic delinking). The mora thereby becomes completely free and can link with 
any available segment. Why the mora chooses the root vowel instead of the final 
consonant remains a mystery, however. Default linking of moras to a string of 
segments is generally assumed to be one-to-one.

65. In 3.3% of the relevant forms for MEOSL collected by Minkova (1982), the 
output is unlengthened. The words in (i) were all bisyllabic in Old English.

(i) beck, knock, crack, drop, lap, fret, get, rot, tread, wag, tar



Under our analysis, these are not exceptional, but analogous with late Proto-Nordic 
vowel deletion.

66. The rule of beat deletion is proposed in Nespor & Vogel (1989:77), where it 
is defined as applicable to clash contexts only. The rule in (35) obviously does not 
refer to a clash.

67. For instance, the word tale is subject to foot reformation while the word talent 
is not. We know (by retrospection) that the final vowel of tale is weaker than that 
of talent since only the former is subject to deletion (cf. below). While the weakness 
of the second syllable will have influenced the choice of targets of foot reformation, 
weakness is no general prerequisite for the implementation of a unipositional foot, 
as the phenomenon of balance indicates.

68. Soon enough, the final <e> (previously representing schwa) shows up again 
in manuscripts, now as a marker of vowel length in the preceding syllable. And of 
course, it is still there in English orthography today.

69. It is not clear exactly what the conditions are for, on the one hand, schwa- 
deletion vs. retainment of the vowel, and on the other hand, lengthening vs. no 
lengthening. For the first type, Lahiri (1991) suggests a morphological conditioned 
rule, deleting final schwas that are singular markers, while plural markers (which 
can be schwa, too) in the same position are retained (e.g. taal vs. taale). For the 
second type, Lahiri (1991) lists several examples of a priori similar-looking words, 
but which behave differently with respect to lengthening {œ:cer ’acre’ vs. oter 
’otter’, sta.'pol ’staple’ vs. watol ’wattle’). Many words also display double forms 
(fœder/fœ:der, wæter/wæ:ter).

70. If it were vowel quantity that were made underlying, then one would have 
expected the long vowels to prevail. This is however, not a clear prediction, in view 
of the fact that Danish datter ’daughter’ is now a CvCv light stem, as Staffan 
Hellberg points out. In Danish vowel ^shortening must have taken place before 
consonant degemination. We have not attempted further analysis.

71. The fact that the stress system gets more complicated as German and French 
words are borrowed en masse into the language, is - in this perspective - a different 
matter.

72. The so-called actuation problem (Weinreich, Labov & Herzog 1968:102, 
187f.).

73. We have not discussed the procedure for adjoining unsyllabified material. Mora- 
insertion, activated by main-stress assignment, takes part in the syllabification and 
must be able to link with some segment, either the root vowel or a following 
consonant. One possibility is to have incomplete syllabification up to the point where 
main-stress is assigned and then let a stray segment adjunction procedure apply.



Another possibility is to completely syllabify the string after core syllable assignment 
and then let mora-insertion change this structure where relevant. In the present work, 
I have not pursued the predictions of these alternatives.



Chapter 7

Remarks on Germanic prosody

It is a striking fact that all the Germanic dialects exhibit quantity shifts or quantity- 
shift-like tendencies. Even as late as the 15th century, the Germanic dialects display 
evidence of similar prosodic development. Their historical development is no doubt 
a coherent one. The question is how this diachronic coherence of the Germanic 
dialects should be understood. We suggest that two aspects of the Germanic prosodic 
system are central to such an understanding. First, there is the presence and nature 
of the bimoraic condition in Germanic prosody. Second, there are the various 
conflicts at different prosodic levels.

Let us begin with the latter aspect. As we have described it, the prosodic system 
of the early Germanic dialects contains several internal conflicts, or disharmonies, 
at both syllable and stress level. Recall the conflicts between the onset principle and 
Prokosch’s law (derivation of Go /maUI/ > ma.wi ’girl’, chapter 2), between 
occasional monomoraic main-stress foot and the bimoraic canon (derivation of PN 
*ge.ßoo ’gift’, 3.1.2.1 and 3.2.3), between the main-stress properties and properties 
of other stresses, leading to stress clash in contexts predicted to be legitimate by foot 
theory (e.g. Gmc *wor.doo > wor.du ’words’, 3.2.3 and 3.2.3.3). Recall also the 
disharmony between the double segmental quantity system (allowing light, heavy and 
overlong stems) and the prosodic condition on stressed syllables to be bimoraic 
(allowing heavy stems only, i.e. Prokosch’s law in its ultimate form; chapter 6). 
These conflicts, we suggest, have their origin in the early Germanic retraction of 
main-stress to the stem-initial syllable and the various prosodic properties that were 
thereby gathered together in the main-stress syllable.

The bimoraic condition, we propose, has been inherited from generation to 
generation throughout history. It has been seen to move through the prosodic levels 
towards narrower interpretations at each step. The result has been more and more 
constrained variation in the data. At the same time, conflicts between elements 
within the system have been resolved. Structurally, this development has basically 
been one where main-stress and syllabification have step-wise become disentangled.

In the beginning, the bimoraic condition is deeply embedded in the assignment of 
prosodic structure. We attribute this to the fact that, at some early Germanic point, 
main-stress becomes obligatorily associated with the root syllable. Thus, the different 
properties of the main-stress syllable with respect to other stresses and syllables are



the dominant disharmony. In the typological perspective, Germanic thereby comes 
to possess an atypical stress and syllabification system. And apparently, there is no 
direct or immediate way of reinterpreting the system, e.g. as one where main-stress 
is separated from syllabification, as in most other stress systems. Instead, language 
change comes to target smaller - or better defined - disharmonies in the prosodic 
system. This leads to a slow, step-wise development towards a more canonical stress 
system, where the main features of Germanic prosody are retained.

This development takes place in two domains. On the one hand the prosodic 
system changes and the bimoraic condition comes more to the fore, the syllable 
algorithm is unified, etc. On the other hand, the linguistic data change. Many 
prosodically conditioned changes are implemented. The results of syncope, vowel 
shortening, balance and quantity shift are vocabularies that are better adapted to the 
specific contemporary features of the stress system. Needless to say, the development 
is one of constant interaction between the two domains, grammar and data, in the 
brains of the speakers.
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